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Hon. Editor’s Notes
Your Editor has pleasure in presenting, somewha~
belatedly, the 1966 Club Annual. On behalf of all
members he offers sincere thanks to theAuthors of
the Annual, those members who have gone to the
trouble of composing the varied accounts of their
interesting cruises. He would like to record his
personal thanks to the Commodore and the Hon.
Secretary for advice and encouragement in his new
task. He apologises for errors spotted too late to
correct and hopes that there are not too many as yet
undetected, trusting that readers will forgive these
faults arising from inexperience. He would be very
glad indeed to hear from any member who would like
to assist with or take over this work next year.
Attention is drawn to the following:One plan each of Ireland, France and Denmark have
been used to illustrate several cruises on the coasts
of each country, see "Contents" for page.
For the benefit of non-Cork members elected since
1954 the words of "The Holy Ground", which were
recorded in the Annual for that year, are repeated
on page 161.
The list of members now contains many ’phone numbers;
it is hoped that this will prove useful not only for those
wishing to make cross-border calls but also for such
whose eyesight is not equal to the official directories.
The Hon. Secretary requests members to write to him
pointing out any errors they can detect in the list of
members. If a member moves house and fails to notify
the Club he may not see this Annual and communication
can only be restored through the action of some friend
who observes an obsolete address in the list.
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HONORARY SECRETARY’S REPORT, 1966
Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is my pleasure to present this, the 38th Annual Report to the members
of the Club.
The year opened with the holding of the Annual Dinner, and this time it was
Dublin’s turn to do the honours. The R. St. G.Y.C. proved to be a most fortunate
choice of venue, but then of course we had friends at court. The Commodore of
that Club, our good friend Rory O’Hanlon, together with the staff, are to be congratulated and thanked for the warmth of their hospitality. The evening was crowned
by a presentation from Dr. O’Hanlon to the I.C.C. of an icing sugar cake in the
shape of the Fastnet Rock. It was absolutely perfect in every detail, down to the
flashing light in calibrated sequence. I understand that a photograph of it appears
elsewhere in the Journal. The principal guest at the Dinner was the Commodore of
the Royal Cruising Club - Dr. Peter Pye, whose untimely death later in the yearwe
regret to record.
The Annual General Meeting, which followed in February, saw the retiring
under the rules of P. H. Greet as Commodore, and the election Lt. Col. R. L.
Berridge. The vigorous approach with which Perry tackled the job of Commodoreship is well known to most of the members, but to none more than I. I thank him
most sincerely on behalf of all of us for the many innovations which he introduced,
and for the fresh breath of life which he brought to the Club. It is Bob’s misfortune
to succeed such a bundle of energy, but he has displayed in his first year of office
the ability to uphold the tradition set for him.
The Southern fleet ran their Whit race from Cork to Castlehaven. A large
entry and aggreable conditions made it a very enjoyable and sociable affair.
The East coast Whir race was from Dun-Laoghaire to Holyhead, with an entry
of 11 boats. After a sojourn, the entire fleet, together with 17 boats from the
N.W.O.A. joined in a race to Wicklow. Mr. Greer had presented the GREER
TROPHY to the I.C.C., which was this year allotted to the winner of Section B.
As an experiment, the end of season Rally was this year held at Drogheda, on
the River Boyne. For the past couple of years the navigational exercises at
Carlingford proved to be instructive and great fun, but unfortunately the weather
proved to be anything but funny. The Boyne had the advantage that ali boats were
able to tie alongside, and socialising could take place in any state of liquidity.
Whilst the Commodore and his team on Samphire of Osyth had organised an interesting exercise in the form of a questionnaire, more practical exercises proved
to be impossible. Dinner ashore at a local Hotel followed. On the whole the

venture was acclaimed a great success by all those attending, with the possible
addendum that perhaps we should have dined on board after at1.
An entirely new publication in the form of a practical yachtsman’s LOG BOOK
was put on the market during the year. It is the brain child of our ex-Commodore,
and I feel sure you join me in congratulating him on it’s spontaneous acclamation
by our kindred Clubs.
A record number of 21 new members were admitted during the year, and we
extend to them the hand of welcome and friendship. Their names are listed
separately.on page x.
It is with deep regret that we record the death of Douglas Mellon, a founder
member, and just before going to press the death of John B. Kearney, a member
since 1930. No words of mine could add to the esteem in which they were held by
all. I can say that we are all proud as members to have been associated with them,
and we offer their bereaved families our most heartfelt sympathy. May they rest
in peace.
Six Committee meetings were held during the year, all well attended. The
non-Dublin members in particular are to be thanked for travelling long distances
often at great inconvenience.
There should be a record Irish entry for the Fastnet in 1967. The Club has
made an entry for the Admirals Cup and under the watchful eye of the Commodore
Denis Doyle, who has been nominated manager, is engaged in recruiting a team°
Upon his election as Commodore, Col. Berridge decided to tender his resignation as Hon. Journal Editor. This position has now been gracefully undertaken
by R. P. Campbell who was already heavily involved in completing the production
of the entirely revised South and West Coast Sailing Directions. He has taken
complete charge of this Annual from start to finish and I would like to say to you
Paul how very much we appreciate the many hours of toil that you have devoted to
the Club publications.

AIDAN DUNN.
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DOUGLAS ME LLON
It is difficult to express in words the great loss not only to me personally
but also to such a great number of sailing men throughout Ireland, in the death
of Douglas Mellon in May of this year at the age of 81.
Douglas was one of the founders of the Irish Cruising Club and served on
its Committee for very many years. He was Commodore of the Howth Sailing
Club at the time of his death and for several years before that.
We went to school together and he crewed with me as long ago as 1919 on
our first post-war cruise to the Hebrides and on many subsequent occasions.
He owned at that time the 4 ton plank on edge cutter "Vagrant", built in 1881
and which by the way is still going strong in Dunlaoghaire.
Having sold "Vagrant" he then in 1924 bought from me my 13 ton ketch
"Lil" which was lost through dragging her anchors in Dunlaoghaire harbour in
1934, after which he acquired "Osmunda" in which he did so many cruises until
1954, when he sold her and bought the 2 tonner "Spray".
Up to the time of his death Douglas was the I.C.C. Port Representative in
Howth and kept an accurate account each year of all yachts visiting this port for
inclusion in this Annual.
He will be greatly missed by a very large circle of friends.
A. W. Mooney.
JOHN B. EEARNEY
For the second time within a few months it is my sad duty to refer to the
death of one of our most prom,inent original members. John B. Kearney, the
designer of so many of our well-known yachts, died on the night of New Year’s
Day at the age of 87. He has left behind him a splendid legacy to Irish yachtsmen in the form of many yachts which will be giving great enjoyment to their
owners for very many years to come. He designed the "Mermaid" class which
has grown to so very big numbers all over Ireland. The bigger yachts to his
design included among many others: "Ann Gaff", "Evora", "Rosalind", "Setanta",
"Shielmartin", and finally the beautiful "Helen of Howth", while those which he
personally built were "Ainmara", "Foam", "Sonia" and "Mavis".
John acted as surveypr to Irish Mutual Yacht Insurance and did many other
surveys as well. Many members and others will always remember him with
gratitude as a friend in need for he was always ready to give level-headed and
sympathetic advice to those with boat trouble.
On January the first John turned up as usual at the National Yacht Club towish
his many friends a Happy New Year and he was in the best of form and looking very
well. He died in his sleep that night, a nice way to go. He will be greatly missed
but certainly not forgotten.
A.W. Mooney.
vii.

CHALLENGE CUPS
by D. N. Doyle and R. L. Berridge

Ten logs were submitted for competition ranging from the north and west
coasts of Ireland to the Faeroes, to Norway and to Corsica and Sardinia°
Four logs were entered for the Fortnight Cup.
Launce McMullen sailed Rainbow from Dunlaoghaire to Donegal and Tory
Island and back with an able crew of three on board, 540 miles and 14 anchorages°
He made very little use of the outboard engine and found his way under sail into
many small anchorages. Our only criticism,.is that the~ narrative is rather bald
and abrupt. An exceller~t cruise.
John Guinness, also with three on board, sailed Sharavogue from Howth to
Limerick, North about, before turning her into a motor boat for the return passage by river and canal. He visited in all fourteen anchorages in 547 miles. An
enjoyable and competent cruise in which good use was made of the open, offshore anchorages on the West Coast. What delightful places to spend a night in
the right conditions, Belderg, Inishkea, Clare Island and Port Murvy on Aranmore.
Wallace Clark sailed Wild Goose with five on board from Killybegs to Derrynane, about 246 miles in 7 days, pressing on hard to overcome the weather and
meet a deadline with his wife and family° They made a fine passage from Keem
to Smerwick and landed on the Great Blasket. For the next week he cruised with
his family around Kenmare Bay and made a successful landing on Skellig Michael.
Winkie Nixon sailed Ain Mara from Belfast to Castletownsend and back in
13 days, 578 miles. Despite cold weather and an engine out of order they
managed to accomplish a lot, and made good a very reasonable speed.
Six logs were entered for the Faulkner Cup.
Ninian Faulkiner sailed Tir na n-Og, an Excalibur class yacht, from Dunlaoghaire to the Faeroes and back. A well conducted cruise and his navigator,
Michael d’Alton deserves credit for excellent work in bad visibility. They were
blessed with better weather than usual in these high latitudes. Michael d’Alton’s
log is very readable and interesting and the whole cruise sounds to have been
both enjoyable and a good work out for the new boat.
Paddy Greer sailed Helen of Howth to Norway and back passing through the
Caledonian Canal both ways and enjoying a pleasant, short cruise on the Norwegian coast~ Perry submitted his deck log and sight workings which showed
that the cruise was carried out in a most seamanlike manner° It is good to read
in this that the next generation are taking over Helen, Pat Greet having been in
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full charge for two days of the outward passage. The published log makes enjoyable reading. Helen was lucky to have had such good weather on her two
passages across a very unpleasant bit of North Sea.
Rory O’Hanlon sailed Tjaldur from Dun Laoghaire to Bordeaux, then through
the Midi Canal and on to Corsica and Sardinia, returning to Sete where he handed
over the ship to Douglas Heard. This cruise was carried through with great
determination and Tjaldur experienced very heavy weather on the passage south.
She also had both calms and gales in the Mediterranean. Despite this the whole
cruise sounded great fun and the method of submitting the log is original.
Douglas Heard had been on board Tjaldur for most of the previous cruise and
took over at Sete to bring the yacht home. Tjaldur was plagued by headwinds all
the way and her speedy return shows the ability of both ship and crew. It is so
easy to slide down the Biscay coast and so hard to beat back N.W. again. Douglas
gives a lot of useful information on the Midi canal which his crew seemed to have
enjoyed.
Christopher Green sailed the 8 metre Helen from Ardglass to the Morbihan
and back, logging a total of 1377 miles in 5 weeks. They accomplished some very
fine and fast passages and showed what these fine old boats can do. They suffered
some rigging and sail troubles and their experience reinforces the need to carry
adequate storm canvas on board. They were also rammed and holed and repaired
~he damage themselves. An excellent cruise.
John Beckett sailed the 4 ton Data from Dun Laoghaire to Skye and back, 588
miles at the very fast average for a yacht of her size of 4.2 knots. They seem
to have had a most enjoyable cruise which included seeing some of the most
lovely scenery in Scotland under perfect weather conditions. An enterprising
cruise, capable executed.
The four cruises submitted for the Fortnight Cup show what can be done in a
short time by yachts on our own coasts. After carefully considering the spirit
of the rules for the Fortnight Cup the judges regretfully ruled out Sharavogue’s
cruise. They felt that this cup should be given to a skipper who could only spare
a fortnight away. John Guinness’s open sea cruise was a fortnight but he took
extra time to bring Sharavogue back through the canal. The judges were most
sorry not to be able to consider Sharavogue’s fine cruise for this cup. They
did, however, consider it with the envies for the Faulkner Cup.
To choose between the remainder proved hard and the judges had to consider
every detail.
They award the Fortnight Cup to Wallace Clark,

ix.

The seven logs eligible for the Faulkner Cup, three to the north, three to
the south and one on the Irish coast, were all of a very high standard in able
and well prepared ships. They represent yacht cruising at its best. In
addition all the cruises submitted for both cups reflect the greatest credit on
the crews, young and old, as well as the skippers and show what able cruising men and women can be found in the Club.
The judges award the Faulkner Cup to Rory O’Hanlon.
There were no entries, unfortunately, for the Round Ireland Cup.

D. N. Doyle, R. L° Berridge.
Cork. Dec. 1966
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NEW MEMBERS,

1966
Miss Patricia Greet
Mrs. Mary J. Gt~inness
Professor J. B. Kinmonth
Brian M. Martin
K. A. Masser
John P. Pritchard
Mrs. Mary G. Pritchard
Edward P° Scanlan

Michael B. Balmforth
Fred. Cudmore, Jnr:.
Justin R. Cudmore
Peter F. Cudmore
Richard B. Cudmore
D. Conor Doyle
Frank Doyle
Kevin F. Dwyer

Mrs. Doreen B. Scanlan
Thomas N. Taggart

John J. Finnegan
David H. FitzGerald
Howard Greer

X°

SEASON 1966 PRIZEWINNERS
FAU LKNE R CUP

R. H. O’Hanlon

Tjaldur

FORTNIGHT CUP

H. W. S. Clark

Wild Goose

No entries received

ROUND IRELAND CUP

WYBRANTS CUP, Whir Race
C ork/F as tnet/Castlehaven

i st Moonduster
2nd Sonata
3rd Echo

D. N. Doyle
H. P. Goodbody
H. Coveney

Whir Race, C ork/Castlehaven

Ist Setanta
2nd Ann Again
3rd Jade

F. Cudmore
B. Cudmore
E. Sutton

WRIGHT SALVER, Whir Race
Dun-Laoghaire/Holyhead

ist Fionnuala
2nd Arandora
3rd Euphanzel

R. Courtney
D. Bradley
A. McGeachin

GREER TROPHY Whit Race
Holyhead/Wicklow

1st Krishna
2nd Gillian
3rd Petina

D. A. Cawthorne
Dr. E.G. Wade
L. S. Simmons

DONEGAN MEMORIAL CUP 1st Class 2
and overall Orana
Irish Sea Race
1st Class I Sonata
2nd Class 2 Fionnuala
WATERFORD HARBOUR S. C. CUP
Islands Race

ROCKABILL TROPHY
End of Season Muster

ist Moonduster
2nd If
3rd Sonata

1st Helen of Howth
2nd Sharavoge
Joint 3rd Segura
Joint 3rd Tjaldur

I

xi.

J. D. Pearson
H. P. Goodbody
R. Courtney
D. N. Doyle
T. Crosbie
H. P. Goodbody
P.
J.
A.
R.

H. Greer
H. Guinness
H. Masser
H. O’Hanlon

Photo opposite: The Fastnet in icing sugar.
SAILING DIRECTIONS FOR SOUTH & WEST COASTS OF IRELAND
The new edition of this Club publication became available in Jannary 1967 and incorporates the following improvements:
Details of lights and radiobeacons brought up to date.
General revision of text with many amendments and improvements.
Major harbour developments at Dunmore East, Castletownbere and Killybegs described, with plans.
Directions for the following, which did not appear in the 1962 edition:
River Suir to Waterford, with plan
River Barrow to New Ross, with plan
Castle Cove, Kenmare River, with plan
Trawenagh Bay, Co. Donegal.
Several of the plans have been re-drawn and the following new plans added, in addition to those mentioned above.
Waterford Hbr.
Youghal
Drake’s Pool
Great Skellig
Cahirciveen
Fenit Pier
Carrigaholt

S cattery
Tarbert
F oynes
Limerick
Mutton Island
C lifden Bay
Inishbofin

Ballynakill
Salruck
Inishlyre
Blacksod
Frenchport
Broadhaven
Gola Sound

Crown Qto., 275 pages, 100 plans, 12 pages photos,
waterproof binding, new dust jacket. Price 40/-.
SAILING DIRECTIONS FOR EAST & NORTH COASTS OF IRELAND
This companion volume to the above is priced at 25/-. A second correction sheet
for it, not expected to be very long, will be available in April I.C.C. books have
been used in the past aboard fishing boats and R.N.L.I. lifeboats but the photo
opposite shows a new market opening up. Jack Kelly Rogers is explaining the plan
of Malahide aboard a SRN6 hovercraft on Portmarnock strand. On the left is
Bernard Nolan whose company Irish Shell supply the dust jackets for our sailing
directions.
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ILE DE GROIX TO STARBOARD
See plan p.p. 8-9

by J~ A. Mackeown

"Huff of Arklow" 12 tons is a very light displacement aux.
bermudan sloop designed by Uffa Fox.
Huff’s 1966 cruise followed directly on the R. O.R.C. Irish Sea race, which
had been a frustrating affair for her with four periods of six hours each becalmed
and stemming the tide. The race had started from Puffin Island on July 2nd at
1130 and on Tuesday, July 5th at 1330 we were anchoring in the mouth of Ballycotton
Harbour to land David McKenna who had to get back to work in London the next day.
At 1345 we were off again with, ironically, a good force 5 which shot us out to
Daunts’ rock and back to Roche’s point where we finished the race at 1625. By
1730 we were anchored above the Royal Munster after a hectic beat through an
unexpected number of local yachts, catamarans and yachts from the Round Britain
race, and earlier ar~rivals in our own race. This beat had one unexpected result
in that spectators at the Royal Munster informed us that Huff’s bottom looked very
dirty and we realized we must face one more day’s delay to have her scrubbed before
we could start on our cruise° We already had to get the engine looked at, various
small jobs done and stores loaded, so Wednesday and Thursday were fully occupied,
with Huff laid alongside the Town Wharf early on Thursday morning for her scrubbing
and anti-fouling, Two more of the race crew had left us, Christopher Pringle and
Graham Jones, leaving only John Burke, Richard Hayes and myself, but Margaret
Bourke and Colin McMullen were waiting at Crosshaven eager to leave when we were
ready. Having lost so many days we decided to leave as soon as Huff floated off on
the evening tide, but our plan to sail to Brittany was ~early wrecked by the engine.
It would go perfectly, but for lack of an essential spare part would not charge the
battery; furthermore a cracked exhaust meant the cabin would be uninhabitable after
a few minutes running, We depend on the battery for r~avigation and internal lights
and tides round Brittany are strong and an engine could be be almost essential for
longish periods° Anxiously we debated what to do but: finally, when we realized the
engine did not use up the battery if started by hand, we decided to go ahead as planned,
get the battery charged ashore when necessary and only use the engine when unavoidable.
The last stores were rushed aboard, the last meal eaten at the Hayes’s hospitable board
and with a final gift of 1½ cwts, of lovely new potatoes we cast off at 2100. With the
wind about force 1 and against the tide we motored to half a mile beyond Roches’ Point,
where half Cork seemed to be out in boats and yachts of all shapes and sizes fishing.
The log was streamed and the sails hoisted at 2130 in a No W. drift of air, and thankfully we turned off the engine and aired the cabin before venturing below.
Friday, July 8th to Sunday, July 10th
At 0630 the log only read 14 miles but a fore;~ 3 westerly arrived and all day we
reached along at a steady 6 knots in grey but warm conditions° By 2230 we had covered
102 miles in 16 hours and the Scilly Isles were in sight and abeam at about 6 miles on
the port side. We were steering 160 to pass between 5 and 10 miles outside Ushant,

our plan being to get as far south as possible while conditions were favourable°
The wind increased to force 4 and despite a change to the small genoa we did
7¼ knots in the hour to midnight. The watch from 0200 to 0600 was not so
pleasant with the wind going dead astern and gusting a bit with the passage of a
minor cold front. Speed dropped to about 4½ knots and all day Saturday we
continued to run along, goosewinged a lot of the time. At about 1630 we got into
the main shipping lane round Ushant and nearly had to alter course for the "Jane
Mersk" which eventually passed us at less than half a mile. At 1800 with the log
showing 206½ we sighted Ushant on the Port bow and altered course to 150°. The
tide was running strongly against us and not till 2145 did we bring Ushant and La
Jumet lights in line, with the log at 226½. Hoping to avoid most of a third night
at sea we decided to make for Camaret, only 24 miles on, but the wind fell away
and the tide again headed us so that, even with 20 minutes from the engine, it was
0345 before we picked up the Camaret lighthouse and 0430 before we anchored in
the mouth of the harbour with 250 miles on the log. All slept late and it was midday before we went ashore on a lovely warm sunny day. How good it was to walk
along the frDnt with its unmistakable foreign air and how good our lunch was at the
small Le Celton restaurant where for a guinea a head we had oysters, mussels,
crab, chicken and Cinzano and Muscadet to wash all down’. Back late to Huff for
a snooze we decided to dine on board as cloud and a strong wind got up at sunset
and it rained during the night.
Monday July ll-Tuesday July 12th
We spent the Monday at Camaret and the first excitement was the punt breaking loose in the still strong wind while I was shaving. It was rescued by a small
French lobster boat and brought back. By 1000 the weather was back to sunshine
and warmth and we went ashore to clear Customs - very easy - get francs and shop,
as well as arrange for charging the battery and finding safe water. We had our first
lunch aboard off French rolls, pate and wine - the first of many such lunches - and
then went to the fine beach for sun and water bathing. This was the skipper’s first
bathe for years and he actually enjoyed it’. Back again to Huff to fetch the batteries
ashore for charging overnight at a garage - we managed that night with torches and then dinner at Le Celton again. Oysters and mussels again, but this is not really
a restaurant for dinner. We decided to sail on Tuesday morning as soon as we could
collect the batteries, so at 0930 we raised the anchor and beat in a force 2 westerly,
to the Chenal de Toxulinget, which we passed through an hour later and reached down
to the famous Raz De Sein which we passed through in calm conditions at 1355. Even
then there was quite a race visible close off La ’vleille lighthouse, a pIace to be given
a good berth. We sailed on across the Bay of Audierne and at 1800 were off the rocky
Penmarch peninsula. We decided to go into the fishing port of Le Guilvinec for the
night and had an exciting 2½ hours finding the channel there, as the leading marks seem
to have changed since our edition of Adlard Cole’s excellent guide was publishedo
However John brought us safely in on a compass course and at 2030 we dropped anchor
in the middle of the fairway in about 3 fathoms. This was an excellent 45 miles’ sail
in good conditions, through drizzle fell while we dined on board and went ashore to
.

stretch our legs and have a nightcap before early bed°
Wednesday July i3th
At 0330 I was woken up tJy tae noise of marine engines and John and I stayed
on deck for an hour watchil~g a fantastic sight as trawlers, tunnymen, lobster boats
and fishing craft of all kinds streamed out of the Harbouro There must have been
200 of them, After breakfast the crew went ashore to shop while the skipper wrote
postcards° At 1215 we went out under engine and finding a good wind decided to set
course outside the Isles de Glenan for the Ile de Groixo It was cloudy and not a day
for sunbathing but very favourable for pushing oil south-eastwardso The wind in-.
creased steadily from the north-west and we finished up running at 6 to 7 knots until
2 miles from Port Tudy where we took off the genoa and, still going fast, lowered the
main and entered the small but attractive harbour under engineo We found it very
full of yachts of the French off-shore group who were arriving after a race and we
had some difficulty in anchoring° However by 1930 we were safely anchored close
to the west pier with a stern warp to the buoy nearest the entrance° There are now
four buoys in the harbour as against 2 shown, by Adlard Coles., We had had a splendid
sail of about 39 miles in under 7h<yarsand were now 336 miles from Crosshaveno
After a good dirmer from Margaret she went ashore with John and Colin while Richard
and I decided we deserved a rest°
Thursday 14th July.- Friday 15th July
Thursday was Bastille Day and we decided to dress ship overall, but were somewhat surprised to find that none of the French yachts did, though many snapshots were
taken to Huff° We decided to explore the island into which tourists and, surprisingly,
cars kept pouring on the ferry steamer from L~Oriento So after breakfast we went
ashore and climbed up to the little town about half a mile away where we obtained the
necessary provisions for a picnic~ We walked on about a mile to Loc Maria at the
south side of the island and there all bathed, except the skipper, and had an excellent
picnic lunch in good weather~. We saw many yachts with spinnakers set passing two
miles out or so on what must have been a race to Belle Isle 15 miles further on; we
could see it on the horizon, Job.n and I walked through delightfully unspoilt countryto
the Point de;: Chats lighthouse at. the south-east corner of the island and settled that,
as we wanted to be back in Dun Laoghaire on July 28th and call at the Scilly Isles, as
well as seeing as many Brittany ports as possible, we should start our return trip the
next day and the programme we sketched out we were able to fulfil with op.ly one
slight change° When we returned to the harbour in the late afternoon we found a big
crowd gathered round it and the reason was explained just after we boarded Huff for,
from a rowing boat they began to release :live ducks after which lots of young boys
swam in great excitement° Whoever got a duck was able to have it for supper’, Some
of the ducks came near us and Richard jumped in but, alas, was not successful in
getting one° I hear that a similar performance occurs at the Glandore regatta,
another link between Brittany and Ireland° We went to a hotel in the town for ~ good
dinner and when. we came back the large crowds had returned to the harbour area and
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were gathered round a lorry on which there was a brass band. They soon followed it up the hill back to the town, so Bastille Day was being celebrated after all°
On Friday we left the harbour at 0900 and decided to circumnavigate the island
and anchor for a bathe. After an hour we anchored close inshore between the
Point des Chats and Les Grandes Sables on the east side of the island and, while
Margaret and John bathed, the rest of us found a lovely little bar on the low
cliffs overlooking the sands and had suitable refreshment in the sun. We left
with regret at noon and sailed on slowly round the island in weather which slowly
clouded over, while the wind went round to the north and freshened, so that when
we finally got clear of the island at 1400 we had a very fast sail W. N.W. to Port
Manech at the mouth of the Aven river. Here we anchored in delightful surroundings at 1630 and saw the first of the large fleets of dinghies which so many Brittany
ports support. After tea we went ashore for a walk and refreshments and had a
good dinner in the Hotel-Restaurant du Port.
Saturday 16th July-Sunday 17th July
Having done our shopping before breakfast we were ready to go up the Aven
river with the tide, in the dinghy and outboard, to Pont Aven some 4 milesup.
This is a lovely trip up a wooded valley and Pont Aven is a most picturesque town
beloved by artists. After walking round we had an excellent and hilarious lunch
at the hotel on the quay. Despite the skJ.pper insisting on steering the dinghy down
river we reached the anchorage safely at 1620 and were off 20 minutes later for
Concarneau some 12 miles on. The wind was dead ahead and variable in strength
so we had quite an interesting sail, with several sail changes and reefings and
unreefings, but we got into the outer harbour at Concarneau safely after 2½ hours
and had a very cheerful dinner on board. Next morning was Sunday and while some
went to Church all had a look at the famous walled city, which is spoilt by all the
buildings being occupied as tourist shops with useless souvenirs in them. However
it is picturesque from outside and from the ramparts. After lunch on board we left
at 1510 for the l0 miles to Benodet in a northerly force 3. Under full sail we tore
along, to the apparent astonishment of a number of smaller French yachts out for
a Sunday afternoon sail. John accused me of ignoring his course and sailing straight
over certain rocks but we hit nothing, possible because the tide was full, and anchored off the first beach at Benodet, S.E. of the leading lighthouse two hours after
leaving. We chose this anchorage because it avoided the crowd of yachts up the
river in the usual anchorages and must be quite safe in northerly winds. The beach
was crowded with people but the crew rushed ashore to bathe while the skipper rowed
the punt on a voyage of exploration as far as the ferry. We later had an excellent,
if expensive, dinner in a hotel at the top of the town and our pleasure was only slightly
diminished by finding the punt high and dry in mud on our return
Monday 18th July
This day was perhaps the highlight of the cruise and deserves a paragraph to
itself- Margaret was much cheered by a visit to the hairdresser in the morning and

the skipper was equally bucked by at last getting a kettle to replace one which
had leaked for several days, while the others shopped and bathed. After lunch
we caught the last of the flood and sailed up the river Odet to two miles below
Quimper where we anchored for tea, This is a lovely sail of about 5 miles
through wooded slopes and past all the Benodet yacht anchorages and numerous
attractive coves along the river° It also gets very exciting when the river
narrows and winds through a higher ridge in very sharp curves. We had great
fun short tacking here arid noticed that two French yachts following us tookdown
their sails and motored through this part. They gave us a cheer as they passed’°
Shortly afterwards a big steamer came up and we were glad it hadn’t overtaken
us while in the narrows’° We left at 1715 on the first of the ebb and came down
slowly under genoa only, However nearing Benodet we decided to show our
paces and with the main and big genoa up roared through the anchorage at i845
and proceeded to Loctudy, where we anchored half an hour later. After a good
dinner on board the crew went ashore to roister and returned in the smallhours
having found an exciting football game°
Tuesday 19th July-Thursday 21st July
Loctudy is a curious place and I would have liked time to explore it a bit,
but we had to press on, so after a morning of shopping and watering and cleaning
ship, we left as soon as the tide would let us over the bar at 1315 and set sail
for Audierne 29 miles off. The wind stayed northerly but varied from force 4/5
to almost nil. It was overcast and rather chilly and presaged a change. Inthese
conditions progress was spasmodic and we even had the engine on for 10 minutes
to help us round Penmarch against the tide, and we also had two short tacks, but
eventually a good wind speeded us into Audierne at 2000~ We did not go up the
river but stayed at the outer breakwater, The evening forecast was bad and we
woke up on Wednesday to a force 6 northerly with a gale forecast for Plymouth.
We watched dinghies from the sailing school going over like nine pins and we
decided it was no day for going through the Raz de Sein. However Audierne looked
attractive and we had no objection to spending a day there instead of at Morgat as
we had hoped. We had a good lunch at the hotel on the road to Audierne town,
which the crew went on to explore while I returned to Huff for a rest. On their
return the crew were hailed by "Winsome Lady" anchored next us and after
refreshment arranged for Mro Guthrie E~ton and his crew to visit Huff after
dinner. We had a pleasant chat and retired to rest at a late hour only to be
interrupted by terrific excitement in the harbour as the lifeboat went out and
ambulances arrived at the slip, while a launch tore up and down apparently wanting certain yachts to leave their anchorages. The lifeboat returned, probably
with casualties, since the ambulances left, and then a tunney man came in towed
by another and it appeared we would be in the way, so we left our anchorage and
moved ahead, a manoeuvre we repeated as the tunneyman wanted to anchor near
us. The tunneyman was down by the bows and the lifeboat came alongside itand
pumped it out for hours° The confusion died down about 0200 and we felt is was
safe to go to bed. When we got up in the morning the tunneyman had gone,
presumably towed up the river. Thursday was a better day, but it was still
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blowing up to 5 from the north while the forecast was for 4 to 6. We decided to
see the Raz even if we did not find we could sail through it and at I035 we raised
anchor and tore the I0 miles to the Raz at 8 knots, where we found a lot of
smaller yachts also about to pass through at low water. It blew very hardnear
La Vieille light and we put in 5 rolls and changed to medium genoa but the sea
was not t~o bad and after about six crests which broke over the bows we were
through the worst. Soon we were back to full sail and we had a fairly easy beat
up to the Chenal de Toulinguet and cast anchor in Camaret at 1700. After dinner
aboard all, except Colin who was a little off colour, went ashore for drinks and
as it was the last night in Brittany the skipper counted his francs and found he had
just enough for a bottle of champagne. When he opened it the cork shot up,to the
ceiling and across the lounge to the Bar at the other end, whence it was brought
back by a polite Frenchman who said ’Your cork I believe’. ’

Friday July 22nd-Monday July 25th
Friday was brilliantly sunny but still with the cold north wind and all were
ashore for our last purchases of rolls, pates, fruit and wines. Then we bathed
and the skipper nearly died of cold. After pooling and spending our last francs
on the last Cinzanos, we hurried aboard and weighed anchor at 1225 bound for
the Chenal du Four and the Scillieso We had lunch while reaching along to the
Chenal and arrived there just at low water, at 1400. Here we experienced the
same conditions as at the south end of the Raz. The wind rose up to 5 and as it
was a dead beat we put in 5 rolls and the medium genoa, but after about a mile
it died down again to 3 when we had beaten into the Anse des Blancs Sablons. In
fact conditions got so good that we decided, rather than tack up the English
channel, we would go out the Chenal de La Helle and make as much to the north
of Ushant as possible. At 1600 we streamed the log one mile ~rth of Le Faix
lighthouse, changed up to the big genoa and set out on the long beat to the
Scillies. By 1900 we were two miles north of Ushant with 13 miles on the logand
we continued tacking through an uneventful night and morning until we had 75
miles on the log at 1000, a steady 4 knots. I wonder if ’Uneventful’ is the right
word. I have just seen in the log the entry against 0500 ’Venus looking lovely’.
Well, well’. About 1800 on Saturday the wind went to just south of west and we
were able to lay our course and reach along at a steady 6 knots. By 2200 we
sighted the lights of the Scillies but a tidal set prevented us reaching Peninnis
light before 0100 and it was then pitch dark and quite unsafe to try and pick up
the unlighted buoys leading in to Hughtown. There was nothing to do but jill up
and down outside until at 0500 there was enough light to go in. Finally we anchored at 0600 near our last year’s anchorage. There followed 48 most pleasant
hours which in retrospect seem to be filled with baths, Cornish pasties in the
Mermaid for lunch, good dinners in the Atlantic Hotel and at the Bar Escapade,
walks to the east of the island and rather mixed weather. We were specially
pleased to meet again Group Captain Holgate and find him fit and well. On our
last night we were asked aboard "Ensis", 44-32-12 in which Mr and Mrs Hughes
had just come in from Boston, U.S,A. on their own, It was most interesting to
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see the comfort achieved on board. While aboard it blew up quite hard and we
had to make two journeys to Huff in the dinghy to avoid risk of swamping.
Tuesday July 26th-Thursday July 28th
With a forecast of N.W. 4/6 and an actual N. N.W. 3 we raised anchor at 07i0
on Tuesday and set off under engine to St. Mary’s sound where we set sail and
proceeded up the east side of the Scillies. We streamed the log at 0830 one mile
off the northern end and with 5 rolls and the small genoa until 1700 went along all
day in rather rough seas at an average of 6 knots. The wind went more northerly
and we had a very dirty night with the wind gusting up to 7, and a large bouncy
sea. At 0600 we had 119 miles on the log but my diary records that a horrible
sight of grey tumbling seas with a force 5 to 6 northerly met me when I came on
watch at that hour. In fact I had serious thoughts of giving up sailing and taking
to bee keeping’. We were in sight of the Smalls and I hastily tacked over towards
Ireland. As a result, I presume, a remarkable change came over the weather
very quickly and when we sighted the Coningbeg to the north the wind dropped to
2/3 and we were let up for the Tuskar. The sun came out and we had a most
pleasant afternoon with sun bathing as we went past Rosslare and the Blackwater
light vessel. We had hoped to reach Arklow, but the wind fell away and the tide
turned against us, so off Cahore Point at 2200 we put on the engine and motored 3
miles to anchor off Poulduff quay where we had a quiet and peaceful night. Thursday was our last day and we left Poulduff in a light south-westerly at 0630, against
the tide. We passed Arklow at 0930 and Wicklow Head at 1230. The wind freshened a little and we had some exhilarating reaching before we picked up our
moorings at Dun Laoghaire at 1620 and brought a very happy cruise to an end.
C onclu sion
According to the log the cruise from Cork to Dun Laoghaire covered some
821 miles. Add to this 80 miles from the trip to Beaumaris and 220 from Beaumaris to Crosshaven for the Irish Sea Race episode and you have 1120 miles since
we left Dun Laoghaire, exactly four weeks earlier. I do not recommend going
straight on from an R. O. R.C. race for a long cruise. You will have had too many
nights at sea before you start - in our case 7 out of 10 by the time we reached Camaret. Also preparation for racing and cruising is quite different and both take a
lot of time and thought and you are unnecessarily tired when you should be ready
to enjoy new places and experiences. What about Brittany for cruising - or at
least the part of it which we saw? Well there is the wonderful feeling of being
abroad, new sights, sounds and food. There is good and interesting sailing, lots
of harbours to choose from and most attractive rivers to explore. They call for
a leisurely rather than a hurried approach. If I went again I might spend all the
time between Ushant and the Raz de Sein and explore the Rade de Brest, Morgat
and Douarne:nez for instance, and spend more time sun bathing and ashore. This
year the weather was not as good as usual and the cold north winds made the sort
of cruising we did more appropriate. The scenery is more attractive from the

shore than from the sea, owing to the low coast line and the absence of hills.
Indeed the only places at all spectacular from the sea were the Chenal de
Toulinguet and the Raz. On our last day from Cahore Point to Dublin it was
extraordinary how the beauty of the coast line hit one after four weeks away.
If we had the Brittany climate, and perhaps an improvement in our restaurants, all the Bretons would be cruising up here’. Finally my crew, about
whom I have said little. John and Margaret have put up with me before and
1 knew when they were coming that there would be no problems about navigation or food. John is a most careful sailor and when he says we are
anchored securely - well we are - and when he tells us where we are we
know he’s right. He and Margaret are excellent company and Colin and
Richard fitted in splendidly and worked cheerfully and well. 1 can only end
with a large THANK YOU to them all.
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HELEN IN BRITTANY 1966
See plan p.p;8-9
Skipper: Christopher Green
Crew: Ardglass to Vannes: John Russell & Billy Robinson
Whiterock to Vannes: Alan Leonard & Hugh Cochrane
Vannes to Benodet: Ronald & Margaret Green, Jack Aiken
Benodet to Whiterock: Michael Green & Johnny McCrea
Crosshaven to Whiterock: Richard Aiken & Russell Harpur.
The object was to see if a 47ft Eight-metre with 8ft beam and a 62ft mast
could get from the North of Ireland to Brittany and back without coming to bits
or scaring the daylights out of her, crew. The owners Michael and Christopher
Green thought it could be done but thousands didn’t. This article, written by a
consortium of the survivors shows that in weather which was difficult but not
intolerable the feat was possible, and in a rather macabre way, even pleasant°
"THE PREVAILING WIND IS SOUTH-WEST" (Irish Coast Pilot)
Thursday morning 16th June saw all our gear aboard and then a skeleton
crew of Alan Leonard, Chris Green and Hugh Cochrane left Whiterock for Ardglass. The remainder of the crew, namely John Russell and Billy Robinson
arrived as dusk fell on a cold windy evening. The wind had blown from the south
for a week and showed no sigh of changing. After a too rough stow "Helen" cast
off and the crowd of parei~ts wives and loved ones watched and shouted pleas that
we should take it easy not drire the boat too hard. Such comments were unfortunately wasted on this,crew. The night was cold and very windy with big seas breaking everywhere except in Helen’s remarkably dry cockpit. Coming straight to this
from an office desk soon found a deficiency of sealegs. The ’last square meals’
so lovingly prepared by the wives, parents, and loved ones idisappeared over the
lee rail. We beat all night and were off Lambay at dawn when we had a glorious
reach into Dun Laoghaireo
We anchored off the Royal Irish where we enjoyed great hospitality. The
gear was now stowed properly much of it being broken or sodden by this stage.
In the very early hours of the morning we set out between the breakwaters and had
a tiresome day first in too little wind with the tide and then too much adverse wind
and tide. We reached the Tuskar just as it lit up and were passed in the tide rip
by one of the Irish Navy vessels. Here yacht master John crawled out onto Helen’s
long narrow counter to dip the ensign ’slowly and reverently’. Once round the
corner the wind headed us again so that Dunmore was not reached till just after
dawn. Here the crew slept till they heard that a regional Enterprise event was
being held at Dunmoreo All but one of Helen’s crew owned or sailed Enterprises
so that soon boats were borrowed and raced° A great social evening followed and
then to bed full of good food andGuinness.
The southerly winds at last veered more westerly and at dawn we left Dunmore
.
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and headed for Lands End 135 miles away, There was very little wind and we
could only keep to five knots with the genoa up, As the morning drew on the
wind came up to a lovely close reach at force 3 and from there on never less
than 7 knots were clocked in the hour, By afternoon the genoa was off and we
were streaming along in a big big beam sea° At about 2100 land was sighted
and by 2300 we were past Lands End, a magnificent sail. We were now uncertain whether we should go on to France so we reefed and eased her out
towards the Wolf, With a moderately good forecast we reached on and by dawn,
even with our stops we had covered 166 miles in 24 hours. Dawn also showed
that during the night we had knocked off our lee top crosstree, With a 60 foot
mast this leads to an anxious situation. Our first job was to get the lee runner
clear of the debris. What better way to start the day than for the skipper to be
democratically elected to go 50 feet up the mast in a force 5 in mid-channel. All
was soon cleared and a much bruised and seasick skipper was democratically
lowered swearing quietly he would never again leave Strangford Lough.
Yachts master John did not share his skipper’s regard for democracy. When
criticism of his navigation was voiced he put the charts under his berth and went
to sleep on them, Nevertheless to the credit of the Board of Trade Ushant
appeared in position in the early afternoon, Soon the lighthouse was abeam and
to mark the solemn occasion fittingly the crew lined the rail, singing the Marseillaiseand drinking tots of Black Bushmills, while the French flag was hoisted,
We sailed in from buoy to buoy arriving in Camaret at dusk, 41 hours out from
Dunmore. It was lovely to have the boat at peace°
The next day, Wednesday 22nd June was spent enjoying good French food and
organising a new barre de fl~che (Crosstree to you). This was fitted and thenwith
other I. C.C. friends who had just arrived in their folkboat "Huntress" we went
ashore to eat. After this we had our first party on "Helen" and turned in very
late, Before dawn we were up and setting out for the Raz de Sein in a fresh westerly, Once through this we had a glorious day on a broad reach in force 5-6. We
creamed on in big rolling waves and were tied up in Belle Isle by tea time, having
averaged slightly better than 7½ knots for the trip. John had great ideas for pushing on to Spain and probably indeed round Good Hope but after the evening sun had
come out and we had visited the ’yellow cafe’ and eaten and drunk well he was
easily persuaded to stay in Belie Isle, Belle Isle has a lovely harbour and a lovely
climate. Here you could stay for weeks over-eating, over-drinking, and oversleeping in the hot sun. Helen’s crew managed three glorious days. Being thrifty
they were overjoyed to find that Pernod was 2/- a glass cheaper than back home.
They rapidly succeeded in saving a small fortune. Things were not helped by
meeting "Huntress" again and also Claud Worth’s old boat "Tern IV." whose crews
both fully endorsed Helen’s economic principles. Belle Isle is tended by a fleet of
small coasters which chug out from the mainland showing the spirit of the place by
seemingly carrying no cargo but drink and empties,
Our last night was spent in a great party with "Huntress" we think, This ended
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at dawn so we pointed "Helen" at Vannes and a dazed crew tried to work out the
numerous buoys that kept appearing from nowhere° This was our last day and
the passage making crew were very sad to be leaving after a trip which had
amazed us with the speed comfort and dryness of this fine boat. The trip had
been rough but was nothing to the shore life in France.
INTERLUDE t::OR LOTUS EATERS
For the crew Ronald and Margaret Green and Jack Aiken the first view of
"Helen" was not calculated to cheer, "Mais non" said the taxi man as he emerged from the Water Gate at Vannes to see "Helen", nose down like an Ostrich
beside the quay, while twenty yards away boats of all sizes and shapes sat upright in the semi-liquid sewage which makes one’s stay in Vannes so memorable,,
At 2 aom. she was moved to a place in the tier. It was interesting to note at the
next low water that there was enough solid matter to float her six inches above
her marks. Perhaps she was merely supported by the smell° We remained at
Vannes on June 27th while the passage crew packed° "Sai See", a sister ship to
"Finisterre" had taken Helen’s berth alongside and settled at an acute angle ’,
which put half a bottle of liqueur brandy into her bilge,, A sad event but it did
a lot to dispel the odour of the river., On the 28th we got away before high water
in bright sun and a fresh northerly. Little more than an hour saw us into the
west anchorage of Isle aux Moines where we were joined by "Samphire" I.C.C.
There followed a week of drifting about in bright sunshine and great heat°
"Helen" was built to be the light weather 8-metre of all time and she was certainly in her element as we crept about with occasional bursts of speed when the
wind reached force 3. We visited Le Rocher, La Trinite, Houat (a first visit
to a memorable harbour), Le Trehiguier (where the French ships which survived Quiberon Bay sheltered from Lord Hawke) and Le Palais. Belle Isle was
its perfect self and we had the added pleasure of an evening’s crack with Commander Sheppard who was waiting in "Samphire"" for the third member of his
seagoing crew who seemed to be crossing France the hard way,
Tuesday July 5th brought a change in the weather~ WNW force 4-5 with
showers° "Helen" responded to the livelier conditions by doing the 20 miles
to Port Tudy, Isle de Oroix in 3 hours hard on the wind° We were soon tiedup
between two of the harbour buoys and relaxing when a fleet of small cruising
yachts came tearing in for shelter in a breeze which was by now a good steady
force 5. The French have an amiable custom of cruising in company, four to
six young people of both sexes in a boat which at home would be a tight fit for
three., The girls do the work, the men keep fit by animated conversation, In
the one which missed stays 20 yards from Helen’s port bow the four men had
gathered on the foredeck to pass a rope round the buoy of their choice, leaving
a young nervous girl to steer and trim sails, with the boat’s rudder half out of
the water. As she payed off on the wrong tack the bow party performed the
mathematically impossible feat of adirising her to steer simultaneously in four

different directions but without themselves taking a more active part in the proceedings. She bore down on "Helen" with full sail amid a choral accompaniment from both boats and punched a six inch square hole in our topsides. It
didn’t seem very funny at the time but after apologies and acceptance of liability
friendly relations were restored (except for Jack Aiken who complained bitterly
that Chris had earlier made a good deal more fuss over a matter of some tealeaves on the topsides than this six inch hole). We settled down to see if we
could get "Helen" home without docking and ruining our holiday. Christopher
who has a flair for these things made an internal: patch to block the hole and
then filled the gap with the frayed strands of the mahogany planking and various
kinds of "ciment". He even painted the finished job.
All this took time and we did not get away until July 7th. We made a leisurely passage to Rosbras in the Aven River where we spent two nights, visiting
Pont Aven and dining in luxury at the Auberge Tal Moor. On July 9th we drifted
first under genoa and then under spinnaker to Benodet for food and from there to
Loctudy which was a new anchorage for us. Next day saw us again drifting in
sunshine and heat to Beg Meil and thence to Concarneau. On July llth we beat
back to Benodet and upriver to a lovely anchorage, sunbathing and moving back
to the Anse de Kergos to pick up Mike Green and Johnny McCrea for the trip home.
THE NORTH WIND DOTH BLOW, ,AND BLOW,. AND BLOW
Mike and Johnny arrived in the night on Tuesday July 12th to be greeted with
champagne, Their pleasure diminished when found it was 3/6d a bottle, It was
not even good value at that price, The next morning was cool and cloudy with a
stiff breeze so that Mike and Johnny developed more goosepimples than suntan.
The Lotus Eaters would have spent the day in bed in such adverse conditions but
Mike bullied them into going for a sail to Concarneau, having succeeded he
retired to bed to continue sleeping off the journey. That evening, back in Benodet, we dined in style at L’Ancre de Marine, but the style did not suit JackAiken
who developed acute Brittany turn and spent Le Quatorze Juillet lying in the forecastle praying for death. The rest of us did very little except drink Pernod,
dine in style again and watch the fireworks,
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By Thursday morning Jack was still not too sure whether he wanted to live,
let alone whether he wanted to bounce 500 miles home, so after much anxious
discussion he was shipped ashore with the aged parents to fly back and an
apprehensive Chris, Mike, and Johnny motored out of Benodet on the long beat
home. We had very much counted on Jack’s experience for the passage. On
a grey day with deteriorating visibility "Helen" slowly beat out to Penmarch
against the tide. She did little eIse until she reached Ireland. Even round the
corner the wind only gave a close reach to Audierne, which we found in thick
drizzle. Next morning the wind was still ahead but had increased to force 5.
No sooner had we left Audierne and reefed than the main-sail stitching gave
way, it did little else for the rest of the season. We had calculated to hit the
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Raz de Sein at slack water, for with a five knot tide into a force 5 wind it was likely to be sporting at any other time, Having left our beds at an unbearable hour
to do this we were damned if we were going back so we continued under jib and
engine in an enormous sea and wind to match. "Helen" went perfectly well under
this arrangemel~ but took more water on deck in four hours than in the previous
season and a halfo The log reads: 1200, Wind force 6 NNW. Anchored in Camaret, ate, slept, went ashore, ate~ fixed sail, ate, slept°
Sunday 17th July produced a beautiful morning with warm sun and a force 3
wind still blowing straight from Strangford Lough, Nevertheless "Helen" beat
out of Camaret under jib and well-stitched mainsail° We put her on starboard
tack to sail out through the Chenal de la Helle and left her there until she reached the Scillies 24 hours later.. Our course led us straight through a very respectable tide rip off the Passage de Fromveur, where yesterday’s sea and a six
knot tide were meeting head on. This amply compensated for our prudence at
the Raz de Seino The wind increased to force 5 for most of the way but "Helen"
went very sweetly under working jib and one reef,, I doubt if any boat is really
comfortable beating into a fresh wind and big sea but "Helen" is as good as they
come provided the helmsman luffs every time she comes down off’a wave°
Otherwise she lands on the side of her bow with a slam that would loosen your
back teefli, It is hard to understand how she can put up with some of this treatment but she does. Chris was steering and watched Mike as}eep in the lee berth°
Mike was convinced that the next slam would finish her~ So every really hard
one a hand came out of the sleeping bag, felt down to the floor, found no rising
water, and returned to the warmth°
The Scillies were superb, with a cloudless sky, deep blue clear water, and
golden sands, Moreover, a place where the customs man greets you in shorts
and a casual shirt is truly civilisedo Just after we got in the yacht "ArmAgain"
of Crosshaven arrived° She had left Brest the evening before us and had a hard
slog. By the time we had admired St,. Mary’s, eaten and slept it was pitchdarko
Nevertheless we sorted ourselves and motored gently out at midnight on a
passage that was to teach us a loto The first thing we learnt was not to leave
unlit harbours at night. Leaving St, Mary’s there are two buoys to starboard
and a beacon to port. We only found one of these and we are still not sure which
it was° Outside there was a light breeze, (still northerly of course) and we
decided to try port tack for a change° By mi(lrorning (it seemed to be Tuesday
19th July though we were not too sure where Monday had disappeared) the wind
had increased to force 4-5 and we reefed and tacked about 10 miles off the Cornish coast. The wind continued to increase so we continued to reef and set a
smaller jib. At this stage the mainsail went: again° It is a terylene sail andthe
stitching seemed to be frayed all over° Fortunately in Camaret Chris had forced
a reluctant Johnny and Mike to stitch the end of every seam and this held and
limited damage to a few inches, which we wound into a further reef, The wind
continued to increase to force 6 and at 1.530 the sail tore again, We applied the
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same treatment but were starting to run out of sail. We were beating into a
steep sea in the Bristol channel, the weather was steadily deterioratingalthough the forecast for Lundy was good, the nearest port, Milford Haven
was still a 60 mile beat to windward. We decided reluctantly to run back to
Newlyn. At 1800 there was still no dirt in the forecast, the wind for Lundy
was to be NE 2-4 and our present wind had dropped to force 5 N. We were
none too happy about Newlyn in the dark so we changed our minds yet again and
set off on a close fetch for Crosshaven, praying that the sail would not tear
more. It survived. We spent a long anxious night but in the morning the
weather improved steadily as the forecast worsened. We motored into Crosshaven, the log reading 210 miles from the Seven Stones LV, 42 hours out from
St. Mary’s. Though not dangerous it was an anxious trip and we have never
felt our inexperience more keenly.
Hard times were now over, Jack Aiken’s son Richard and Russell Harpur
joined us the next day, Thursday 21st July and we left Crosshaven in the evening (before dark’.) after another day’s sail-mending. We motored most of the
way to Wicklow which we reached late on Friday afternoon. We had a meal and
bought petrol before setting off again, soon we were reaching in a beam wind’.’..
to Ardglass which we reached in time for breakfast. We had been rushing
because the forecast was promising dire things and we wanted home before the
weather broke. In fact it never did. After breakfast and customs we finished
in grand style, reaching up Strangford Lough under full main and genoa in a
force 5 westerly. Chris was at the helm and determined that "Helen" should
not miss her mooring and to make sure of this she reached her mooring
travelling at at least 5 knots. Mike on the pulpit was equally determined not
to miss and got two turns round the pulpit. The next few minutes were full of
incident as "Helen" continued on her way round the bay with her crew frantically
lowering chiefly the wrong things. When the tumult and the shouting died and we
unwrapped "Helen" from round the next mooring we made our way ashore to be
welcomed by the enthusiastic audience. Definitely a memorable cruise.
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SUMMARY

MILES

Whiterock - Ardglass
Ardglass-Dun Laoghaire
Dun Laoghaire-Dunmore
Dunmore-Camaret
Camaret-Belle Isle
Belle Isle-Vannes
Vannes-Isle aux Moines
I. aux Moines-Le Rocher via Meaban
Le Rocher-La Trinite
La Trinite-Houat
Houat-Le Trehiguier
Le Trehiguier-Le Palais
Le Palais-Port Tudy
Port Tudy-Rosbras
Rosbras -Benodet
Benodet-Loc Tudy
Loc Tudy-Beg Meil-C oncarneau
Concarneau-Odet River
Odet-C oncarneau
C oncarneau -Benodet
Benodet-Audierne
Audierne -Camaret
Camaret-St ~ Mary’s
St. Mary’s-Crosshaven
(via buoy in mid Bristol channel)
Crosshaven-Wicklow
Wicklow-Ardglass
Ardglass -Whiterock

TOTAL:

15.

14
65
100
266~5 ~
96
25~5
5
14
20
15
22
30.5
20
16.5
23
3.5
15
18
10.8
10.8
31.5
26.5
122,5
177.5
138
80
14
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...... A HAPPY EXCHANGE

"SAMPHIRE" in BRITTANY

by

See plan p.p. 8-9

T. SHE PPARD
"Samphire of Osyth", an ii ton fibreglass aux. sloop,

is a "’Nicholson 36".

This year we had a new idea, borne out of last year’s difficulties. Why
not, to cut down "travelling" time, swap boats with the M0rcks. One lot sail
a boat out to Brittany and cruise there - the other lot join out there, cruiseand
sail it home, whilst the first lot had the use of the second lot’s boat in Dublin.
It was agreed then that Peter and Patsy would sail their "Samphire" from
Cork, and that the Sheppards would join her in Brittany at the end of the Morck
holiday.
It transpired that owing to being forced to cancel all public engagements
Judy could not come and my crew consisted of Dermot Hegarty and Nell
McFerran.
I joined at Belle Ile, somewhat late on Saturday, June 25th, having coped
with a French rail strike and having to make my way from Nantes by country
bus and ferry. Very taxing on the french.
25th June
26th June
28th June
28th June
29th June
30th June
1st July
1st July
4th July
5th July
5th July
6th July
6th July
7th July
8th July
10th July
12th July
15th July

Belle lie
Le Croisic
Port Navalo
lie aux Moines
Auray
Houat
Hoedic
Le Palais
Port Tudy
Port Manech
Kerdruc
lies de Glenan
Guilvinec
Audierne
Camaret
Helford River
Newlyn
Dun Laoghaire

26th June
28th June
28th June
29th June
30th June
1st July
1st July
4th July
5th July
5th July
6th July
6th July
7th July
8th July
9th July
12th July
14th July

The above timetable is a summary of a most enjoyable cruise, done for
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most of the time in summer weather, and rarely, except from .Wicklow Head to
Dublin Bay, any unpleasant winds. In the three weeks holiday span we spent two
weeks in Brittany, twice as much as last year, and of course we saw places which
we could not have reached in 1965 - Belle Ue and the other lovely islands of
Quiberon Bay, the Morbihan, the Aven and Belon rivers, Ile de Groix and the
Iles de Glenan. Weused Admiralty Charts and Adlard Coles; the latter was very
helpful both for planning and execution of the cruise. One of the joys of Brittany
cruising is of course gastronomic. I would particularly recommend at Audierne
the Hotel de la Plage for good food at a reasonable price, Otherwise the Guide
Michelin is an invaluable asset.
I would thoroughly recommend the idea of swapping boats with friends; I
certainly enjoyed my share of the bargain and I hope the Morcks did theirs.
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THE 1966 CRUISE OF "HUNTRESS", POLKBOAT.
See plan p.p° 8-9
Skipper: P. Dineen. Mate: T. R. Perrott. Crew: T. Farrell
It was more or less decided during our circumnavigation of Ireland in
’65 that this year’s cruise would bring us south to the sun, as the veterans had
advised us that that was where it really was. Our problem was to determine
how far was south, and here we were advised that for us it began at the Skelligs
and went as far as time, budget and boat would permit. As the skipper says the
boat will go anywhere; as time was limited to 3 weeks and the budget to normal
needs for such a period, we decided to go down the west coast of Brittany as far
as Benodet, allowing ourselves three weekends starting from Whit to get "Huntress" around to I<insale which was robe our jumping off point.
We boarded "Huntress" at 15.00 on Friday 27th May and brought her
alongside the M.V. "Foynes Island", a power-driven catamaran landing craft
owned by Cement Ltd., for ser,~icing their properties in the Foynes area. Nothing further will be said about this noble craft in this narrative because the mate
happens to be her official ship’s husband and he is sensitive about the fact’.
After a number of delays including one caused by the skipper leaving half
the charts at home in Limerick, (a ’phone call and a Pony Express type of operation solved this), we got under way at 16.00; With a force 2/3 south-easterly
and the half ebb under us we made for the west.
Our problem was to get beyond Kilcredaun race before the flood started
and with encouragement from a magnificent school of porpoises west of Scattery
Island we just made it. Off Kilcredaun we streamed the log and lai~ a compass
course of 230 for the Blasket Sound. Our object was to make the start of the southgoing stream there with the first light of dawn. Daylight is essential for navigating the sound as Inishtearaght light is visible only to seaward and Valentia light
cannot be picked up until the sound is cleared. We had rounded Sybil Head by
04.30 and cleared the sound by 06.00. We then got the first indication of what the
next 30 hours had in store for us.
The wind started to head us so that we could only just lay between the
Lemon Rock and the Skelligs on port tack. It increased up to an estimated force
5/6 and we could only lay for outside the Bull Rock and Dursey Island. By this
time the seas were big and short and poor "Huntress", not to mention her crew,
had the worst battering of her career at sea so far. At one stage the cooker which
weighs about 20 lbs. jumped out of its gimbals and "Huntress" narrowly missed
having a decapitated navigator to guide her. Later when the skipper was below
having a well-earned rest and found his starboard side getting immersed in water,
he decided that we had had enough, and at 16.00 the decision was made to go about
in the hope of getting some lee from the land. A reef was put in and we went about
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on a course which laid us just south of Lamb Head. We slowly beat up to
Dursey Sound and motorsailed in as we did not want to tack in that narrow
channel. We went through the sound at a terrifying speed and the Smith’s
speedometer, which was overreading anyway touched its maximum of I0
knots’, We had to face the open sea again after the comparative shelter of
Kenmare River but somehow the seas seemed kinder than they had been off
the But1, so that the skipper decided to continue with the beat to the So E,
Our tacks took us up into Bantry Bay and southwards to the west of Sheep and
Mizzen Heads, The 02.00 weather forecast predicted gales for Fastnet and
all surrounding areas and we were now tacking out towards the Fastnet Rock.
A further tack took us back towards Cape Clear by which time the wind was
a good force 6/7; we were double reefed; and the seas were big and many
were breaking. A further tack to the south had to be made to bring us well
clear of the south coast of Cape Clear Island and at this stage the skipper
decided to make for Baltimore by the east channel as it is the most clearly
marked and we would have a free wind. We dropped anchor off the hotelat
noon on Sunday 29th June. After a good meal and a rest we tidied up and went
ashore to Denis Salters pub.
Later in the afternoon we came alongside the quay wall and berthed on
the advice of John Willie, the skipper of the Sherkin Island mail boat. That
evening we arranged a moorings for "Huntress" for the week, and a taxi to
Kinsale for a night of revelry. We returned to Baltimore that night and slept
aboard.
On Monday the wind was still SE. force 6/7 so we spent the morning
having the engine put in order and arranging for the skipper’s car to be driven
down from Limerick by Mick Synnott (who had done the Foynes to Kinsale leg
with us last year). He arrived during the course of the afternoon and after
putting "Huntress" to the moorings we left for Limerick,
On Friday evening 3rd June we arrived back in Baltimore. On Saturday the wind was force 5/6 westerly and under working sails we had one of the
fastest passages of the cruise covering the 40 miles from Baltimore to Kinsale
in 6½ hours surfing most of the way. We were met by Fred Good who put us to
a mooring. After a hot shower and general spruce-up at the Kinsale Yacht Club,
we set about booking in for dinner and to our consternation found that everywhere
had been booked out already, so we had to drive to Cork for a meal. We now
had "Huntress" at our jumping-off point for the main section of the cruise which
was to begin in a fortnight’s time and we could afford to relax. The next weekend we took part in a cruiser race in which there were three other folkboats,
and managed to win which gave us some sense of satisfaction as it was the first
time on which we had raced against our own class. We did some stowing and
repairs that week-end also in preparation for the major part of the cruise.
On Saturday afternoon, 18th June, we travelled back to Kinsale from
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Limerick, finished stowing and arranged to garage the car for three weeks
with Frank O’Keeffe. We had hoped to leave on the Sunday morning after
Mass but the weather that morning was anything but promising with no wind
and bad visibility. To pass the time we drove to the Royal Munster where
we met Barry Cudmore who had done the Brittany trip the previous year and
Denis Doyle who had also cruised there. While there we got the 18.00
forecast which was SW/W force 3/4 which couldn’t suit us better so we
returned to Kinsale; dined at the h/hn Friday; wined in the Spaniard; met
some Liverpool lads who had one of Fred Good’s boats on charter; visited
some other establishments with them, and [hen the skipper had a brainstorm.
At 23.00 he had the crew mustered, at 23.15 all were aboard and cast off,
and at midnight "Huntress" was rounding the Bulman Buoy on a compass course
of 155° for Ushant. Thus started one of longest non-stop passages in "Huntress" and her fastest 24 hour passage to date.
The skipper stood the first watch and in a spirit of charity left the
crew sleep until 05.00 when he was relieved by the mate. In the meantime,
the log had been spinning away and during the course of the day a number of
radio bearings on Round Island kept us on course. Three hour watches had
been agreed upon and it didn’t take long to settle into seagoing routine especially after the shake-down of the trip from Foynes to Kinsale. The Bishop
Rock Light was picked up and by midnight was abeam giving us a 24 hour sail
of 135 miles, an average of 5.5 knots. Delighted by this good progress we
settled down to our night watchkeeping with very little shipping about which we
attributed to the seamen’s strike. By noon on Tuesday 21st., the wind was
easing and beginning to head us and by 16.00 hours was a doubtful force 2, so
we started the engine to make landfall before dark and headed in the direction
of the Chenal du Four. Our first port of call was to be Camaret on the south
side of the entrance to [he Rade de Brest and we had until 01.00 hours to get
through the Chenal du Four on the tide. At 19. I0 the skipper sighted a lighthouse which it was agreed was the Stiff Pro light on Ushant, and course was
altered a few degrees to the east and when another light was sighted it was
recognised as Le Four. However as darkness was closing in and the lights
began to identify themselves, we realised we were heading for Isle Vierge,
and the triple flash of Corn Carhai light confirmed that we had gone to [he east
of our course. Skipper ordered about ship and we headed for the five flashes
of the Le Four light and the entrance to the Chenal de Four. By midnight we
were in the Chenal and engaged in one of the most exciting pieces of navigation
of our seagoing careers. The tide was under us and the wind had freshened and
freed us on this tack and it was like doing the Cresta Run in the dark. The
lighting of the Chenal is exceptionally good but one felt that you had barely recognised a light when you were past it. Having rounded Pointe St. Mathieu we
headed for Camaret in a still freshening wind and were at anchor at 04.00.
Tired, relaxed and very pleased with ourselves, we cooked up a good meal,
celebrated our arrival, talked a lot and got ready for a good rest. Just before
going to sleep we decided to hoist our courtesy ensign, Q flag etc., and to our

astonishment found that the big white sloop alongside which we had anchored
was flying an I. C oC burgeeo She turned out to be "Helen" a converted 8metre on her way from Strangford to Belle Isleo We had a pleasant day in
Camaret during which we cleared Customs and visited the Maritime Museum
in the old Sillon Fort. We had dinner ashore with our new Northern friends
and over a few drinks aboard "Helen" afterwards, they persuaded us to go as
far as Belle Isle. Early next morning we heard "Helen’s" anchor being hauled
but decided we still had time for a little more sleep,
As we did not have detailed charts as far as Belle Isle we decided to
call at Benodet anyway where we felt sure we could purchase them. In
Camaret at this time we also noticed "Tern IV" of whom we were to see more
later.
At 07.15 on the 23rd we raised anchor and set out for the Raz de Sein
and Benodet. It was an extremely pleasant day and our first taste of the good
weather we were to experience for the rest of the trip° We rounded the notorious Pointe du Raz at 12,00 and three hours later after we had cleared thePointe
de Penmarch, the sail astern which had been overhauling us for some time passed
us and we recognised her ag’Tern IV"o We were at anchor in the river at Benodet just after 18.00 hours and the following morning were a11ocated a municipal
mooring in the Anse de Kergos by Jean Louis Luidec for a very modest sum.
Jean-Louis’ "office" is at the new slipway on the town or south side of the Anse
de Kergos. We spent Friday 24th exploring Benodet and purchased two excellent
coastal charts published by Esso. These "Carte-Guide Blondel" series apparently cover the complete French coast and are very valuable for coastal cruising.
At 09.45 on Saturday 25th, we slipped our mooring at Benodet and in warm
sunshine and a westerly force 3 were headed for Le Palais in Belle Isle. The
Isles de Glenans, where the famous sailing school is located, were left to starboard and we saw a number of the boats from the school with their distinctive red
sails of which we saw quite a number over the next few days. We left Isle de
Groix to port and at 17o20 the isolated Birvideaux lighthouse was abeam and at
19.00 we were at anchor in Le Palaiso
We were hailed by our friends from "Helen" and discovered that "Samphire of Osyth" was also there. These were the only Irish Ix~ts we met on our
cruise,
"Tern IV" was there ahead of us again as was a large ketch "Aguilia"
which we were told had come from the West Indies.
The following day "Peter Rabbit" a Wanderer class and "MargiIic VI"
a sleek and magTlificently equipped French ocean racer arrived, At dinner in
the Restaurant de L:Ostaleri on our first evening we noted that of the nineteen
people there, thirteen were Irish, and to honour the occasion we presented a
pint bottle of stout of a make that is not unknown in Cork,
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Belle Isle was all that its name implies, and we stayed theretuntil
the morning of Tuesday 28th, eating well at L’Ostaleri and partaking of the
juice of the vine at various other excellent establishments. A technical
point to note about Le Palais is that it appears to be the accepted procedure
to anchor off the north pier with a stern line to it. The fairway has to be
kept clear for the packet steamers to the mainland.
On Tuesday we got under way at 09.20. We left Belle Isle for
Concarneau with regret, but we were now almost half way through our holiday time and felt that we should be starting our return. The wind was a
NW force 3 and after a series of frustrating tacks we decided to motorsail
until the wind freed us. The small 260 cc. Vire engine had to make its
contribution on this leg as we were alternatively sailing and motorsailing as
the variations of wind permitted. At 21.00 we had cleared the Corn Vas
Buoy and were motoring in towards Les Soldats on the fairly complicated
entrance channel. It was 22.45 when we picked up one of the municipal
mooring buoys in the Avant Port of Concarneau. These moorings are let
to visiting yachtsmen for a small rental which is collected by a boatman
who came out to us the following afternoon.
Wednesday, 29th was spent touring the city and souvenir hunting.
The old wailed town which separates the AvantPorr~ from the Arriere Port
is most interesting and picturesque and is a must for visitors to Concarneau.
Some hours were wasted here trying vainly to get duty-free fuel and having
been shunted "from Billy to Jack" we gave up in despair. Fournier Freres,
however, have a first class organisation for supplying other more interesting
ship stores’. After a good dinner at the Grand Hotel we adjourned to a nearby "Bar Dancing" which was the nearest thing to a night club visited on the
cruise.
At 10.00 on Thursday morning we slipped our moorings and left for
Audierne where we anchored at 18~00o We had only this evening to spare for
Audierne as we wanted to catch the start of the north going stream at the Raz
de Sein.. At Audierne we met "Greenfly" a Nicholson "36" and they left about
45 minutes ahead of us the following morning.
Our departure was at 08o05 and we hoisted sail in a hiE force 2 and
headed for the Pointe du Razo The wind was very light and variable, mainly
N to NE force 2, and the engine again came to our assistance during the
course of the day. We had entered the Chenal du Four on the tide but realised that if we had to continue using the motor we didn’t have enough fuel. At
13.45 we anchored off the head of the pier at Le Conquer and by 14.40 were
away again, having collected petrol, oil, pate, du pain, du vin and a fisherman
friend in a 2 CV van who drove us madly about the village to collect our needs.
By 17.05 we were clearing Le Four light to starboard just beating the tide, andso we headed eastwards towar~Ss the Isle Vierge and L’Aberwrach. Weanchored
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off the lifeboat slip about 20,30 as mentioned in the sailing directions, but
because another yacht though we might touch on the swing we moved about
50 yards upstream after having a meal. The skipper decided not to go
ashore that evening and to have an early night, but the crew were determined to sample the night life.
The next morning Saturday 2nd July was fine and the entire crew
went ashore and took a long walk through the local countryside. On our
way we booked dinner in the Bale des Anges hotel. Later than evening over
an excellent dinner we met the skipper and crew of "Quenelda", a large
motor sailer that had arrived a few hours earlier. Peto Bennet the skipper,
Tony Grey, hon. secretary of the Ro C.C. and Keith Parkhurst were good
company and a pleasant evening ensued. On our way back to "Huntress"
a small diversion to a post-wedding party in the Belle Vue Hotel caused the
band to greet us with the strains of "It’s a long way to Tipperary" and the
mate insisted that he must dance with a venerable old lady with a magnificent tall white lace headdress. She declined most graciously’.
After Mass on Sunday morning we repaired by invitation to "Quenelda" for a party that lasted to mid-afternoon. Things were getting too
comfortable in L’Aberwrach and as we had about 250 miles to go to get
home we decided that we must leave the next morning. We had noted in the
log on entering the approaches to L’Aberwrach that the description of the
Ile Vrach light, which is one of the leading lights, was to our eyes rrtisleading. It is described as "White square Hr. 62 ft". It is more like a small
house or church with a square belfry in its gable end which faces seaward.
Despite our good intentions we didn’t get under way until 13.00
on Monday 4th July, and leaving by the west channel to a rousing send-off
from "Quenelda" we set course for the Scilly Islands where we had decided
to spend a day or so. After a rather frustrating trip with northerlies round
to westerlies force 2/3 and back to northerlies again during which we sailed,
motor sailed and motored. We dropped anchor off the lifeboat slip in Hughtown at 17.00 on Tuesday 5th° Customs were cleared quickly and we repaired
ashore where we sampled the cuisine of the Bar Escapade. Wednesday was
spent exploring Hughtown and with another excellent meal at the Escapade we
repaired to the Mermaid Bar, where the finest group of genial bearded pirates
in these islands is to be found. The 02.00 shipping forecast for Thursday 7th
said the wind would go round to the west in our sea areas and so we raised
anchor at 11.55; after skipper had gone ashore for some provisions (which
included Cornish pasties), and with St. Agnes Island astern we laid for the
Daunt Light on a compass course of 340°.
The passage home was quite uneventful with the wind heading us at
first, which necessitated motor-sailing, and then freeing and increasing tp
force 3/4 after 01.00 hours and by 03.00 the genoa was hoisted and we were
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m~rking good progress°
Our first contact with the Irish coast was audible as a heavy patch of
fog hid it and we were relying on radio bearings on the Daunt. However, by
19, 00, the fog lifted and we sighted the Daunt dead ahead, so we started the
engine and by 20,15 we had cleared Roches Point and were at moorings off
the Royal Munster Yacht Club at 21.00. The cruise finished at Crosshaven
because the skipper had promised to lend "Huntress" to Prof. Cormac O’Ceallaigh for a week or so to sail from there. The log read 947 which was
greater than last year’s circumnavigation. It was the most enjoyable cruise
of the short life of "Huntress" - we had set out to get the sun and we did’.

SUMMARY

Arrival
Date

Time
Taken
Hrs.

Distance
TraVelled
~,dile~q

FOYNES
BALTIMORE
KINSALE

D epa rtu re
Date
27th May

29th May
4th June

44
6½

160

4th June

40

20th June

CAMARET

22nd June

52

272

23rd June

BENODET

23rd June

10~

51

25th June

LE PALAIS

25th June

47

28th June

CONCARNEAU

28th June

13½

60

30th June

AUDIERNE

30th June

8

37

1st July

12½

47

4th July
7th July

L/ABERWRACH

1st July

HUGHTOWN

5th July

28

99

CROSSHAVEN

8th July

33

134

TOTALS: 217½

947
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"WHAT WE PAYS OUR MONEY FOR’. "
See plan p.p. 8-9

by Paddy Maher

Cruising to the Brittany Coast has of recent years become such a popular
and fashionable pasthne~ that already I can hear the plaintive cries of the long
suffering and patient (until now) readers of the Cruising Club Annual: "Oh no surely not another log of a Brittany cruise - anything but that:"
But dear gentle reader when the good ship upon which one has the good
fortune to crew decides with her skipper’s willing consent to head once more
for the Coast of the Breton, what can your htnmbl~scribe do but write once again
of "Setanta’s" voyage to what was very appropriately known in ancient times as
the "Country of the sea."
"Setanta" has figured in numerous Journal cruises over the years but, just
to refresh memories, she is a J°B. Kearney designed l0 ton auxiliary sloop of
some 27½ feet waterline and 38 feet overall.
Crew on this occasion consisted of owner-skipper-navigator Fred Cudmore;
First Mate Paddy Maher; Cook (next to the skipper the most important man on
any boat’.); "Young Fred" Cudmore, and Junior deckhands cum general factotums,
Peter Cudmore and Jim Porteous. All hands had "been foreign" before withthe
exception of young Jim whose first offshore passage this was, and a right good
hand he proved to be - novice though he was. Enough of the preamble, however,
and down to the serious work of passage making.
We left our moorings at Crosshaven at 23.00 on the night of the 18th July
under engine. The log was streamed at Roche’s Point and at 23.30 the engine
was cut and we proceeded - gently propelled by a force 1 NW wind - on a compass course of 163° , to take us west of the Bishop Rock Light House. Mainand
genoa were carried.
Watch keeping was done in four hour spells, two men per watch, with the
skipper absolved from routine watchkeeping but on call at all times in case of
need.
Wind increased steadily during the ensuing night, veering to N by E, force
3-4. Logging a satisfactory and fairly comfortable 5 knots now.
The next day, Tuesday, was one out of the book. A free wind, dead run,
clear sunny sky. Shirts were rapidly cast off as the temperatures rose to something equivalent to that experienced in the deep sunny south of France.
Our little bit of excitement occurred at 15.00 hours to shake us out of our
complacency. In attempting to boom out the genoa, the leeward sheet was left
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go a shade too soon - before the boom was attached to the weather clew and the
weather sheet secured. In the space of about 60 seconds the wretched sail had
wound itself as many times round the twin forestays in both a clockwise and
anticlockwise direction. I’ve never in all my life seen such a mess’. All
hands got to work immediately on a disentangling effort but it was one solid
hour later before the ruddy thing could be lowered - luckily without any damage - and reset.
06.00 forecast: NE., 2-4, fair, good visibility; bar 30.6 steady. Uncomfortable cross sea now - roiling like mad but speed good and in the right
direction. A Beme fix on Round Island, now approx. 30 miles distant, placed
us much further to the West than intended. As reception was not good, however, we discontinued this fix. All the same, the skipper was now beginning
to have horrible doubts about his new Sestrel compass which he did not have
time to fully check on all points before leaving Cork. The steering of certain
young gentlemen of the ship’s company who had been left on watch together
during the previous night in a rolling sea, which certainly made steering conditions extremely difficult, also came under suspicion’. In the event we did
prove to be some five miles too far west when the flash of the Bishop was
picked up, and course reset accordingly for the Four Channel, some 108 miles
distant.
Wednesday, July 20th:
02.00 forecast, N, force 4-6. Beginning to blow now. At the 04.00
change of watch four roils were put in the main and the No. 1 jib set in lieu
of genoa.
06.45 forecast: Plymouth, N to NE, gale warning. Really blowing now’.
The time has come the walrus said .... to take the main off pronto and rig the
trysail ready for hoisting. Never hoisted however; logging five knots now
under jib only, which is fast enough for anybody, conditions being as they were.
At 17.30 that evening Creach Point lighthouse on Ushant was identified
on the Port Bow. We were again too far west in our landfall’. Crew and compass again under a cloud of suspicion’. The weather had moderated considerably now and the main was reset. The Four Channel was entered at 19.20
under engine in poor visibility. The all-important navigation towers and
buoys marking the channel were just indentifiable, however, enabling us to
pick our way eventually into Brest Harbour where we tied up alongside the
British yacht "Pym" in the Port du Commerce at 00.45 on Thursday morning,
just 50 hours out of Crosshaven.
Thursday, 07.00:
Two long suffering crew members (of which yours truly was unfortunately
one’.) rose in order to let "Pym" slip out from inside us on her way south to
Benodet,
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We now found ourselves alongside the "Vivien" whose English owner - on
an intended passage to the Italian Riviera - had the misfortune to land up in
hospital in Brest with a slipped disc. However its an ill wind’. .... his two
very comely young daughters, who were left in charge of the boat, proved a
great attraction for the junior members of "Setanta’s" crew, who insisted on
taking them under their wing during their father’s enforced absence. Their"
fond mother’s absence in distant Italy was also reckoned a singular stroke of
good fortune by "Setantas" young "guardians". Oh callous youth’. ’.
Most of Thursday - a nice pleasant sunny day - was spent "doing Brest",
clearing Customs, changing traveller’s cheques, telegraphing home and arranging for the delivery on board of a very precious cargo from Monsieur
Fournier’s Ships Provisioning establishment - all these varied activities
being sensibly interspersed with occasional visits to the local bistros for
"thirst quenchers ."
Friday, 22nd July:
Another beautiful day and after a late rising we sailed for Camaret, nine
miles down harbour, at 12.15 under main and genoa. On the way, numerous
checks were made on the suspect compass which, however, came through
the tests with flying colours thereby forcing the skipper - through an extremely simple process of elimination - to come to an inevitable conclusion as
to the reason for our being off course on the passage from Crosshaven to
Brest’.
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Anchored in Camaret at 14.00, junior hands swam before lunch while
senior hands, faced with the choice of either swimming or having a preprandial gin and martini chose (yes, you’ve guessed it’.) the latter. The
afternoon was spent wandering around the town, during which a visit was paid
to the local maritime museum which contains quite an amount of interesting
information and relics of French naval history.
Saturday 23rd July:
Sailed at 10.50 for Douarnenez, 21 miles down the coast. Another grand
hot sunny day with a free wind and calm sea. The sort of day - to quote the
skipper - "for which we pays our money"’. A call was made to Treboul, a
pleasant seaside resort close to Douarnenez, and all hands swam. Later we
wandered on and anchored in Port de Rosmeur in Douarnenez at 18.00.
After dinner on board all hands repaired ahsore where the skipper and
mate, finding a local pub on the quay front, got tied up with a very international
party consisting of English, French and a Canadian with a Scottish accent. The
first mate, in his innocence, gave up the unequal struggle of trying to sort out
the relationship between t he various parties present when - addressing the
Canadian and referring to a French lady, whom he (the Canadian that is - not
the first mate’.) was handling in a very possessive manner, as "his wife" - was
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informed after a slight but very perceptible pause, that this was not so, because
her husband was Captain of a foreign going ship - which undoubtedly must have
been "foreign" at that particular moment’.
Very pressing invitations were extended to join the "gang" in transferring
to another pub up the road where apparently a much better party would develop.
However, skipper and mate - deciding discretion was the better part of valour declined the invitation and extricated themselves as gracefully as possible and
retreated back on board "Setanta". Maybe ’tis how we’re getting old - and
sense, they tell me, (but not excitement) comes with age’.
The following clay being Sunday we went to 9 o’clock Mass in the local
Parish church. Afterwards we repaired back on board for a late and leisurely
breakfast.
A rather serious "incident" occurred on board before breakfast when the
first mate - having a surreptitious and "medicinal" can of beer to eliminate
the harshness of throat engendered by the previous nights festivities ashoce was caught redhanded by the skipper, who proceeded to lecture him very
severely and self-righteously on the terrible evils of drinking, especially
before breakfast. The first mate wisely decided, in the interests of peace,
to finish his beer and say nothing, beyond muttering inaudible between gulps
on the great similarity between the skipper and a certain Captain Bligh whose
crew eventually "fixed him" after somewhat similar cruel and harsh treatment’,
Sailing conditions being somewhat poor on Sunday afternoon a taxi was
procured and a trip made to the famous Point du Raz, between which and the Ile
de Sein flows the Raz de Sein, notorious for its tidal race and overfalls in bad
weather. This is a great tourist attraction organised on somewhat similar
lines to Lands End in Cornwall. Hundreds of cars, buses, taxis etc. were
parked out near the Pointe and the thousands of passengers disgorged therefrom
were spread like flies all over the rocky headland, taking photographs, buying
the inevitable souvenirs, postcards etc. in the little village of shops which had
been erected at the Point.
Monday, 25th July:
Awoke to a glorious day - cloudless sky, very hot sun and a nice sailing
breeze. After some shopping ashore an al fresco lunch was enjoyed in the cockpit. It is certainly hard to beat a good French style "salade" lunch, eaten in
the open and washed clown with a good bottle of wine as "dressing".
Set sail at 15o45 for the little seaside resort of Morgat, some ten miles
across Dournenez Bay where the anchor was let go at 19.30. The cook surpassed himself that evening, dishing up a meal of cooked ham, cabbage, spuds,
pineapple, camembert, coffee, washed down with copious draughts of red wine
and followed by brandies and cigars - for the senior hands only, let it be
emphasised - in case certain fond mothers might read this and feel armious
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about their seafaring offspring of rather tender years’,
Proceeded ashore later for a few "coolers". Found all night life and pub
life coming to a dead stop for the day, even though it was as yet only shortly
after ten o’clock° Skipper and mate - having secured a "bridgehead" in one of
the last pubs to remain open - had the experience, not wholly unknown to them
previously, let it be admitted, of finding themselves the last customers on the
premises, wLth an impatient, imperious and foot tapping proprietress standing
at their elbow, waiting to lock up for the night’. Eventually, when it become
blatently obvious that their patronage was no longer welcome - and, more
serious still, that definitely no more drink would be served - skipper and mate
capitulated and wended their way back on board "Setanta".
Tuesday, July 26th:
06.45 forecast: W, force 4, fair. Left Morgat at i0.00, under mainsail
and No 1 jib. Destination L’Aberwrach, some 50 miles north of us. After
an initial period of very poor visibility and rain during which landmarks and
buoys disappeared completely from view, the sun burst forth, the horizon
opened up and the Basse du Lis buoy - our next mark on the course - came
into view to the north.
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St. Mathieu lighthouse was abeam at 14.00 and an extremely pleasant passage with a beam wind was had through the Four Channel. Engine was kept
ticking over to help against the foul tide which was not due to turn in our favour
until 17.00. Genoa was swapped for the No, 1 jib with the Four lighthouse
abeam and fairly rapid progress was made sailing free along the coast and in
through the Grand Chenal de l’Aberwrach and the hook let go just above the
slipway at 20. i0.
In order to secure a table reservation for dinner at the renowned Hotel
de la Baie des Anges, the mate, who had changed into his best shore going
"dudes" on the way up river, was on his way ashore in the punt almost before
the anchor touched the bottom° And well worth the effort’. As always, the
food served in the hotel that night was truly superb - and the closing hour
much more "civilised" than that in Morgat the previous night’.
Wednesday Morning:
At the positively indecent hour of 4 o’clock - awakened to find a pretty
strong wind had arisen and an English yacht of about 20 tons had dragged its
anchor and lay right across our bow, After a lot of fending off we decided
for peace and quiet to shift our anchorage to the far side of the river, even
though we were not the guilty party° Paddy, who had the misfortune to be on
the receiving end of the full twenty fathoms of chain which had to be got aboard,
definitely felt afterwards that all the good had been knocked out of his seven
course dinner of a few hours previously"
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Wednesday morning and afternoon were spent obtaining petrol and other
stores, writing postcards etc, and, having telegraphed home our hour of
departure and E o To A SciIiies, we eventually proceeded down river at 16.50
and wended our way out through the Grand Channel. The log was streamed
at the Liberter buoy°
The 14o00 Plymouth Area forecast, N,~ to N.W., force 3-4, backing
westerly, was promising - provided it did back° Unfortunately it decided
not to and we had a dead beat all the way to Hugh Town° The "iron man" was
kept ticking over for most of the journey in order to speed our progress in
the relatively light winds encountered~
At ii °45 on Thursday morning, in extremely good visibility, the land
mass behind Lizard Head was discernible broad on the starboard bow at a
distance of about 30 miles. Progress continued at a slow pace during the
rest of the day until eventually, with 131 miles registered on the log, we
entered Sto Mary’s Sound and tied up alongside the quay at Hugh Town at
20.00,, The local Customs official, Mr o Saundby, came on board to effect
clearance and to give us all the news of the various yachts which had ca~led
in during the season, including the skipper’s nephew Brian Cudmore, whose
"Ann Again" had been there a few weeks before us.
Summary justice was later done to the magnificent concoction which the
cook had produced from the pressure cooker. After a yarn and a few nightcaps - straight into our bunks and it would have taken a time bomb to awaken
any of "Setanta’s" crew that night~
Friday Morning:
Saw the skipper show his prowess as a breakfast chef by producing his
"piece de resistance" - multi-flavoured delicious scrambled eggs (15 of ’era,
all in one saucepan’o ) which got a fitting reception from the crew, Morning
forecast disappointing - force 5-6, NNWo No joy in setting out for Cork today° Spent a lazy day ashore sunbathing and swimming°
Saturday 6o40 forecast
Still northerly winds gusting to force 6.~ Rang local. Met. station which
gave no hope of any let up for at least 24 hours°
Another day spent ashore during which the skipper and mate hired a
couple of "high Nelly" bikes and cycled up to the Meteorological Station.
Situated on the highest point of the island, the view from the Met° Tower
right around the periphery of the islands was truly magnificent° Sea conditions outside were extremely rough and force 5-6 winds still the order of
the day, but as these were expected to go into the west later the chances of
departing for home on Sunday seemed a bit more hopeful° Time was now
beginning to run out on Fred who wanted to be back in Cork on Tuesday at
the latest.
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Sunday dawned bright and sunny. The wind appeared to have abated in
strength. Attended Mass in the little chapel in Hugh Town which comprises
the upstairs room in one of the sea front houses. The Celebrant, an elderly
priest on local holidays from a London parish, gave the tiny flock of about
thirty persons a "pep" talk on their duty to subscribe generously to the
collection which was used to defray the heavy cost of bringing over the regular
priest from the mainland. "Setanta’s" crew, let it be said, rose nobly to the
occasion"
A short time later, whilst awaiting a ’phone call from the Met. office,
we met the Pastor in the Tregarthen Hotel. How well he knew the ITish
failing’. Having changed into mufti, he ased his local influence to have the
bar opened fully half an hour before the officially appointed hour, in order to
stand us a drink’. We suspect he wanted to make a gesture of thanks for the
"boost" we gave to the collection plate earlier that morning’. As we had not
yet had breakfast the mate soundly berated the skipper later in private on the
dreadful business of drinking before breakfast’. Revenge is very sweet’.
The Met. office forecast came through - S.W. 3-4, rain. The wind was
swinging in the right direction and abating, Back on board later we exchanged
a few shouted salutations with Douglas Heard who had arrived and was anchored close by in Dr. Rory O’Hanlon’s "Tjaldur" which he had skippered up from
Bordeaux.
Having wired our departure we sailed at 14.00 hours across the Tresco
Flats and out the New Grimsby entrance. And what did we meet? A right
good belt of a force 6 north-westerly, and a great big lump of a sea. Definitely the Local Met. office forecast was a shade off form that day’. 15
miles out the main was quickly handed and lashed to the boom - and still we
continued to close reach at a galloping six knots under No. 1 jib.
Later that night we ran into the full force of a north-westerly gale. There
wasn’t any boredom on board for the next eight hours’. The seas were really
big now and very confused and life jackets and life lines were the order of the
day for the watch on dock. The engine was kept ticking over, slow ahead, and
this, with the No. 1 headsail - unorthodox rig though it was for the conditions
prevailing - enabled us to close reach and keep from drifting too far to leeward.
(NOTE: In view of the allegation of bad forecast levelled at the St. Mary’s
Met. office, in fairness let it be mentioned that this was the day and night
during which sudden and freak local storms were the order of the day all
over the British Isles and Ireland. Severe damage to property etc. was sustained over a wide area; one cricket ground stand and pavilion in Wales being
completely razed to the ground).
So maybe we could have been very much worse off in "Setanta" that night,
taking general conditions into account. Beyond getting a shade wet and cold and
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feeling a bit miserable at times all hands weathered the storm extremely well.
It was interesting indeed to watch the reaction of the junior hands and to marvel
at the resilience of youth under these conditions.
(NOTE: Junior crew consisted of one 17 and two 15 years olds).
One could almost read the expressions on the faces as they tumbled down into
the cabin after a long and arduous spell on deck. Wet, weary and dead beat,
you could almost hear the inaudible thought: "If this is supposed to be pleasure
cruising - boy you can certainly have it, and count me out in future’." Yet,
scarcely an hour later, the self same hands would not only have completely
recovered their sang froid, but would be wolfing into a fine big helping of Botgreasy messy, but oh how appetising and sustaining Irish Stew’.
As the deep and murky blackrmss of the night gave pride of place to the
first suspicion of the dawn light - gradually the wind and the sea abated, enabling us to hoist the main sail once more.
06.40 forecast; Lundy/Fastnet .. W/N.W., 4-6 with occasional gale
force winds in the Lundy area. In our particular piece of ocean, however,
the wind had now dropped to a comfortable force 3 and the genoa was once
more put into action. Now laying 280° on starboard tack. 13.30; tacked
to port - now laying due north; log reading 111 miles. Making between 4-5
knots in comfortable sailing conditions. As we had been blown an approximate 20 miles off course during the previous night our landfall in Ireland
became a matter of conjecture and an eager watch was kept ahead for the
first sight of the dear old sod".
At 17.30 the cook’s keen eyes spotted land away to starboard, about
40 miles distant, which was soon identified as Mine Head. This cheering
news was duly celebrated in the appropriate manner by all hands. At 20.1}0
Ballycotton Light was identified. A radio fix on the Daunt now enabled a
course of 290° to be set for Roche’s Point and at quarter after midnight on
the Tuesday morning the log was duly hauled just off the self same lighthouse
with the log reading 166 miles.
Eventually, at 2.30 on Tuesday morning having picked our way carefully
up the Crosshaven River, the moorings were brought on board and all hands
tumbled in for a good nigh t’s sleep.
They say a11 good things must
had been a most enjoyable cruise in
and crew as one could ever wish to
boy, after the party, may I say on
Fred for having us".

come to an end and more is the pity. This
a good ship and with as pleasant a skipper
serve with. In the words of the very small
behalf of all hands. "Thank you very much
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The junior hands were asked to write down their impressions of the cruise
which are summarised hereunder.
Fred Cudmore Jr. Worried about wind and rain but admitted "hidden enjoyment"
of deck work during gale. Pleasurable recollections of hot sun combined with
fair breezes.
Fascinated by French ports and amazed by abundance of beacons and buoys.
Jim Porteous. Impressed by emptiness of sea out of sight of land. Also by
evidence of past and present fishing activity at Camaret: old wrecks to one side
of the village and tunnymen alongside quays. Eyes opened by Paddy Maher’s
talent for comic songs, which juniors had by heart on return.
Peter Cudmore. Highlights of cruise: (1) First walk on French soil and attempts
to communicate in French. (2) Sailing in sun acquiring tan. (3) Comfort of
sleeping bag after night watch. "Lowlight": Having to get out of warm bunk at
unnatural hour.

SETANTA’S CRUISE SUMMARY
DATES

DIRECT UNDERWAY
MILES
Hrs. Mins.

DESTINATION

Mon/Thurs.)
July 18-21 )

Brest

Fri, July 22

Camaret

Sat. "

23

Douarnenez

Mon. "

25

Morgat

AV.
SPEED
KNOTS

272

49.45

5.5

9

3.45

2.4

23

5.10

4.4

9

3.45

2.4

Tues. " 26

L’Aberwrach

49

10.10

4.8

Wed,/Thurs.)
July 27-28 )

Scillies

107

27.10

3.9

Sun/Tues. )
July 31 -Aug 2)

Crosshaven

142

36.30

3.9

611

136.15

4.5

14 days 3 hrs.
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MUD IN YOUR EYE
Seeplan p.p. 8-9

or

How to keep clean and well nourished in France
by Mudlark

Just suppose that you have got fed up with week-end sailing on Roundwood
Reservoir or Black Pitts Dam, or wherever it is you sail, anddecide to cruise
away over the horizon to -- let’s say Brittany,
You will find lots and lots of lovely books telling you all about tides and
weather and what not, and how to get into the trickiest of channels - and then
what? There you are with the smell of the Gauloise drifting across the water
and the book doesn’t say one single thing about getting ashore. And in most
cases you just can’t not in your number ones anyway- because you will be mud
from head to foot, They tell you that there is a large "rise of tide". That is
wrong for a start. What they should say is "a fall of tide", because you will
find that it is nearly always out, and what they forget to say is that nearly all
the slips only go half way down, and the last lap is either a "splosh, splosh, "
if you have remembered your waders, or a "slip, ouch, slide" in bare feet,
if you haven’t. What I propose to tell you briefly is what has been left out of
all these learned tomes.
Starting at Ushant, as I told you I am short of time, and working South,
you will find an interesting little stopping spot in the Four Channel called
L’Aberildut. Cross a sandy bar and drop the pick in sand - that is a good
start I admit, and you can get ashore on a good slip. But wait for it - there
isn’t really anywhere to eat. Still in the Four there is Le Conquer where you
can land at the slip. This is because it dries and you can’t stay at low water
anyway unless you take the ground°
Camaret is a splendid jumping off spot for the tide through the Raz, but
if you head for the quay it is a waders job, and when you get there the grub
is poor, and this is shocking because they land most of the langoustes there°
If you go up the hi!l to the Restaurant des Dunes~ however, you will be well
fed, but arrange it first:, and mind the Alsatian.
Brest itself has a basin with ladders, Dead safe but dirty, and the food
in Brest is excellent, Try the Hotel des Voyageurs. In the bay of Brest you
can get ashore in most anchorages without bother, but the last few feet, at
low water, at Landevennec is worth the trouble because up the hill, and well
hidden, is a jolly good eating place° It is the only one so it doesn’t matter
that I have forgotten the name, Up the river to Chateaulin the mud is typical
and reigns supreme until you are actually there,, The curious thing is that
in all these rivers the mud always extends way above the high tide mark. The
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bottom at Chateaulin is interesting as it is brick and the pick won’t hold at all.
You tie up to a tree instead.
Morgat has a good slip and so has Dournenez, but at Audierne you will
have to drop the pick far from the town and dinghy in where you will be able
to land alright. Through the Raz by this time and the next good stopping
place, if you have missed out the charming lle de Seine, is Guilvinec where
landing is a delight. You simply tie up to the fish quay, having made sure
that the fleet are at sea. If you are not out again before they return you will
be a most expensive fender. To watch them coming in, providing you are
clear, is a magnificent sight - just like the U.S. cavalry on a T.V. Western’.
Benodet has decent slips but the river, though charming with its wooded
banks, is beset with mud. There are, however, a few odd rocks from which
you can grope to the safety of the bank.
Concarneau is easy enough except at L.W.E.S. when you will be aground
anyway, if the harbour is crowded, which it nearly always is. There are
actually several good slips and I mean that literally, especially the one at the
end of the old town. Aven and Belon are muddy rivers, but Kermaduc is a
good place to land, and it is well worth while because the oysters come from
there. Etel is sand, lovely white sand, and blue water in the river, but you
can’t really stay there for long because of the fierce tide. The harbour is
like any other,
Next you come to Quiberon Bay, Le Palais, Houat and Hoedic are a dream
but for different reasons. Visit them and you will agree. But La Trinite is a
stinker. It is always crowded and they put vicious spikes, well nibbled by
gribble, all the way up to mark the oyster spatting grounds. Catch your keel
in one of those and you are in for a bad night. The Morbihan, despite all the
enchanting things written about it by George Millar and others, is a damn’d
muddy place except perhaps for lle Aux Moines which is fortunately where
the best, nay only, good eating places are in the Morbihan itself. TheAuray
river is charming but mud again until you get up to St. Goustan, and the venturesome traveller who alternatively journeys up to Vannes will be rewarded
by the most special kind of mud - it is jet black and shines in the sun. Not
only this, the town drain emptying into the head of the canal is a sight to gladden the heart of the most dedicated muddologist.
Then there is the Vilaine River. That charming spot where cows ruminate along its banks and upon which so many eulogise. The mud there is not
only tenacious in the extreme but it is actually, owing to some freak of nature,
warm, but nevertheless relatively pure, but landing at La Roche Bernard is a
beastly business.
After all this it is so refreshing to drop a pick off Bois de la Chaise at the
back of the Iles de Noirmoutier. Here it is sand with a pleasant beach. Unfortunately it is not very sheltered and the tide is strong.
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Going south again it is better to give Isle de Yeu a wide berth, and I
meant that as the water inshore is shoal. The harbour dries but you can
take the ground there. A little further on Les Sables D’Olonnes offers a
safe harbour but little room. You lie bow on to an absolutely unmentionable quay and fight your way ashore through a web of stinking ropes. You
can lie outside of course, in fair weather, which saves all the bother anyway.
The penultimate lap to La Rochelle offers St. Martin de Re. The
snuggest of them all where you lock in and step ashore in great comfort.
And La Rochelle itself is the same but you will be better to use your ladder
here from stern to quay. After all every cruising man carries a ladder,
stowed with the other essential gear such as mangle and baby grand. But
never, never put your pick down in La Rochelle because you will not get it
clean for a brace of tides. The stuff it will bring up rivals even Vannes.
Don’t forget to eat at the Bar Andre if you eat sea food. Incidentally don’t
go to Brittany if you don’t, because you will starve.
What about Le Croisic you will say, and quite right. I have left it
until last because it is quite without exception the darling of the coast.
You anchor in clean sand off the town and dinghy into the inner harbour
which is perfectly sheltered. The slips go right down to low water mark
and they even have solid bronze mooring rings. Nearer home they would
have been nicked long ago. The restaurants are of the highest order and
behind the port, though cleverly concealed from those whom its presence
might offend, is that ding dong holiday resort of La Baule with all its many
facets.
In spite of the mud - I am going back again next year.
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TJALDUR AND THE TWO CAPTAINS
See plan p.p. 8-9
Tjaldur is a 12 ton auxiliary sloop designed by PeterBrett~
STARBOARD CAPTAINS LOG by Dr. R.H. O’Hanlon
I am the starboard Captain because I sleep in the best bunk on the starboard
side, Of course 1 am responsible for "Tjaldur" and I felt that she should go south
this year to see and to learn new things. She is a bird of the north but "Wild
Goose" had stimulated her by her adventures in the Canal du Midi. The Mediterranean could be’reached in a reasonable time and escape could be made to the
north providing Douglas Heard would take her home. He said, "I will providing
you give me a few days off in the middle of the month to get married’." I said
’Tin damned if I’II take you unless you get married". As we never disagree, he
did get married and with the assistance of Ruth his new wife and twelve others
the voyage of the Tjaldur to Corsica and Sardinia and home was achieved. The
achievement is not mine but Tjaldur’s - let her tell her own story.
"So 1 am to go south this year, about time too. I am looking forward to th~
Bay and I hear that I start from Dunmore East and the boss says that Neff Watson
is to take me to Dunmore. I like Nell, knows what he’s about, The weather
pretty poor, S .W.6, never mind, the iron monster old Sabby is in good form and
will give me a hand uphill, I arrived at Dunmore, shook the boys up a bit, I did,
especially off the Hook. I better have a rest as the boss arrives this evening, 1
hope that he is fairly quiet, sometimes he is a devil,
May 20th - 21.30 hrs.- Friday:
They arrived, lots more gear, what do they think 1 am, C.I.E. ? Glad to see
John O’Reilly aboard - he is a damn good shipwright. He looks after me and
much better than those ladies’ doctors, As if one wasn’t enough, that chap Denham
is here too.
23.30 hrs. - The chaps are settled at last. I’m all set witha reef and my No. 1,
So the boss is taking it quietly. He’s right, it looks stormy and I don’t trust those
boys in the Met. office. We are off, very dark and raining, a good F. 6 with a
rotten sea. Hope it eases a bit when we get clear.
21/5/’66 - 08.00 hrs. - Saturday - I have done well all night in a steadyF. 6 S.W°
but the chaps are a bit tired so they hove me to for a rest all round.
ll.00 hrs. - Weather just the same with much sea. They double reef me and we
plug on.
14.00 hrs. - Gale warning all areas. S.W. 8 to 9 going west. Barometer falling
very rapidly and I can only just make 180°C,
23.00 hrs, Wind still S.W. 7 and I am thrashing along with 90 on the clock.
22/5/’66 - 02.00 hrs. - Sunday - Getting a bit much now with lumpy sea and the
glass still falling. I think the chaps have had enough and I could do with a spell,
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They take off my No. 1 and give me the storm jib and a few more rolls and we
lay-to again.
06.00 hrs. - Full gale Force 8.
12.00 hrs. - Force 9 wind speed by the "windy balls" 44 m.p.h, steady. In a
way it is rather fun as there is brilliant sunshine with a big long sea but I’m a
bit pressed and glad when they removed the storm jib. All the hanks have gone
and the cockpit dodgers have almost Dlown away. They roll me again, down to
the number. At this rate I won’t have a stitch on soon. The chaps are all very
cheerful and the boss sits in the cockpit from time to time but not for long. The
sea is a bit wild now and I have been hit by four combers, the last gave me a
proper pasting, the noise was appalling and for the moment I was awash withthe
cockpit full. That last one was a knock-out and I’m in a mess below with the
chaps covered in saucepans and all the gear which was so neatly stowed away.
23/5/’66 - 02.00 hrs. - Monday - Still a big sea but wind W, F.7. The boss
says sleep on ’till dawn and this suits me..
07.00 hrs. - F.6 - westerly. Wdre lucky, as the forecast is Force9 in all
areas save Plymouth. They gave me the No. 1 and a double reef and I fair beat
it for the Bishop. This is real sailing and the boys are full of bounce again.
24/5/’66. - 00.23 hrs. - Tuesday- Bishop abeam. With 222 miles on the clock;I must have wandered a bit during the storm. They square me off 160° c for
Ushant. Wind W. 3 to 4.
19.30 hrs. - Ushant abeam 4 miles, log 321.
23.30 hrs. - Armen buoy abeam and we square off for Penmarch. Reggie Lee
and the boss in session.
25/5/’66 - 05.00 hrs. - Wednesday - Penmarch abeam. Wind W. Force 2 - old
Sabby in action and I relax.
13.30 hrs. - Calm - brilliant sunshine and the chaps are in full session. I’m
half asleep as Sabby does all the work.
14.45 hrs. - Anchored in Le Palais, Belle Isle. I’m a daylatebut so would you
be if you had to put up with that weather.
26/5/’66 - 09.00 hrs. - Thursday. We are off south. Wind N.N.W.R.D.
Heard and the boss’s wife joined us. It is a lovely day with the wind aft, it
is no strain at all going south. I should make up that lost day at this rate.
18.40 hrs. - Ile Yeu abeam - Log 42.
27/5/’66 - 02.30 hrs. - Friday - Ile de Re abeam. Log 79. Wind E. 3 to 5
and I hope it stays there.
07.15 hrs. - Enter Gironde on the first of the flood and thrash my way up to
Bordeaux.
20.00 hrs. - Fun and games - the boss let the diesel tank run dry and old Sabby
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didn’t like it. What a picnic tying up at the Yacht Club with that tide.
28/5/’66 - Saturday - The chaps are ashore for lunch so I take a rest.
15.00 hrs. - Lucien, the local boatman, takes me in and they unship my mast
at the Yacht Club.
Sunday 29th/5/’66 - 09.00 hrs. - Left under power for Castets. Lovely day
with brilliant sunshine and a cloudless sky. Thirsty work this but I’ll say this
for them, they’re not mean with the drink.
19~30 hrs. - I arrive at Casters dead on schedule and I hope they are satisfied.
I pass through the first locko How peaceful it is in a canal’.
Monday, 30/5/’66 - 06.30 hrs. - Under way to Lock 52. Lovely morning, calm
and with little traffic about. I enjoy it and even Sabby seems to like the change.
We work through 15 locks over a distance of 83 kilometres.
20.30 hrs. - Arrived at de Rosette Lock 37 just below Agen. We have donewell.
Tuesday, 31st May - 06.30 hrs. - The boss has been at Sabby since 05.45 hrs.
changing the oil. The pressure is on again and I go through three locks before
07.02 hrs.
07.12 hrs. - Tied up in Agen for fuel and stores.
12.00 hrs. - Left and stopped for the night at Lock 22, a day distance of 51 kilometres. Chaps off to dinner at Castelsarrasin.
Wednesday, 1st June - 06.30 hrs. - Another early start and I plug on for Toulouse, a distance of 59 kilometres with 22 locks. Interesting here with many
yachts about of various types but I’m the Belle of them all. Several Yacht
Clubs here, all jealous of each other. Chaps ashore for the Goose and the
Chambertin.
Thursday, 2rid June - 06.30 hrs. - Enter the Canal du Midi. Very hot and the
boss had a swim to-day - time he went on a diet.
19.25 hrso - Arrived at de l’Ocean Lock beginning of the summit level, and
into the Lock de la Mediterranee, the staircase locks, electrically controlled.
We can coast downhill now.
Friday, 3rd June - Another start at 06,30 hrs ~ and through six locks by 08.15.
Arrived Carcassonne at lunch time. It is damn hot and thank goodness that I
haven’t got to go sightseeing. Chaps off to the castle and dinner and Douglas
Heard stays quietly with me.
Saturday, 4th June - 06.30 hrs. start and in a hurry for Beziers. I just make
it by 19o 15 hrs. as Den_ham and O’Reilly have to go home by a train whichleaves
at 20.00 hrs. I’m sorry that they have to go as neither my topsides or my mast,
sticking out 4 ft. either end, was bumped once with them aboard.
Sunday, 5th June - Left at 09o00 hrs. and ambled down the staircase of six locks
and set out for Sete. What a change’~ Until now it has been lovely, calm, hot,
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beautiful trees, vineyards, and fruit farms and above all the water has been so
clean, Now it is raining, cold, the canal is dirty and the scenery fiat and uninteresting.
16.00 hrs. - I smell the sea and hear the gulls° I arrived on the Etang du Thau~
an inland lake. I taste the salt and I hurry for the real thing is nearby,
18.00 hrs. I arrived at Sete.
Monday, 6th June - 08.30 hrs. - The Finnegans have arrived from Paris looking
immaculate. The boss is very active to-day determined to get the mast stepped
and get me ready for sea. It is hot work but they have me ready by 15.00 hrs.
Tuesday, 7th June - 06.00 hrs. - At sea at last bound for Corsica. It is a beautiful morning, cool and calm with a light southerly. I don’t mind the odd pasting
but I hear that the Gulf of Lyons is as bad as the Bay of Bengal. Old Sabby is
going like a clock and only now and again can I get my wings in action. By evening the Alpes Maritimes show faintly to the north and I plug on for Calvi in northern Corsica in a starlit sea.
Wednesday, 8th June - It has been fun through the night riding over the calm and
warm sea, the phosphorescence lighting my way to the dawn. It is another day
of peace and hardly a ripple upsets my wake. Sometimes I sail leaning gently
to the north. I have no care in the world now; there is nothing in sight and the
sea is mine.
Thursday, 9th June - 02.45hrs, - I have done my job and they tie me gently to
the quay at Calvi beneath the castle. It is a wonderful sight by moonlight and I
have fun watching the snow-capped mountains and the chaps drinking whiskey until
the dawn drives them to their bunks. What a pity that Reggie Lee has to leave
to-day by air for Nice and London. We know each other well and I shall miss him.
Friday, 10th June - Aline Finnegan has her bikini on to-day and I can tell you that
those motor boats and steam yachts have nothing on us. As for me, I may be
small, I have no deck chairs, I have no stewards in Persil white but I can sail.
13.30hrs. - Under sail southwards for Cargesse where I arrive at 18.00 hrs. I
don’t know what they think I am but this is the smallest harbour I have ever seen.
The depth at the entrance is six feet and inside, it is about the size of Colimoreo
There are only a few small fishing boats here, little life about but the lobsters
abound.
Saturday llth June - To sea at ll.00 hrs. for a quiet passage down to Propanio.
This is a lovely harbour with a quaint town straddled along a silver beach. Chaps
had a wonderful dinner ashore.
Sunday, 12th June - Old Sabby a bit temperamental this morning and the boss lost
3 lbs. in the heat working on her.
14.00 hrs. - Ambled down to Tizzano, only 15 miles away. This is a river port,
primitive but delightful.
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Monday, 13th June - 08.00 hrs. - Left under engine in fiat calm for Bonifacio
towing the punt. By 09.00 hrs. - Force 6, S.E. - we had to go back ’round the
point to take the punt aboard. After this I had a good thrash to windward
arriving in Bonifacio in time for lunch, This is a fascinating fortified walled
port and absolutely safe as a harbour and is full of history and character.
Tuesday, 14th June - Left Bonifacio under sail for Maddaleno on the opposite
side of the Straits in Sardinia. Wind E., Force 3, slow but interesting passage.
Here I felt rather insignificant as I pondered on the great sailing men-o’war that
had passed this way from the days of the Romans. This northern archipelago of
Sardinia is a wonderful cruising ground, unspoint and much cheaper than Corsica.
I would like to stay here, but aftS~ I hear them talk of the return passage. The
boss has only nine days left and there is still much to be done.
Wednesday, 15th June - 15.00 hrs. - Off again to Bonlfacio. Wind N.W. 4 to 5
giving me a good close reach across the straits in a thunder storm with much
rain. I rather liked the rain, good for my decks.
Thursday, 16th June - 04.30 hrs. - Under way, old Sabby on the job bound for
Ajaccio. Delightful day with no wind until 10.00 hrs. when I gave Sabby a rest
and reached quickly into Ajaccio; the capital of Corsica. Arrived at 12.00 hrs.
Lots of yachts here with a first rate Yacht Station. Of course, the boss bought me
lots of things but don’t I deserve it. The chaps ashore with John Finnegan and
himself aboard a horrid M.T.B. conversion. It cannot be the boat they are after
so I suppose it is those two German girls in bikinis. All ashore tonight for dinner
at the famous Chez Mamma. I was left to do the best I could.
Friday, 17th June - Sabby in a proper tuck today and refused to budge until his exhaust valve was ground. The mechanics here are first class.
Left for Lavandou. Lovely day. Wind Force
Saturday 18th June - 12.00 hrs.
3 W o Old Sabby going smoothly for the Bloody Islands. Saw a vast sun fish and the
Manx shearwater in migration.
19.00 hrs. - Not so good. Wind ahead 4 to 5 with nasty lop.
Sunday, 19th June - 06.00 hrs. - Wind Force 7 W. Lay to.
i0~00 hrs. - Force 8. Wind speed 38 m.p.h. It was much nicer now with a big sea
similar to the Atlantic swell. The mainsail has had enough and the leech and
several seams have been ripped. The boss none too pleased and he and John have
to stow mainsail and set the trysail. Wallowed in the sun all day with the wind
howling.
Monday 20th June - 09.00 hrs. - Dull with some rain. Wind S.W. - Force 6 Noo 1 jib and trysail and lay for Le Lavandou where I arrived in a calm at 20.00
hrs. Log 138. This is a lovely port full of yachts and I was fortunate to get a good
berth between a German motor boat and an old time gaff French yacht. Chaps all
set for a big party ashore.
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Tuesday, 21st June - Westerly gale all day but with brilliant sun. I had quite a
day here talking to the chaps especially the sailmaker who sitting on deck very
skilfully sowed the mainsail and drank Irish whiskey at the same time, The
Finnegans spent the day at the nudist colony nearby. Funny place this, you can
never tell when a blow is on its way, like you can up north.
Wednesday 22nd June - 10.15 hrs. - Under way for Marseille. Wind E., Force
5 and I fair show my paces to those French motorboats. Chaps a bit subdued
this morning, too much garlic I suppose. However, Aline has yet another new
bikini on today and this cheers them up a bit, Bandol looks lovely as I sail by
and I would like a few days there but I still have the Gulf of Lyons to cross.
Calm for a while but now an appalling sea off the Riou Islands near Marseille.
Looks a rotten night and I am glad they tack me ’round and so save me a dangerous gybe in this sea. ;,
19.00 hrs. - Enter the famous yacht basin and tie up near the Yacht Club in Marseille. I am afraid I am a bit fat and not looking my best after all the work I
have done. The other yachts are lovely but I’m not the worst of them and I’bet
they have never been to Ireland. I see "Sovereign" there, her mast a bit
crooked but she has lovely lines. The Yacht Club is built on a floating pontoon
and the Commodore visits us.
Thursday 23rd June - Reluctantly leave at 15.00 hrs. for Sete. It is a dull day
with a calm sea. Wind N.W., Force 2. Sabby at work and going well. Pass
the entrance to the Rhone which looks very dull and full of oil installations.
Friday 24th June - 01.00 hrs. - Wind N. W., Force 6. Changed to trysail and
storm jib. As the boss has a sore hand this took an hour. Between sail and
Sabby we plough on but the wind was easing and by dawn it has fallen to Force
3. A lovely morning and I see Sete dead ahead. I feel proud again now and not
small and scruffy as I did in Marseille. As I enter those piers at 08.00 hrs. I
know that I have done my job. The boss looks sad as we have to part soon. I too
am sad but I know that he loves me and that he is very pleased".
Rory and Barbara return to Dublin. Rory notes that on his departure
Tjaldur failed to write any more. R.D. Heard now takes up the tale.

PORT CAPTAIN’S LOG by R.D. Heard
I am the Port Captain because I slept in the port bunk for two and a half
months and my duties commenced at the end of June on our return to SETE
when the Starboard Captain had to return to Ireland to assist at some increases in the population.
The mast was unstepped at the yacht club (Societe Nautique de Sere). crane
on Friday 24th June and the following morning Rory was up very early and by
midday had rubbed down and varnished all the brightwork such as toerails, cabin
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top, etc. except the inside of the cockpit and with the very hot sun and dry wind it
was hard by the late afternoon.
Ships company met at the yacht club at 6.30 p.m. for aperitifs then taxied to
a delightfully situated cafe just outside the town overlooking the Gulf of Lions, but
the equally attractive menu proved a farce as the waiter after booking each order
retired to return a few minutes later to say that the choice was "off" so when the
selection had been reduced to one dish we left in high dudgeon for a waterside cafe
in the centre of the town where the choice was good, the food "A" i." but the
service so slow that when the main dish arrived it was time for the Finnegans to
leave to catch the night train to Paris.
Telephone calls for a taxi proving unavailing the proprietor~eventually drove
them to the station in his own car, arriving there five minutes after the train had
left, however it was held up at a level crossing a couple of hundred yards up-line
so John although laden with nine pieces of luggage by superhuman efforts caught
it and whilst lying gasping on the corridor floor was greeted by a friendly Frenchman, who after one look, said "You want a brandy." and got him one.
Rory and Barbara left the following morning (26th June) so that for three days
until the 29th June I had a peaceful time with the heat tempered by a strong Mistral, the only chores being to move "Tjaldur" to a safe berth at the end of a
pontoon and arrange for her to be looked after whilst I returned to Dublin by air
to sell a farm and get married.
All of which was duly accomplished by Wednesday 6th July when accompanied
by Paul O’Hanlon I flew back to Sete to find all in good order except the engine
which refused to start as the batteries were fiat owing to the compass light having
been left on since our arrival ten days earlier and not noticed under the canvas
coat covering it,
Through the good offices of Monso Robert, the club handyman, I got the
services of a first class engineer and garage proprietor, Mons. Falcone, who
quickly effected the necessary repairs and then invited myself and the crew to
join him on board a motor fishing boat the next day to take part in the annual
"Fisherman’s Fete" in which all the fishing boats, dressed overall, move out to
sea to throw a wreath on the water in memory of those lost at sea followed, by
an oration by the local Bishop. This very colourful ceremony has been held every
year for over 400 years.
Mrs. Pat Sarratt and Nell Watson arrived ohboard at 2.00 a.m. on Sunday
10th July so were able to take part in the above trip but had had the misfortune to
lose their baggage at Paris airport.
On our return to harbour we had the good fortune to witness the local ancient
and unique tilting competition in which two boats, one blue and one red, rowed by
ten men with a drummer and flautist in the bow and a sloping platform about 12 feet
long in the stern row against each other.
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Half a dozen competitors sit on the sloping platform, the one at the upper
and outboard end stands with a shield on one arm and a lance in the other hand
and endeavours to push his rival off as the boats pass each other.
A competitor who is pushed off has to swim ashore and his place is taken
by the next in order on the platform.
Monday I lth July we moved from the outer harbour through the lifting
bridges to the upper end of the town ready to leave the next day for the Canal
d~ Midi. Neff spent most of the day travelling by train to and from Perpignan
in search of the lost bags but without success.
Tuesday 12th July we got under way at 6.30 a.m., crossed the Etang de Thau
in a fresh northerly breeze and entered the Canal at 8.30 a.m. workipg up as
far as Bezier and through its seven electrically operated staircase locks by 4.00
p.m. when Pat, Nell and Paul went into the town to buy stores and telephone Air
France but again no trace of the missing bags however they told the Air Line Co.
that when found they were to remove the perishables such as fresh meat from
Pat’s bag before they left of their own accord.
Meanwhile I entertained a Mr. Wilkinson, skipper of the R. O. R.C. motor
sailer "Magyar", who had followed us up the staircase, to such good effect that
his crew sent for him three times to come back to his ship to dine.
As we had ahead of us a long stretch of about 50 kilometers without locks,
which only operate between 6.30 a.m. and77.30 ~. m., when the crew returned
we carried on for about 10 kilometers until it was too dark to see and then tied
up to the bank.
Wednesday 13th July, Underway at 6.00 a.m. to, reach the next lock
(d’Argens.) at the end of the long level at noon in blazing weather which even
the locals admitted was unusually hot. The crew taking frequent shower baths
with a bucket interspersed with swims.
Neil and Pafll hired the lock keeper’s car to drive to the village to buy
stores and phone Air France but still no news so we pushed on at 4.00 p. m,
to Redorte whence Neil sent a telegram to my wife - due to join in a couple of
days - to bring spare clothes for himself and Pat, Paul meanwhile shuttled from
ship to shop buying ioecreams.
We carried on until 7.45 p.m. when we moored to the bank under some
trees just below the double lock d’Aiguille No. 74 and 107 kiloms, from the
Etang de Thau.
The next day, 14th July, being a National holiday the locks were not
working so all hands had an easy time Nell and Paul swimming whilst Pat and
the writer has shower baths on board with a bucket. In spite of a very heavy
thunderstorm during the night it was still very hot, the shade temperature
being 83° but we could not record the sun figure as the thermometer had to be
taken in when it reached its maximum of 125° to avoid bursting.

Nell worked on the tiller which had become very stiff due to the heat
swelling the collar on the rudder post.
On Friday 15th Juiy we moved through the lock at 6.30 a.m, and made
good progress despite delays at some of the locks due to barge traffic, reaching lock de Fresquel 25 kiloms, and 14 locks on in 6 hours where an interested
spectator proved to be a Mr. Howe from Dublin, a cousin of Dr. Dillon Digby,
now teaching in nearby Carcassonne.
As a result of a five inch drop in the canal level we grounded in Carcassonne harbour, winched off and eventualIy got a good quay berth at the
west end where a passing lorry filled our diesel tank and cans.
Neil and Paul went to the Post Office to wire Air France again whilst I
went to the railway station to check the arrival time of the Paris train next
morning by which my wife, Geoffrey Sarratt and Desmond Barrington were
due to arrive from Dublin.
Whilst enjoying an excellent dinner at the nearby Terminus Hotel with
a 1957 claret at 7fk. 50 centimes a bottle Paul had £25 taken from his wallet,
left on board, his air tickets in the same wallet being untouched. This was
the only occasion in a two and a half month cruise when anything was stolen
although we never Iocked up the ship when going ashore.
Ruth, Geoffrey and Desmond arrived in good order at 6.10 a.m. and
after breakfast all were allocated various chores, Air France at last reported
having traced the lost bags at Nimes and were requested to have them sent to
Bordeaux Airport°
At 10.00 a~m, chores completed the ships company took two taxis to
visit "La Cite", the original fortified town dating back to 200 B. C,, and after
the blazing heat of the previous days were fortunate in having a comparatively
cool breeze for our tour of the interesting and extensive buildings conducted
by and English speaking guide, Miss Lily Deveze followed by a good lunch in
one of the many cafe’s in the centre. A great deal of restoration has been
carried out on the various fortifications and buildings.
Back aboard we left at 4,30 p om. and covered 20 kiloms, before mooring below the lock de Beteille at 7,45 p°m,
A drizzle greeted our start next day at 6~ 30 a.m, and again we encountered a lot of barge traffic but got through 20 locks and 21 kiloms, to moor at
12.30 p,m. to the quay in the harbour of Castelnaudary for lunch off a huge
lump of pate and a jar of white wine provided by the Sarratts,

Just before arriving at the next lock (Laplanque) the engine suddenly
slowed for, no apparent reason so we moored to the bank, checked g zar level
and controls on board without result so Nell went over the side and examined
the propellor but again could find nothing wrong so we concluded that as the
motor was now working well something must have fouled the prop and later
worked off.
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By 5.30 p.m. we got on to the top level at the lock de la ’Mediterranee
and started downhill to tie up for the night below lock d’Emborrel, 193 Kiloms,
after a day o£ cool breezes and showers. Desmond entertained the company
after dinner to a few toots on his flute.
On Monday the 18th July we were on the move as usual at 6.30 and in
spite of cold rain and a strong wind had worked through seven locks by 8.30
a.m. Paul had a touch of dysentery and was put to rest and sleep in the fore
cabin nicknamed by Geoffrey and Desmond who normally occupied it the
"Fore torpedo room" on account of a couple of leaks from the heat shrunk hatch
over their bunks.
We cleared the canal du Midi at Toulouse at 2.45 p.m. and moored in the
Port de l’Embouchere to replenish stores although it would have been easier to
do so at the Yacht Club berth in the centre of the town where the shops are
closer.
Whilst the crewwere ashore the representative of the Touring Club de
France called, was entertained and told us that at the south end of the port there
were special berths for yachts with water, electricity and telephones laid on.
The crew returned aboard at 4.45 p.m. when we left by the canal de le
Garonne en route for Bordeaux and reached lock de l’Hers No. 7 by 7.45 p.m.
By 7.30 a.m. next day we had got through 3 locks and on to an 18 Kilom.
level at the end of which we were a bit delayed by two low swing road bridges
in the town of Moissac. The weather was still cool with odd showers and a
rising wind so that we were glad to get to the port of Agen at 7.45 p.m. to find
the east end of the quay, which appeared in the best condition, too shallow so
moored at west end where there was ample depth.
Pat, Geoffrey, Nell and Desmond went ashore after dinner to look for the
bright lights, Paul still under the weather stayed on board with my wife and self.
The shore party were eventually swept out of the cafe at 1.00 a.m. in fairly good
order.
Wednesday 20th July we moved at 7.30 a.m. about a mile to a small quay
at the south end of the half mile aqueduct over the river Garonne where we were
able to get diesel, water and all stores all within a stones throw, completed the
storing by 8.20 a.m., crossed the aqueduct and through 4 locks in quick succession before settling down to breakfast on a 15 kilom, level.
The weather was still poor, continuous rain, strong almost gale force
S.W. wind and a lot of barge traffic, the only bright spot being the purchase at
one of the locks of a box of 40 excellent peaches for 10 francs.
We just missed entering the lock de l’Auriole No. 48 by 4 minutes so
moored above it, dined, after which Nell and Desmond went exploring in the village
but found no sign of life except some old women searching for snails with torches.
Thursday 21st July there was again a lot of barge traffic till we got to
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Castets, the end of the canal at 9.30 a.m. where we had to wait for an hour for three
barges to lock out into the river Garonne in which there was an adverse current for
the first 5-6 miles until the ebb set in; however as the weather had improved sufficiently to allow the crew to sunbathe no one worried until we moored at the yacht
club in Bordeaux.
The steward cure boatman Mons, Lucien, who normally deals with mast
stepping etc. being away on holiday his wife kindly phoned the Port Authority and
arranged for a crane at Hangar No. 5 for 9-10.00 a.m. next morning which being
fixed all hands showered in the club, changed to No. l’s, and went up town to find
that the recommended "Cafe de Noalle" was closed so adjourned to the neighbouring
"Cafe de Bordeaux" for aperitifs whilst the crew made arrangements for a dinner
for my wife and self at the restaurant "Dubern" a really first class meal including
snails and frogs legs.
Friday morning we moved up river to Hangar No. 5 at 8.30 a.m. with a
very hard running flood tide, then sorted the rigging and as by 10.00 a.m. there
was no sign of life Desmond contacted the Port Office, returned with a document
for signature and a bill for 25 francs which duly dealt with, the Manager appeared
and ordered a i0 ton crane to move to our berth,
The mast was stepped in 20 minutes with no trouble at all, meanwhile Ruth
and Pat went shopping and on their return Geoffrey and Pat taxied to the airport to
collect the lost bags~ the remainder of the crew took "Tjaldur" back to the yacht
club at midday in very hot and oppressive weather. Pat found that while the steak
had been removed from her bag the bacon had been left, was very high so was
ditched, the butter and honey were all right except that they had leaked a bir~ over
her clothes.
Most of the crew explored the town during the afternoon prior to meeting at
the "Cafe de Bordeaux" at 7.00 p. m, then after drinks enquiries as to the location
of a small restaurant called the "Bar Ecossais" where we had had a very good
lunch on the way out, proving fruitless we entrusted ourselves to two taxis, one
driven by a very attractive woman chauffeur, which shot us up the river side at
great speed to a restaurant, the "Terminus" for fine dinner of cheese soup
(A. i.) thick steaks grilled over charcoal and enormous peaches at a most reasonable price.
Pat Sarratt and Paul O’Hanlon left at 5.30 a,m, on Saturday 23rd July for the
airport to return to Dublin, the rest stored ship, stowed for sea, paid the club
dues of 15 Francs for three days and left at I1.30 aom. a couple of hours before
high water so that we had an adverse tide until the early afternoon.
Owing to the distance between Bordeaux and the mouth of the Gironde (approxo
60 miles) and the strong tides it is not possible for the ordinary low powered
auxiliary yacht to make the passage on one tide but by hugging the shore once the
ebb had finished we managed to make Port Bloc, about i0 miles from the entrance,
by 7.30 p,m. and anchored in the harbour for the night° Port Bloc is a nice clean
harbour with a frequent car and passenger service to Royan and other places across
the river but it is not possible to moor to the quays owing to the sloping walls.

Neil, Desmond and Geoffrey went ashore after dinner on hearing that there was a
nudist colony but only found the usual cafes and returned with a good supply of the
local table wines.
We left at 9.30 a.m. on Sunday, got a favourable tide an hour later, streamed
the log off No. 3 Buoy at the entrance and set course 320 mag. for Belle Isle with
a N.W. force 3 wind which during the afternoon freshened to force 5 making a steep,
irregular and awkward sea that brought plenty of spray aboard.
With the help of the engine and full main we got abeam of the Isle d’Yeu by
5.30 a.m. on Monday 25th July, wind still fresh from the N.W., later backing to
W. N, W. but got a bit of a lee off the south end of Belle Isle at 5.00 p.m. then had
a hard thrash up the east coast of the island to Le Palais harbour, now full of
yachts, unlike on our way south in May, and anchored at 6.50 p.m, with a stern
line to the end of the South pier,
All hands ashore to shop next morning at 9.00 a.m, after Nell had repaired
some chafed stitching in the mainsail and although the midday forecast was still
N.W. to N. winds force 3 - 5 we decided to leave at 2.30 p.m., motored up the
east coast of the island and set the main with four rolls in the lee of the north point.
Early on Wednesday morning we had to tack on to starboard to clear the
Glenan islands and with the wind going more northerly had to tack again north of
Penmarch Point but just managed to get to the entrance of the RAZ at 8.00 a,m,
at the end of the north going tide with a sea consisting of large holes and sharp
peaks - Very Wet - and luckily had just enough fair tide to carry us through into
the smoother water before it turned against us and more luck in that the engine
didn’t pack up through lack of fuel till then.
With the small genoa we beat up to Camaret to anchor behind the new extension of the breakwater at 4.00 p, m. after which Neil worked on the engine
until 7.00 p, m, but without success then as the bilge pump was very stiff took
it to bits and found the feed pipe choked with a couple of pounds of wood shavings,
bottle tops, hairpins and other odds and ends.
We had a good dinner ashore at which the unanimous resolution was passed
that we would not leave until "A" the engine was in order, "B" the wind came
away from the North.
Desmond and Geoffrey went off next morning to get food, diesel, water
and paraffin but were unable to get the latter, Neil with various not very helpful remarks from myself worked on the engine all morning but only succeeded
in getting a few gasps so after lunch we ,enlisted the aid of the "Patron" of the
local engineering works who got the motor running eventually at 6.00 p. rn. at
a cost of 35 francs.
The weather forecast being still N. N.W. force 3 -5 we again dined ashore
hoping for an improvement in the morning, which was not realised, however as
we were getting short of tlme although the wind was still fresh from the N. W, we
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left at 8.30 a.m. to catch the flood tide through the Chenal du Four and once
clear of that found a N.W. force 4 wind and a lumpy sea which got steadily
more awkward as time went on but with the help of the engine were able to
lay our course for the Scillies which we sighted at 2.00 p.m. on Saturday,
30th July with a big swell and a cross sea breaking occasionally.
Entered St. Mary Sound at 4.00 p.m, and tried to anchor off Hugh Town
but an uncomfortable swell and a dragging anchor decided us to move over to
the shelter of Tresco for the night especially as the forecast was wind N.
N.W. force 5-7.
Weighed anchor at 8.35 aom. Sunday 31st July, motored back to Hugh
Town to anchor alongside "Setanta" from Cork, the Customs officer gave us
a quick clearance then Neil with the help of the crew re-fastened a number of
mainsail slides, re-stitched the mainsail and re-fastened the mainboom track,
all of which had been damaged on the passage from Camaret, afterwards
Desmond and Geoffrey collected water, diesel and engine oil also paraffin whilst
Ruth scrubbed the cabin, cleaned up below generally and washed clothes.
"Setanta" left for Cork via the North Channel at 1.30 p.m. with a forecast for the Lundy area of winds N. - N.W. force 2-3 and variable, we followed
at 3.00 p.m., cleared the North Channel at 4.00 p.m. with a westerly wind
force 3. Our mutual congratulations on the first free wind since leaving Bordeaux were cut short within an hour when it blew up to force 6 and then a full 8.
Ten rolls in the main and the storm jib were soon found too much so the crew
put on the safety harness, lowered the main and set the trysail in a very rough
and breaking sea but "Tjaldur" was going splendidly and logged 14½ miles in two
hours. This was the sudden blow which sank the FoweF motor boat with all hands.
By 7.00 p.m. the wind eased to force 7 and continued to drop slowly to
force 6 by daybreak on Monday ist August then to 3-4 by the afternoon but unfortunately veered to N.W. - N. N. W.
We brought the Tuskar abeam at 9.30 p.m., the Blackwater ship at
11.45 p.m. and with a calm sea and a west wind of force 2, Wicklow Head at
7.00 a.m., finally picked our mooring in Dun Laoghaire at 9.30 a.m. on 2nd
August after almost 800 miles of beating.
CANALS DE LA GARONNE AND DU MIDI
For the benefit of anyone wishing to use these canals to get to the South
of France, masts can be stepped or unstepped at either the yacht club or the
port quays in Bordeaux and at Sere at the "Societe Nautique de Sere" in the outer
harbour.
From Bordeaux one proceeds up the Garonne river approx. 30 miles, which
should be done on the flood tide, to the entrance to the canal de la Garonne at
Castets.
We were advised that one should be at Casters within 2 hours of
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high water

but we got in without difficulty 4 hours after high water our only trouble being a
very strong adverse current for the last 8-i0 miles.
The Canal de la Garorme extends 120 miles to Toulouse with 53 large
straight sided locks and a depth of over 6 feet on the cills and in the centre of
the canal, or on the bends on the outside of the curve, but with "Tjaldurs"
draft of 5 feet 4 inches we found it necessary to keep away from the banks
except close to the locks. There is a fair amount of barge traffic, the bargees
will generally pull over to allow a yacht to overtake them except when near a
lock.
The practice with locks is for yachts to moor on the side opposite to
that taken by the lockkeeper, the crew being expected to run their own lines
and to work the racks and gates on their side. We found some difficulty in
getting a crew ashore.
The barge practice on rising locks is for the crew to climb the lower gate
as the barge enters the lock, but this can be a dirty job, and on falling locks to
re-join by the same way.
The Canal du Midi starts at Toulouse and runs for 149 miles with I01
locks to the Etang du Thau at the far end of which is the town of Sere. Its
locks are round-sided and all manually operated like the Garonne except at
Castelnaudary with a staircase of four electrically worked and at Bezier with
a staircase of seven.
At many of the locks fresh vegetables and salads are offered for sale by
the lock, keepers and on occasion in the country areas stores can be obtained from
travelling motor shops. Fresh water is obtainable at most locks through the
courtesy of the keepers. The locks operate between 6.30 a.m. and 7.30 p.m.
7 days a week.
From the Etang de Thau to the sea or the Yacht Club one has to pass four
lifting and one floating bridge which open at 9.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. occasionally at other times if commercial craft are arriving or leaving.
Fuel whether petrol, parraffin or diesel can be obtained at towns and
most villages, Paraffin (in french "Petrole") is the most difficult, petrol:
("Essence") easy at any garage but diesel requires care as the normal french
name "Gaz Huile" costs about 5/- per gallon. One should ask for "FUEL
DOMESTIQUE" which is supplied to central heating apparatus and boats at
about I/5 per gallon.
Permits for the canals are obtained from the Touring Club de France in
advance. The Canal du Midi has less depth than the Garonne and we found that
"Tjaldur’s" draft of 5 feet 4 ins. about the maximum although we were told that
yachts exceeding this have got through. The fixed bridges on both canals have a
clearance of 3½ metres at the centre of the arch.
The Guidebook "Inland Water~ys of France" by E.E. Behest published by
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Imray, Laurie, Norie and Wilson Ltd., of London is almost essential as it gives
full details of mileage, names, size of locks, etc. etc.

SUMMARY OF TJALDUR’S CRUISE
Dunlaoghaire to Dunmore East

...........

98

Dunmore East to Belle Isle

...........

363

Belie Isle to Bordeaux

...........

180

Bordeaux to Sete - (River & Canal)

...........

365

Sete to Calvi (Corsica)

...........

235

Calvi to Cargese

...........

35

Cargese to Propriano

...........

37

Propriano to Tizzano

...........

15

Tizzano to Bonifacio

...........

18

Bonifacio to Maddalena (Sardinia)

...........

20

Maddaleno to Bonifacio

...........

20

Bonifacio to Ajaccio

...........

47

Ajaccio to Lavandou (France)

...........

150

Lavandou to Marseille

...........

60

Marseille to Sere

...........

75

Sere to Port Bloc

...........

409

Port Bloc to Le Palais

...........

136

Le Palais to Camaret

...........

98

Camaret to Scillies

...........

120

Scillies to Dunlaoghaire

...........

210

Total Sea Miles:
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"CORRAN"
POOLE TO CORK IN A 5-TON VERTUE - SEPTEMBER ’66
by - Raymond J~ Fielding

I have long admired boats of the Vertue Class-5 ton. bmuo sloops by
Laurent Giles° Their wanderings have been well chronicled i o e o Vertue 35,
Icebird, Cardinal Vertue, Speedwell etc., and are known to most cruising
men. When the opportunity came my way to acquire "Corran’, No, 12 of the
class, I had little hesitation, when she surveyed to my satisfaction. "Corran"
was owned by Ted Hicks, R.C.Co, who cruised her extensively on the European
mainland from Belgium to Spain, and even to Crosshaven last year. Anaccount
of her cruise to Spain appeared in Roving Commissions ’65..
Being one of the earlier Vertues, built in ’47, Corran has no doghouse
and her profile is all the better for it. Under terylene main and masthead
genoa she sets 380 sq. feet; working jibs are set on an inner forestay, on a
patent lever, which can be brought aft to the mast when the genoa is set° She
also sports a masthead spinnaker and the usual storm sails. A new Stuart
Turner 4, with sailing clutch, was installed earlier this year. It gives her
almost 5 knots on a gallon of petroil per 2½ hours. Tanks carry l0 gallons of
fuel and 14 galls ~ of water.
For’ard of her watertight cockpit, with lockers all around and a small
bridge deck, her accommodation is galley with calor stove to port and oilskin
and other lockers behind to stbd. In the saloon are two settee berths with
lockers around and under. Over the after foot of the stbdo berth fits a portable full length chart table with drawer under for instruments. A Homer/Heron
R,D~F. set is mounted close at hand. In the fo’c’sle is a pipe cot to port, a
clothes and other locker to stbd. and a toilet amidships under the coach roof
extended forward from the forehatch. "Corran" has Hasler-type wind vane and
servo-tab self steering, known as "Parkinson", which has to be used to be
believed~ It steers an uncannily accurate course for hours on end if required
and is worth more than an extra hand when cruising.
’~Corran" was lying Jn Poole and her sale was handled in a most capable
and friendly way by Capt. Crawford of Laurent Giles & Partners, himself a
Vertue owner. Midnight on Sept. 2nd saw the Owner-Skipper and remainder of
the crew~ Henry Jermyn and Ronald Cudmore safely abed in the "Ship Inn" at
Lymington but rather tired having come, after a day at work, from Cork by Aer
Lingus to Bristol and B, R. via Southhampton. Early on the Saturday morning the
skipper attended to the paper work in the agent’s office while the crew obtained
stores~ By l l[.00 "Corran" was legally ours (my wife Christine owns "the
better: half of Corran)o Met Humphrey Barton. an Hon. Member, of this club
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in the office. He was about to leave for Vigo and refit "Rose Rambler" for
yet another Atlantic crossing. With difficulty a taxi was procured and ourselves and gear, stores, spare sails, winter cover etc., were deposited an
hour later at the Parkstone Yacht Club, off which "Corran" was lying. We
were put aboard by the club launch and several hours were spent storing and
tidying the ship and fuelling at a nearby pontoon. The forecast did not sound
too good but as harbour fever at the start of a passage is not to be recommended we decided to make some westing as soon as possible.
Under all plain sail we cleared Poole Harbour entrance, astern of
the chain ferry, at 16.00 on Saturday and beat our way across Studland Bay,
past Old Harry, with the last of the ebb. Away to leeward the Needles glistened while in the half-sun. Wind was S.W. -5. We encountered a nasty
confused race, the first of many, off Old Harry. Then beating up inshore in
calmer water we worked our way up Swanage Bay to pick a moorings off the
pier. The forecast, shortly after, spoke of S.W. -W. gales for this and all
areas to westward, so we thought of making a quick dash for Weymouth with
the last of the ebb. Reefing the main and setting the No. 2 jib we put to sea
again at 18.15 Rounding the Peveril Ledge buoy, soon after, the full force of
the wind and the size of the sea running became all too apparent. After half an
hour, not relishing a first night at sea in a strange boat under these conditions,
we gave it best and were soon back in Swanage lying to our C.Q.R. and plenty
of chain.
It blew hard and rained from the S.W. all that night and following
morning, slowly veering W. We spent an uncomfortable night rolling to the
swell, coming in under the nearby pier. It would have been much more comfortable back around the corner in Studland but we were loath to give up what
little westing we had won. Going ashore to Mass in the Avon was a hazardous
business. During the morning one particularly heavy squall dragged her to
leeward but Henry paid out more chain and she held. The wind gradually took
off and veered to W. N.W. during the afternoon and evening as the front moved
on eastwards. We were entertained to tea aboard "Pamela Jane", another
Vertue, out of Yarmouth I.O.W. As there was a big sea running outside we
reltictantly decided to spend another night at Swanage and finally left that uncomfortable anchorage at first light at 05.30 on the Monday morning under
single reefed.main and No. 2 jib. As there was only two hours of ebb leftunder
us to round St. Alban’s Head, we motor-sailed on our way with the wind S.W.
3, dead ahead. There was a nasty rip down-tide off Peveril Ledge and a few
crests swept us but "Corran" shrugged them off without much trouble. Withthe
last of the ebb, after many short tacks, we rounded St. Alban’s at 08.00 and
settled down to a long slog up Weymouth Bay into~a now S. W. 5-6 and a foul tide.
All morning we beat our way u p the bay in bright sunshine but a lumpy
sea, rather envying the several yachts which passed us running east. We made
a series of long inshore and short offshore tacks. On the first of these inshore
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legs we had the disquieting experience of striking what must have been some
submerged wreckage, half a mile offshore and in five fathoms on the chart,
but no damage was done. As we neared the head of the bay, past the last of
the chalk cliffs, the seas gradually fell off as we came under Portland’s
sheltering influence. Dropping sail off the h arbour entrance we motored up
Weymouth Harbour and moored outside many other yachts at the quay at 14.00,
in time for a late lunch.
We thoroughly enjoyed our almost 24 hour stay in Weymouth, which
seemed to be a delightful place. From our vantage point there was always
something happening both ashore and afloat. The forecast was still speaking
of strong westerlies, Portland Bill was our next hurdle, As we had yet made
good only 27 miles spirits were a little low. This was heightened when the
Harbour Master said it would be as well to pay harbour dues in advance for
several days. Optimistically we declined, However, Peter Haward’s name
was mentioned more than once, We were up at dawn on Tuesday morning and
went thoroughly through the ship’s gear in general, and the rigging in particular,
which was in need of adjustment. The sun shone out of a cloudless sky as we
put to sea at 13,00.
The forecast, off Portland Harbour entrance, said S-W 3 to 5 so we
decided to carry on, Slack water in the inside passage off the Bill was at
14,30, but we soon found ourselves being swept to the west, We thought it
prudent to leave the engine ticking over. The inshore passage was in a playful
mood but there was no malice in it, At times even though we were quite close
inshore, the lighthouse on the Bill was lost to view. Certainly there was no
rhyme or reason to the seas. Outside, stretching away to the Shambles, the
race was boiling, and the sound from it alone quite frightening. By 15.30 we
were through into a relatively calm Lyme Bay. Next time, I think, we will go
outside the Shambles,
The remainder of the daylight
port tack, steered by Parkinson, as we
Lyme Regis into a So W. 3-4. At 20.00
just after sunset so we tacked ship and
Ronnie took over the watch.

hours were spent close-hauled on the
lay up on course on a long leg towards
the wind went to the N.W. and lightened
set the genoa, about a mile offshore, as

One of the snags of cruising in September is the early sunsets and consequent long nights. We who were used to more mid-summer night passages
never got quite used to it o About 23.00 the wind fell away and the engine was
started. All that dark starry cold night we motored over a flat calm sea on
course for the Start with the sails hanging limp and useless. Several drifters
enlivened our progress from time to time but we:were well inshore of the main
shipping lane, Start Point was abeam at 05.00 on the Wednesday morning and
Rame Head was rounded an hour later on the last of the west-going ebb. Some

thoughts were entertained of putting into Salcombe for fuel and breakfast, but we
decided to press on.
The morning forecast spoke of light variables and fog for the area. We
laid a compass course for the Eddystone before thick swirling fog came down,
with visibility at times down to only 25 yards. By 10.00 we had the famous rock
close abeam to port but could only faintly see its outline although we had heard
its diaphone loud and clear for the previous half hour. Course was then altered
for slightly east of Gribben Head off Fowey and the log streamed. Motoring on
our way we passed and spoke to several anchored shark fishing boats out of Loe.
Our landfall came at the right time in the right place and we were moored under
the R. F. Y.C. in Fowey, without incident by 15.00. All hands ashore for fuel
(up the steep hill) stores and a square meal in this quaint old town. The meal
did much to improve our tired and dampened spirits. Aboard again we stored
our purchases and as the town clock struck six we dropped our temporary
mooring buoy and motored out through the harbour entrance.
On rounding the Gribben, course was altered for Mevagissey. The
skipper had been there in Auretta in ’59 and was using the fog still lingering
over the land and the light wind as an excuse for going in there again for the
night. Half way across St. Austell Bay Henry noticed that the fog was being
dispersed by a cool offshore breeze and after some discussion we decided to
carry on through the night. The crew were heard talking, in the cockpit, of
breakfast in the Scillies, by the skipper, off watch below, who, as he logged
Fowey to Hughtown 74 miles, thought, "if the breeze makes, and holds, we
might just about make it". The log was streamed off the Dodman and the
next few hours were spent motor-sailing off the approaches to Falmouth. By
23.00 Black Head had been rounded and the fog had lifted leaving a fine starry
night and a fitful offshore breeze. Soon after midnight the Lizard was rounded
with a fair tide and course laid for the Wolf. There was much shipping off
Mount’s Bay but it never came too close. The wind gradually strengthened from
the N.E. and soon after the next change of watch we had to get thegenoa off
her as it strengthened to force 5 and some sea was building up.
The now fair wind for home altered our plans re the Scillies. We had
little hesitation in carrying on. Course was again altered as we hauled our
wind to pass between the Wolf and the Runnelstone. The airport lights at
Lands End and the 3ft. ev. 15 secs of the "new-to-us" Tater-Du Light gave rise
to some temporary confusion. The breeze showed every sign of holding and
we made fast progress to the Seven Stones L.V. passing close under her stern
at 09.00 on Thursday, 8th September, log 58, shouting our name and destination
to her crew. Away to leeward the Scillies, as usual, looked most attractive,
but we hardened our hearts and pressed on for Roches Point, distant 142 miles,
course 330 on our compass.
The first half of our ensuing passage was all that an offshore passage
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could be, with bright sun and a firm wind on the beam, For the first few hours
the sea was kicking up a bit and we were taking the odd dollop aboard, but no
more, Later as we came off the banks into deeper soundings the seas lengthened and calmed, also aided by the ebb flowing out of the southern Irish sea. We
left her to Parkinson who behaved magnificently, so much so that our watches
became something of a bore, the man on watch spending most of his time in the
main hatchway, Successive three houx watches logged 16 17 and 18 miles respectively as we were averaging almost 6 knots. The early afternoon forecast
gave southerly winds force 6o We carried on. Early in the afternoom the
"Carmania" passed on a parallel course for Cobh to leeward and from time to
time odd ships hull down on the horizon° This can be a very lonely passage,
The afternoon and evening passed all too quickly with the off-watch crew reading in the cabin or lying in the sun on deck as we bowled alongo Vertues with
their long keels with 2 tons of lead on them and their rounded forefoots have a
long slow easy motion in a seaway. Their hull form has been well tested in the
old Britsol Channel Pilot CtLtters on which it is modelled°
The wind held firm until after sunset when it began to fall away and so
the genoa was set. By 21.00 with the log reading 129, 71 miles from the
Seven Stones, we were half way up to the Roche on the rhumb line, which was
our theoretical course. Shortly after this we ran into a bank of fog and the
wind fell away completely so the engine was run to help us along for a few
hours. At dawm the wind began to make from the S. Wo and was soon up to
force 3-4. Ronnie was anxiously scanning the horizon for land, He was due
to fly out that Friday afternoon for London and the East Coast to crew back on
another yacht. The Daunt was heard loud and clear on the stbdo bow on the
Heron/Homer but we decided to carry on and close with the coast and identify
land. At 09.00 a black and white tower appeared out of fog away in the distance
on the port bow. Fortunately for the skipper who was doing the navigation and
who is rather blase about navigation offshore, but who always suffers from "landfallitis", it crystallized itself out an hour later into the Old Head. Course was
then altered slightly to stbdo for home, the log stowed and the ship tidied. A
fair tide and a good SoW. breeze helped us on our way. The wind freshened
further and glad to be in we stowed the genoa off Fountainstown and the main,
off Camden. Having launched the Avon off the deck we motored up the Carrigaline River and at about 14~00 picked a moorings off the Yacht Club, 44 hours
out of Fowey and 29 hours from the Seven Stones. "Corran" was home.
SUMMARY
5 mlso

11 hrs.

Swanage to Weymouth

22 mlso

7~ hrs,

Tues. 6th-Wed. 7th

Weymouth to Fowey

95mls,

26 hrs,

Wed, 7th-Fri, 9th

Fowey to Crosshaven
Total:

198 mls.

44 hrs.

820mlSo

79 hrs.

Sat. Sept. 3rd

Poole to Swanage

Mon. Sept, 5th
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Average passage speed was just over 4 knots.
Several enjoyable weekends were spent in the sun and light winds
during the remainder of September in and around Cork Harbour getting to
know Corran further. Early in October she was slipped at Crosshaven
Boatyard for some alterations and minor repairs. Several weeks later when
she was back afloat and we had built her winter cradle and laid its rails, we
took her across the harbour and up river to the Douglas Estuary where she
now lies hauled out at the foot of Henry’s front lawn, waiting to be fitted-out
for next season, and, it is to be hoped, reason for further appearances in
these pages.

h_
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FIRST CRUISE IN THE HARBAR
Seeplan p.81

by Ao E. Pope°

"Harbar" is not my first boat° I cut my cruising teeth in "Vagrant",
a Clyde "30" Bermudian sloop, She was a hard mistress but a good training ship and we covered a good many sea miles together. She has nowgiven
up the ghost. I next tried a Six-metre, "Susette", a Bermudian sloop and
enjoyed many pleasant cruises in her company; although, indeed, she was
designed more as a fast racer than as a comfortable cruiser°

!

O bought "Harbar" at the 1966 London Boat Show, judging by her lines
that she should be fast and comfortable, and she has come fully up to my
expectations, She is a 7 ton masthead sloop, rather like a large Volkboat,
24’ L. W.L., 29’ L, O,A., 8½" beam, with full-width whaleback raised deck
giving plenty of freeboard. She is by the Swedish designer A° Lauren and
built in Germany.
Having tried her in some local races at the Royal Munster Yacht Club,
in which she performed fairly well, we made arrangements for our first
cruise° The crew was Ted Titley, who has been with me ever since my first
sail in the "Vagrant", and Dr. Pat Byrne, who joined with me on the "Susette".
We took our departure from Crosshaven at 1900, July 19th, bound for
Baltimore. The wind was N.Wo, light, force 2-3 but, still, we made fairly
good going on the starboard tack.
It was a lovely night and we could clearly see the Old Head of Kinsale
as we passed at 22°80° We still held the starboard tack on a wind which had
increased to force 4. We now charged along, passing Seven Heads at ten
minutes after midnight and Galley Head at 01.20. The night had darkened and
our view of the coast was not so good.
We dropped hook off Sherkin Island by Garrison Strand at 04.30, having
sailed 54 miles in 9½ hours° This we considered not too bad for the first
passage of the cruise.
Our first sleep aboard was disturbed by Albert, the long-lived Dolphin,
scratching himself most vigorously on our anchor chain, so we slept late the
following morning and had a good breakfast before setting sail for Schull. After
a dead beat into a N.W. wind we eventually picked up our moorings - these we
had laid a month previously as every year we find ourselves using Schull as a
cruising base.
Well, we lingered here again, spending a most enjoyable week, sailing
round "Carberry’s One Hundred Isles". Visiting North Harbour, Cape CJear,
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Crookhaven, around the Fastnet, Long Island etc., and then we thought we
should move on.
Monday, August Ist: we left Schull at 10.30 hours, wind N.W°,
varying, and beat up Long Island Sound and the Barrel Sound; Crookhaven
abeam at noon, bright sunshine, wind force 4, except at Brow Head where
it lightened. Passed Mizen on starboard tack and held on for one mile. Then
came about and altered course for Ardnakinna point (most westerly point of
Bere Island); cast anchor in Castletown harbour at 16.30, in the midst of a
regatta. Notable feature of this event was the battle of gigs - the passage of
some of these was seriously impeded by the enthusiastic spectators who
careered before and after them in large gondolas fitted with powerful outboards.
We called to shore for water, which was readily obtainable, as none
of the husky oarsmen or ubiquitous spectators had yet returned and we had
the town mainly to ourselves. In the local we met two interesting youths, one
from Holland, studying Economics in the University of Amsterdam, the other
from Yugoslavia, also a University student. Both were members of the International Youth Organisation, dedicated to doing good work for the benefit of
needy people. In Castletown, they were engaged in levelling a G. A.A. playing pitch; they understood that the G. A.A. did not have the finances to undertake such a work. We set off to see the pitch in the making, but did not get
that far - it was a mile outside the town. In one pub we met an elderly gentleman who gave us a pressing invitation to visit his home at the western side of
the Dursey Sound.
The next morning the wind had freshened considerably and was soon
blowing force 6-7 from the S.E. We now faced a ferrying problem with our
small inflated dinghy. Getting ashore would be easy; the onshore wind would
see to that, but getting back would be very difficult. Then out of the blue, a
"Deus ex Machina" appeared in the form of Charley Dwyer in his "Hopeful".
He took us off and left us at the wharf to which we later brought "Harbar"
after he lending us his stout dinghy to reach "Harbar".
We had a good sleep that night as the fishing trawlers were inactive,
perhaps on account of the regatta, and the storm had blown itself out at sunset.
On Wednesday morning we left Castletown at 10.00, wind N.W., force
3-4. Passed Blackball Head, sailing on variable winds. Notable feature was
the massed foam bails, relics of the previous day’s storm. They looked like
nothing on earth but herds of seagulls - we had to look several times to convince ourselves that they were not seagulls. Swell from the stormquickly decreased, leaving fairly smooth water. Having rounded Brow Head, taking care
of rock hazards, we entered Dursey Sound with engine ticking over as a precaution and passed through at approx. 9 to I0 knots carrying a 3 to 4 knot
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tide to the north, then set course for Cod’s Head.
Having rounded Cod’s Head we had a lovely reaching wind up the
Kenmare River to Sneem harbour, rounding Sherkey on the southern side.
It seemed no time until we dropped our hook opposite Parknasilla Hotel.
Attempts to land were somewhat delayed by discovering that our 3½ H.P.
Johnson outboard had lost its drive shaft shear pin. This defect was dealt
with promptly by the ingenuity of Ted Titley, who made a satisfactory substitute from a nail.
Then, after a visit from Ben Bridgers and crew of Colleen class
"Pinkeen", which was anchored nearby, the skipper and mate set off for
trip in dinghy to purchase supplies in Sneem. With some discomfort they
reached Oyster-bed harbour. There the engine ceased to function and
enquiries elicited the fact that Sneem was still distant by 1½ miles, Having
succeeded in restarting the engine, they returned as it was getting dark,.
At midnight, returning from the Hotel with "Pinkeen’s" crew we
found our two inflated dinghies aground under the quay. We accepted a
tow from a 90 H.P. speed boat which dropped us safely at our boats, carefully avc~iding some rocks, which had not shown up at high water and which
were not apparently charted. We bade adieu to our transporters who,
then headed for Garnish, Later, another powerful speed boat chased off
from the hotel in the same general direction.
In the morning, supplies were still our difficulty. We lifted hook
and engined to Oyster-bed harbour, where we anchored and dispatched
crew Ted Titley and Pat Byrne, in dinghy to quay. They hiked to Sneem,
the distance now having increased to 2 miles. Only one person offered us
a lift, but our mission was successfully accomplished° We returned to the
boat at 11,30, weighed anchor and set sail for Schull with beautiful N.W.
breeze, force 3-4, which we carried on starboard tack, close hauled to
Dursey Sound. Our passage through was again very interesting. Many
fishermen were lifting their lobster pots thus restricting the narrow passage
past the rocks. Again we carried a sluicing tide through the sound; navigating directions advise keeping close to island shore which passed us at a
frightening speed.
Our exit from the sound we still held the starboaxd tack, right to
Brow Head, where we gybed to port. With jib boomed out to port and fresh
following wind, we made a fast passage through Barrel Sound and Long
Island Sound to Schull, where we tied up alongside "Penjuda" (my brother’s
boat) at 20.30. We retired without delay to the East End Hotel where we were
regaled in the usual sumptuous style by the Misses O’Driscoll.
We took part in Schul] Regatta and later sailed the boat back to our
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home port, Crosshaven on 16th August at 10.30 a.m. stopping for one night in
Kinsale Harbour. Our trip to Kinsale was all the way on starboard tack closehauled, wind force 8, 10 hours. We carried the same wind on our final sail to
Crosshaven, 4 hours approximately. Our total cruising distance was 280 miles.
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WYNALDA 1966
See plan p. 81

by B. T, Smyth.

"Wynalda" is a I0 ton auxiliary sloop built in Dunlaoghaire in 1953. Her
1966 cruise will be remembered for two reasons. First, we experienced the
hottest weather in thirteen years cruising and secondly, having just installed a
i0 H.P. Sabb diesel, we had, for the first time, an auxiliary motor that really
worked. The installation of the new diesel motor took far longer than had been
expected and this in turn delayed launching till early July,
Monday llth: When we dropped our mooring at Cultra at 4.25 a.m. on Monday,
llth July, there was still a host of minor jobs to be done before we could honestly
say that we were in all respects ready for sea. On board were Brian and Anne
Smyth, Billy Smyth and Robert Duffy, Despite the fact that "Wynalda" had been
launched only a few days previously and the motor was yet untried, we still had
hopes of visiting the coast of Brittany in the three weeks available.
With full sail set to the N.W. breeze, force 4, progress was good, but off
the entrance to Strangford at 11.20 the breeze left us and the Sabb was called upon
to do its stuff until 18.35 when the breeze returned, S.W. 5. This was Anne’s
first sail of the year and the long plug southwards in most unpleasant conditions
soon took its toll. At one stage we thought of entering Carlingford Lough to get
some rest but we decided, that with the breeze blowing fresh onshore against the
ebb tide the entrance would be dangerous, so "Wynalda" continued to pitch and
slam her way south by west.
Tuesday 12th: At 06.00 Rockabill was abeam five miles to the west and with the
breeze now S°W, 2, the motor was started and we motor-sailed on a close-hauled
course for Howth Head. Dun Laoghaire Harbour was entered at 09.50 in a rain
squall and after stowing the sails we motored into the coal harbour where we were
fated joined by "Sheenan" (Douglas Macllwaine) late that evening, i00 miles - 30
hours.
Wednesday 13th: During Tuesday and Wednesday it blew quite hard and we made
use of this welcome respite to finish a number of jobs on board which required
attention.
Thursday 14th:
12.48. Leaving the coal harbour under motor, the mainsail and
large genoa were set in the outer harbour and with a fine W. N.W. 4 breeze
"Wynalda" flew down the coast. With brilliant~ sunshine and a free wind we had a
really enjoyable sail and by 20.00 we were dropping the sails off Arklow’s narrow
entrance. After a few minutes motoring, we found a snug berth in the basin. 35
Miles - 7 hours.
Friday 15th:
Here again we remained a day in harbour when we might have been
on our way. However, it was necessary to change the engine oil and have Tyrrell’s
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yard carry out a modification to the control for the variable pitch propeller so
the time was well spent. There is, however, a clear lesson here that a
yacht should be launched and in use for at least a month before you go cruising, for there are usually a number of minor adjustments to be made in the
first few weeks. It was in Arklow that we reviewed our plans to visit France
and it was decided that with the motor not yet run in and the delays which we
had experienced it would be too much of a rush. This was a disappointment
but we had brought with us the charts for the South West Irish coast and we
were very keen to see more of this wonderful cruising ground.
Saturday 16th: 07.15. We left the basin under motor and an hour later set
alllsail to a W.4 breeze, off the No. 1 Glassgorman Buoy. By 14.10 the Tuskar lighthouse was abeam and with the breeze now W. N. W. 2 we motored South
towards the Conningbeg L.V. which we brought abeam at 18.17.
21.40 Off Dunmore East sails were stowed and we motored into the
harbour where we were able to make fast alongside "Oisin" I. C.C. 70 mls. 14½ hrs.
Sunday 17th:
Leaving at 09.45 we had a pleasant sail with main and genoa
set to alight N. W. 3 breeze until 12.15 when the Sabb was started, the breeze
by now being very light. At 13.15 off Helvic we were once more under sail
only and as the afternoon wore on first Mine Head, then Ram Head and later
Capel Island slid astern. Another hour’s motoring from 16.23 till:17.15
brought Ballycotton abeam and then we sailed on in silence and with hot sunshine until off Roche’s Point at 19.45. Here the Sabb once more was called on
to bring "Wynalda" over a very strong ebb tide into Crosshaven where the
anchor was dropped in 2½ fms. just upstream of the Royal Munster Y.C. at
20.30. 70 miles - 103 hours.
Monday 18th: By now really fine anti-cyclonic weather had settled over the
length of the S.W. Irish coast and we spent the day peacefully browsing around
the yacht yard, shopping and watching dozens of cadets at R. M. Y.C. receiving
instruction in rowing and swimming. In the evening, the Commodore, Colonel
Berridge, came aboard for drinks and later we returned with him to "Shindilla"
and saw much to admire in the layout of the saloon and galley of this fine yacht.
Tuesday 19th: This proved to be yet another day with really hot sunshine but,
little" wind. We got our anchor at 10.30 and sailed slowly out of the river and
along the coast towards Kinsale, with the motor ticking over slowly to help us
on our way. By 15.00 we were off the town pier at Kinsale, where we anchored
in 7 fms. but later we were able to make fast alongside "Isolde" R. M. Y.C. at
the pier and this proved very convenient. 16 miles in 4½ hours.
In the evening we had an excellent meal at the Man Friday, one of
several excellent restaurants which have sprung up in Kinsale in the last two
years.
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Wednesday 20th:
K_insale is no longer a sleepy and rather dilapidated fishing
port. The advent of the nearby airport, together with a new hotel and the rapid development of shark fishing as a tourist attraction have brought many
changes, but we found that these changes had been carried out with real imagination and much of the original charm remains,
Thursday 21st: We cast off our warps at 14.15 and under mainsail and genoa
sailed slowly down river before a light N. N, W. breeze. Past the Old Head of
Kinsale the breeze left us and the engine was used from 16.00 till 1945, when
we were then 2 miles south of High Island, By 21.00 "Wynalda" was off the
entrance to Castletownsend, and we beat slowly up the inlet with the light
breeze gradually easing way to a fiat calm. "Wynalda" finally lost way, just
off the quay at 21.30 and we anchored in 2½ fms. in one of the prettiest and
most peaceful anchorages imaginable. We hastened ashore to visit MaryAnn’s
pub and soon we were enjoying drinks in the seclusion of the garden at the rere
of those famous premises. A warm and very pleasant evening. 35 miles in
7-14 hours.
Friday 22nd: We got our anchor at 12.50 and motored westwards, the breeze
being ahead and rather light. Off Cape Clear Island at 16.50 we set the main
and genoa and bore off for the Fastnet Rock which was rounded at 18.05. We
then made for the N.W. side of Cape Clear Island and after carefully running
our distance, we slowly closed the shore in search of North Harbour, After an
anxious approach the harbour eventually showed up and by 19.45 "Wynalda" was
made fast alongside the quay in one of the snuggest nooks we have ever entered.
The water is very clear and there is an inner dock which would give better
shelter in an onshore galeo In the evening we discovered three pubs up the road
from the harbour. Cape Clear Island is a favourite for campers and hostellers
from all over Europe and that night we found the singing particularly lively as
the crowd sang one folktune after another. 27 miles in 7 hours.
Saturday 23rd: Having reached the limit of our cruise we were now compelled
to head towards home and now after over a week of really hot sunshine we had
our first break in the weather. Leaving North Harbour under motor at 08.30
we were through Gascanne Sound by 09,20 and then set the main and genoa to
a light W.S.W. breeze, the weather being very overcast and wet. We kept the
Sabb going and by noon we were well east of the Stags. The breeze then freshened, so the spinnaker was set and the motor stopped. We had a magnificent
spinnaker run past Galley Head and along the coast, but the run became rather
wild as the breeze freshened and approaching Seven Heads the spinnaker was
dropped and we continued to run under the mainsail only, The Old Head of Kinsale was abeam at 03.25 and soon we were once more alongside at the town quay
at Kinsale for a last fling before heading home. Also alongside was another
Cultra yacht, "Seawitch", Roland McKinney and later that evening we joined
Roland and Isobel at the local yacht club dance. 46 miles in 7 hours.
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Sunday 24th: To get up at 07.15 on a Sunday morning takes a lot of determination, but despite a very late night we somehow managed it and got away at
08.30. "Wynalda" was about fourth yacht out from the quay, in a tier of 8, so
it required careful manoeuvres, to get away without awakening all those on
board the other yachts. At the entrance to the river we found plenty of wind and
set the main with four rolls and the working jib at 09.05. Later, while near the
Daunt Rock L.V. the northerly breeze increased to force 6 so fox comfort we
took three more rolls in the main. At this time the shelter afforded by Crosshaven
proved very tempting but we were anxious to press on so we continued on course
for Ballycotton Island. There followed a most magnificent reach along this beautiful stretch of coast in brilliant sunshine. With the weather shore so close aboard
there was little spray coming on board and we were able to sit in comfort in the
cockpit and enjoy the sunshine. Eventually the engine was started off Dunmore
East and we motored in and made fast alongside "Cu-na Mara" I.C.C. at19.45.
73 miles in 1!¼ hours.
Monday 25th:
We found extensive harbour works in progress and yachts entering for the first time should do so with care. The existing pier has been extended
for about 70 yards in a N.E. direction and a new quay on the west side of the hatbout will increase the berths available for yachts and provide a site for a new
y~cht Club House. We spent the day exploring the harbour and shore and provisioning "Wynalda".
Tuesday 26th: With a day in hand we decided to visit the Waterford glass-works
and after a phone call to the factory we left the harbour at 12.07 under motor. At
first we met a northerly breeze Force 3 in the estuary, but later at 14.00 the
River Suir turned to the west so the mainsail and working jib were set to get further
speed as we were due at the glass-works at 15.00. It is quite a unique experience
to rush through the pastoral countryside at 6 or 7 knots and we found that the main
channel in the river was very well buoyed. The ebb in the River Suir proved stronger than anticipated and it was not till 15.25 that we had made fast in Waterford
alongside a fishing boat near the Harbour Master’s office. The latter can best be
found by looking for a clock on a tower near the quay on the port hand. The
Waterford Glass factory is about 2 miles from the town quay but there is a reasonable bus service. A visit is well worth while if only to admire the manner in
which the age-old skills of blowing glass have been married to mass production
techniques. All employees are on a piece-work basis and we have seldom seen
men and women more dedicated to their work’.
After some shopping we cast off at 16.55 and headed back downstream with
a strong ebb still running. The lower reaches of the river are very heavily fished
and we found dozens of nets laid across the channel and time after time we had to
take avoiding action to prevent damage to the nets. We arrived back at Dunmore
East at 19.15 after a most interesting trip - one which we would recommend to
anyone who seeks a diversion, I understand that the new I.C.C. book coming out
in January 1967 deals in detail with the pilotage of both Suit and Barrow.
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Wednesday 27th: We got up at 05.25 and after breakfast got away at 06.25.
With a N.W. 3 breeze the mainsail and working jib were set, the latter, to
dry it out. Course was set for Hook Head and then the Conningbeg L.V. which
was brought abeam at 08.55. By noon, with the breeze taking off and heading
us, the Barrells LV. was abeam and the Sabb was started. It was another
sunny day with little sea and as the afternoon wore on we passed in succession
the Tuskar Rock, the Blackwater, L.V. and the Glassgorman Bank buoys. We
entered between the pierheads at Arldow at 20.10 and once more got a berth
in the basin. 70 miles in 14 hours.
Thursday 28th: We bought stores, visited the pottery and departed at 12.50
after an early lunch. The main and genoa were set to a light S.W. breeze
in overcast conditions. Showers marked our approach to Wicklow Head which
was abeam at115.05. Thereafter the wind veered to W.N.W. so that we
required the motor to help progress through Muglins Sound. Soon after, as
we approached Dun Laoghaire at 18.50 the clutch began to slip so the engine
was stopped. We took a vacant mooring off the Royal Irish Y.C. at 19.25.
35 miles in 6 hours. It was not difficult to adjust the clutch and before settling
down for the evening, we had a short trial run under power around the harbour.
Friday 29th: Anne left for Belfast by train. The forecast after lunch gave
winds W.N.W. Force 4/5. We left at 15.00 with 6 roils in the main and a
working jib. North of Howth Head "Wynalda" sailed close-hauled through
several heavy rain squalls. At last, after passing Lambay Island, the weather
eased a bit so that roils in the main could be shaken out.
St. John’s Point Lighthouse was sighted at 22.00. The rest of the passage
was uneventful and slow. The motor was required to help against a foul tide in
Donaghadee Sound. The cruise ended at 11.00 on Saturday 30th when we picked
up a mooring at Cultra. 100 miles in 20 hours.
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NOT ACCORDING TO PLAN
Seeplan po 81
"Ain Mara" on the South and East Coasts.
by .W,. M. Nixon
Thursday June 2nd:
Our charter cruise in "Ain Mara" starts a day late - as it is, she has
been afloat for only six days, after a particularly thorough fitting-out which
included replacing two planks where she was holed in 1965, and a fibre-glass
moulding covering the decks to attempt the final defeat of leaks. We motor out
from Belfast docks at 1430. After Billy Doherty died at the end of last season,
"Ain Mara" passed to his son Wesley, who sold a half share to a former
charterer, Dickie Gomes. He comes along for the first leg down lough to
Donaghadee as it is the first sail of the season, and we have notions of disappearing off for a couple of weeks to the south and possibly west coasts. Light ai.rs,
with spinnaker work, and usual start-of-cruise clowning, except that with this
crew - Pete Adams, Bouncer Kerr and Jervis (or Jess) Fleming - the downing
continues unabated to the finish. We are buzzed by a flying friend near Grey
Point, and he nearly obliges us with a prang, but manages to get out of the stall
with undercarriage almost on the water. Otherwise uneventful and windless,
but a sou’westerly has appeared when Dickie is regretfully taken off by dinghy
at Donaghadee, and the old girl lays off southward as the sun sinks rosily to
the west.
Friday June 3rd:
Moonlight and variable wind through night. Morning of sunshine beating
slowly southward off very stationary Mournes. Breeze all over the show in
strength and direction, but never enough to free us. Aimless but bliss. Clouds
over during afternoon, and with dusk approaching find ourselves off Skerries,
which forcibly demonstrates that for all our progress we might as well be
stopped, so we do just that, anchoring off the pier in the usual berth.
Saturday June 4th:

4

Rain on deck and fresh sou’sou’wester - our usual fair wind beginnings
seem to have gone haywire; with time very limited for some of the crew, we’I1
need more than our fair share of fair winds - and we’ve had more than our fair
share already, over the last three years. Light up cabin heater, one of Howard
Marshall’s new calor gas "Dry-Air" wonders, which is organized such that the
usual gas heat dampness is taken out by the flue. One of this season’s new
fittings, it is easily lit, and a Godsend. We get away shortly after noon for a
thumping beat, well reefed down, inside Lambay. South of here it eases, but
we dislike beating and have never been to Howth, so kill two birds by going in.
Like the place immensely, but are not overly sure that it likes us, for with
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progress so snail-like our attempts to cheer ourselves up are perhaps too
extreme. Our apologies, therefore, to anyone we upset - we plead extenuating circumstances.
Sunday June 5th :
Circumstances changed - sparkling breeze from just south of west.
Departure at lunchtime understandably a trifle creaking, but heads soon
cleared by grand sail across Dublin Bay. Hawk-eyed Bouncer perceives
Burford buoys, and Dn being told about Arklow banks in general in response
to his query, tells us to sail straight on - all the Irish banks are on strike,
after all. Breeze falls off as we make south, and motoring, particularly
with tide turning, becomes most unattractive, so into Ark.low. Coast hopping to avoid tide has meant at least that we are using local charts piously
bought a few years ago in confident anticipation that they would never see
light of day.
Monday June 6th:
Blustery southerly with much rain - a perfect day for staying in the
basin. Fishing enthusiasts aboard - i.e. everyone except your correspondent - spend sodden and frustratingly fruitless afternoon at end of pier.
Cruise is strike-ridden; apart from bankers’ strike, the seamen’s strike is
going full blast, and that evening the E.S.B. strikes makes the efforts of the
local cinema to entertain something of a farce, so return aboard ship and
yarn into the small hours with heater going full strength; ’yarning’ consists
as usual in tearing to pieces character of every mutual acquaintance.
Tuesday June 7th:
Southerly eased, and day brighter; decided to motor to Cahore Point
for turn of tide, which scheme is foiled by engine jamming a mile south of
Arklow; we pray that it is only a rope wrapped round the prop, and as offering to Gods, Pete and Bouncer go over side with snorkel to clear rope, which
is of course non-existent. The trouble is drive chain on reduction gear
parted, and wrapped round everything; which means that otherwise perfectly
healthy engine jams on going into gear. So under sail, beating slowly south.
With tide turning in our favour at 1400 progress is remarkably good, as wind
strength nicely suited to "Ain Mara’s" temperamental windward performance;
but towards evening it is painfully obvious that we are not going to get past
Carnsore before the flood, and in fact with wind failing are lucky enough to
break through the slacker water close inshore to drop the hook at Rosslare at
2230 to ride out the foul tide.
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Wednesday, June 8th:
Being somewhat lazy, alarm does not go off until 0500, but compensate
by being under way within ten minutes of first tentative foot touching cabin sole.
8J
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Good breeze out of south and Jess performs wonders by producing sumptuous
breakfast as we beat in cold early morning light and confused sea inside Tuskar. Soon clear, and at last sheets are freed and "Ain Mara" comes to life
as we lay on through Saltee Sound to the westward, with calculations as to
ETA Kinsale already being posted. But it is a dying wind, and the afternoon
finds us headed into Mine Head; crawling past Youghal in light airs with
everything set, three quarters of the crew are delighted, for the fishing is
marvellous, and even I join in the enthusiasm when there is a magnificent cod
sizzling in the pan,
But it is a bitterly cold night as we lie becalmed off Ballycotton; so
frustrated are we by the lack of engine coupled with the probably imagined
sounds of revelry drifting across the glassy water that serious thought is
given to drawing lots for who should be allowed to take the dinghy for the five
mile row to the fleshpots. Perhaps just as well that this comes to nothing.
Thursday June 9th:
Extreme coldness of night is explained by northerly breeze coming in
just after dawn, straight off the ice-pack. Weather so far has been interesting
in that glass has remained steady while highs and lows have re-arranged themselves about us to vary the wind speeds and directions. One of these adjustments had given us this northerly which soon had us tramping along past the
Daunt LV and on into Kinsale, where even a tired beat in freezing rain does
little to reduce the attraction of the town, and if anything adds to the sombre
beauty of Charles Fort.
Examination of engine with borrowed equipment in the afternoon confirms fear that it will have to be lifted out for repairs, so we decide to do
nothing further about it (it took some days, in fact, to complete the repair
after it was lifted out on our return). So chances of seeing West Coast further
reduced, as in addition Bouncer has to leave next day, and any replacement
would be unavailable for another week. So ashore for Bouncer’s farewell party.
Friday June 10th:

P
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Winter has come back - a Force 6 northerly sweeps across the harbour,
with rain (or was it sleet?) driving across. And just as cold as anything you
care to mention. But it’s a fair wind, so decide to clear out down the coast;
make complete mess of getting under way by disregarding basic principles for
getting out of wind across tide conditions; assault pier, fortunately with no
damage, but having cleared from this proceed with despatch towards front
lounge of Trident Hotel; avoid this, and career off down river with ho harm
save to egos. Tearing run~oOld Head, then thundering reach to westward.
Some squalls, particularly at headlands, are really vicious, shaking the old
boat from stem to stern, but the water fairly flies past and we are off Glandore
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very little more than four hours after leaving Kinsale. The beat into Glandore is
murderously hard work, but at least it serves to restore self-confidence after the
Kinsale business; and the anchorage under the trees in this most lovely harbour as
the evening sunshine breaks through the scurrying clouds completes the cure. In
our comfort we wonder where Bouncer, hitching his very broke way back to Belfast,
is spending the night. (Under a hedge, we found later, somewhere near Swords),
Saturday, June llth :
A grey day at first, but calmer and warmer. As we have now decided, in view
of time limits and growing awareness of the responsibilities of clattering around in
someone else’s engine-less boat. not to press on~ lethargy seems to be the order of
the day. And a better spot for lethargy would be hard to find. Dreamily ashore in
afternoon for some sail repairs on the old quay, and the clouds clear away and suddenly summer comes to Glandore. Such is the well-being induced by this that Saturday
night passes in moderation - first time for years.
Sunday, June 12th:
Summer has just as suddenly gone, and a southerly roll makes the anchorage uncomfortable; time to be beginning to think of being homeward bound, but as the easterly wind is against our no-beating policy, we compromise with a six mile hop round to
Castletownsend, tramping along nicely with the confusion of islands and rocks between
the two ports looming up eerily through the sea mist. Castletownsend we llke immediately - surely it is as good an anchorage as any in West Cork. Afternoon spent in long
walk overland up-country, evening spent ashore slaking thirst resulting therefrom.
A reliable source informs me there later was dancing on the saloon table.
,I

Monday, June 13th:
A light westerly air, We must away and make some easting, for as Pete has to
be back in Belfast by Thursday morning the best thing seems to be to bring boat and all
back with him, A long slow run it is, back up the coast in light breezes, and on through
the night over a deserted sea, for with the seamen’s strike there is scarcely any shipping.
Tuesday, June 14th"
First light finds us approaching the Coningbeg in poor visability; progress very
slow through morning over foul tide towards the Tuskar. Although for a while we have
a glimpse of the land, we never see the Tuskar, and when the South Shear buoy turns up
ahead towards lunchtime it is the only thing in sight. With the tide slack it soon fades
into the fog astern, but the compass bears out our confidence by bringing up the Blackwater LV dead ahead two hours later; the full strength of the flood has the ground slipping by very nicely, but it is a race to get into Wicklow before the ebb begins. A race
that we almost lose, for with Wicklow Head looming through the murk the tide has already turned. The breeze has freshened out of the south, and soon an awkward sea is
running, so we go as close as possible right in under the cliffs to try and find slack
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water; we find only slightly slacker water - mostly we find a rather harrowing
experience as she rolls along under the mist wraithed cliffs. From far above
in the lighthouse buildings come a piercing female yell: "Come quick, Sammy,
come quick, you’ll never see the like of this again’." We presume that she is
referring to us, but do not wait for the reply, instead gybing over, with the
boom-end almost scraping the cliffs, and somewhat dry-mouthed make into
clearer water. But perhaps the ploy has worked, for we have quickly got past
the worst of the tide, and without further ado gybe back again and make our way
on into Wicklow, anchoring between the piers at 2230, and managing to get ashore for a couple of very welcome pints.
Wednesday June 15th:
Alarm at 0500; a very close thing, but triumph of will power has us out
instead of staying in the bunks, and we are away with the pier head lighthouse
still winking. Light southerly slowly backs to sou’east, and with jibtops’l and
mizzen staysail drawing, at times progress is very good indeed, sweetened with
occasional sunshine. Beating seems absurd when you can sail like this in the
right conditions.
Grand going all day, and time slips pleasantly by, until with dusk coming on
the South Rock starts flashing on the port bow. The breeze fades at times but
never disappears, and at 0200 we are off Donaghadee just about to plunge into the
harbour under sail; fortunately there are few boats in port, and we have no trouble
getting a berth.
In the morning "Helen of Howth" is in port on her way to Norway; apart from
one of the Kinsale folkboats, she is the only other yacht on a cruise we have seen
during the whole 13 days and twelve hours of our affair.
If all had not gone according to plan, perhaps this was because there was little
plan to begin with, apart from a general notion of enjoying ourselves; and we
could never have planned those three wonderful days in West Cork in any case,
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"Ain-Mara" 1966 - Analysis

Distance
Sailed

Belfast/
Skerries

Distance
Made Good Time

Sailing
Speed

Speed
Made Good

112

88

30½

3.7

2.9

Skerries/
Howr_h

23

14

5

4.6

2.8

HowLh/
Arklow

37

37

6½

5.7

5.7

Arklow/
Rosslare

55

34

10½

5.2

3.2

Rosslare/
Kinsale

108

95

29

3.4

3.3

Kinsale/
Glandore

33

32

4½

7.3

7.2

Glandore/
Castletownsend

6

6

1

6.0

6.0

Castletownsend/
Wicklow

168

168

35½

4.7

4.7

Wicldow/
Donaghadee

104

104

21

4.9

4.9

Mean: 4.4

Mean:3.9

Total:

646 Total: 578 Total: 146½

Total Duration: 13 days 12 hours.
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SC HOONE R
See plan p. 81

by
L~ BERRIDGE

My friend Drayton Cochrane rang up from Dublin to say that he was
coming to Cork in his yacht and to ask where he should anchor. "Crosshaven is the place", I replied, adding as an after thought "What do you draw?"
When the reply was "eleven feet". I realised that this was no mean yacht.
She was the ’WESTWARD’ which was in Dublin for a while in August. I had
the good fortune to spend a week on board her cruising along the S.W. coast.
WESTWARD, built of steel on the lines df an Elbe Pilot Cutter, is an
100 ft. staysail schooner, not including a long bowsprit, and she is about 200
tons displacement. She is nearly a sister ship to Irving Johnson’s famous
schooner ’YANKEE’. She has been round the world and spent last winter at
her builders in Hamburg. This year, while doing short, coastal cruising, she
had sent down her fore-topmast and 50 ft. squaresail yard, giving her a somewhat bald-headed look. She has a 200 H.P., direct-reversing diesel engine,
full auxiliaries and most simple and comfortable accommodation which includes
berths for 20. On deck she has no frills, no halyard winches so needs 4 or 5
competent men to handle under canvas.
We sailed from Kinsale to Baltimore on a windless, hazy day, which soon
turned to thick fog. The ship’s compass was giving trouble and had been replaced
by a boat’s compass of uncertain reliability. It was planned to make a landfall
on the bold shore by Toe Head and in due course land showed up - rocky islets
very close - certainly not Toe Head. We lay stopped while we tried our best to
turn them into the Stags till suddenly the penny dropped and Horse Island and
Black Rock off the entrance to Castletownsend were identified. From there Toe
Head was rounded, the fog cleared and we anchored under Sherkin Island in Baltimore Harbour.
A yawl sailed in through the entrance and turned out to be ’PHALAROPE’,
Cruising Club of America, Dr. Richard Warren, cruising in company with
’SINLOO OF ARKLOW’, I.C.C., John Kinmonth. We had a pleasant evening exchanging visits. Dr. Warren had sailed across the Atlantic from Marion in
Massachusetts and admitted to experiencing gale force winds for all of five
minutes during an exceptionally smooth passage. PHALAROPE, at present laid
up at Crosshaven, was an able, fibreglass, typically Yankee, Bmdn C.B. yawl
of about 28 ft. L.W.L.
For the next few days we visited Bantry Bay. We sailed from Glengariff
with a light S.E. air and rounded Dursey Island standing out close to the Bull to
see through its tunnel and then on to Skellig Michael. It was a perfect day when
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Cicely and I, Mrs. Cochrane and Rex rowed the skiff in to the quay while Drayton stood off in Westward.
Many members must have climbed the long, long steps to the summit but
it was our first landing, and it is an experience to remember always. The
sheer cliffs of the rock drop into smooth, deep, crystal water, the vast panorama of islands, skerries, mountains and bays opens up as one climbs and the
simple beehive d v0ellings form a foreground when the summit is reached. Continuously all around the gannets wheel, peel off and plummet down. It is a fairy
place of peace and solitude on this quiet day. How different is must be i~_ a
storm from the N.W. with the roar of great breaking seas and the scream of
the wind round the peaks. What strange men they must have been who lived here
year in and year out with scant food and fuel and little comfort and this wild prospect, ever changing yet always dominating theiriives.
In the short two hours we had been ashore the S.E. breeze had freshened
slightly, blowing in to the quay and giving us a short, wet row to the lee of the
rock to board WESTWARD again and return to a normal life. We passed close
to the Little Skellig and fired a shot in the air to raise a white cloud of thousands
of sea birds. We spent the night in the bag at Sneem, there was just room for
the schooner.
When we left for Crookhaven there was a fine S.E. breeze, Force 5. It
took us the best part of half an hour to set all sail. We were a small crew, Jib,
staysail, huge fisherman staysail, main staysail and main were hoisted. First
one side of a double ended, 2 part halyard was hauled down and hooked on at
deck level, then the other side was manned until a powerful purchase could be
hooked on to get the last few feet. There were winches for the jib and fisherman
sheets and the main sheet could be led to the aft capstan. The two staysails
were self-tending on overhead travellers.
The fine breeze was on the quarter, the sea smooth with sunshine and
showers bringing to life the incomparable panorama of the Kenmare River. We
were making nine to ten knots, what more could man want? The big fisherman
was too light to set on the wind so we handed it under the lee of Dursey Island
before coming close-hauled for the Mizzen. A sad reduction in speed as we were
under-canvassed. In a 12 tonner it would have been a wet and lively, oilskin beat,
in WESTWARD we had dry decks and a slow, easy motion. The wind was blowing straight into Crookhaven as we bore away for the entrance. There was just
room, and only just, to round up and come to an anchor.
We had to leave WESTWARD there to travel north for the rally at Drogheda
and it had been a fascinating experience to cruise in a small ship rather than a
yacht. The whole method of handling is different, the direct-reversing engine,
the turning circle under sail or power, the judgment of speed and how far she
will carry her way and always remembering that she wants two and a half fathoms and not one and a half.
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Drayton was as relaxed, able and confident skipper as one can imagine.
He believed in anchoring close in at each port and not way off shore,
A week later we brought her up the Carrigaline River in the. early morning at the top of the tide and by noon had her moored all fours for the winter near
Drake’s Pool,
...... 000 ....
SUMMARY OF ’ RAINBOW’S CRUISE

Distance Time
To

From

(Miles)
62

(Hours)
1~. 2

Speed
(Knots)
3.6

Dun Laoghaire

Ardglas s

Ardglass

Donaghadee

28

6.9

4.1

Donaghadee

Ballygally Bay

21

5.5

3.8

Ballygally Bay

45

11.3

4.0

Cambeltown

Cambeltown (via West
side of Mull)
Ballintoy

40

10.0

4,0

Ballintoy

Greencastle

23

5.3

4.3

Greencastle

Pincher Bay

34

10.8

3.2

Pincher Bay

Marble Hill

13

3.7

3,5

Marble Hill

27

7.2

3.8

Binnagorm Bay

Cranford

18

4.6

3.9

C ranford

Fanny’s Bay

6

1.1

5.5

Fanny’s Bay

Fahan Creek

22

4.5

4.9

Fahan Creek

Culdaff

33

6.8

4.9

Culdaff

Fair Head

35

7.7

4,5

Fair Head

Brown’s Bay

27

5.2

5.2

Brown’s Bay

D onaghadee

16

3.6

4.4

Donaghadee

Dun Laoghaire

89

22.2

4.0

540

133,9

4.03

Marble Hill -

Tory
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TO DONEGAL IN "RAINBOW" 1966
See p lan p. 81
Skipper:

Launce McMullen. Crew: Alan and Colin McMullen

"RAINBOW" is a 6 metre built by Fife in 1927. Since last year’s cruise
round Ireland three fairly major alterations have been made.
Ian Proctor metal mast fitted.
A fibre-glass boat (or box) substituted for 30-year old canvas
punt, a sad come-down as a rowing boat, but a gain in strength
and stability.
3) 5 H.P. 2-cylinder outboard carried.
1)
2)

Tuesday, 7th June:
0538

Slipped moorings, having slept aboard the previous night.

0547

Left harbour, force 3 WNW.

0745

Baily abeam, short pluck with small motor.

0945

NE corner of Lambay abeam. Calm. Motor started.

1050

Rockabill abeam; motored 3 hours in poor visability, then sailed
slowly, various winds.

1700

Slieve Donard seen.

2045

St. John’s Point sighted bearing Red 40, 4 miles. Course altered to
Mag. N.

2130

St. John’s Point abeam.

2247

Anchored Ardglass after motoring in.

Wednesday, 8th June
Owing to a muddle the Customs did not come aboard till 1300.
1350

Left, wind S 3-4.

1455

I mile inside Strangford Whistle Buoy, lumpy sea.

1625

South Rock LV abeam ½ mile to starboard.

2015

It had been intended to enter Belfast Lough, but the wind having died
and the tide slackening, we decided to reach into Donaghadee. now
abeam.

2045

Anchored Donaghadee.

Thursday, 9th June
0425

Anchor up.

Motored through sound.
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0700

Stopped motor, light head wind.

0825

Hunter Rock abeam.

0954

Anchored North end of Ballygally Bay. Well judged as very heavy rain
started soon after. Horrible roll at anchor.

1454

Anchor up, light WNW wind, visibility one to two miles.

1545

Streamed log 1 mile SE of Garron Point. Mull of Kintyre watched frequently on radio set, could not fetch it on port tack.

1900

Saw Mull of Kintyre Lighthouse bearing Red 30.

1905

Tacked to starboard.

1935

Tacked to port. At this point the wind had increased to force 4 to 5.
Lowered jib and decided against beating up Sound of Jura with no chance
of harbour for night and in poor visibility and rising wind. I did not
know wind had already reached its greatest force for a week. Decided
to make for Cambeltown.
After:a slow run through Sanda Sound, we beat slowly up Kilbrannan
Sound, once more with jib set.
After a very tediously slow sail we eventually weathered Davarr Island
and reached very slowly into the loch, eventually using the small motor
for a few moments to reach the selected spot.

Friday, lOth June
0210

Anchored Cambeltown.
The idea had been to make Crinan, and we now intended to sail up Kilbrannan Sound to Ardrishaig and take the canal; however we were fed
up with very slow progress, and feared we might fail to reach either
Iona or Donegal, so concentrated on the latter.

1230

Left Cambeltown, not having landed. Turned south back through Sanda
Sound.

1615

A basking shark jumped right out twice, and then followed us for a couple
of miles.

1715

Log streamed South of Mull. Crossed channel to Fair Head in just over
two hours, close hauled on starboard tack, sea remarkably smooth for
here.

2100

In Rathlin Sound.
With tide turning against us, we decided to try the outer bit of Ballintoy
Harbour for the night, but in spite of study of the chart and the photograph in the I.C.C. directions 1 was still surprised at its smallness.
Please refer to page 82, ICC directions. We anchored in the triangle
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formed by two "sixes" and one "seven", watched by a large crowd of
silent people on the shore, at 2230, in no wind.
Saturday, 1 lthJune
0500

Awakened by unmistakable thump, the stern being aground where
the left-hand end of the stock of the anchor is on the plan.
Anchor came home on pulling, but kedged off at second attempt. We
again anchored approximately where 15 feet is marked on I. C.C. book
plan, NE of the entrance; this would be a far safer spot to stop, and
is well sheltered from a westerly swell. No one without shallow
draught and lots of horsepower should enter the harbour, and they
should not sleep without a watch.

0658

Off, motored out. Gradually a good breeze filled in from the north,
though visibility was poor. Colin likes to get out to sea and soon had
us out of sight of land, though personally I prefer to see the coast if
one can. Approaching again we at first mistook the Barm for the Foyle,
until the sight of a train put us right. We foamed along Magilligan
Strand, the best sail of the trip.

1215

Determined not to bungle the entrance to Greencastle after our deplorable performance last year, we rounded the pier close to and made
fast to a fishing boat. Liam and Joy McCormick met us with very welcome offers of baths and lunch.

Sunday, 12th June
1240

After a lazy evening and morning we left, and having run up the few
yards to wave good-bye to Liam and Joy at their house, we started to
beat: down the lough. This was~ Slow, ’and we had taken in two reefs
out of deference to Malin Head. This was most unnecessary, and we
soon had them out and not long after passing Warren Point we had to
motor again in a lumpy sea, with occasional puffs of wind from aft.

2025

Between Inishtrahull and the Garvan Isles.

2100

Malin Head abeam. With very little wind we motored towards Lough
Swilly.

2330

Anchored Pincher Bay, no wind.

Monday, 13th June
0710

Off, motored out in light wind, and after a short pause, motored again.
Later beat into Sheephaven with very light southerly, finally arrived off
Marble Hill. Having an echo sounder we were able to get in considerably
nearer the shore than last year.

1050

Anchored south of the Caskens.
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Tuesday, 14th June
Our day sail to Tory was in a way no more cruising than a day sail
from Dun Laoghaire to Lambay (the same distance) but as it was our
farthest west, I include it.
Having embarked Ruth Tidswell we started at 1000 and had, as usual,
no wind. Motored till near the East End of Tory, whence with some
tide we were able to make the recommended anchorage at Camusmore
Bay under sailo
1425

Anchored. We all went ashore and walked round most of the island,
talking to the inhabitants, and photographing the fine cliff scenery.

1640

Left under motor; no wind until well past Horn Head where a light
northerly pushed us slowly back to the same anchorage as the day
before at 1925.

Wednesday, 15th June
Morning ashore.
1700

SE wind bringing rocks close to leeward, moved along strand nearer
Crab Rock.q. Later sailed and motored across the Back Strand to
Binnagorm Bay, a most delightful spot, but judging from the loose
texture of the sand on the shore the holding might be poor.

Thursday 16th June
Force 4 or 5 southerly. Decided to see if we could beat up the Ards
Channel as far as "Isabella’s", or even farther; set 2-reefed main
with no headsail for quick tacking,
1000

Off. On rounding the Metal Man we found that the tide had not ebbed
as far as expected and so the channel could not be seen. After a
cable or so the water shoaled very fast, and not being sure which
side of the channel we were(subsequent observations from the shore
show we were outside) I deemed it prudent to gybe and retreat on
a reciprocal course.
We then approached the pier at Downings, but evidence of shoaling
together with onshore wind made it unwise to anchor, so we left the
bay, passing the Frenchman at 1145 and Melmore Head at 1205, thus
starting to beat up Mulroy soon after the first of the flood. With one
steering, one calling out the depth and one studying the chart and
directions it was full time work for three, even with no headsail in
the innumerable tacks.

1320

Off Fanny Bay; continued on up, through second and third narrows
and eventually emerged into Broad Water. Decided not to try to reach
the head of the lough, but anchored at Cranford at 1505 feeling we hadhad
an exhausting sail, intense concentration having been required at every
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moment.
1935

Left after rest and food, ran fairly rapidly back to Fanny Bay, anchored
2040.

Friday 17th June :
Walked to Downings for shopping and bath.
1235

1445

Off. Still two reefs and small jib. Approaching Fanad Head wind light
and fluky, reefs out.
Passed Fanad Head, into Lough Swilly. Soon after this the wind increased
to force 5 from SSE, and we thrashed up the lough at high speed, but it
lasted only long enough to set up a short sea which we were then left to
buck with inadequate wind power.
We were able to reach the entrance to Fahan Creek in good time for the
tide, and motored in without difficulty thanks to the ICC directions.

1705

Anchored Fahan Creek.

Welcomed by Lough Swilly Y.C. Commodore.

Saturday, 18th June:
Ashore at Lough Swilly Y.C.
1555

Off, motored out light southerly, continued motoring nearly to Dunree
Head.

1800

Dunree Head, reasonable breeze.

1905

Dunaff Head, fine reaching breeze which died all too soon.

a&

Excellent visibility at last.
2015

Malin Head, motoring in confused sea. With odd patches of sailing and
motoring we gradually approached Culdaff, where we anchored in recommended spot at 2240.

Sunday, 19th June:
In spite of apparently favourable weather this did not prove a comfortable
anchorage, and Colin was nearly thrown off the cabin top when he got up
to quieten a halyard. About 0430 I was awakened by shouts and leapt up
fearing we were dragging, but it was only a party of smartly dressed
revellers, one of whomhad borrowed a curragh and was poling it with an
oar. Disappointed that he did not fall in, I retired again,
0600

Off. Wind SE force 3 dying; course for Rathlin Sound, but soon headed
off. Poor visibility, though Islay momentarily visible.

O8OO

Off Foyle. About two hours later two frigates passed very fast astern,
out of one patch of fog into another.

1130

Motored. It gradually became apparenLWe were definitely too late for the
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tide.
1340

Anchored just W of Fair Head.

1745

Off. Soon beating in Force 3 southerly and the usual sea. I must confess to a dislike, apparemly reciprocated, for the water between Muck
Island and Fair Head. We continued to beat fairly uncomfortably until
we made Brown’s Bay at 2255. This is a useful anchorage when going
southwards, and saves a lot of time compared to entering L~arne.

Monday, 20th June:
0715

Left Brown’s Bay SE 2-3.

0900

Off Black Head. Towards Donaghadee Sound on starboard tack.

1050

Anchored Donaghadee. Rain. Lunched ashore. Saw Tom and Judy
Sheppard in the afternoon. They asked us to supper, but we all thought
it was time we were getting home, and the last bit gets boring when one
has done it too often, so pressed on.

1850

Left Donaghadee, light southerly.

2030

iSkulmartin LV.

2230

Headed off, passed South Rock LV 1½ miles to starboard. Tacked to
port, log streamed.

Tuesday, 21st June:
0200

Wind having died as usual motor started and run for five hours five
minutes after which a light NW got up,

1045

Large ghoster set.

1155

Motor on,

1240

Motor off.

1300

Skerries abeam. Then reasonably good sail on starboard tack through
Lambay Channel,

1610 Baily.
1653

Entered Dun Laoghaire.

This cruise was enjoyable but suffered from lack of wind and poor
visibility. The outboard which was suffering from a cooling defect and could
only be used at 2/3 power was run for about thirty hours; the wind averaged 1
to 2 forces less than forecast.
L
At the July-August week-end, Rainbow went to Port St. Mary with her
racing crew in a good reaching wind, the main sheet not being touched all the
way. A lot of motoring was done coming home.
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APOUND THE TOP AND THROUGH THE MIDDLE
See planp°8|

by J~ H, Guinness

As with most people, one of our ambitions since we bought "Sharavoge"
(a masthead rigged clinker built Folkboat) in 1963, was to cruise on the west
coast. The conventionai way of doing this is, of course, to sail around Irelando
As we had previously been around the south as far as the Blaskets, we decided the
only possible alternative was to sail north about and come back through the middle
via the Shannon and Grand Canal,
"Sharavoge" left Howth at 20.00 on Friday 17th June bound for Mulroy
Bay, carrying her standard crew of my wife, Jennifer, John Collins and myself.
Saturday 18th June:
We carried the spinnaker for most of the day and had a
most exciting passage through Donaghadee sound just as the tide turned full against
us. By nightfall we were off Larne o As aiways in a boat of our size we made no
progress against the flood and it was not until the tide turned, 02.30 on Sunday,
that we shot up the coast in a light N. N,E° breeze. We tried to work out the time
of slack water in Rathlin Sound but were completely baffled by both the Admiralty
Pilot and the I.C.C. Directions. This didn’t make any difference as we made no
ground against the tide in the sound until it turned at 05.30. With spinnaker set
we ran down the coast and at 16.00 we passed close under Malin Head inside the
Garvan islands and out and across Trawbreaga Bay.
We entered Mulroy Bay at the top of high water and found some of the
marks hard to identify. We just managed to reach the Dundoon Rocks before the
full force of the ebb hit us at 21.00. We tucked in behind these rocks and lay there
for thenight. The passage of 188 miles had taken us 49 hours or an average of
3,8. knots.
The following morning we sailed into Sheephaven, where we made fast
at Downings pier to victual and take on water. Later we anchored in Dunfarmghy
Bay, close under the cliff for the night.
Tuesday, 21st June: Weighed anchor at 06.30 and sailed out past Horn Head, a
magnificent towering cliff, At 11.00 we passed between Inishbofin and Inishdooey
and rounded Bloody Foreland at 13,30. The afternoon was warm and sunny and
ideal for sailing through the attractive islands of Gola Sound, with lovely sandy
beaches. We reached on down past the Islands and through the Owey Sound. We
tied up alongside the pier at Rutland Harbour at 18.30. This is a fascinating place
with derelict buildings on both sides of the narrow channel. All the boats going to
and from Aranmore pass through the channel and provide plenty of distraction,
After dinner we moved across to the Black Hole to anchor for the night. This, we
regretted very much in the small hours of the morning, when we dragged and very
nearly ended up on the rocks. We then moved and anchored abeam of !nishcoo
leading light.
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We spent most of Wednesday exploring the approaches to Burtonport
and Rutland South Channel in our rubber dinghy. At 15.00 we motored out
through the South Channel, which is very twisty and rather hair-raising. We
anchored at 19.30 for the night off Portnoo harbour.
Thursday, 23rd June: We sailed on down the coast inside Rathlin O’Birne
close under Slieve League and on to Killybegs Harbour. Here we met the
Survey Team which has been seconded from the Royal Navy and is re-charting much of the west coast. Having served myself on a Survey Ship 1 was
interested to talk to them. The party which evolved finally broke up at about
03.00.
Friday, 24th June: Feeling very much the worse for wear we left Killybegs
at 08.00 in poor visibility and had to beat into a head wind across Donegal
Bay. By 16.30 we sighted Downpatrick head and as there was no hope of
reaching Broadhaven until well after dark we anchored under the cliffs in
Belderg Bay. This place is very remote and desolate but it seems to be a
good salmon netting area, as we saw about a dozen boats fishing off the rocks
at dusk.
Saturday, 25th June: The wind was still W.S.W. and we spent most ot the
day beating down to Eagle Island which we eventually passed at 18.30. We
anchored at 21.00 in a beautiful sandy bay off the deserted village on Inishkea
South.
Sunday 26th June: Turned out to be the only really nasty day of the whose
cruise. We left Inishkea at 06o25 under full sail but still beating. All was
well until 09.00 when it started to rain very very hard. We had to reef off
Achill Head and in poor visibility picked up the Bills at 13o 15 and altered course
for Clare Island, where we anchored off Granuaile’s Castle at 15o45. Shortly
after we had anchored we were amazed to see the familiar face of Bill Masser
in a passing launch. He was spending the weekend with Ned King, who is the
doctor from Achill who looks after the island°
Monday 27th June: The morning was spent buying fresh food on the mainland.
On our return at 15.00 we weighed anchor and had a magnificent sail with a
beam wind and bright sun inside Inishturk and on to Inishbofin, where we anchored at 19.10.
Ashore in the most congenial pub we ever came across, we met
the only yachtsmen we saw during our whole sea trip, Mr. and Mrs. Cawthorne,
who were sailing their Caravel "Krishna" from Lough Swilly to Crosshaveno
Tuesday, 28th June: Left Inishbofin at 08° 50 in bright sun and with a N.W.
wind sailed down past Slyne Head and on into Roundstone. In anything but good
visibility this would be a most treacherous part of the coast, as there are many
rocks and breaking patches everywhere° Onthe other hand Roundstone is one
of the few places where I would be content to leave a boat untended.
We left Roundstone late on Wednesday morning for Port Murvey on
Inishmore, the largest of the Aran Islands. We passed close to St. Macdara’s
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island and inside the Namacken rocks and anchored in Port Murvey at 16.30.
We walked across the barren rocks to Dun Aengus, a prehistoric fort perched on the very edge of a 300 ft. precipice.
Thursday 30th June: We departed at 06.00 and beat up towards Eeragh Island
and passed through Brannoch Sound East from where we set course for Loop
Head 35 miles distant. At 15.00 we rounded Loop Head and set the spinnaker
which helped us to pass Kilcredaun Head just before the tide turned against us.
We tied up alongside Cappagh pier at 19.00 having been escorted for the last
three miles by Charles Glyn and John Ryan in a Shannon O.D. They very kindly
looked after us that evening and on the following day John Ryan came up to
Limerick with us.
On leaving the Aran Islands I had foolishly managed to blow the cylinder head gasket. We tried to buy a replacement and failed completely, but
with varnish and luck made a temporary repair which lasted until Lucan. We
tried many ways of getting a new gasket, even going so far as to arrange for
a helicopter to pick one up. One was ordered from the agents, sent by post
to Limerick and hasn’t turned up yet’.
Friday, ist July 1966: We left at 11.40 an hour before low water and had a
most exhilarating sail in a following wind a11 the way up to Limerick, where
we arrived at 18. 45 in time to lock into the commercial dock for the night°
The river is very beautiful right up to Limerick, but tides are strong
and the channel narrow in parts° We unstepped the mast and lashed it between
the boom crutch and pul-pit, and thus became a motor boat for the rest of the
cruise.
Saturday 2nd July, 1966:05.45 motored out into the river at the top of the tide
and as it was slack water we had no difficulty in passing under the bridges in
the Abbey River. On the ebb and if the power station is generating Ballsbridge
where the river bends sharply is highly dangerous. At 08.30 we entered through
the portcullis of the lower lock at Ardnacrusha E.S.B. Power Station. There
are two enormous locks with a lift of 50 ft. each, large dark caverns dripping
everywhere with water. Each lock holds one million gallons and the cost of
locking through is 3/6d’. We ~ere very thankful to emerge on top after anhour
The lockkeeper was most considerate and helpful o He showed us the salmon
lift but no fish were let through when we were there.
At midday we made our way slowly up the Head Race Canal as the
stream was very strong although only one turbine was in use. We stopped for
an hour or so at Killaloe and then motored up Lough berg as far as Garry
Kennedy Harbour. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Young who live at Portroe very kindly
invited us to their house for the evening.
Sunday, 3rd July 1966: In an absolute fiat calm without a ripple on the lough
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we departed at 10.10 and by 19.00 reached Shannon Harbour, having stopped
for lunch at Portumna. At 20.00 Jonathan Virden joined us for the rest of the
week.
Monday-Wednesday, 4th/6th July: We took three days to reach Lucan, stopping for the night at Tullamore and AUenwood. Canaling has its own fascination,
but we became a bit frustrated as we were continually running on the bottom and
having to convert the crew into horses. Weed wasn’t much trouble except when
we passed the weed-cutting machines, generally we found the lockkeepers most
helpful.
Friday, 8th July, 1966: The lock gates at Ringsend were still being repaired
after a collier had run into them early in the summer, so we had to arrange
to be lifted out in James’ Street harbour. We intended to leave ~Lucan at 12o00
to give us plenty of time to motor the 10 miles to James’ Street. Nothing went
right. The engine gasket had given up completely and the cylinder was flooded
with water; we tried to tow Sharavogue with the help of a Seagull outboard, but
it got so clogged with weeds that it was worse than useless. In the end I drove
back to Howth and borrowed Mungo Park’s 6 h.p. American outboard.
By the time I found Sharavoge again and it was 15.00 she had only gone
about 2 miles. We did quite well until she went hard aground when two-thirds
the way through the bridge carrying the Naas Road over the canal. We draw
about 4 ft. and we reckoned with luck there was 3 ft. of water over the boulders,
which had been hurled into the canal. After about two hours we did the impossible,
as a result of a concerted effort between Billy McConkey’s tractor, 3 strong men
and a tackle standing on the bridge and flushing the lock. We reached James’
Street at 21.30 where we were met by a mobile crane, which lifted Sharavogue
on to Billy McConkey’s trailer.
Saturday, 9th July 1966: Sharavoge was towed out by road from Dublin at
05.00 but just failed to make the tide at Howth. We were most relieved when
she was afloat in the sea once more. Canals are for motor boats not yachts’.
We had been exceptionally lucky during our cruise as we were never
weather bound, and only had head winds from Sheephaven to Clare Island. We
were away for a little over three weeks and covered 684 miles, having visited
18 different anchorages.
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Fri.
Sun.

17th June to
19th June

Howth to Mulroy Bay.

188 miles
"

Mon. 20th June

Mulroy Bay/Downings/ Dunfanaghy

16

Tue. 21st June

Dunfanaghy - Rutland Hbr.

30 "

Wed. 22nd June

Rutland Hbr. to Portnoo

10 "

Thur. 23rd June

Portnoo - Killybegs

34 "

Fri. 24thJune

Killybegs to Belderg

45 "

Sat. 25th June

Belderg to Inishkea Sth.

31 "

Sun. : 26th June

Inishkea Sth - Clare Island

27 "

Mon. 27th June

Clare Island - Inishbofin

16 "

Tue. 28th June

Inishbofin - RoundstoneL

32 "

Wed. 29th June

Roundstone - Port Murvey

20 "

Thur. 30th June

Port Murvey - Cappagh

59 "

Fri.

1st July

Cappagh - Limerick

40 "

Sat.

2nd July

Limerick ~- Garry Kennedy

21 "

Sun.

3rd July

Garry Kennedy - Shannon Hbr.

29 "

Shannon Hbr. - Tullamore

20 "

Mon. 4th July
Tue.

5th July

Tullamore - Allenwood

28 "

Wed.

6th July

Allenwood - Lucan

16 "

Fri.

8th July

Lucan - James’ Street

10 "
672 "

Sat. 9th July

Dublin - Howth

12"
684 "
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AURETTA
Seeplan p. 81
8 ton McGruer Auxilary Bermudian Sloop
described in earlier issues of this Journal
CREW

Harry Cudmore
Paddy Maher
Ronald Cudmore
Harold Cudmore Jnr.

Skipper
Navigator
Cook
?

This year Auretta’s cruising was regretably limited to one week in Julyo
She was one of a dozen R.M.Y.C. yachts which set off west the same week which is another story’. We left Crosshaven on the Friday evening with glory
of glories a northerly wind which with full sail we made fast progress in calm
conditions. Dawn saw us off Glandore harbour with a lightening wind which went
into the west necessitating a beat.
About 10.00 we anchored in South Harbour, Cape Clear in sunshine,
and had a leisurely breakfast. Afterwards we rounded the Mizen Head and fetched
towards Bere Island passing inside to tie up alongside the pier in Berehaven late
afternoon. There was a rather interesting item lying on the shore, an aero engine
complete with two propellers lifted by a trawler some months previously a few
miles off. Apparently it came from a plane shot down during the war.
Sunday was very unpleasant with heavy showers and a strong blustery
wind. In the afternoon we sailed inside the island to Lawrence Cove under headsail only. We took a stroll up to the island to see some of the old fortifications,
On the way we met a bit of a character who told us about some of the more amusing
facets of life on the island. The one I liked was that the Guards come out ever so
often to check if there are any vehicles untaxed on the island,
When the islanders see them coming to one end of the island, they all
drive to the other end until they are gone. In referring to ’the War’ on the island
they mean 1914-18 War when the island really must have lived.
Monday started very fine and we motored-sailed with a light S.S.E. headwinds as far as Dursey Island where we anchored for lunch in brilliantly clear
water with anchor visible at 4 fathoms. Went for a quick look ashore. After lunch
we went through the sound and headed for Derrynane. From Moylan Island we were
on compass course for entrance of Derrynane for 10-15 minutes as fog had blotted
out approach. Picked up leading marks again and made through narrow but wel!
marked entrance to anchor behind Lamb Island. Ashore went for a stroll up to
Daniel O’Connell’s home; the old slated walls are being replaced by dashed concrete.
We retraced our steps and entered the one and only pub which had been
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carefully noted on way inland. We were rather shattered to enter an atmosphere of "deadly hush" with everyone both locals and visitors watching World
Cup Soccer on the "telly". The skipper challenged Ronald to a game of
rings at which he proved most proficient and then to a game of darts at which
he was even better (mispent youth). Telly off, the ice was soon broken and
spent a convivial evening.
Paddy gave the draught Guinness full marks (after considerable testing). Had a hazardous trip back to Auretta. Weather
moist and dreary.
Tuesday morning was fine and warm. We had mackerel for breakfast and afterwards set off to walk to Cahirdaniel "not quite a mile away"°
Two weary thirsty miles, later we arrived, purchased supplies, had a few
drinks and something to eat. English visitors kindly motored provisions back
to Der~/nane. We followed later. The others had a swim. That evening
World Cup and sing-song, very pleasant.
It was very blustery the following morning. Forecast 5-6 occasionally
7. Wind from N.W. funnelling down Derrynane o The narrows were looking
very narrow that morning. Arrived Sneem for lunch and moored in the bight of
Garnish Island to a large red mooring buoy. I went ashore for a stroll around
the island which is laid out as a garden and sub-tropical park. Just as I got
ashore I happened to glance back at the "Auretta" to see her going nice and
gently and unnoticed on to the rocks. A quick shout brought some action’.
Towed buoy back to middle of inlet. There must have been a very weak mooring wire, though of very substantial size. Shortly afterwards local fisherman
arrived and thanked us for breaking line - it might have happened to his boat
during the night. Sensible attitude - sound man.
After lunch sailed over and anchored off Derryquin Castle. Rowed
ashore to golf links for a round (of golf). Skipper and navigator v lesser
ranks. Seniority won’. Navigator smugly pontificated on value of age and
experience’.
We went to the G. S. Ro Hotel Parknasilla for dinner. Wehad as good
a meal as I have had for many a year, and if they can maintain their standards
I would strongly recommend it. The meal was kindly stood by the skipper after fierce prompting by all the crew - Paddy having told us of a similar
skipper’s treat here eight or nine years previous°
The following morning the skipper had his revenge on the Navigator
by pulling him out of his berth at 06.45. We had a very fast close fetch to the
Dursey Sound. We were thinking of going up Dunmanus Bay to Kitchen Cove
but since time was pushing on we continued around the Mizen passed the inviting Barley Cove to anchor off pier in Crookhaven. On the way in the skipper
wished to take the Alderman Channel contrary to Io C.C. Sailing instructions
supported by crew other than Navigator who disclaimed any responsibility.
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Out of respect for the navigator ......
Friday morning saw us making a gentle passage under jib to Schull
passing inside Long Island. In Schull we tied up alongside four other R. M. Y.C.
boats. Big sing-song in the East End that night. Cashel Reardon of the "Tern"
was considering a tug-o-war team that might compete in the Clear Island Sports
next day. Ronald left us here by car as he was off to Spain and later to Scotland
for the ’Cock o’the North.
We had a leisurely sail out of Schull the following morning through
the "Postman’s Entrance" into Baltimore and out to sea the other side. We
passed through the Kedge Island Sound and later inside the Stags. Off Toe
Head we passed Henry Jermyn in his "Windflower" heading west. With him
was Raymond Fielding who for years had come cruising with us in the
"Auretta" but was unable to get away this year,
The wind lightened temporarily and then went into the N.E. necessitating a beat into Castlehaven. We had a very pleasant meal in ’Mary Am’s’ as
guests of Paddy, meeting Barry Burke off the converted Cork Harbour Onedesign "Cygnet", his wife and two of their friends.
From here Paddy and I had to return to Cork - Paddy was off on the
Setanta to Brittany for what was to be two weeks of glorious cruising, I to work.
The skipper was joined by his wife Mary and three daughters, Pauline,
Muriel and Caroline. They spent the week in sunshine swimming and day sailing from Castlehaven.
The following Friday evening John Fielding and I joined the "Auretta"
and the family returned home except for Pauline who stayed with us. We had
a fast passage to Sandy Cove on Saturday morning spending the afternoon there°
We saw the helicopters carrying Mr. de Valera to Clear Island for the opening
of an Irish College.
We spent the night in Kinsale and home to our moorings the following
day.
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SOUTH AND BY WEST
See plan p.81
by Wallace Clark
"Wild Goose of Moyle" ex "Wild Lone II" is a 10 ton aux.
bermudan cutter, previously a yawl, designed by Maurice
Griffiths, built by Kings of Pin Mill in 1936, and well known
to readers of I. C. C. Annuals.
"Going to try to get south to Kerry in the first week in August. Will you
come?", I asked Harry Woodhead on the telephone. "Of course I will", was the
encouraging reply. If I had the said Tristan de Cunha I believe he would have said
the same" My sister Jill, and Jonathan Barry, aged eighteen of Hillsborough,
replied in much the same vein, andthe talent was complete. It was June whoearly
in the year had suggested going to Kerry, adding,"I’ll drive the children downthere
to meet you," but I had made discouraging noises, for with only a fortnight available it seemed well nigh impossible. A week there would be the minimum to make
the trip worth while and this left only six or seven days for the 300 miles south.
August is not usually the best month for the West Coast and the idea seemed much
too ambitious.
Then as the days grew longer I felt a little braver and the chance of glimpsing Slyne Head again and having another try at landing on the Skelligs and the
Blaskets seemed too tempting to miss. We made a reserve plan to stop in Cormemara if south winds held us up, and arranged for Stephen Cave of Donegal to sail
her home.
During the week before we were to get off the wind held tantalisingly in the
north and I watched it driving wavelets across the lake outside the office window
with impatient eyes, while the forecast spoke more and more of a shift to the south.
At last on Thursday 24th August we got away for the three hour drive to Killybegs.
To shorten the passage we had brought "Wild Goose" there via Iona (a good weekend but that’s another story), Loch Swilly, Mulroy Bay and Ards. Stephen Cave
had taken over for the last leg and now had "Wild Goose" most efficiently stowed
and tuned ready for our start. An R.N. surveying party were at work there and
we were warned that we might be fired on by armed guards as "Wild Goose" was
on one of their moorings and there was a chance of an attack from those familiar
friends, the I. R. A. :
A cocktail party in Donegal en route proved too much of a temptation and
there we collected a fifth crew member, all six foot six of Marcus McCausland,
at 30 secs. notice as we were leaving. He abandoned four slightly surprised damsels to find their own way home, and somehow squeezed into the car.
The wind seemed light and north of west when we arrived on board in the
dark, and within half an hour were at sea, but outside it was W.S.W. fresh, and
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we found that the highest course we could lay was for Killala° This would mean
passing in the dark very close to the unlit island of Inishmurray with its many
outlying reefs, c@nditions were uncomfortable and it was not hard to decide to
turn back and spend the night near the mouth of Killybegs harbour. Next daywe
had a rough fast sail 36 miles in seven hours close-hauled to I<ilcummin. We
threaded our way amongamaze of salmon nets and anchored where the chart in
one of those rare departures from the strictly essential marks "Landing Place
of the French, 1796". We found that a telephone has been added to the facilities
ashore and were soon in touch with that redoubtable sailor, the Dean of Killala.
In spite of his three score years and ten, and a motor-bike accident that afternoon which had produced several cuts, he was soon on board and regaled us all
evening with the stories of half a century’s seafaring.
Next morning the wind was light westerly. Alternately close-hauled and
motoring straight to windward, we worked out round the land. Harry challenged
me to sail through the sound in between two of the Stags of Broadhaven but I regretfully declined’. No time, once again, although conditions would have been
good for landing° One and a half days gone and five in hand, 200 miles to gOo
At 15.00 inside Eagle Island, we set the new yankee for the first time.
By 20.00 we were off Achill Head after a calm blue afternoon. The forecast had
spoken of N.W. winds but it had never been nbrth of west all day, now there was
talk of force 7, and increasing cloud meant a dark night. Too dark, I reckoned
to be messing about among the islands of Clare, Turk and Bofin. The wind would
not allow us to lay a course outside them so we turned N.E. and anchored at
Keem, a toe-hold under high cliffs. The mackerel which had been shy all day bit
fiercely as we got into the shade of the cliffs and a dozen of them committed
suicide in the last fifteen minutes of the passage. Off at first light and lunch inside Bofin, just laying the course under ~nkee, genoa staysail and main. We
threaded our ~ay inside High and Croachan islands to avoid tacking and as we
approached Slyne it began to breeze up and the race off the head was in fine form.
"Should we press on or turn in for Aran?" The forecast talked of 6/7, there was
a big beam swell and several squalls round the horizon but there were pink cumulus clouds over the land to the south and we fancied we could see Mount Brandon
seventy miles away. Once there the main part of the passage would be over and
no better chance might occur. It didn’t look like blowing .... We decided to push
on for the Blaskets but to watch the situation hour by hour and turn into the Shannon
if necessary.
The wind steadily increased as the evening wore on; we changed to the working headsails and took in two rolls in the main, and then another two before midnight. The sky to the west kept changing from ominous to pacific. It was a lonely
passage, in a swell big enough to hide us completely in the trough~ thirty miles
offshore on one of the most exposed parts of the Irish coast, but exhilarating to
reach through the night at top speed with the lee rail well under most of the time,
and an occasional wave-top coming over from windward. Wild Goose’s long keel
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makes her easy to steer and she held the course effortlessly as if in a groove,
about two points free. Apart from sea and sky, all we saw the whole night was
one fishing trawler; then about 01.00 the welcome loom of Loop Head.
It was Jonathan’s first offshore passage and he took his watch manfully,
a solitary one at times when I dozed below. Later I felt envious watching him
sleeping like a babe in the lee bunk, still clad in his oilskins. The wind continued to increase and we reefed again off Loop but decided against turning in.
It was dam uncomfortable but too good a chance of making a passage to miss.
E.T.A. now came to a worry, for if we arrived before dawn off Smerwick,
the night was so dark that you imagined you could have sailed right into the cliffs
without seeing anything until the bowsprit touched.
At 03.00 a faint flash of light appeared on the bow when we were on a wave
top and this seemed to happen again at irregular intervals during the next half
hour. It was impossible to be sure whether it was a ship or the Tearaght light.
If it was the Tearaght we were right on course. Dawn seemed never to be going
to appear so at 05.00, we have to on the offshore tack in the fiercest rain squall
yet, in which the wind touched force 7. ’Wild Goose" heaves to like a sleeping
duck and the contrast after bashing over the seas is delightful, but this time I
failed to raise the energy to go forward and back the boomed staysail, for what
we hoped would only be a short stop, so we headreached too fast for comfort.
Once the squall cleared 20 minutes later, Jill spotted land about seven miles astern which precisely agreed with the log reading. We gybed round and an hour
later were off the entrance to Smerwick. The seas had been quite even all night
but now riven by the tide off the land, they erupted in a fierce jumble from every
direction. The silhouette on the chart was a great help in picking the entrance,
one of the few times I have ever found it worth making use of one, and I remember
noticing the same thing last time we arrived here at dawn, in "Zamorin~’ fifteen
years ago. If you picked the wrong hole and tried to go in east of Ballydavid Head,
as one might easily do without the picture, it could be dangerous. Inside the bay,
we beat up.to the lee of the land under Smerwick village and anchored about 200
yards off the cliffs. The engine had been U.S. for the entire passage as a leak had
developed in the bung at the bottom of the petrol tank and I had had to drain the tank
and even (against all my Scottish instincts) ditch several gallons of petrol which
would not fit into the spare cans.
After a huge breakfast we slept until lunchtime when a curragh approached
from the head of the bay. It was the first time I had had a close look at a Dingle
curragh, much the finest of all the many types to be found on the west coast, relating to the Donegal variety as an ocean racer would to a hooker.
It was Monday evening; four days gone and three to go, but only 30 miles
to sail.
We had a run ashore in the evening and a warm welcome at the old Rectory
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where exotic flowers flourish in a small walled garden constructed half way down
the low cliffs, only about 10 ft. from the salt water. There are no facilities of
any sort in the village but Jill got a lift to Ballyferriter to ’phone home while the
rest of us looked at the ’Fort of the Slaughter’ close by, where 400 Spaniards
were murdered in cold blood after surrendering to the English in Elizabethan
times. This was normal practice with prisoners in those days but somehow the
cold ferocity of that deed has remained very large in Irish history.
Harry put on his pyjamas at bedtime, confident of a good night’s sleep but
usually, he tells me, a fatal mistake when cruising. At 02.00 I was awoken by
a change in the motion to find that the wind had backed from west to south-east
and was rising fast, blowing us in towards the cliffs. We put out a second anchor
on the nylon and an hour later as it blew harder got a third anchor ready on deck
on its warp but this fortunately proved an unnecessary precaution as the thirty
pound Danforth held us secure and we never seemed to move an inch. The holding
in other parts of the bay is reported doubtful but in where we were the chart marks
"stiff blue clay", and it certainly seemed to be good stuff’. At dawn there was a
full gale blowing, the waves had a 2½ mile fetch from the S.E. end of the bay and
there was no question of landing, let alone putting to sea. We were glad of an
excuse to spend most of the day in our bunks, catch up with sleep, and later do
some maintenance, including making the petrol tank tight once more. Apart from
this one bit of trouble the engine, a ten year old Parsons Prawn, behaved faultlessly throughout the trip.
In the evening Flory McCarthy of Royal Munster kindly gave us a lift back
from Ballyferriter. We now had only two days to get to Derrynane. Next morning
the wind was S.W. fresh and we got under way at 09.30, ready for a rough sail
but determined to land on the Blaskets if possible. Outside there was much less
wind than we expected and at 12.00 we anchored off the south end of the beach in
7 fms., well sheltered. Had a picnic lunch ashore and panted up to the crest of
the island which is shaped like the back of a huge swimming dragon, five miles
long by one wide with a ridge, knife-edge in places, running its whole iength. The
peaceful atmosphere had an almost tangible quality which make the Great Blasket
something special even as compared with other Irish Islands. The way the tiny
settlement is grouped aI1 together near the beach at the east end and the hopelessly
inadequate slipway at the only landing add to the air of solitude. It is curious that
neither temporal or spiritual authorities provided a pier or a church to help make
life a little easier for the community, now all moved ashore to the mainland. Our
time was short and we stayed far longer than we had intended, but in the evening
reached across Dingle bay in the dusk with the pleasant knowledge that there was,
for a change, a well lit harbour entrance at Valentia to greet us. We slipped
through the narrow entrance in pitch dark and turned right to anchor under
Glanleam House. Jonathan and I had enough energy left to set the net off the rocks
but all it produced was a couple of dog fish and a cradyuck or wrasse which Jill
insisted on cooking for breakfast. It was raining so hard that we gave up the idea
of visiting the famous GIanleam gardens, originally planted by the 19th Knight of
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Kerry. Instead we made an unsuccessful effort to beat round the island northabout and came back to anchor off Knightstown. The wind was fresh southiwest but it was the visibility and the thought of the inhospitable lee shore all
the way round which beat us. After some shopping we sailed down Port Magee
Sound and anchored half-way for lunch. This is a curious stretch of water
nearly a_mile wide in places, five miles long and nowhere more than 12ft.
deep. As we finished eating, visability suddenly began to improve and there
seemed to be a chance of pushing on instead of as we had expected having to
stay in the sound for the night and ring up to tell the family we’d be late.
We threaded our way out through the tortuous entrance and beat out
into the open, finding a heavy sea off the bar. When we were about a quarter
of a mile out, with some twelve miles to go to our destination, visibility
suddenly shut down and we kept an anxious eye astern as we headed for Puffin
Island just able to lay the course. I got Jill to sketch the details of the entrance
behind us in case we had to feel our way back in. VisibiliVj grew steadily worse
and we had almost decided that it was imprudent to go on along this indented
coast of which I had only a scantiest knowledge when we glimpsed Puffin Island
once again and it seemed safe to go further. There was a fierce race off the
island and the ice-smooth sloping cliffs, with nary a toe hole anywhere on
them, looked most forbidding as we passed close round the point.
Bolus Head could then just be seen and we thought we might at least make
the Horse Island anchorage in Ballinskelligs Bay if it was too thick to get to
Derrynane. The ground swell was incredible steep, shaking the wind, now south
force 3, out of the sails, and making the engine race as we swung from the crest
to the trough, the only time I have ever known this to happen in ten seasons in
"Wild Goose". After Bolus we picked out the great limpet shape of Hog Island
which was a good mark for Derrynane. Now daylight became a problem for the
evening was drawing on but at last we were off the entrance and picked up the
glazed tile beacons which show the way in from a long way off. An open boat
driven fast by an outboard came o~t as we approached, 6 ft. or more of herkeel
showing as she cleared each wave crest. Suddenly I realised that the small fairhaired boy broadly smiling as he clung onto the bow gunwhale was Miles, our
six year old, and there was June amid-ships, with Ted Butler in the stern’. We
had arrived’. ’.
What’s more, we had made the rendezvous with the family, and there was
a pleasant feeling of satisfaction as Ted guided us in to the best berth in the
peaceful harbour. Not the smallest trace of swell or wavelet broke its calm
surface and the anchor could be seen biting into the clean sand 10 ft. down.
The excitement of arrival was tempered soon by the fact that Harry, Jill
and Jonathan had to leave next morning to make room for the family. Having
done all the hard work of getting the boat there we wished we could have asked
them to stay on and see more of Kerry, but this is one of the numerous problems
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of cruising with a young family.
The two children, 6 and 8, fit comfortably into the foc’sle and are well
insulated from any noise made in the cabin after their bedtime by the heads
space which runs the full width of the ship but there is no room to spare for
guests. Some of the other problems we are learning how to solve. One has
to pick an anchorage for guaranteed freedom from swell or night alarms and
the proximity of a beach. A cockpit cover made this year has been of the
greatest help in getting some protection from the rain, of which there has
been plenty.
Two dinghies are a great asset for then the children can be allowed to
row around in one and be chased in the other if they get into trouble. Passages
of more than an hour or so seem to become a bore unless there are a lot of
mackerel to be caught, and short sails to a fresh beach or bathing place are
best. It is all the greatest of fun, but mighty hard work for Ma and Pa’.
Two days later with a light S ° W. wind we sailed round into the Kenmare
river and stopped for lunch at West Cove. This was one of those warm,blue
days with a fair wind and sparkling sea when sailing is at its very best. An
R.N. navigator might have shuddered to see the chart sit on the bridge deck.
alternating between its normal function and that of a table-cloth or door mats
you have a look at it every now and then and decide to go a bit this way and a
bit that way without having to worry about compass bearings and soundings.
With Ted on board who knows every crack in the cliffs for miles around we
didn’t really need a chart at allo
West Cove is not an easy entrance and has not, up until the new edition,
been in the Club Sailing Directions in fact Ted as he piloted us in remarked that
we might well be the first Cruising Club boat to make use of it. I doubt this,
but inside there is a delightful lagoon and a fine pier now disused which used to
be a loading point for trans-Atlantic schooners taking salted mackerel to the
new Colonies, where these were looked on as a great delicacy. In the afternoon
we sailed on to Sneem and spent the night alongside the Oyster Bed pier. There
had been four yachts in Derrynane the previous night, the biggest number anyone
could remember having seen there and now there was three in the Garinish
anchorage. "Maica" from Salcome, "Seapie" R.C.C., a very smart French 16tonner called "La Sibylle" and "Sinloo of Arklow" were ali with us during the
next two days. Next day we beat up to Bunowen, another badly charted port on
the N.W. side of the Kenmare river where Harry and Rosemary Ponsonby are
converting a farm-house. There is a good anchorage once one knows the marks°
We returned to Garinish for the night, and next morning had a very friendly reception, in pouring rain from the Browne family when we asked to visit the gardens°
After lunch we beat back to Derrynane via West Cove°
On the last day there seemed to be the chance we had been waiting for of
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getting to the Skelligs. Ted was unfortunately away but we shanghaied a strong
Gray crew from Bealtragh, starting at ll.00 and reached west in force 3 and
bad visibility. Two hours later we sighted the jagged peaks 3 or 4 miles ahead,
looking blue and ethereal, their bases hidden in the mist; at the same time a
big white sail appeared on the skyline to the south, over-hauling us fast. The
wind was onshore at Blind Man’s Bay landing and we circled twice to inspect it
before going in, and out of courtesy to "La Sybille", for that was who it was
coming up astern. She came up very fast and went straight into the pier, filling
the only available berth. There was an open boat from Valentia lying off, and
they gave our crew a lift ashore, while Jack and I continued to stand on and off.
It was an edgy business with the onshore wind and a strong leegoing tide sweeping
round the north point close to the landing. Later we did two complete circuits
and were glad of this opportunity to see how different the Skelligs look from each
new angle.
Pillars, crenellations, flying butresses, gendarmes, scree, sheer cliff
and giddy rock slopes are the components of the picture. The French set off up
the cliffs like Alpini and were soon tiny figures among the rocks on the jagged
crest of the Island, but the famous beehive cells which cling to the steep rocks
like inverted swallow nests near the top are hard to make out from the sea level.
Today with the southerly swell touching 4 ft. in height at times and a S.E.
wind, force 3, Blind Man’s Cove, the regular landing was quite accessible, but
Blue Cove, on the west side might have been easier. If we had known about it we
could have avoided clashing with the French but would still have had to go in by
dinghy and leave someone on board, as there is no chance of tying up there.
Gannets circled overhead; their long archaic lines in marked contrast to
the guided missile appearance of the guillemots and shearwaters hurrying by below
them on their urgent occasions. We were spectators of a great busy bird world
centred on these rocks which concerned itself not at all with our presence.
After our second circuit we found that yet another boat had arrived from
Valentia and slipped in alongside the Frenchman, where he had firmly refused
to allow us to come. The newcomers were from the Birmingham Sub Aqua Club,
frogmen with a terrifying appearance of efficiency, in black suits andhung around
with depth gauges and much impedimenta. The cave echoed to the sound of their
Midland voices and we learned that one of them 50 ft. down had met a seal face to
face and flushed it out to sea. I was fascinated to watch another with a huge sheath
knife casually removing the insides from a sea urchin recovered from a similar
depth.
At long last, 2½ hours later, the Frenchman left and we got alongside for
Jack and I to have a quick gallop to the Monastery, 600 feet up very steep steps.
It was well worth all the effort that had gone into getting there. A thousand years
of the most devoted religious fervour and stark struggle for survival packed into
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an area half the size of a tennis court, levelled by immense labour on top of a
sloping rock face. The whole perched as it were on the roof of a Gothic
Cathedral and set in a turbulent sea off the most dramatic coastal scenery in
Ireland.
Time was now short if we were to get back in daylight, and visibility
still showed signs of closing down, so we left again at 17.30 and we were in
Derrynane by 20.00.
The next morning it rained solidly as we got the boat ready for Stephen
Cave and his crew to sail her home.
It had been well worth coming so far and we had seen a lot of new faces
and places.
Memories of the Blaskets, the Skelligs, and that 24 hour passage
to Smerwick at top speed were something to mull over with enjoyment on the
long drive home.
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DARA TO 57° N,
Crew:

D. W. Beckett to Ardglass, J.B. Beckett all the way
W. K. Beckett from Oban.

Skipper:

j. D. Beckett

"DARA" is a 4 ton aux. bermudan sloop of the Deben class.

Starting on Saturday, 9th July, at 14.20, we took "Dara" round to Howth
and promptly came home by car to enjoy a meal in comfort before facing a night
passage to Ardglass.
As we drove back to Howth I thought the golden evening sunshine held
sinister undertones, and so it proved. Leaving Howth at 21.50 we enjoyed a
pleasant night’s sail in 3/4 S.W. breeze until at 7.30 in Dundrum Bay we were
suddenly assailed by S. 6 with heavy rain.
We were glad to get into Ardglass at 9.30, just under 12 hours out, and
after hot drinks retired to rest.
Later in the day "Euphanzel" appeared after a tiring beat coming south
from the Clyde. The day continued wet and windy, but in the evening matters
improved and "Euphartzel" left for home. Dai left by car for Dublin and Brian
and I were left with two swans, a seal, and dive-bombing kittiwakes in this
pretty little harbour.
Next day we moved on to Portavogie for lunch (a tedious beat), and then a
dull motor to Donaghadee in a fiat calm.
On Tuesday we were awakened by the martial strains of the bands summoning the faithful to the Field for the "Twelfth". A N/W 6/7 kept us in harbour
most of the day, but in the afternoon the wind moderated and we started for
Carnlough. Half way across Belfast Lough it freshened up and we had a wild
and wet crossing. The 6 p.m. forecast was 7/8, but we carried on under the
shelter of the land and had no trouble making Carnlough by 21o45 (No trouble
except to find the very elusive entrance’.)
Next day it blew a gale and we stayed put. Thursday dawned fine with
winds down to 4/5 N.W. We left at 7.30 for Sound of Jura.
Passing Garron Point at 08.00 we soon picked up the ebb and made fine
progress across the channel. Although at first we were pointing east oftheMull,
the strong tide carried us northwards so fast that soon we were fxeeing sheets
to pass about 2 miles west of it. Visibility was quite startling - the whole of
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the Irish coast from Black Head to Fair Head and westwards towards Malin,
Rathlin Island, Islay, Jura, Kintyre, the Ayr coast, Galloway and I. O.M.
It was beautiful lively sailing in perfect conditions.
The Mull was abeam at ii.00, but seas stayed pleasantly moderate.
South of Gigha the seas got steeper and the wind drew more ahead. We were
glad to make our anchorage in Ardminish Bay at 15.00 - 42 miles, 7½ hours
and a world away from Carnlough and Ireland. Good going’,
This is a very beautiful and well sheltered anchorage (from W.) with
crystal clear water and the white sandy bottom clearly visible 3 fathoms down.
The island was a great surprise with a population of 150 living in welly
built sturdy farm houses with a prosperous look. There is an attractive hotel
with palm trees in the garden and a bar where the inhabitants foregather in the
evening to gossip. This is an island of great charm and perfect for a quiet
holiday. We will return and linger.
Having spent an idyllic evening and night, we reluctantly left next morning for Tayvallich. Gigha Sound is very foul and sparsely buoyed. It is
important to have clear weather to see the leading marks, when it is not difficult.
We ghosted up Loch Swen with spinnaker set while we had a comfortable
lunch in the cabin. This beautiful forested loch is unusually free of trouble
and Tayvallich at its head is perfectly sheltered and pretty, but dry - sailor
beware’. Perhaps the drought tempted us to move on to Crinan. I had hoped
to get there before midnight, but it was 00.30 when we rounded the headland
with a torch to pick out the shore after a cold but beautiful sail up the Firth of
Lorne. We opened up Crinan light and were fortunate to find a large yacht
with blazing lights showing us the anchorage°
Saturday, 16th July, dawned another beautiful day, and revealed to us the
exquisite scenery round Crinan. We left at 09.40 with some trepidation for
the Dorus Mor and the trickiest navigation of the cruise. Again the visibility
was superb and a careful eye on the compass and keeping rigidly to the preordinated courses laid out on the chart were sufficient to keep us out of trouble
in this rather complicated tide-ridden area.
Under power in fiat calm we made Oban at 14.00 and anchored close in
off the Great Western Hotel in 9 fathoms.
Spent Sunday here and visited Kerrara Island and the "Coliseum".
Brother Walter arrived by train on Monday at 05.00 having travelled all
night. Such keeness was suitably rewarded by another perfect day, and after he
had got some rest we left at 11.30 in light northerly. View up Firth of Lorne
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very beautiful with Ben Nevin visible in the distance. Entered Sound of Mull
under spinnaker but were soon beating or becalmed. Using engine a good deal
we arrived at Tobermory at 18.00. Found town in state of expectation awaiting racing yachts from Crinan. They drifted in gradually until the small hours.
Enjoyed a peaceful night despite the large number of yachts in. There
were no post-race whoopees in the Irish manner.
Tuesa~ay, 19th July, another beautiful day. We were in danger of getting
blase about the weather. Sailed out due west in light airs, undecided whether
to go north or south. Had lunch while we made up our minds with fine.views of
Small Isles, Col and Tiree. Finally decided that we should try for our original
objective, Rhum, and accordingly turned north in very light N.W. breeze.
Subsequently started up engine and made anchorage at Eilean Casteal on Eigg
at 18.30. Two other yachts in this attractive anchorage. There is more
shelter for small draught yachts that you would imagine from C.C.C. notes,
and 1 think shelter could be found in most winds here. We went ashore for a
walk on this charming island which has a fair number of houses and a shop and
Post Office two miles across the island.
We were fortunate to meet someone to direct us how to get up An Sgurr,
a dramatic and precipitous little mountain of 1,300 feet.
Wednesday, another perfect morning, and we were up early to make the
ascent. It proved an exciting but not dangerous scramble and good training for
the more formidable Coolins which lay ahead. After lunch we sailed round to
L. Screesort in Rhum to find another delightful and sheltered anchorage. R_hum
is a nature conservancy and access is only allowed to a limited area around Kinloch. It has several precipitous mountains, is well wooded in places and one of
the most lovely islands I have ever seen. It is as large as Jersey. We went
ashore for an evening stroll and saw Kinloch Castle, the former seat of Lord
Bulloch, but now unused although the main rooms are still furnished. There is
a small shop which serves the needs of the 70 people living on the island. It
"enjoys" a fantastically high rainfall, but we were privileges to see its beauties
in perfect weather. No one sailing in these parts should miss it. We celebrated
the attainment of our cruise’s objective with a regal spread finishing up withbrandy
filched from the medicine chest and the nearest we could get to rum.
Thursday dawned another beautiful day making eight in a row, and we planned to extend our cruise to Skye. Leaving at 09. I0 we motored across to L.
Brittle in calm conditions, enjoying a superb panorama of the Coolins with the
outer Hebrides showing up clearly. Anchored at 11.20, we went ashore imme~[iately and while brother Walter went shopping and stayed to look after Data, Brian
and I started the formidable ascent of Sgurr Dearg, 3,200 feet, every inch of which
we climbed. We were a gruelling six hours on this rocky peak in the heart of the
best mountaineering in the British Isles. We had dozens of mountaineers for company
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on the lower slopes, but while they took their ropes and gear to the cliff faces
we were content to scramble upthe scree - steep enough in all conscience’.
In the glare of the unwinking sun we were nearly dehydrated on the bare rocks
and on our way down enjoyed the bliss of a plunge in a mountain tarn. With
a similar bathe at 1200 feet on Eigg this was the only swim we had on the cruise.
Abroad again at 18.00, brother Walter had dire news of S.W. 6/7 forecast. So we scrapped plans for taking in Canna and set sail at once for Eigg.
The wind freshened quickly to 5/6 and we made rapid progress to Rhum. Here
we found shelter ip entrance to L. Screesort to reef down and take punt aboard
which we had rather imprudently~ been towing. Deciding against a night passage
to Tobermory we returned to Eileen Castail at Eigg arriving at midnight. Despite
the late hour there was still enough light to grope our way through the narrow
entrance to the anchorage.
And so we made our way home via Tobermory, L. Aline (where we sheltered
from the forecast gale in a very snug anchorage), Oban (to effect repairs to a
broken water inlet pipe) and on to Crinan where we had to anchor three times in
a fresh N.W. before we could get a holding.
Here we dropped a fuel can overboard and retrieving it in the choppy sea
brother Walter put the leg of the rowing seat through the bottom of the dinghly.
Here too we enjoyed a very high class dinner in the hotel having brought "Data"
into the snug comfort of the canal basin.
And so on through the canal to Ardrishaig where we patched up the punt and
put to sea again in L. Fyne feeling seaworthy once again.
We towed a small yacht into East L o Tarbert and spent a wet night there.
During the night another yacht came in and anchored on top of us. When the wind
rose his punt fouled us with loud batterings and poor Walter had to go forward in
the bucketing rain to let out more chain and free us of this nuisance.
On again to Cambeltown where we spent a blissful night in the north anchorage and very much liked this pretty loch and trim little town.
Thence to Port Patrick enjoying calm conditions for the crossing and being
entertained by a submarine at exercise6. We liked bright little Port Patrick and
its snug shelter.
On again aiming for I. O o M., but conditions were more favourable to cross
to Ireland so we made Strangford on the last of the flood and came tearing up the
narrows with all sails set and engine racing to be up at 21.50 and just get into
the local in time to replenish our empty beer locker. Mr. Farrow, who is a
great friend of "Dara’s", kindly supplied a mooring leaving previous arrivals
gaping enviously from the pier.
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Most of Friday, 29th, was spent resting in this well loved spot, but in the
evening we moved on to Ardglass to be better placed for departure on the morrow°
Saturday, 30th, was Howth regatta and it goes without saying that rain and
strong winds were to be our lot. We left at 09.00 in force 5 N.W. and soon reefed down and changed jib for a full 6 in Dundrum Bay. After a wet but exhilarating
sail we put in to Annalong for lunch. We almost scalded our throats getting down
the coffee as water was becoming unpleasantly scarce under our keel. Another
lively sail across Dundalk bay with force 7 gusts off Clogherhead. We pulled in
south of the headland for shelter in which to furl sails and get engine going for
Boyne bar. Beating up Boyne in force 7 at low water is not my idea of fun°
Carried on up to Drogheda and had terrific end of cruise supper in the WineCellar
and blissfully quiet night tied up :to dredger.
And so home on Sunday, 31st July, in light S.E. airs. This was certainly
"Dara’s" finest cruise to date, and my grateful thanks to all crew members who
made it possible and were not more than averagely mutinous. We shall return to
the Scottish islands, surely the best cruising ground in the world, but will some
kind member please inform me when the next stretch of consecutive perfect summer
days is due in this area.

Portpatrick (editarial note) Others besides John Beckett have found a snug berth
for the night in Portpatrick which in ordinary weather is perfectly quiet. It
should therefore be noted that in bad weather it can be a dangerous trap. Last
September ten boats of various sizes gathered there during a series of bad forecasts which ended with a severe south-westerly gale. It became very rough in
the dock. Most of the craft managed to get moored clear of each other and of
the walls, but a 20 ton yacht which had to remain a~ongside for want of room
sustained quite serious damage to her planking.
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Destination

Date
July 9

Howth

Miles

Hours

Speed

8

2

4 knts

10

Ardglass

55

12

4.6

11

Donaghadee

28

8.5

3.3

12

C arnlough

29

6

4.8

14

Gigha

42

7.5

5.6

15

Tayvallich

16

6

2.7

15

C rinan

19

4

4.8

16

Oban

25

4.5

5.6

18

Tobermory

23

6,5

3.5

19

E igg (E ilean C as tail)

20

7

2.9

20

Rhum (L. Screesort)

12

5

2.5

21

Skye (L. Brittle)

12

2

6.0

21

Eigg (Eilean Castail)

21

5.5

3.8

22

Tobermory

20

4.5

4.4

22

L. Aline

12

3,5

3.4

23

Oban

12

3.0

4.0

24

Crinan

25

4.5

5.5

25

Ardrishaig

9

5.0

Canal

25

E. L. Tarbert

9

2

4.5

26

C ambel town

3O

6.5

4.6

27

Port Patrick

38

7.5

5.0

28

Strangford

37

8.5

4.4

29

Ardglass

8

2

4.0

30

Drogheda

45

9.5

4.7

31

Dun Laoghaire

33

8.5

4.0

588

141.5

4.2

21 days

19 Ports
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MULL OF KINTYRE TO ARDNAMURCHAN
See plan p.99
by R. P. Campbell

"Verve" is a i0 ton yawl and has been described in the 1964 Annual. Her
1966 cruise is given the title of chart 2515 because she only once sailed off it
when we were in Scotland, also because due to bad planning we had virtually no
large-scale charts of the area on board, so 2515 was under constant close scrutiny. We did also have the very useful C.C.C. sketch charts. The cruising area
was chosen to: suit two crew changes for which Oban is convenient.
My crew for the first week were JohrkDoyle, Nell Dean and Paul Butler,
none of whom had cruised to Scotland before. If you start north from Dunlaoghaire in the morning with a fair tide, as we did on Saturday 23rd July, and make
Ardgiass that evening, then you inevitably face a full 6 hours of contrary flood
next day. Aswe also had head winds on Sunday, first too little and then somewhat much, we were no further than Donaghadee Sound by supper time. The
yachts in the harbour were rolling badly sowe carried on to Church Bay on Gt.
Gopeland Island and found perfect shelter there.
On Monday we had light head winds and put into Larne to report a motor
cruiser which we had found awash and abandoned off Islandmagee. We stayed
till H.W. and in the evening went on to Carnlough.
Next morning at 05.00 the puffer "Marsa" entered and tried to berth outside us but was persuaded to move away again. Having all been thoroughly
awakened and the ebb starting at 06.15 we got under way before breakfast, quite
exceptionally, and motored out over an oily swell, dead calm with poor visibility: At 08.20 a breeze came from N.E. and quickly freshened, so that soon we
reefed and in an hour it had blown away the mist and revealed Rathlin Sound well
open. At 09.35 we went onto the port tack and had a fairly rough sail across,
first pointing at the Mull but eventually fetching into Macrihanish bay with the
aid of the ebb. It was a bad mistake to close the Kintyre shore as the tide turns
south there 2 hours earlier, and is stronger, than midway between Kintyre and
[slay. So we then had rather a weary beat in a gradually dropping wind, finally
motoring up Gigha Sound to Ardminish Bay.
On Wednesday, a calm sunny morning~ we decided to head for the west of
Mull. We motored through Oigulum Sound, much less fearsome than it looks at
first sight on the chart, and across to McArthur’s Head on Islay, sighting the
schooner "Westward" heading south. Here a breeze filled in from ahead but we
motored on, anxious to save our tide through Islay Sound. We berthed for half
an hour at Port Askaig, a convenient little quay with good shop and hotel across
the road. Emerging from the sound we found a fresh sou’wester and reached
across past the north end of Colonsay in fine style. The Ross of Mull is a grim
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and featureless landfall and without the solitary beacon on the easternmost of
the Torran rocks would be a risky one even in good weather. This is the scene
of the loss of the brig in "Kidnapped". We found the Tinker’s Hole and had to
share it with two others; the first half of the night was rather anxious as it
blew stronger from the S.W. with lashing rain and there was scant room to
veer much chain in this little rock-bound pool.
The wind dropped at dawn and later we went round and anchored at lona
pier to visit the island, In the afternoon we headed north with a fair wind,
inspected Fingal’s cave, Staffa, from a cautious distance and carried on to
We
Gometra harbour, rather large and deep, but picturesque and safe.
climbed a hill on the island and had splendid views across to Mull.
On Friday, the wind was back to north, giving us a beat in pleasant sunny
conditions till we could ease sheets for the Sound of Mull. I could not pass
Tobermory without letting the crew see it and we did some shopping. Then
we ran on down the sound with a fresh breeze and beautiful sun and cloud effects .
I wanted to be fairly close to Oban so we passed L. Aline and rounded up into
Ardtornish Bay, whose steep wooded shores gave such complete shelter from
the N.W. wind that we finished by motoring to the anchorage. You must stand
right in till the boathouse bears almost west to get suitable depth; only beyond
this is it shoal and rocky. I believe this lovely place would be equally sheltered
from all winds between W. and N.E.
For this crew’s last day we had a fast spinnaker run to Oban where we
took a mooring off the esplanade and stepped ashore at noon as planned. The
R.H.Y.C. no longer have a room in the G.W. Hotel and the RAF type mooring
buoys now belong to the tripper boats, so I had to shift to an anchor. My replacement crew coming by road from different parts of Scotland had grossly
underestimated the week-end traffic congestion and didn’t turn up till around
5 p.m. After hasty and most unsatisfactory shopping we motored round to
Dunstaffnage.
My new crew consisted of my wife, her nephew Niki Hock and Ken Armstrong,
who had cruised with me on three previous occasions. On Sunday we took Niki~s
parents and three sisters for a sail round Lismore; it was a successful family
outing, sunny and a suitable breeze, we stopped for lunch at Sheep I. at the
north end, a snug one-yacht anchorage.
On Monday Ist August we completed shopping, water, etc. at Oban, where
supplies were expensive and limited in choice; queues for bread and cigarettes
sold out, We berthed outside "Burgoo" a yawl much beamier than "Verve" but
otherwise of almost identical dimensions. She had lost her rudder in the transatlantic race and succeeded in getting a new one fitted at Mallaig. We sailed
down Kerrera Sound and across to L. Spelve. The instructions for the entrance
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are rather confusing. Inside the N. breeze was quite fresh and we beat up to
the end and anchored. An hour or two later I suddenly realised I had miscalculated the Sound of Mull tide by 6 hours and we left in a great hurry. However we got well into the sound before it turned and made L. Aline in good time,
anchoring beyond the west side perch.
In the morning we wasted a lot of time, beating down and out of the loch in
occasional catspaws, then found it was still a beat up the sound to Tobermory,
where we found a clear berth off the pier, only to be closely surrounded by
evening. However there were no bumps in the night, which was glassy calm.
On Wednesday we crossed to Drimnin on Morvern and spent much of the
day with Miss Horsman, previous part-owner of "Sinloo of Arklow", who lent
us some local chzrts. Then we sailed around for the night to Fearna Bay on the
north side of L. Sunart, well sheltered in the northerly wind.
On Thursday we did not quite fetch out of the sound but then had a fast sail
across to Coll just free starboard tack. We anchored on the west side of L.
Eatharna near the pier inside another yacht. There were more yachts away behind the island on the eastern side which is where you have to go in southerlies.
It is a,bleak island with a small hotel which was catering well for holiday-makers.
On Friday the wind was still N.W. and we had a splendid day’s~ailing.
First to Iona, passing through the rocks north of Lunga, Treshnish Isles, surely
the lonliest of Scottish anchorages. Then a couple of hours on Iona, looking
extremely attractive in such glorious sunny conditions. Finally a fast reach
along the 25 inhospitable miles of the south coast of Mull, with squalls off the
hills either side of L. Buie. We headed across for Pulldoran, which might have
been difficult to identify from this direction, but we spotted the glint of varnished
masts in the evening sun and found 14 yachts anchored there.
In the morning we walked across to Seil Sound. In the afternoon we sailed
to Oban and exchanged Ken for David Willis. We found the hydrant on the quay is
not available between Saturday lunch and Monday morning. We spent the night on
one of a number of moorings in Ardentraive Bay on Kerrara. On Sunday we had a
fair breeze to Fortwilliam, spending the night in Camus na Gall on the west side,
again on a mooring. On Monday morning Ben Nevis and everything else was
mirrored in the loch. We motored almost to the Corran narrows before getting
any wind, which was light southerly, so we arrived rather late at Dunstaffnage
where we had arranged to meet "Sibyl of Cumae". We had them all aboard
"Verve" for a very pleasant evening, skipper Miss Jimmy Edwards, her partner
Mrs. Jensen and her guests Tony Potier and his daughter Tiki, Tony being the
present owner of my previous yacht "Minx of Malham".
On Tuesday 9th August we started early for Oban, docked there for petrol,
water, gas, etc., and got away at 11.25 bound for Colonsay, a beat down Kerrara
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Sound, then just free port tack. Approaching the Garvellachs I got the 13.55
forecast, easterly gale. This ruled out Colonsay so we sailed close along the
weather shore of Jura heading for L. Tarbert, while conditions steadily worsened. When we opened the loch it was clear that the gale had started and it
had produced a fierce sea in the short fetch of 2½ miles. We reduced to reefed
main only and tacked in with engine running slowly. The loch is full of nasty
rocks and the air was so full of spray that it was difficult to look to windward
so it wa~ rather hectic pilotage. We found three other yachts in the anchorage
and got "Verve" moored inside them without mishap.
During the night there was a lull for about an hour, then it blew up quickly
from the S.W., all as forecast. In the morning there were sunny intervals
between force 9 squalls and at the height of it a 5 ton sloop blew in under power;
she had a family crew and we learned later had spent the night in the Sound of
Islay. At noon it began to veer and by 16.00 had dropped to force 3. A party
was then given by Mr and Mrs. Russell aboard their beautiful Myline 30 ton
cutter "Eilidh". It turned out that all the other owners knew the anchorage well
but none had ever before met another yacht there. It is sheltered in all winds
and has good holding.
We were first yacht away on Thursday morning for we had lost a day but
were still keen to fit in a visit to the garden on Colonsay. We motored most of
the way across and anchored abreast of the end of the new steamer pier at
Scalasaig. We were lucky to get a lift across the island to the garden but had
to walk the three miles back. We left again at 13.30 and motored back to the
Sound of Islay where we got a good breeze but from ahead. We berthed briefly
at Port Askaig, then tacked on with a good fair tide and so across the Sound of
Jura in the evening to Ardminish Bay, Gigha. Coming in by twilight we picked
up a lobster pot line; the owner next day insisted it wasn’t much good and was
more concerned in helping to cut the remains off our propellor.
The garden at Gigha is one of the horticultural show-pieces of Scotland
and we spent several hours there. In the afternoon the Horlicks arrived from the
mainland and invited us to baths and drinks. Lady Horlick also very kindly
arranged a taxi to CamDeltown for David, who had developed rather a bad toothache.
On Saturday morning we motored across to the mainland and anchored
close to the ferry pier, nicely sheltered from the N.E. wind. We should have
spent the night here. David’s taxi was waiting and in three hours he was back
and feeling much better. We set off at noon with a fair wind for Ireland. Off
the Antrim coast the wind was aft with a very steep sea more on the beam and
the rolling was dreadful. We entered L. Lame at dusk and had quiet night in
the southern anchorage.
We took two more days to get home, spending the night alongside at
Ardglass. On the whole there was not much wind but we finished with a weary
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beat against r.he flood from Skerries to Dublin Bay.
There can be few areas so suited to lazy day cruising as the west of
Scotland with its magnificent scenery, varied weather conditions, large choice
of anchorages and high proportion of sheltered water. I had not before been
around the west side of Mull which is a fascinating area very accessible from
Ireland. Iona is very attractive, especially when MacBrayne’s trippers have
departed. We had mostly northerly winds, rather cold, and made good use of
our charcoal stove; to compensate, there was much less rain than usual; I
was impressed by the number of yachts we met, far more than on my last visit
ten years ago.
SUMMARY
Date

Destination

July 23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Aug. i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
13
14
15

Ardglas s
Gt. Copeland Island
Carnlough
Gigha
Tinker’ s Hole
Gometra
Ardtornish Bay
Dunstaffnage (Via Oban)
(round Lismore)
L. Aline (via L. Spelve)
Tobermory
L. Sunart
L. Eatharna (Coll)
Pulldoran
Oban
Fortwilliam
Duns taffnage
L. Tarbert (Jura)
Gigha (via Colonsay)
Larne
Ardglass
Dunlaoghaire

Sea
Miles
61
28
28
42
50
12
33
16
26
27
14
9 ,
21
50
7
29
27
40
46
56
45
61
727

TOTAL:
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Tolzal time
under way
hrs.. rains,
9.15
9.05
7.55
11.30
9.40
2.50
8.30
3.35
5.55
7.50
4.15
2.05
4.30
9.05
2.10
8o 15
8.25
8.40
9.55
9.50
9.45
15.50
168.50

Under
power
h. m,
1.50
2.40
3.35
.15
.05
i. 15
.10
2.00
.45
.10
. l0
.40
.20
2.10
2.40
1.10
4.35
.40
3.20
4.40
33.10

RETURN TO THE FAEROES
The 1966 cruise of Tir na

n-Og.

by Michael d’Alton

Ov~e r -Skipper
Navigator
Cook
Assistant to the Navigator
and part assistant Cook.

CREW: Dr. Ninian Falkiner
Michael d’Alton
Mabel d’Alton
Stanley Dyke (Out only)

Crew etc.
Crew etc.

James Nixon
Aidan Tyrell

" ’But why to the Faeroes, why to the north, and not to the south and
the sun?’ We had repeatedly been asked this in 1956, before we set
off for Norway in Euphanzel - a Dublin Bay 24 footer - but once again
the fascination of the north was drawing us back to its desolate cliffs
and fjords and its rugged way of life, for we strongly felt if this urge
is not answered before we go to the soft south it never will be and we
will know no peace".
Thus the opening of the account of our cruise to the Faeroes in Euphanzel
in 1961. We can only say that though we may have known some degree of peace,
the draw of the north is not dead yet and perhaps will not be until we are.
Our only excuse is that we felt that Ninian’s new boat Tit na n-Og, should
be given the chance of ’a great cruise’ whilst we were still able; for though glass
fibre it is said, does not deteriorate, we ourselves are not of such stuff.
The Faeroes are a close clustered group of about twenty islands, each, and
the sounds and fjords between them, running about N°N.W. - S.S.E. - more than
three quarters of which are inhabited by about 36,000 people, double what it was at
the beginning of the century and four times the population of a hundred years ago,
quite the reverse of most such islands.
Nearly all the land is betwben 1,000 and 2,500 feet high and very barren,
as these islands were laid down in a series of lava flows which have weathered into
small rocky cliffs one above the other with steep shaley type slopes between, except
upon the west side which has been battered into gigantic sheer cliffs, oRen over a
thousand feet high, the home of innumberable sea birds, especially puffins, guillemots and fulmars.
Despite its northern position - more than two hundred miles north of
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Scotland - it is not unduly cold there as it is in part of the gulf stream, but this
makes it very foggy and wet - 60 ins. of rain a year - and also very liable to
sudden gales.
It is thought that the first settlers were Irish hermits, who came here in
the 8th century, but finally left about a hundred years later (old men by then’. )
owing to frequent pirate raids. Some time in the 10th century hardy souls fleeing from Harald Haafagr, who was welding Norway into one, settled on the islands, and these too were plagued by pirates, so that until quite recent times
there was constant coastal watch for raiders.
The Danish Crown granted a trade monopoly late in the 16th century,
which was not finally abolished until just over a hundred years ago, thus isolated
life in the Faeroes to such an extent that it cleveloped quite untouched by outside
influence and still does so to some considerable degree in many of the more remote places. From this springs the present surge of nationalism and desire on
the part of quite a number for separation from Denmark, even though the Danes
brought many benefits especially in education. The islands, then, are still a
county division of Denmark and though their Logting survives - perhaps the most
ancient parliament except for Iceland and possibly the Isle of Man - its powers
are limited and local.
This hardy race of seamen showed their enduring courage in the war for
despite huge losses, they continued to go to sea to fish without a break. Few
realise that the proportion of these men lost at sea by bombing, mining and
machine gunning, exceeded that for the total of all other countries in the w0r.
Perhaps the thing that finally decided me that some days I must get to the
Faeroes was to hear of the curious manner in which they pass on their name.
Pall, the son of Egil Jogvansen is not Pall Jogvansen, but is Pall Egilsen, and his
son Eydun will be Eydun Palsen, and so on down the years. Could anything
better illuminate the uniqueness of these islands.
Most of this and much besides, is in one of the few books on the Faeroes,
Kenneth Williamsons’s ’The Atlantic Isles’ a mine of information and interest and
’required reading’ for all who feel the urge to visit them.
PREPARATION
Tir na n-Og is one of the Excalibur class designed by Van der Stadt, built
completely of glass fibre so that although a little slippery it is quite drop-dry
below, a blessing beyond measure on a long trip. It is 36 ft. overall, 2~ ft. 3 ins.
waterline, 10 ft. beam and draws 5 ft. 11 ins. She is a mast head sloop and has
a huge free hung semi-balanced rudder feet behind the after edge of the keel, so
that she can be made to do almost anything in a small space, even under jib alone.
Her layout below is the usual simple one of a boat of her size, quarter
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berth, chart table and settee to starboard and galley and settee to port, the
back rests hinging up to form upper berths. Forward of this is the W.C.
cure wash-up and forward again is the fo’castle with two berths and full standing
head room between.
The boat as built is almost complete for cruising with one or two important little exceptions. A cockpit hood of fine proportions was fitted and was
excellent except for the temptation to keep within it in bad weather and not keep
as good a look-out as one otherwise would do - an important point in certain cirl- ’
cumstances.
A food safe was rigged just over the tiller and proved to be most convenient as one need not leave the cockpit.
A pair of removable foot rails was laid on the cabin sole at the chart
table and galley for this yacht is so wide here that the hand rails cannot be reached
if she is well heeled. These were taken up in port and were a great comfort at
sea.
The charcoal heating stove on the bulkhead was totally enclosed in a wire
mesh guard designed by Stanley, as otherwise it could roast a posterior in the
twinkling of an eye - someone else’s.
Slings were provided for both the chart table and the galley - again the
great width here required these. The galley one however can be most dangerous
in a blow unless the cook wears heavy oilskins and boots as if a saucepan of boiling water were capsized in a lurch one could not spring clear in time - and such
scaldings could be most grave, even through clothing.
The terylene lee ’boards’ were replaced with canvas, as they were so
slippery that one tended to slide up over them, whereas the friction of the canvas
held the major portion of the sleeper surprisingly well.
A pair of paraffin gimballed cabin lights was put up as they greatly saved
the batteries, can be turned down very softly and as they heat the cabin to an
unexpected degree - electric light can be so impersonal.
In the after end of the cockpit we kept two polythene cans of water specifically for the life raft, a most important and often neglected part of survival
equipment. Our self-inflating raft with canopy unfolds itself (at great expense)
like an automatic instant circus big-top, any owners joy.
We had our old radar reflector aloft, a great home comfort, and on a timber
post beneath the tiller our ancient half guinea compass in its timber tilting tray°
Tiller lines with a quick release device were rove and are essential in a boat so
very quick upon the helm, so that the helmsman can nip below to call his relief, in
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fair weather°
Personal life lines for all on deck and for those in the cockpit at night were
not only carried, but used meticulously, for everyones peace of mind.
There was one other notable piece of equipment, a lanyard to replace the
host of fancy clips of great unreliability which we have tried for bending on the
jib sheets. This was made by Stanley tea design well over a hundred years old
and consisted of heavy cotton stuff with a huge man-rope knot one end and a
spliced eye the other through which the knot was passed. This never gave way
or jammed and always could be made up or released at any moment more than
sometimes can be said for some of the fancy hardware.
DUN LAOIRE TO TORSHAVN
Sometime between midnight and dawn on Saturday 16th July we let go off the
Royal Irish and slipped out with a W.N.W. 4 - 5 under jib, partly because she
sails so well under this and partly because we wanted a quiet night so that we
might settle in-- for some of us are far from feeling ’settled’ when at sea.
We slipped easily through the night on up the Irish sea but had to motor for
some hours after Carlingford.
When we ’turned the corner’ at St. John’s Point we failed to lie our course
and spent the night beating up the North Channel amongst a deal of shilbping. All
the rest of the next day we beat slowly out between the Mull of Kintyre and Tot
Head and on past Rathlin Island, for we had decided not to take the passage
inside Mull and Skye but rather to go outside Islay and Skerry-vore and so up the
Sea of the Hebrides between the Outer Hebrides and Tiree, Coll and Skye so that
we might view the islands both sides of this magnificel%t outer passage. In the
event we did make this passage but in almost windless conditions and such poor
visibility - down to a hundred yards and even less at times - that we saw little
or nothing of this wonderful area.
However we did have lovely glimpses of island and mountains strewn along
the west coast of Scotland as we slowly beat our way through the night from off
the Rhinns of Islay to Skerryvore lighthouse, about 40 miIes to the north-west
using the Rhinns lighthouse and the fine powerful one on Inishtrahull off Malin
Head, to fix us from time to time, as we did not see Skerryvore at all during the
night, and did not round it until wei1 after lunch on Monday.
This passage from the North Channel to Skerryvore and beyond could,
according to the chart, be one of nasty overfalls in heavy weather but none of
this troubled us as we slowIy passed Tiree and Coll and laid course towards the
western side of Skye, about 70 miles to the north.
We drifted and sometimes motored in haze and heavy fog, the night through,
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later on getting a radio fix from Barra Head and Oigh Sgeir, a lighthouse on an
islet to the south of Canna Island. By breakfast time we could occasionally see
some of Skye and by lunch we had managed to sail the last few miles down into
Loch Dunvegan to the pier just beyond the castle of great renown so that we
might top up with petrol, so light had been the weather - a disappointing sort
of passage in a boat which sails so well.
It had taken us from shortly after midnight on Friday to afternoon on Tuesday to reach our first port of call, 85 hours in all to log 325 miles, an average
of only 3.8 knots o
We had intended to store up and make our departure from Stornoway - as
we had intended to do in Euphanzel five years ago, but just as then we ended up
doing so from Loch Maddy directly across the Little Minch from here, so this
time we : topped up our stores here and carried on past Stornoway without a callo
We left Dunvegan shortly before midnight, after a busy but very pleasant
visit, in very light wind and poor visibility and soon had nothing of either so had
to motor once again. There followed several of the most frustrating and even
harrowing hours I have spent on watch, ones which I shall always remember
with extraordinary distaste, for I came nearer to being quite lost at sea than I
have ever been before, even after long passages, and this within a couple of
hours of setting out.
We were making for the north-bound passage through this most foul portion
of the Minches which runs past Troddy Island just to the North of Skye, but so
thickwas the fog and so strong the tide that long after we should have sighted it,
I still could not see a thing and felt I could be floundering in amongst the line of
rocks and islets which span the Minches here. It was horrible as I tried this
and that direction like a bull with sweat in its eyes, so I much appreciated the
fact that Aidan who was on with me neither made nor appeared to make any comment on the matter.
Eventually I altered course 90° and came right.across the Minches to pick
up Scalpay light at dawn and get past this damned region by the south-bound
course which here runs close to the Outer Hebrides. This night remains with
me as a bad dream; nothing is so harrowing to a navigator as feeling that at any
moment he may not have the least idea which way to turn.
The morning gradually cleared and soon after we passed Stornoway at lunchtime the sun came out and we beat on up towards the Butt of Lewis in lovely
weather for some hours. It was slow going as the tide was foul and so it was
well after supper before I took my final fix from the Butt of Lewis lighthouse,
for our departure for the passage of about 180 miles to the southermost point of
the Faeroe group. This I took with a single careful bearing of the hand compass
and a sextant angle for distant off - perhaps the quickest and the best method of all
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and the one of greatest certainty and one which I used on all occasions possible.
From five years ago I had remembered that the harbour master of Tvoroyri
in the southern island had told me that there is usually a drift to the eastward on
this passage of up to ½ knot, depending on the wind during the days before. Considering that the usual wind is south-west but that there had been so little, I
finally decided to a11ow for half this rate. As there was now a fairly good breeze
I thought that about forty hours would be a likely time and allowed for ten miles
drift to the east and so laid course to a point this amount to the west of the south
of Suderoy. This turned out to be 002°; , 178 miles.
This course tookus out between the islets of Sula Sgeir and Rona, about 35
miles away, both unlit and both rather low and of rather similar appearance. I
noticed that I scrawled in the log before I turned in after a11 this exhausting brain
work: -" WARNING Sula Sgeir at about 440 on the log so look out for it from say
430" (the cockpit hood was rigged and it was drizzling heavily). I am gratified to
see a little further on the entry: "0515 441.0. Sula Sgeir abeam to port ½ mile".
We carried on with full sail, the wind W. to N.W. 3 to 4 and as the sun came
up, took a series of sextant sights, ’just in case’.
The lunch time forecast was W. 6, becoming perhaps gale force 8. Before
supper it was on its way so we dropped the main and carried on with only the
working jib, making almost 6 knots in comparative comfort despite the fairly
heavy seas; this was somewhat easier going than it had been in Euphanzel, when
wind and sea had been very much worse. In fact she took it all so easily under
this rig, that a little after supper when at the tiller, I heard snatches of strange
conversation coming up from below. Eventually I made this out to be, of a11
things, Ninian and ’the boys’ trying to teach Stanley how to play bridge’.
We sailed on through our third night under this rig and in fact for 115 miles
until we reached Torshavn. We had noticed when originally collecting her from
Poole that Tit na n-Og is splendid with jib only in a blow and will even beat like
a bird with it, whereas if a full jib is set with the main in such winds, the main
must be almost wholly spilled. In fact, and to let a cat quietly out of a bag, to
try this out on a long passage was part reason why we came up here, an urge
which only those who cruise would undertstand.
It blew hard all this night on intd: a very murky dawn with heavy seas and
even heavier mist with visibility hardly 43- mile and looking less.
By now we should be approaching Suderoy and as we were on dead reckoning
since the Butt of Lewis I was getting anxious as it would be so very easy to get
up the west side of the islands instead of the eastern one. Moreover there is
a notorious group of rocks - the Munken Rocks - only 16 feet high and quite
unmarked, over 3 miles offshore and directly in our path. Anxiety, as it does
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at such times and in such lack of visibility, deepened and so Stanley who was far
better at the thing than I am, tried to get a radio fix in very confused seas - there
is quite a good race here. The station at Nolsoy, the island off Torshavn could
not be got - or was not transmitting, so he was forced to use two stations very
far away, one on the North coast of Scotland and one in the Shetlands. He
achieved what was to me in these seas the well nigh impossible and got bearings
which subsequently turned out to be only 2° out, but so far away were the ~tations that this put us 6 miles the wrong side of our actual position. Akraberg
lighthouse was got but the bearing was altering rather fast so that we could not
be certain whether we were on the bearing or its reciprocal. As we were trying
to sort this one out with bits of wire, a call came down from Aidan at the tiller
"I think I see some rocks" and so he did, not much over half a mile away - The
Munkens ’.
We scooted on in great relief past them and noticed later on that Akraberg
lighthouse had heavy shrouds steadying it, a strange sight but some indication
of what winds can be up here.
We clung to every little glimpse of Suderoy, Litta Dimun, Stora Dimun,
both towering masses of rock well over 1200 ft~ high and so tremendously
striking in a sudden shaft of sunlight on the sea foamed by a good force 7 wind,
that James who was steering her through them, declared it would have been
worth while coming all the way just to see them alone.
Soon after 1600 we sailed into Torshavn harbour and under jib still, slipped
in with ease amongst the clutter of Norse type boats in the inner harbour and laid
her alongside at the self same berth where we had laid Euphartzel.
Quite literally, before we had a line ashore a pair of hands of two old friends
of ours from our last visit here, had stretched across and welcomed us back even
before we had touched alongside - Mr. Simmonsen the tourist chief and his Swiss
secretary Miss Weber were down to see us safely in.
We had been seven days and nights at sea, with just the call to Dunvegan to
stretch our legs, the passage of 313 miles from there had taken us 65 hours, an
average of 4.8 knots, whilst the passage as a whole of 638 miles had worked out
at almost exactly 4 knots, including the time in Dunvegan.
It was good to be back, and to see old friends again.
IN THE ISLANDS
Torshavn is the one large town in all the Faeroes, its population something
over 7,000. It is a most picturesque eight from the harbour for it is built up
steep slopes all around, nearly every house being painted in strong contrasting
colours so that the general effect is wonderfully kaleidoscopic, the older blackened
timber houses with their vivid lush covered grass roofs ’grandes dames’ amongst
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the flappers. The streets are very hilly, twisty and narrow and in the older
part are virtually non-existent the houses appearing to have been packed in at
any odd angle that they happened to fit - most charming.
To us ’old hands’ Ninian, Mabel and myself, much had changed in five
years, mostly for the worse we thought - sure sign that we are getting past our
best.
The streets instead of being virtually empty of traffic were now crammed
with huge American style taxis and many cars - there used to be eight taxis in
all the islands - so that one no longer owned the road as one used to do. Youths
tore around in cars and on droves of auto cycles, all was restlessness. All
this it would seem, has been brought about by a tremendous wave of prosperty
flowing from the fact that the price of fish has increased by something like a
half in recent years, for now the Faeroe trawlers go all the way to Denmark
to land their catch instead of having it bought for far lower prices by Danish
merchants in Torshavn. This is vital to the Faeroes for almost everything
here is based on fish.
One other change this has brought about is in the pattern of drinking,
especially amongst the youth. It was more than noticeable at the dances in
the town that even the young boys still well in their teens often tended to be
somewhat ’soused’ rather than a little merry and often rather surprisingly
casual in their manner with the girls. Perhaps we were really thinking of our
own unwasted teenage years’.
There is still a kind of prohibition everywhere. There are no pubs or such
places, but everyone over twenty can get a ration of spirits four times a year a
dozen bottles each time. This has lead to no drinking for quite a deal of the
time and pretty hectic drinking when the cargo comes from Denmark. It was
interesting that this law was introduced immediately after women were allowed
to vote for the first time - be it on their heads.
By the end of the first evening we had invitations to the houses of not only
those who knew us, but to several other ones as well; they are a most genuinely hospitable people who love to invite their new friends home, for life is
firmly based here and not in pubs and clubs.
Mr. Simmonsen and Miss Weber were more than good to us throughout our
time here and gave us more than one splendid meal, particularly one at which
we had little squares of raw oily whale meat followed by some kind of dried fishagain raw, to sop up the oil - quite delicious. The drinks became equally
exotic.
Of all the other houses we were so kindly taken into, perhaps the most
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remembered was the very cosy one of the old waterman who had looked after
Eqphanzel so well. His charming wife produced a splendidly laid out tea - and
this immediately after Mr. Simmonsen’s whale meat luncheon which we had
hurried from, Many are the hazards of Torshavn.
Sessions seemed to blow up from nowhere, hours became detached from
actual days and by Monday or Tuesday or thereabouts, it seemed we might
never see the light of day if we did not get away from so much goodwill.
What finally spurred us to make the effort was the danger of being submerged in Torshavn by the National Festival, St. Olaf’s day, which by all
accounts spills over into several days and nights, - quite apart from the disturbing rumours which were tending now to reach the boat of quite innocent
girls being accosted in the streets very late at night, by a ’strange foreign
Irish accent’ and the complaint of those in Authority that some were even
persued by this strange man, now mounted on a citizen’s bicycle - and that
without a light. This last little episode very nearly lead to the enforced stay
not only of the cyclist but also of the "Prisoners Friend" another of our crew
who had chased the Black Maria with great determination guided by the stentorian singing of the accused, and who may have been a little indiscreet in
the ransom ’free of duty’ he offered for pardon of the prisoner. However,
good sense and most of all good humour prevailed on all ~ides and both were
back aboard before the dawn’.
On the Monday after we arrived, Mabel and I took the post boat over to
the adjacent island of Sandoy and spent a marvellous sunny day walking the
length of this lovely island. Next morning we were driven back the dozen
miles or so in the island’s milk lorry by a student-teacher of (splendid) English
who would not hear of any payment.
The others took Tirila n-Og over to another island, Nolsoy, just across
the Sound from Torshavn, said to be the first of the islands ihhabited and
still a very curious village.

We got back on Tuesday and despite an all night ’do’, were all - except
poor Stanley who had to fly back home to put a boiler in his Works - up at
crack of dawn to get a bus to take us to Vestmanhavn on our way across yet
another island to catch the post boat out to the most western and most isolated
of them all, Mykines, which we had tried to land on from Euphanzel but had
failed. Ninian had never forgotten this disappointment for this island is one
of the most notable for bird life in all Europe, and so landing here was one of
the main reasons why he had come north again. My own obsession left over
from the other great failure of that trip, to sail around the huge cliffs of the
North end of the Islands, cliffs over 2,000 feet sheer drop which it is said, are
the highest sea cliffs in the world. This we failed to do this time as well,
mainly on account of the wind direction which was north,westerly, for in these
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islands the side upon which the winds blow is nearly always shrouded in heavy mist
if not indeed, in pouring rain. This usually spreads in almost to the centre of the
group, whilst to lee of that the weather is progressively finer until the coast is
reached where it may well be a lovely summer’s day. This fact is one of the
keys of deciding where to go on any day whether by land or sea, - always go to
leeward. Torshavn is counted lucky as it is frequently in the fringes of the
clear weather. This division of the islands into clear or murky weather can
often be clearly seen from where one is and should never be neglected.
We did however make Mykines this time, in horrible weather and heavy seas,
Ninian closing his eyes in splendid faith as he was bundled bodily like a sack of
puffins out of the trawler down into the small boat at the split second it surged up
on the foaming crest of a large swell.
We stayed two nights in the hotel-house of Mrs. Davidson in the tiny village
and next morning wandered along the cliffs to see the almost unbelievably
abundant sea bird life here. There were the delightful yellow beaked puffin by
the m~ny thousand, rafts of them close packed - literally acres in extent - were
riding at anchor on the sea 3000 feet below us, with thousands more strewn
along the very edges of the cliffs. There were delicate kittiwake floating on upcurrents from far below and indelicate and ill-mannered terns dropping a hint
that we were not so welcome in their part of the island. There were as well,
the national emblem of the Faeroes the carefully unmolested Tjaldur and many
many other birds as well. Ninian was assuaged.
Very early On our second morning here just as I was about to put a foot into
the first bit of clothing, the door burst open and there stood Mrs. Davidson the
bearer of great news, "Grindabod"’. A school of whale had just been sighted off
the point. She continued on to tell us to jump to it as the boats would be launched
immediately and there were no other ones to take us back. So great was the
excitement of this news that neither of us noticed that I had about as much clothing
on as a new born whale, but what of trifles at such a time as this? It was most
extraordinary luck that we should be in on a whale hunt once again, for many have
come years here and never managed it. We grabbed our gear and fled down to
the ’harbour’ and helped launch two boats, for almost all the men were away fishing in Greenland.
Outside were the fins of a school of whales - about thirty I would have said but
the men reckoned on nearly five times that number - and slowly and carefully and
with great skill the two boats got the herd under way, gradually easing them along
the foot of the huge cliffs towards the ~sound between Mykines and Vagar, on route
for a fjord in this other island - for there is no place at all in Mykines shallow
enough to kill whale which sink when they are dead.
This driving is done by continuously and constantly hurling a stone on a cord
ahead of the boat, immediately hauling it in again and then re-throwing it without
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a pause. Apparently the stream of bubbles it takes down with it frightens the
whales along. This was kept up unceasingly for hour after hour.
All went well for about five miles until the headland was reached beyond
which the tide ran very strongly. This disturbed the whales who several times
turned tail and dashed back the way they had come, the two boats madly trying
to overtake them and head them out across the Sound again.
For well over an hour the battle of wits was fought out beneath this towering headland, in rather huge seas which would appear about to swamp the boats
but just did not, till at last the herd were quietened and started out across the
Sound.
Soon after these two boats had accomplished this most difficult task, other
ones appeared upon the scene - word of this travels far and fast - until there
were about a dozen in a wide spread crescent.
By early afternoon the Armada had arrived at the head of the fjord and after
a while endeavoured to drive them up on a shallow part of the shore, watched by
every man, woman and child of the town.
With the most tremendous flurry of white water the whales would dash in
panic from the boats towards the shore and all would stiffen in anticipation of the
kill but time after time, the herd turnedtail and dashed back again - there was
a sand bank off the shore over which they would not go. This was half expected
so they were driven back someway down the fjord near another beach on an island
towards the entrance and left in a huddle there the whole night through until next
morning when the tide would be just right, watched by only two boats, one a half
mile away and the second one another half mile down the fjord from it. There
they stayed in a cluster for if one had got away the whole herd would have followed.
We stayed the night in this town of Sorvagur but most disappointing had to
leave early in the morning before the kill, (a magnificently appalling event we
had been in on last time). On our way back to Toshavn we heard in the news
broadcast that the entire herd of over 150 whales had been slaughtered. Much
merryment would be made that night after the division Of the whale meat’.
Sunday 31st July was a beautiful sunny morning as we got sail on Tir na
n-Og and in the light wind gently glided out of Torshavn harbour, on our way to
Suderoy the southmost island, the first leg towards home. Later on we had to
motor and for a long time made no headway off Littla Dimun as the tide was
exactly equal to our engine. However the view of this amazing island close abeam
was most impressive; we could see sheep far up over our heads and as the whole
island is encircled by cliffs many hundreds of feet high it seemed impossible that
they ever could have got there. By supper time we were once again back in the
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fjord and harbour of Tvoroyri which we had so enjoyed before.
Here we stayed until noon on Wednesday and saw again the good Mr.Enni~
who those years ago had materialised out of an appalling night at the crucial
moment to grab a line as we tore into this very narrow harbour after a pasting in a full 8. He very kindly invited us up to his house one night to meet
his family, which we did and much enjoyed.
We climbed a mountain or two here and took a magnificent taxi trip up
and down and around fjord after fjord to see Vaag the other port in this island,
a most memorable days tour even though we were glad to find that we had put
in at Tvoroyri rather than Vaag. Time passed pleasantly on this island as it
had done before.
HOMEWARD FROM TVOROYRI
Just after noon, on Wednesday 3rd August, we let go from alongside the
Scottish fishing boat where we had lain since coming to Tvoroyri and with full
sail set beat out from alongside now on our way home.
The crew of this boat were, as fishermen always seem to be, a grand lot
and were well known for years here as very regular callers. Every morning
a huge dish with a dozen beautifully fried eggs and a dozen and a half rashers
done to a turn would be handed aboard as soon as we had wakened, ’breakfast
was now served’ ’.
We gathered the impression that for almost all the crew this port had
strong attractions and was a home from home for them, even though not all
of them were quite single. As one of the few who had no such distractionhere
remarked to Mabel just after we had all been listening to the weather forecast a bad one full of depressions and such like - "This town is a great place for
secondaries’."
Just as we were out of the harbour and slowly sailing down the fjord beside
it, the trawler blew a great blast upon her siren. This was taken up by all the
other ones in port as well as by some coasters, cars in the town turned down
the side streets to the jetty and blew their horns continuously until it seemed
like New Years Eve down in the docks. Those on the harbour outer wallwaved
us farewell; it was a most tremendous send-off, and quite surprising too, as
we had led a very quiet life here.
It was not until we were half way on our passage that it occurred to any of
us to wonder if this enormous din could have had any thing to do with a possible
message from Stanley who had made some very vague arrangements with Ninian
on the morning we had left for Mykines - just after the all night ’do’, when
neither of them was particularly vocal or lucid - that he would let us know if he
could get back to us before we sailed, and if so, where he would join us - if he
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could find out where we were’. We since have been afraid to ask him if this
were so; a little nag of doubt still hangs around.
We slipped on in light winds and by supper time had taken our departure
from Akraberg lighthouse on the south tip of the Faeroes and from the nasty
Munken Rocks. Eventually the wind came from the east and so I laid a course
a few miles to the west of the Butt of Lewis to allow for the east-going drift.
We broad reached all night, all next day and the following night as well,
with an odd push from the engine, mostly in poor visibility. However during
Thursday I got a series of sights of the sun at breakfast time and another
series of seven shots at about one minute intervals at tea-time, both almost
dead on the beam and thus most useful as the resultant position lines were
almost parallel to our course. I worked out and plotted the later one (after
a long time) and found that sure enough, we had been set quite a few miles
to the east. This was most valuable to know at this half way stage so I
corrected the course, which now brought us in between our two unlit islets,
Sula Sgeir and North Rona, which once again we should be passing in the night.
By 0200 on Friday a vague darkening of the murk indicated some sort of
land - Sula Sgeir close abeam; by dawn more definite land was sighted far
ahead fine on the starboard bow, the north point of the Outer Hebrides. By
breakfast time the Butt of Lewis was abeam and soon after lunch we beat up
Stornoway harbour and tied up alongside a trawler close to the centre of the
town after an easy passage of 200 miles in a little over 50 hours.
We all felt as though we were as good as home now - life is very relative.
Stornoway is a town with quite a character even though of a rather austere
kind, but there was nothing much austere in the character of a wonderfully
extraverted North of Ireland fisherman we met here and had a few drinks with;
he would have been a dangerous man to be with at some of the gatherings they
have in that str0ng-minded part of our country.
We left before noon and had a most beautiful sail across the North Minch
in glorious sunny weather, with a skyline of mountainous perfection on our
bow. We were bound for the lovely named Summer Isles and lovely they are
too - a fine close scattering of islands in an even finer bay. We slowly sailed
at evening time into the snuggest of snug anchorages, in the largest island, a
little corner of a little bay behind some tiny islets known as the Cabbage Patch.
We landed and climbed the hill and had views to remember. Mabel and I had
our first bathe in the little ’harbour’ here and she particularly, was delighted
to find when we returned on board, that Ninlan had cooked up a splendid dinner.
Just as the port was about to circulate we had a visit from the young crew of the
only other yacht here, a fine fast old one on charter whose owner in the Clyde
was happily convinced that his boat was on the right side of the Crinan’. This
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was a lovely place to cap a lovely day and was a wish fulfilment as well as
that.
We weighed soon after breakfast in sunshine and little wind and gave the
unnamed boat a tow quite a few miles out towards the Minches. When wind
came up we dropped her where upon she rather ungratefully showed us her
fine old heels and sailed through our lee without a qualm. However we had
our revenge for when the wind fell away again we motored to Portree in Skye
for the night and sighted him still well to the north next morning when we
left to cross that truly magnificent conjuncture of waters approaching Kyle
Akin and Kyle Rhea, the passages between Skye and the mainland, Kyle Rhea
a wonderful ’drowned valley’ with a sluicing tide through it ending in a thrilling overfalls.
We anchored off the beach at Kyle Akin to await this tide and were hailed
by am elderly old chap with a few days beard the very spit of Pop- Eye who
waved a tiny (Irish) TricoloUr at us and soon after came alongside in the most
minutest cruiser imaginable in which he had won the Tricolour at a Shannon
Rally for the best fitted boat’. This was Wing Commander Hay (retired) who
towed his cruiser around behind a huge old ambulance which he had bought for
sixty pounds - a genitis ~ who lived like a millionaire on very little. The
original "£300 One" ?
We beat on down the Sound of Sleat and as it was apparent that we would be
the night at sea if we held on for Tobermory, we put in instead to the anchorage
off the south-east corner of Eigg, entering by the south passage as the north one
is very foul and not well marked. This anchorage is very shallow but excellent
and the island is a pleasant place to walk.
We left here early in the morning, rounded Ardnamurchan, topped the I, 000
mark off Ru-na-Gal!.!ight, then called intto Tobermory for stores and as the
forecast and the head wind were both heavy, put into Loch Aline nearer the east
end of the Sound of Mull for a night’s perfect shelter out of the force 8 easterly
gale now on its way.
We lay here all the day with several other boats listening to the forecast and
working out most complicated sums to see the earliest or the latest times that
we could leave if it did moderate, so as to arrive at Pladda just at first lightand
yet get past there and through Dorus Mor before their 7 knot tides turned foul the margin either way was very small.
In the event, we left just after midnight with absolutely no wind and so dark
that nothing whatsoever could be seen, I had grave qualms all the way out, as
we crawled along with occasional little kicks of the engine, Aidan and James with
torches trying to see when we were drawing near either shore for there are nasty
reefs here:, easy enough to keep off in some sort of light. I was much relieved
when we did get clear without a bump and had not much more anxiety as we did
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arrive on almost the last of the ebb tide at Pladda just as dawn was beginning to
break. We got through Dorus Mor as the tide began to turn against us and lay off
Crinan until breakfast when we went into the sea lock.
Before we set off through the Canal we had baths in the hotel which now seems
more tolerant of sailing folk than they used to be - in fact much more so.
As usual we thoroughly enjoyed the passage of this most pleasant of canals
and our call at the fine old Inn at the half way mark.
We lay the night in the basin at Ardrishaig and were visited by that famous
Customs Officer - Mr. Brown, who knows a thing or two about a boat or two but
who soon is retiring from the Service.
We set off early in the morning in light or little wind, crossed the ~,ocatively named Inchmarnoch Water and so on down Kilbrarmon Sound between Kintyre
and Aran Island and out the Clyde on the old beaten track for home, through
heavy traffic off Belfast Lough.
By breakfast next day South Rock J~ight Vessel was abeam, soon after lunch
the easterly forecast of ’6 perhaps 7’ arrived so we lowered the main once more
and under the genoa only made splendid speed with comfort back to our moorings
in Dun Laoire Harbour, in nice time for our last dinner on board, which Mabel
produced with what I imagine was profound even if concealed relief, for cooking
is never easy at sea even for those who can eat there, let alone for those who
can scarcely bear to contemplate the stuff when once afloat. I too know. It was
four weeks and a day and 1257 miles back on the log since we had last lain here.
Tit na n-Og had been ’blooded’ in northern waters as we had hoped and had
acquitted herself very well indeed, for if canvas is reduced when it should be,
she is a most capable and comfortable boat at sea, though truth to tell we had
no weather of the severity of five years ago, but if we had had we are happy that
she would have seen us safely through with an adequate margin to spare, a gratifying feeling with which to wind up a maiden cruise in a new boat.
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SUMMARY
hrs ,/

Date

Destination

Miles

mins.

Knots

July
16-19

Dunvegan

324.7

84r45

3.8

19-22

Torshavn

313,3

65-00

4.8

31

Tvoroyri

35.0

8-30

4.1

201.1

51-20

3.9

August
3-5

Stornoway

6

Summer Isles

33.5

6-50

4.9

7

Portree

48.0

11-15

4.3

8

E igg

53.5

14-40

3.6

9

Tobermory

24.4

5-35

4.3

9

Loch Aline

17.3

4-05

4.3

11

C rinan

28.3

7-30

3.8

11

Ardrishaig

8.0

6-00

1.3

12 -13

Dun Laoire

170.0

36-15

4.7

1257.1

301-45

4.15

Under Power

30.1% 29.5%
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IN HELEN TO THE LAND OF THE VIKINGS
by
PAT AND HOWARD GREER
"Helen of Howth" is a 29 ton aux. centre-board yawl designed
by J. B. Kearney
Having cruised the two previous years to the West coast of Spain, we decided
this year to resist the attractions of the sunny South, strong though they were,
and instead to make Norway our cruising ground. We had heard so much about
the marvellous cruising to be had in Norwegian waters, and had been so strongly
attracted by the aura of mythology surrounding this land of-’the Vikings, that we
felt Norway would be a rather wonderful and exciting place to visit.
At 20.00 on Wednesday, 15th June, "Helen" set sail from Howth. Due to
such mundane and pressing things as work and examinations, several members
of the crew ere unable to leave with the ship but planned to join her later. In
fact, "Helen" had only three on board - the skipper Perry Greer, Ken Cooke and
Dermot Luke - when she left Howth for Donaghadee on the first leg of the journey
northwards, arriving in Donaghadee after a good night’s sail at 08.00 on Thursday
morning.
Later that day the ladies - Mary Luke, Bunny Greer and Pat Greet, accompanied by Dick Watson, joined the Skipper and the rest of the crew there, so that
by that time there were seven of us.
It was on Friday morning that we really felt our cruise was beginning as we
left Donaghadee with the usual beginning-of-holiday excitement. We male a surprisingly fast passage - seventeen hours later we were anchored in Duart Bay, in
Lough Linnhe - for it seemed that we were in favour with the gods and had had an
exhilarating spinnaker run most of the way.
By Saturday lunch time we were in the Caledonian Canal° The canal was a
great novelty for most of us, including Helen herself for she had never been in
fresh water before. It seemed very strange to find pine cones littering the decks
and to be lulled to sleep by the bleating of sheep. The countryside through which
the canal passes is very beautifui and presents an ever-changing picture of Scottish
scenery. It’s such a pity that it isn’t more used by cruising yachts, for if it is not
it may well shut down. As the locks are not worked on Sunday, we spent that day
anchored in Achnacarry Bay in Loch Lochy, which we considered to be the most
beautiful of all the lochs. That was a glorious day and one which we will all remember; cuckoos calling from the hills which slope down to the very water’s edge, and
in the distance the sun glinting on the snows of Ben Nevis. It was one of those rare
golden days of high summer.
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Before we leave the Caledonian Canal, we feel we must mention George, the
head Lock-keeper at Inverness. He is quite a ’character’, and must be seen to
be believed as he cycles hither and thither clad in shorts, low-cut vest and trilby
hat, exposing a very sun-tanned torso. He has some stories to teil too, as we
found out when we invited him on board for a whiskey which he knocked back in
true seaman’s fashion.
Tuesday, the 21st saw us leaving the sea lock at Inverness bound for Stavanget in Norway. After intermittent spells of light and heavy weather, the wind
eventually fell away completely and for the latter part of the crossing we motored through the famous North Sea fog. The sea, too, had that grey, cold and uninviting look for which the North Sea is noted. That weather stayed with us until
we arrived off the Norwegian coast. But now the mist cleared somewhat and the
sun shone warmly through. In fact it became so hot that we felt that Helen must
have taken us to Spain instead of Norway’. However, it was Norway after all and
in the early afternoon of Thursday we were tied up in Stavanger.
A couple of hours later - we certainly timed our arrival well - two more crew,
Howard Greet and Hilary Bell, arrived on the train from Oslo having flown from
Dublin, swelling our numbers to nine.
Stavanger, as an anchorage, is not among the best owing to the constant coming and going of ships, which necessitates frequent moving as one always seems
to be in the way. And as a result of nearby fish-canneries,, the water is covered
by what smells like cod-liver oil - our poor rubber dinghy was impregnated with
the stuff. But the town itself is rather attractive and certainly gave us a good first
impression of Norway. It looked so different from any place we had ever visited
before with its narrow streets and brightly painted buildings - mostly constructed
of overlapping timbers. Because of the low rise and fall of tide, many of the buildings are built right at the water’s edge giving the place an almost Venetian appearance. In fact, many of them have landing stages and doors opening on to the sea,
for, as we were to learn later, the Norwegians use boats as we do cars and lorries.
As we were all dying to get away from civilisation for a bit, and find some of
those beautiful deserted Norwegian fjords about which we had read so much, we left
Stavanger next day and sailed up Stavanger Fjord.
Our first anchorage was in H~le Fjord where we found a small inlet on the N.E.
side of the fjord, surrounded by mountains. It was a beautiful spot and seemed
incredibly quiet after the noise of the city. We had wanted to go further up this
inlet but were unable to, as there was an overhead cable across it at its narrowest
part. Fortunately, we saw this in time, for it wasn’t marked on the chart. We
found later this occurs frequently.
While in Stavanger, we had been visited by the Secretary of Stavanger Yacht
Club, who gave us some good advice on which places to visit. One of these, which
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he said was a ’must’, was Lysefjord. He told us that it is perhaps the most
awe=inspiring of all the Norwegian fjords, with very high overhanging sides
and tremendous depths. So visit Lysefjord we did, and we were so overcome
by it: that we could now well believe, as the Secretary had told us, that few
yachtsmen everwished to spend the night there.
Just for a bit of ’divarsion" we tried "Helen" alongside the cliffs. Itturned
out to be quite a job as there were no jutting-out rocks around which to get a
warp. However, Dermot solved the problem - amid great hilarity, he solemnly hammered a large brass wood screw into the rock to which we could attach
a line.
The cliff rose for one thousand feet sheer above us like a collossal quay
wall whilst our echo sounder could not find bottom below. We felt we had
to leave something to show we’d been there, so if you happen to visit Lysefjord and find a message in a lemonade bottle attached to the cliff by a brass
wood screw please do let us know’.
A mere glance at a chart showing this part of the Norwegian coast is
sufficient for one to realise what an eternity could be spent in really exploring and getting to know these parts. There are fjords which penetrate a
hundred miles and more and innumerable islands - in fact, during the whole
of our cruise from Stavanger to Bergen we were, strictly speaking, at sea for
only about ten miles. For the rest of the time we had land on both sides.
As we wanted to enjoy the scenery, all of our sailing was accomplished
during daylight hours. We .generally aimed to find an anchorage in the later
afternoon, so that the energetic types could go ashore and get a good bit of
exercise.
Our next stop after Lysefjord was to Tau, where we anchored between a
small island and a large mill on the shore. As dusk was failing we had quite
a fright as a large passenger vessel rushed towards the bay and headed inside
the island. She was perhaps a cable from Helen travelling at a good twelve
knots when she slammed her engine into reverse and backed away having come
within one hundred feet she lost way and slowly went astern. It was certainly
a frightening experience so we would not advise this anchorage.
Our next stop after Lysefjord was at Langho, some miles north of Stayanger, we found a delightful anchorage off Finnoy Island, on which Stavanger
Yacht Club is situated. Within a few minutes of our arrival there, the Secretary came alongside and invited us over to the Club from where we watched
the start of a Cruiser’s race to Bergen. We were then shown over the Clubhouse which is beautifully decorated in typical Scandinavian style. The Junior
section of the Club is very well organised. They have a well-equipped camp
site in the trees above the Clubhouse where the young people stay during the
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special sailing courses held each summer.
From Langen we moved on to Skudeneshavn, a fishing village well worth a
visit. It’s a quaint place with its rather dilapidated old buildings and shipyards
along the water-front. As in most of the Norwegian towns there were several
very good fishing tackle shops and Dick and Howard returned to Helen loaded
with gear. We left again in the afternoon and soon the fishing tackle was in use.
Within half an hour we had caught our supper.
As the barometer had been dropping steeply we decided to look for a safe
anchorage. This we found at Vestre Bokn where we moored Helen fore and aft
in a completely hand locked creek with two anchors out ahead and a stern warp
to a ring ashore. In spite of the gale warning we spent a calm and peaceful
night.
On the following day we sailed northwards, our next call being Haugesund,
a reasonably big town and one of only three places in which we were able to
have a meal ashore.
From Haugesund, where Mary and Dermot left us, we sailed out to sea
and thence up the Hardanger Fjord - one of the longest and most famous of the
Norwegian Fjords. We found several anchorages in the fjord~ and thus came
seawards again to delightful Lerwick where Ken left us catching the hydrofoil
to Bergen. There is a regul ar hydrofoil connection operating between Bergen
and a number of towns along this coast which makes it easy for crews to leave
and join the ship.
Here the weather began to deteriorate and we had a good deal of rain and
mist. It was a pity for after leaving Hardanger Fjord we passed through Lok
Sund - a very narrow sound with high tree-covered mountains on both sides.
It was really beautiful but would have been even more so if the weather had
been better.
By Monday, 4th July, we had worked our way as far north as Bergen, having
spent some pleasant nights in quiet little anchorages. While in Bergen we lay
alongside the Custom’s House Quay; this suited us well, as it meant that we
were out of the way of the shipping traffic (which, even in small Norwegian
coastal towns is very heavy), and also that we were near the city centre.
Before nearing Bergen the weather had been exceptionally good - far better
than Irish weather - but it now progressively worsened, and true to form, during
our stay in Bergen it rained a great deal. However, we braved it and saw a good
deal of the city. There is much of interest to the visitor - a trip to the famous
Bergen Aquarium is especially recommended; also the Rasmus Meyer Art
Collection which contains a number of paintings by Munch.
One sad and regrettable thing about Norway is the lack of pubs, which some
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of our crew members found well-night unbearable. Even in a big city like Bergen
there are only a couple of bars, and the prices there are scandalous - 4/6d for
a glass of beer’. And licensing laws are strict - spirits cannot be obtained at
weekends and, anyway, the price of these is prohibitive. Food, too, is rather
expensive, especially fresh food, such as vegetables and fruit.
After a couple of days in Bergen, we moved "Helen" out to Bergen Yacht
Club at Kvitterspollen, about 15 miles south of the city. The club, which is
situated in beautiful surroundings, has excellent facilities for yachts, although
the social side (there is a lovely Club House, but no bar) is certainly cut to a
minimum. "Helen" was to stay here on a mooring provided by the ~Very hospitable club, while the Skipper and Bunny returned to Ireland to attend to some
business, leaving Howard, Pat and Hilary on board.
On Saturday, the 16th July the first instalment of the crew for the trip home
arrived - Bob Fannin, Bertie Smith, and Jim Cox - and the following day John
McConnell and the Skipper joined us. After some sight-seeing and an evening
ashore, we left Bergen on Tuesday 19th, having made a trip to the Met. Office.
"Absolutely no chance of a north-easterly - probably little or no wind at all,
and certainly nothing with north or east in it’." .. they told the Skipper. But
they were wrong. For the next two days we were graced with a moderate northeasterly, and "Helen" romped her way across the North Sea towards Scotland.
By lunch time on Thursday we were entering Cromarty Firth, and here it looked
as though the Royal Navy had sent a special party to meet us, when we saw
thirteen of her Britannic Majesty’s Fleet steaming towards us in perfect formation. However our attempts to close them for photographs caused some difficulties, causing the entire flotilla to make a sharp turn to starboard. When last
seen they appeared to be in utter confusion. By late afternoon we were back in
the Caledonian Canal where we tied up at the r~estern end of Nuirtown Locks in
Inverness. Here we filled up with water and a few necessary stores before moving on.
As the locks are not operated after seven o’clock, we spent the night midway between two locks, using our spinnaker booms to hold "Helen" out from the
bank. It seemed so peaceful out there in the heart of the country, especially
after two and a half days of hard sailing. But our peace was soon shattered, for,
horror or horrors, within a few minutes there were dozens of jabbering Boy
Scouts lining the bank beside us - just our luck to have tied up near a Scout
camp site. However, after an hour or so the novelty of us wore off and they
gradually disappeared, leaving us in peace once more.
Early next day we pushed on towards Loch Ness. The weather had deteriorated considerably and we had a tough beat up the loch against a force 9 - 10
headwind, easily the hardest sail of the whole cruise. It took 5 hours to work
our way the 25 miles up the loch - it’s quite narrow and we had to tack every five
minutes or so. It was a new experience to be lashed by fresh water spray.
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If anybody doesn’t believe that lake-sailing can be just as tough as the sea, we
challenge him to try Loch Ness under the sort of conditions we had.

l

By the evening of Saturday, 23rd July, we were back in the briny sea
once more, moored off Corpach where we spent that night. Although we were
by now well ahead of schedule, and had planned to spend the Sunday in Scotland, we felt we just had to make the most of the fresh north-westerly which
was with us now and so we set sail f0r Ireland. We arrived at Red Bay just
south of Rathlin Island at 04.00 on Monday and anchored there for a few
hours to catch up on sleep. Just before leaving we noticed two men in a car
parked on the shore road close by, scrutinizing us closely through binoculars.
Our binoculars revealed that they were Customs’ Officers. It seemed they
were taking no chances.
We were again lucky with the breeze, and a moderate north-westerly
brought us to Ardglass by Monday night. Never before on a cruise had we
had such consistently good luck with the weather. Except for Loch Ness, we
had favourable winds for the whole trip, and on Tuesday we raced home under
spinnaker, averaging almost 9 knots. We arrived at Howth at 19.00 that
evening. Once again, our cruise had gone exactly to schedule and had nearly
two thousand miles of trouble-free sailing - careful maintenance and planning
certainly does pay off in the long run.

HOWTH TO NORWAY VIA THE CALEDONIAN CANAL
CRUISING INFORMATION
The Caledonian Canal:
The Caledonian Canal runs from Corpach at the head of Loch Linnhe to Inverness. The total length is about 60 miles but only about one third is through
cuttings, the rest being through Lock Lochy; Loch Oich; Loch Ness and Loch
Dochfour - all are very beautiful.
The maximum draught is 14 feet and all bridges open. The only limit to height
is by high voltage overhead cable; the clearance being in excess of 100 ft.
Maximum beam is 35 feet and length 150 feet.
The Canal can be entered or left for two hours before and after high water.
It is desirable to advise the Head Lock-keeper at either end or proposed date
and time of arrival.
Water and Diesel oil can be obtained at Corpach, Fort Augustus and Lochs,
Inverness. Stores also are available at these places and several smaller
places along the Canal.
The Admiralty Chart No. 1791 covers the Canal satisfactorily.
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The Locks close at 7.00 p.m. there being no navigation after dark, (except in
the Lochs which, however, are generally unlit).
The Locl~ are closed on Sundays.
The Canal dues are based on length and are fairly heavy - £15 each way for
Helen (54 ft. overall). A week’s holiday could be very pleasantly spent in the
lochs of the Canal. Two days are quite sufficient for the passage through. I
don’t think it could be done in one. Full information can be obtained from the
Manager and Engineer whose address is:- Caledonian Canal, Clachnaharry,
Inverness - ’phone No. Inverness 33140.
STAVANGER TO BERGEN
Navigation and Charts:
The Norwegian charts are excellent buttather dear as they do not appear to be
stocked even in London. Chart Agents will, however, obtain them for you, but
charge heavily for transport of them. I suggest borrowing if you can - I have
some, also Admiralty Pilots, which I would gladly lend.
Care should be taken in navigating in narrow creeks to avoid overhead cables;
these are shown on the charts by faint dotted lines and are very easily missed,
in fact, not all are marked.
Sometimes the soundings in very narrow passages are shown not on the water
but on the land, these indil~ate the depths right at the side. There is practically
no tide.
All the channels are very well marked and rocks generally have perches with
top marks like a finger post pointing to the deep water side. Navigation is therefore very simple and the smallest creek can be explored with safety.
Anchoring:
There are literally thousands of delightful anchorages even in the brief stretch
of coast line which we covered from Stavanger to Bergen. On this section only
about ten miles need be in the open sea; all the rest can be done in sheltered
waters passing inside the islands.
In view of the hard bottom generally a CQ~ anchor is pretty useless - a fisherman is best. Probably a Danforth would be good too. The water is generally
very deep and a long nylon warp would be very good. Long warps also would
be needed for mooring to the shore where at the anchoring places there are
rings in the rocks; these are marked by a white circle and the drill is to drop
an anchor and run out a stern warn to a ring ashore.
St ore s:
Petrol and Diesel Oil are available at the very numerous marine filling stations
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and any that we visited also supplied water free of charge. There are very
good shops at Stavanger, Skudeneshavn, Haugesund, Lerwick, and of course
at Bergen. At many of the anchorages there are no shops at all, in fact,
practically no facilities ashore.
At only three places we were able to get meals ashore, namelt at Stavanger,
Haugesund and Bergen, though there were cafes at Skudeneshavn and Letwick. Meat and fish is excellent as is the pork, but all stores except perhaps fish, are quite dear.
Drink is very expensive indeed and certainly it would pay to bring all that
you need. There are generally no pubs, but where there are hotels (ordy in
the big towns), drink is available, but often no spirits, and it is always dear.
We, however, got very good beer in bottles at Bergen for our return trip at
about 1/9d. per litre bottle which in fact is cheaper than it is here.
GAS
Bottled Gas seems to be widely available.
following address in Bergen:-

Kosangas can be obtained at the

Progns As
F J O’Sanger 66,
Bergen,
Norway.
Due to the lack of facilities for meals ashore we found our consumption very
high. We used about six bottles in five weeks; these are the normal 24-1b.
bottles.
WEATHER FORECAST
In the fjords we could not hear B.B.C. There is supposed to be a weather
forecast in English on some of the local stations, but we were never able to
find when they were on.
YACHT CLUBS
There are Clubs at Stavanger, near Bergen and at Kvitterspollen (also called
Hjellestad). Bergen Y.C. is really delightful; all facilities such as showers,
clothes washing machine, moorings, etc., but no bar or fuel facilities.
It would be quite feasible to lay a yacht up for thewinter there.
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ROYAL DANISH YACHT CLUB CENTENARY
Recollections of the offshore races
by Henry Horsman.
"Anne Marie" of which I own a smell share is a 16 ton yawl by Van der Stadt
built of wood in Norway in 1965. On first boarding her in the Bergen Y.C. hatbout on 14th July I was aggreably surprised to find myself on so graceful a boat,
her oiled teak and blue upholstery helped make a most attractive saloon on board
the best equipped yacht it has been my privilege to sail. I was the guest of my
senior partner Finn Engelsen and his wife Petra. Finn"s object was to partake
in the Skaw race and we numbered 5 and later 7 for the sail to Goteborg, 7 for
the race to Copenhagen and 8 for the Skaw.
We sailed within 3 hours of my arrival and being pressed for time put into
Tananger for a taxi to Stavanger where we met as promised Ragny and Bitten
Bergesen, delightful members of a famous seafaring family whose husbands
Sigval and Olle had died young in the last two years, a great loss not alone to
their families and those who knew them as friends but also to Stavanger and Norway and even further afield, for Sigval had many of his ships built in Belfast.
We left Tananger at midnight and carried the big spinnaker till near Lister
when the halliard let go and the remnants made quite a sea anchor. Ashore at
a smalI port near Farsund to wire Ratsey for a new one and arrange for our two
crew joining at Kristiansand to bring a borrowed one. Having collected crew
and sail at Kristiansand we sailed immediately for the Skaw L.V., rounded it the
following day and made Marstrand that afternoon, July 18th.
There were some twenty starters with us in Class II, only 5 or 6 in Class
I. Finn was first over the line and weawere third round the Skaw L.V., but also
lost many places that night. The whole race was in light to moderate following
wind, which failed completely during the afternoon of the following day when we
finished, leaving Class III another night at sea.
Copenhagen harbour was a wonderful spectacle with all the square-rigged
vessels moored in the centre of the approaches. In the yacht harbour to which
we were directed Swedish boats predominated, together with German, American,
Norwegian, British, Dutch, Finnish and Danish, the latter coming and going.
Many races were finishing and the smaller yachts in the Bermuda race had still
to arrive.
Our mast was the only thing that caused us concern on the way down. Van
der Stadt was consulted and his remark that it looked thin to him did not reassure
us. Finn’s reply, "You should know, you designed it~" was apt and in good
humour; I regret that in his shoes my humour might have been less good. At
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Copenhagen Petra left us and two more joined, making a crew of 8 men, one of
the newcomers being English, which reduced my embarrassment at causing
everyone to speak English just for my sake. Despite the hospitality and courtesy of the Danes, which was greatly appreciated by my Norwegian compani0ns~
the proximity of other yachts of another nationality and the general crowds wore
us down, so we sailed for a quiet harbour on the delightful small island of Hven
off the Swedish coast.
The start of the Skaw race was on Monday 25th July in the narrows off Elsinore with a fair tide running north at 4 knots. Class II was divided into A and B
and again we had had about 20 yachts in our division. Finn was equal first over
and our spinnaker was first up. Alas, a luffing match put us into a south-going
rip and half an hour later we were lying nearly last. That night the light southerly went west and blew up with our masthead recording 28 to 40 knots. In the
early hours Finn reluctantly handed the main to save the mast; I myself was not
sorry to have us give up as I felt lousy in a most uncomfortable sea. "Anne
Marie" had been going very well, overtaking all in sight, mostly smaller boats in
earlier classes; in the morning, as we drifted to leeward and made for the
approaches to Goteborg we were amazed at the number of boats we had sailed
through.
The stainless steel tabernacle was badly bent, so the whip in the mast must
have been very severe. We were not alone in pulling out, but I felt very sad that
all the efforts of our skipper had been brought to naught by an error in the design
of the mast.
The wind continued strong to gale for the next few days but sailing up the
coast to Marstrand was in sheltered water and I confess I was happier cruising
and not sorry to be out of the open sea; at force 7 and over I do not call it a
holiday. I believe some 80 yachts retired out of nearly 200 starters. A dismasted Class I Swede put into Marstrand after us and were told that a Norwegian
yacht was wrecked on the Swedish coast.
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LAPUTA 1966
See plan p. 133
Notes on cruising in the Baltic
G. Kimber
Laputa, our new yacht, is an enlarged Astrophel. Built in steel, she is a
15-ton Bermudan cutter, S.A. 712, L.W.L. 30’-~2ai,,
, L.O.A. 43’ 2", B. i0’
I, and D. 6’ 3". When considering accommodation, I had always maintained
that the only way to design the lay-out was to start with the sail locker and
work outwards from that. We put this in what would otherwise have been
the port quarter berth. For the rest, there is a two-berth forward cabin,
a saloon with two pilot berths and two settee berths, a quarter berth to
starboard and the "usual offices". The engine is a Perkins 4.99 diesel, the
precursor of the current 4. 107. When cruising we run it at 2000 r.p.m.,
giving a consumption of. 6 gallon an hour and a speed of 5.7 knots. With
this low consumption, combined with the low cost of diesel fuel, we almost
began to regret the amount of money spent on sails. There are tanks for
49 gallons of fuel and 100 gallons of water.
Robert Clark started the design in 1961, and delivery was for May, 1962,
but a dilatory builder became a bankrupt builder, who finally ended in jail. Meanwhile I was posted to Australia. Still unfinished, the yacht was moved to another
yard at the end of 1965, and finished in May, 1966.
The cruise, a somewhat leisurely progress of about 3 months, took us
through Holland, the Kiel Canal, the Little Belt to Copenhagen. Thence we went
to Bornholm and the East coast of Sweden as far north as the GSta Canal o The
canal system took us to Gothenburg, from which we returned by Anholt and the
Great Belt to Kiel (where we had a regrettably fleeting encounter with John Masser
in Segura - last seen, though without Segura, in Canberra) and so back to Holland
via Heligoland. Laputa is now laid up in Meeussen’s Yard at Breskens.
It is hoped that the following notes on the areas we covered may be of
help to anybody considering a cruise in the Baltic.
Cruising Area: One could spend several weeks cruising pleasantly, if not very
excitingly, in Danish waters alone. There are many quiet little harbours most~ly
situated conveniently close to one another (rather less quiet during the German
holiday season as if is inevitably the main cruising ground for German yachts).
There is no high land and the scenery is gently rural rather than dramatic.
HelsingaSr and Copenhagen must on no account be missed; many other towns are
of interest from the tourist’s point of view and it is well worth while having aboard
Muirhead’s Guides to Denmark and Sweden.
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The islands of Bornholm, Christians~ and Utklippan are all worth a visit
for different reasons. The last is nothing but a few rocks supporting a lighthouse, and sheltering an excellent artificial harbour at a convenient stopping
point in the passage to eastern Sweden.
I

We only saw the southern portion of the Swedish sk~rgard. This consists
of thousands of pine-clad islands, intersected by intricate, but excellently
buoyed, channels. The whole area is delightful and would be ideal for almost
indefinite pottering and family cruising with young children.
The G~ta Canal is of course a convenient way of getting back to the Kattegat
whilst avoiding the prevailing westerly winds in the S.E. of Sweden. We took
about nine days for the passage, but could have cut this down to about a week
without difficulty. But a week or two extra could easily be spent exploring the
larger lakes. We were rather disappointed with the scenery, but perhaps had
been led to expect too much. Most people disagree strongly with us’. The dues
will amount to over £20, which sounds a lot, but, considering what you get for
it compares very favourably with say, the Crinan. Remember that the glass
drops alarmingly as the height increases above sea level.
One ties up nearly everywhere in the Baltic, except in the skargard. It is
therefore necessary to have plenty of fenders and warps. Apart from light
nylon lines, we had two 2½V Courlene warps, each 15 fathoms long, and found
that Courlene stood up to chafe excellently. Courlene is now being replaced by
Nelson Spunstron (polipropylene) which is said to have the same resistance to
chafe, without Courlene’s capacity for untying itself untouched by human hand.
We had four expanded vynyl type fenders, two large, and two medium size. This
is a minimum; we could have done with more, especially in the G~ta Canal.
Navigation: The buoyage system of the whole Baltic was revised and made uniform in 1965, so that charts earlier than that date are useless. Use large scale
Danish, Swedish or Finnish charts ( as the case may be) as Admiralty charts are
not detailed enough. In Danish waters the Danish pilot "Den Danske Havnelods,
1964" is invaluable. It contains plans of virtually every Danish harbour, and can
be followed without any knowledge of the language.
Weather Forecasts: R"ugen Radio broadcasts in English at dictation speed on
1721 Kcs at 0810, 1110, 2010 and 2210 G. M.T., call sign DHS. The report starts
with a general inference and then gives forecasts for the southern Baltic areas.
Kiel Canal: This offers no problems and the charge is low (ii marks for Laputa).
We used the United Baltic Corporation as agents and reckoned they were good
value. There is no need to make arrangements beforehand; one of their men
will come aboard as soon as you tie up in the lock. Their charge is now 20 marks
and for this they handle all paper work in the canal, pay the canal charges, pay
any other charges (fuel, ship’s stores, repairs etc.) receive and hold mail, can
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be generally helpful with advice on any local matters, and collect in sterling
through their London office.
Customs: We had heard various stories about the relative officiousness of
the different Customs services. In fact, we found them a11 equally reasonable
and co-operative - much more so than the British Customs o
If going through the Klel Canal, take a Third Substitute flag with you; the
German Customs will tell you when to use it. When we arrived at Cuxhaven
with some out of bond drink bought in Holland aboard, we were told simply to
keep the flag flying until out of German waters; there was no sealing. The
same procedure applied on the return journey, when we took aboard some bonded drink at Kiel.
Drink: In Scandinavia drink is even more expensive than in the U.K. It is however possible to buy all you need out of bond from ships’ chandlers at Kiel or
Brurmsbuttelkoog. This also applies to things like tobacco, scent, and limejuice (the last costs about 3/- out of bond and more than twice that in the shops).
Bonded stores must be taken aboard immediately before sailing and the chandlers seem to be open at any time for this purpose, including Sundays.
On arrival at the first non-German port, the drink should be declared to
the Customs, who will seal all but what they regard as a reasonable amount
for immediate consumption on board; this is by any normal standards generous
enough. When it is finished it is only necessary to ask the nearest Customs
officer to unseal the stores and release another supply. It seems that their
main concern is to ensure that drink brought in is actually consumed aboard
and not flogged to the locals. Sealing is fairly perfunctory: some of our stores,
which would not go into the lockers reserved for the purpose, were put in a
canvas kitbag and the cord sealed. On arriving in Sweden from Denmark, the
Swedish customs will break the Danish seals and reseal; the reverse applies
in the opposite direction.
Food: On the whole, prices in Denmark are much the same as in Holland and the
U.K. In Sweden they are much higher and the choice is more limited, especially
for meat. We therefore lived as far as possible on ship’s stores. Having been
warned about the cost by Terry Roche (who gave us much valuable advice and
help in many directions) we did not even try to eat out in Sweden.
Gas Cylinders: British cylinders £annot, of course, be exchanged, and ha~e to
be refilled. The filling stations in Denmark and Sweden (we had no experience
of Finland) are limited in number and rather isolated, so that refilling may involve
delay and/or considerable expense for taxis etc. Unless therefore one can carry
a large supply of gas, there is much to be said for a paraffin stove.
3iv

Hose: We carried about 30 yards of g diam. plastic hose; this fits most taps.
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1966 CRUISE TO DENMARK IN "SEGURA"
See plan p. 133
by Malachy O’Gallaher
"Segura" is a 22 ton Parker designed 50/50 sloop owned by
A. H. Masser, LI.D.
Saturday, 16th July: ’Segura’ slipped and proceeded from Dun Laoire harbour at
0910 on passage to Fort William and the Caledonian Canal.
The crew on the first stage of the cruise were the Skipper, Mate, Malachy
O’Gallagher, Denis O’Kelly, Maurice Cullen, Aidan Brindley, and Jim Teeling
the paid hand. The weather on leaving Dun Laoire was hazy and overcast, with
the wind in the N.W. 3. Early in the afternoon the skies cleared and the weather
was glorious for three or four hours. We carried the good weather as far as the
South Rock L.V. when the wind headed us and tide turned against the wind, which
was now blowing force 4/5. As a result of this we encountered some very unpleasant sea conditions off the mouth of Belfast Lough.
Sunday, 17th July: At 0315 the engine started to race. It was thought initially that
this was caused by the confused sea conditions but this was not to be so; we were
heading for an engine failure which occurred about an hour later. Our position at
this time was 3½ miles west of the Mull of Kintyre. The engine failure was caused
by air getting into the fuel lines. We did not find out exactly where the air was
getting in until about ten days later. In the meantime, each time the engine failed,
Jim had to bleed the fuel lines and this was no mean task in the lfmited space in
which he had to work. This fault became progressively worse until it got to the
stage where the engine was stopped for longer periods than it was running. At
noon we passed through the Sound of Islay and set course for the Lynn of Morven in
beautiful sailing conditions. At 2315 we anchored off Corpach, the entrance to the
Caledonian canal.
Monday, 18th July: From Corpach to Inverness - this was indeed a day to be
remembered and was held by all to be the highlight of the cruise. The weather
was again very kind to us, with continuous sunshine all day. The view of the north
face of Ben Nevis on which snow was lying, was our introduction to scenery which
was to remain unsurpassed for the remainder of the day. At 1620 we reached the
halfway stage of the canal - Fort Augustus. It was here the Skipper went ashore and
made a rather strongly worded telephone call to our engine manufacturers. It was
here also that ’Bloodhound’ passed us going west having taken part in the Falmouth
to Skaw "Tall Ships Race". She was now returning to the Clyde. We entered Loch
Ness at 1750 and the Skipper rigged his fishing lines immediately, hoping to catch
that much sought after Monster, but without success. We did sight a camera crew
operating on the north shore of the lake with an elaborate array of searchlights and
arc lamps. When people go to such trouble to photograph the Monster, there must
be some grain of truth in it’. Secured alongside Muirtown jetty, Inverness, 2145.
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Tuesday, 19th July: We cleared the Caledonian canal at noon on passage to
Fraserburgh where we arrived at 2325. Soon after arrival the crew were ashore,
returning with ample supplies of fresh fish° The Mate immediately set to and
produced a lovely meal which was enjoyed by all.
Wednesday, 20th July: This day was spent in fuelling and taking fresh stores.
We also had a ’Curlew’ 350/50 R/T set fitted by a Mr. Tom Seddon of Coastal
Radio. Tom was indeed very helpful to us while we were at Fraserburgh which
was not surprising considering he came from Waterford’. Here too, we had
engine repairs carried out.
Thursday, 21st July: Having received a satisfactory weather forecast, of N.W.
F.3 for the North Sea, it was decided to leave Fraserburgh at 1500. The North
Sea passage was uneventful except for further engine breakdowns, despite repairs
at Fraserburgh. The sea conditions on the first half of the crossing were moderate and thereafter we had a low rolling swell. Maurice, Denis and Aidan played
Gin Rummy for most of this crossing’. ’.
Friday, 22nd July: We sighted many waterspouts to the north and later discovered
that these were in fact created by underwater explosions in a search for gas or oil
fields. About 1800 we sighted an oil rig. The navigator regretted not knowing its
charted position. That evening we tried out the R/T set for the first time when
we made a call to Dublin through Stonehaven Radio which was approximately 200
miles from us. The call was through to Dublin in 4 mins. The performance of this
set throughout the cruise was superb.
Saturday, 23rd July: 0225. We made our landfall on the Egersund light. This placed
us north of our track. At 1010 we passed the Nazethe southern most tip of Norway
and set course for Kristiansand. We secured alongside the fuelling berth at 1715
and after fuelling, it was all change and ashore for dinner in the Ernst Hotel, and a
good time was had by all. We had no Customs formalities at all at Kristiansand.
Sunday, 24th July: We sailed from Kristiansand for Copenhagen and passed on our
way out of the harbour, the ferry-boat ’Skagerrak’ which was to sink a short time
afterwards in a gale off the Skaw. The weather for the first few hours of this passage was unpleasant. The wind was from the S. W.F. 7 with an uncomfortable sea and
swell. A Navigational Warning was heard on the radio about this time of winds of
F. 9 in the German Bight and also a wreck warning in respect of the sinking of a
German Naval Cutter in this area. For a while the navigator considered running
back to Kristiansand or carrying on to the east and thus avoiding the bad weather.
We carried on towards the Skaw but found that the weather had pushed us 15 miles
to the north of the Skaw L.V.
Monday, 25th July: 0210, Skaw Lightvessel abeam entered the Kattegat between
Denmark and Sweden. Set course for Laeso L.V. We now sailed on the routes
recommended in the ’Nemedri Routing Instructions’. This was indeed an easy
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way to navigate in these waters. Because of the head winds we were experiencing we had to use the engine and this started off another long and tedious spell
of engine failures. It was at 1700 that we discovered the fault in the engineand
repaired it. From then on it gave no further trouble throughout the cruise.
Tuesday, 26th July: We entered the Sound between Denmark and Sweden at
0200 passing by Kronborg Castle and Helsingor, at 0350 and arriving at Tuborg
Haven, Copenhagen at 0630. On arrival the Customs came aboard and gave us
clearance. Mrs. Masser here left for Dublin. The Skipper went to the Royal
Danish Yacht Club and collected his mail and the crew generally tidied up ship,
and then ashore to see the other yachts in Langelinnie Harbour, Copenhagen.
As our visit coincided with the Royal Danish Yacht Club Centenary Celebrations,
we had the opportunity of seeing some of the finest yachts of Western Europe and
indeed of America, which were gathered for this occasion. Everywhere one went
there were yachting types’.
July 27th to August 3rd: We were based at Tuborg Haven and apart from watching
Dragon races we sailed to Limhamn near Malmo and Vikhog in Sweden. We
also sailed to Elsinore to visit K_roaborg Castle. Alongside in E1sinore Harbour
was the American yacht ’Yankee’. After ten days of Copenhagen Night Life the
crew were delighted to get to sea for a rest ’o It is rumoured that a book called
’The Flusher in Copenhagen’ is shortly to be published’. Some very pleasant
meetings with the Irish Dragon Crews at the Yacht Club at Skovshoved took place
during this period. When our inflatable life-raft was stolen and recovered the
same day we discovered that Danish Inspectors enjoy Irish Whiskey.
Thursday 4thAugust: Denis O’Kelly and Maurice Cullen left us on the 1st August
and Mrs. McMillan and Des Woods from Dublin joined us. We slipped and proceeded at 0600 for Vordingborg South.Zeeland. On the way we had some very
interesting pilotage through narrow channels in very shallow water between Z eeland and Mon Island. These channels were marked by wooden stakes, all exactly alike, which were ticked off on the chart as we passed them. We secured in
Vordingborg harbour at 1515.
Friday, 5th August: We sailed at 1345, intending to reach Svendborg. Round
about 1800 and about halfway, it started to Now. The wind was W.S.W. Force
7 with gale warnings so it was decided to seek shelter at Agerso island for the
night. On approaching Agerso we thought we would have to anchor off as it is
not possible to see the small harbour until close inshore, but we found it and
were delighted to be in a comfortable berth while the wind howled outside.
Saturday, 6th August: Aidan Brindley Ieft us at Agerso on the ferry boat for
Copenhagen and home. We spent the morning walking and sight seeing on the
island where we came across a large field full of marigolds. This we found out
was part of their crop rotation plan to clean the soil. There was also on the
island a small church with a beautiful model ship hanging from the ceiling. We
sailed from here at 1425 for Svendborg where we arrived at 2000. On arrival
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we secured at the Yacht Harbour. This is not recommended as a berthing place
for yachts of ’Segura’s size. It is much more convenient to berth alongside the
quay in the town, just off the railway station. Jim Macken joined us here after
travelling from Dublin by car, plane, train, train-ferry and taxi, eventually
arriving aboard in good form but tired.
Sunday, 7th August: On Sunday, we took a leisurely sail in beautiful weather
out through the eastern channel, returning to berth alongside in the town centre.
Monday, 8th August: We sailed from Svendborg for Kiel. This was indeed a
very pleasant day’s sail. Whilst crossing the boundary between the territorial
seas of Denmark and Germany we had a Guard and Band paraded on deck for the
ceremony of changing courtesy flags. The Guard was Mal-de-Mer, the Band
was Bugler Macken and the Colour Sergeant was Her Ladyship McMillan; Photographers by arrangement with the Skipper. At 1553, we passed Kiel L.V. displaying signals to indicate ’an extraordinary obstruction in Kieler Forde’. We
at no time discovered what this obstruction was. We passed the German Naval
War Memorial and sighted the ruins of some submarine pens on our way to Kiel
Yacht Club, where we secured at 1725.
Tuesday, 9th August: We slipped and proceeded from the Kiel Y.C. on passage
through the Kiel canal to Brunsbuttel, at 0940. Whilst awaiting entrance to the
first lock we went alongside ’Laputa", and met Gurth and Joan Kimber who had
been sailing in the Baltic and were on their way home to England. The weather
for the passage through the canal was good. We were entertained in the afternoon by parachutists, dropping ahead of ’Segura’ just across the canal and landing on a small air strip. It was here that we passed ’Galahad’ a training yacht
belonging to H.M.S. Manaden the Royal Naval Engineering College. She was
returning to England having taken part in the Tall Ships Race, and won in her
class. We arrived Brunsbuttel 1940. It was here we learnt from a Dutch yacht
that you could go from Delfzil in North Holland to Amsterdam without having to
unstep your mast.
Wednesday~ 10th August: Bunkered at Brunsbuttel - we did not sail owing to
SoW. winds F.6/7.
Thursday, llth August: At 0830 we sailed from Brunsbuttel bound for Delfzil
Holland. We cleared the lock and entered the Elbe river at 0930 and sailed
down the river past Cuxhaven. After this we had a period of wind against tide
and it was unpleasant untilwe passed the E1be No. 1 L.V. We sighted twoquite
recent wrecks ashore on the sand banks at the mouth of the Elbe. We arrived
off the mouth of the Wester Ems in Holland, in darkness. Fortunately in the
approaches there were very good leading lights, which enabled us to get up the
river as far as Randzelgat where we anchored at 0300 just south of Borkum
Island on Friday 12th to await daylight.
Friday 12th August: We weighed and proceeded towards Delfzil where we entered the first lock at 0730. When the Customs boarded us we discovered Jim
Teelin had lost his passport. For a while it looked as if Jim would not be
travelling further with us and whilst the crew assured him that they would visit
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him in his Dutch prison as often as possible, the Skipper managed to have him
released in his custody, on the undertaking that he not leave him in Holland,
and so ended one attempt to split up the crew. We set out to reach Amsterdam in the one day from Delfzil. It proved to be impossible as one cannot
travel on the canals at night, when the locks and bridges are closed, And
so it was that we were held up at Uitwellingerga at 2215 Friday night.
Saturday 13th August: Alistair and Muriel left us here to go by bus and train
to Amsterdam so that Muriel could catch her plane to Dublin. ’Segura’ proceeded at 0715 towards Amsterdam. We cleared the canals and entered the
Ijsselmeer at 0845 and arrived off Amsterdam at 1410 where we had to await
the opening of a road bridge to let us through into the city. We eventually
passed through this bridge at 1500.and secured alongside Amsterdam Yacht
Harbour close to the Central Station at 1540. Alistair rejoined us here bringing Mrs. Masse]= and Evelyn O’Gallagher, whom he had met at the Airport.
That evening the Skipper Mate and crew had a wonderful dinner at Hotel Europa.
Sunday, 14th August: The ship’s company took a Busman’s holiday - a trip by
Waterbus around the Canals of Amsterdam. Later that evening Vice Admiral
Sir Ballin and Lady Robertshaw of the yacht ’Valiant Maid’ came aboard for
drinks and to swop yarns.
Monday, 15th August: Re-fuelled, took on fresh supplies and sailed at 1220.
We cleared Ijmuiden only to find a confused sea after a day of N.W. gales and
had to return to Harbour to await a south-going tide. We again sailed at 1805
to find sea conditions much improved and set a course towards the Goeree L.V.
Tuesday, lbth August: We awoke to wonderful weather which was to remain
wi{h us until we arrived back in Dublin on the following Friday. We had decided
to go to Ostend, but in view of the good weather forecast we thought it wiser to
go direct to the South coast of England. We entered the Straits of ~D°ver at
1530 in ideal conditions. We had an uneventful passage from here to the Solent.
Wednesday 17th August: On entering the Solent we met a fog bank and had to
anchor off the Sturbridge Bank, Isle of Wight for a short while. During this
time the Mate called her daughter Gillian on the radio telephone and made
arrangements to meet her off Moody’s boatyard some hours later. Fog cleared
at 0750 and we proceeded up the Solent towards Southampton water, entering
the Hamble river at 0900. On arrival off Moody’s yard the Customs boarded us
and after going through the usual paper formalities, they proceeded to search
the boat. They started for’ ard and searched each sail bag and Jim’s lockers.
From there they searched the drawers and lockers in the fore cabin, including
a handbag. In the after cabin, they lifted the floor boards and bunk mattresses.
All to no avail - they didn’t find what they wanted and we parted on good terms.
Gillian and her family came aboard as arranged and after a picnic on deck we
sailed at 1245 for Helford River, Cornwall. Off Anvil Point over the measured
Sailing down the Channel was very pleasant,
mile we were doing 10.4 knots.
even off the Portland Race’.
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Thursday, 18th August: We entered the Helford River at 0830 where we picked
up a mooring. Our reason for putting in was to admire the scenery and await a
North going tide at Lands End.. Hardly had we secured to a mooring in the harbout, when a Customs’ launch arrived from Falmouth. On this occasion we
were not boarded. He just lay off and took down the necessary details, Having
convinced ourselves that the scenery had not changed since May of this year,
we set sail for home at 1130. We carried the tides for the next seven hours
which meant that we made very good time around Land’s End.
Friday, 19th August: We met a fog bank south of the Tuskar Rock at 0600.with
visibility down as low as two cables. As we were soon to make a landfall on
the Tuskar, it was hoped that this fog would not last long. Well we were lucky,
the fog lifted and we sighted the Tuskar, passing it at 0900. Again, we carried
the tide to Wicklow Head. Thereafter, we had a quiet pleasant sail until the wind
died down completely and compelled us to motor to Dun Laoire at 1842. We had
travelled over 2000 miles in five weeks and suffice it to say that ’Segura’ did
indeed ’take good care of us’.
It may be of interest to readers to know what caused our engine failures.
This was traced to the water filter fitted in the fuel supply line. On stripping it
down it was discovered that the wire gauze was coated with a thick fibrous material
and the only reason why fuel got through was that the force of the fuel lift pump
pulled the wire gauze away from the sealing rim, leaving a small gap. This warped
the sealing rim with the result that air got into the fuel line. After refitting a new
wire gauze in the water filter the engine has run satisfactorily.
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’THE OTHER END OF EUROPE’ IN "NEON TETRA".
"Neon Tetra" is a 20 ton aux. masthead sloop by Hilliard.
Crew at various times:-

Terry & Jo Roche; Tommy & Mary Hogan; Erika
Jirasko & Christo Gore-Grimes; Liam & Evelyn
McGonagle; Owen Delany & Gerald FitzGerald.

This is not a Log but rather a story of our cruise as seen through the eyes of
various crew members. If some parts seem to be preoccupied with food and drink
no apology is made, as where would we be without them.
The first part being written by skipper Terry Roche:Last year "Neon Tetra" wintered afloat in Greece, resting after completing
the fifth season of our ten year plan to cruise Europe. We were fortunate enough
to have found a berth in Turkolimano, the sheltered harbour of the Royal Hellenic
Y.C., and we left her secured by chains fore and aft between heavy buoys.
My wife and I joined her again in May to find all safe and sound, although the
sun had wrought havoc on the top-sides and bright-work, with all her seams showing and the varnish virtually stripped to the wood. We had a heavy programme
ahead however, proposing to visit Turkey, The Black Sea and back eventually to
Malta, so it was decided not to be too fussy about appearances and to concentrate
more on safety and comfort.
The bottom was in a horrible mess, and although we had expected some weed
we were not prepared for the sight that greeted us when we rowed around inspecting.
I had had vague hopes of getting away with scrubbing from a dinghy, aided by divers
(not the suited kind) as we had slipped her and anti-fouled with Kobe Green the
previous October, but alas this was impracticable so she had to be slipped again
at a cost of £48 for the day, plus £16 for a gallon of Kobe. The second slipping
proved just as well because when taken to sea the first time, on the way to the
dockyard at Perana, she would hardly move through the water and it was discovered
later that she was laden with long jelly-fish-like objects sticking to the keel and
copper earth-plate.
After a week’s delay, awaiting stores from Ireland (held up in Liverpool on
account of the Seamen’s strike) we set sail eastward, Tommy and Mary Hogan
having joined us and waiting around without complaint in the harbour at Passaliamani which like Turkolimano is part of Piraeus, the port of Athens.
The 6th of the 6th ’66 is a date we will long remember, it being the day we
finally received our stores and broke away from winter quarters. Unfortunately
on the first day, after all the fair wind we had watched go by, it was a noser, but
being so late in starting we pushed out into a lumpy head sea to reach Cap Sunion,
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24 miles to the south~ well after dark. We had taken shelter there from a Meltemi (the strong north wind of the Aegean) the previous year and so I was
familiar with the anchorage, which was fortunate as there are no navigation
lights and it was a moonless night. We left the following morning at 04.20 hrs.
on a windless but overcast day and at 05.10 Makronisos Island was turned and
the log streamed for the first time. We were now bound for Istanbul, our first
crew rendez-vous over 400 miles away, and as we were over a week late we
had to take a short cut going direct out into the Northern Aegean. At this time
of year the wind is light variable in this area and it is possible to make good
time under motor or motor-sailing, but alas there is not much chance of pure
sailing. It is doubtful if one could ever rely on pure sailing for any length of
time in a N.E. direction as the prevailing summer wind, when it comes a month
later, is between N.W. and N.E. according to area, and is often fresh to strong.
Our first port was Linaria on Skyros, having passed outside Evoya, and as
luck would have it it was the one area of which I had no large scale charts, having originally planned to go inside Evoya (taking about 4/5 days longer), so care
had to be taken. However no hazards were met and we anchored in a big bay
off the village of Linaria along-side "Fresh Breeze" with Admiral Fisher on
board, a fellow-member of the R.C.C. Visits were exchanged with much Irish
coffee etc., and this together with the fact that we were tired caused the ensign
to be forgotten and left up all night. I wonder what the Admiral thought.
Off to an early start next morning, alternatively sailing and motoring all
day past the island of Stratikard to arrive at Port Kastro, on Limnos, late that
evening - a charming and relaxed place now becoming a holiday resort for people
from the cities of Thessalonika and Athens. The following day was spent variously resting, stocking up in our last Greek port, looking for black=market Turkish
currency from refugees and clearing the boat through Customs out of Greece.
The weather was perfect so it was decided to leave that evening and we motorsailed all through the night, passing south of the Island of Imros, one of the only
two islands of any importance left to Turkey, and our first Turkish territory.
Visibility was not too good but we finaliy sighted the entrance to the Dardanelles
with its conspic.aous War Memorials, both British and Turkish. A large motoryacht came up astern and pas~ed within a mile of us at high speed, we thought
she looked familiar and sure enough it turned out to be the Guinness’ s boat,
"C1onsilla" - what a coincidence. The whole of that day, the hottest so far, was
spent struggling against the continuous outflowing current, 4/5 knots in places,
to arrive finally in the late afternoon at the Turkish Customs Port of Chenakkale,
about half way up the Dardanelles, a very busy place with all the Turkish and
Black Sea traffic stopping to be cleared. A character came aboard with the
official Customs and Police launch, and for a fee of £4 (high, but I was in no
position to argue) he brought me ashore for the necessary boat and crew clearance,
a very involved procedure. Off again just before night-fall to one of the only safe
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and quiet anchorages suitable for yachts in the whole Dardanelles and western
Marmara area - Gallipoli - where we dropped anchor well after dark, all very
tired.
Tommy and Mary went ashore early the following morning in the rubber
dinghy to look at this famous area, but soon returned reporting it to be a miserable place with very little else but military barracks and some poor cafes, so
we weighed anchor without waiting further and emerged into the Sea of Marmara.
A glassy day, slightly overcast with much fish and bird life, and in the early afternoon a dirty black cloud was seen forming to north east. One’s experience of
thundery weather up to now had not prepared us for what was to follow, and when
I noticed a black line on the water far to weather, the awning was struck in haste
and the main hoisted with four rolls in (a lot for us) but how glad I was of this in
a very short time. The wind soon arrived and we were absolutely flattened,
which takes some doing in a Hillyard twenty-tonner, and a steep sea rapidly built
up, with spray flying far out to leeward. A quick stow of lunch things was not
complete, as was evidenced by the crashes below, and unfortunately some salad
oil was spilled on the galley floor and not noticed by Jo who later slipped on this
and hurt her back quite badly. An X-ray in Istanbul later revealed damage to an
old disc injury and this made life miserable for her during the next few days.
The wind did not abate after the cloud passed and our course had to be altered
(in the poor visibility with no land in sight) for the nearest shelter, which was in
the Marmara Islands. Doing an accurate D.R. course in "Neon Tetra" with a
beam wind of this strength, is largely done by judging the amount of leeway being
made and I was relieved to pick up the most westerly point of the island of I<atali
at last. We had no information about this place except the Coast Pilot which did
not deal with our situation, so a possible anchorageIfjmd to be selected from the
chart and finally, in a lee, we dropped anchor just before night-fall. A very
uneasy night was spent, with a current eddy coming around the nearest point across
the wind direction and this caused a lot of rolling. Although we were anchored off
a village there did not appear to be much activity, and we did not find the reason
for this until we made enquiries in Istanbul - we had anchored off a penal settlement, thank goodness we didn’t know at the time.
Up anchor at dawn the following day, even though it was still blowing, and we
close-reached all day, first in the lee of the main Marmara Island, and then about
mid-day, out into the Sea of Marmara once more. Fortunately the wind had eased
a bit and, as always seems to happen after the first gin of the day, the sun came
out. The wind came and went during the afternoon but the sea was still lumpy and
we finally sighted, with some relief, the Turkish European coast to the north east.
Towards evening we closed the coast after a long struggle and anchored at the head
of a large bay. The land was unexpectedly fertile, being well populated and with
a very busy main road near the shore, but we did not go ashore, being anxious to
up anchor early the following morning for the final leg to Istanbul. We were surprised to realise that Jo had not been ashore since Limnos, and I only for an hour
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at Chenakkle, although we had anchored in several places.
Our pre-arrangement was to go to the Moda Yacht Club on the far side of
the entrance to the Bophorus near Scutari, on the Asiatic Shore - the city of
Istanbul being on the European side - and upon arrival in the bay, not being
sure where the Club was, we sailed towards some moored yachts and when we
came up to them were greeted by a character in a yachting cap holding up a
mooring buoy, which we took, thinking this was the one arranged for us, and
it was not until the next day that we discovered we were at the wrong Club on the
wrong side of the mile-wide bay. The man in the yachting cap, a Captain Pekmen, turned out to be of immense help during the ten days we were in the
vicinity, so our mistake was lucky. His first act on our arrival was to try and
get Tommy and Mary Hogan onto their train for Venice, which unfortunately,
owing to heavy traffic and currency difficulties, they missed by four minutes.
Their adventures from here on would make a story in itself.
Here the story is taken up by Erika Jirasko from Austria who, being
Viennese, has an eye for good food.
Wednesday, 15th June: Erika arrives at 2 o’clock in the morning delayed due
to airline strike, being met by Captain Pekman at Yesilkoy airport, who welcomed her with the warmed compliments of all Turkey. By taxi and Ferry (1½
hrs.) to Yelken Deniz Kulubu where "Neon Tetra" was moored. A little chat
on all the ’hows’ and ’whos’ and off to bed. No sign of Christo who was to
arrive to-day as well.
Thursday, 16th June: Water and fuel taken on board and breakfast in bed for
Erika, after exhausting previous day. About mid-day, the gallant Captain came
to take us sightseeing in Istanbul. With thousands of ’yes pleases’ (the standard
phrase of the dear old Captain) the wonders of Istanbul were laid at our feet.
After marvellous food - meze, shis kebab, dolma and lots of raki and Kayak
(Turkish Wine) - we were then released exhausted.
Alas, still no sign of Christo, so a little worried and disappointed, to bed.
Friday, 17th June: At 08.00 hrs. the President of the Yelken Kulubu, a friend
from an Austrian sailing visit, paid Erika a courtesy call, and Terry arranged
with him to enquire from the police of Christo’s whereabouts. At 11.00 the forlorn one turned up, having been found by the police. Great relief: Through the
most unbelieveable misunderstanding in the Moda Y.C. Christo did not know that
"Neon Tetra" was actually in Turkey. With our friend, the yes-please-captain,
we went to town for another ’culture tour’.
After a visit to the Eyup (a sort of Mecca), St. Sopia’s and the Royal Palace,
back to Kadikoy where the boat was moored. Dinner there at a little restaurant,
where a Bulgarian revelled in sentimental music, and Terry joins in a Balkan
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Folk dance - Men only"
Saturday, 18th June: Dolce far niente .. Lunch with the Commodore at the
Club, not too formal and not too exciting either (usual yak-yak), a pleasant
ending of the day with Kanyak (Turkish brandy) and coffee on board.
Sunday, 19th June: Up at 06.00 hrs. motored through the Bosphoros against
a head wind, and entered the Black Sea at about 10.30, toasts all round and
then some beer cans were emptied overboard, also the gash bucket (no
political inference). As the wind was too strong and the waves too high, after
an hour or so, we returned under spinnaker to Therapia, half way down the
Bosphoros - a lovely anchorage for the night. A wonderful dinner at Restaurant
Finiz, lots of Kayak, quite hazy afterwards and Alka Seltzer was gratefully
taken advantage of. Apart from entering the Black Sea, the big event of the
day was using the new gangway.
Monday 20th June: Left at 10.00 hrs. for one of the Prince’s Islands, back in
Sea of Marmara. Arrived there at about 19.00 hrs. A motor boat with a flagofficer of one of the beautiful local clubs came to bid us a warm welcome, his
name was ’Harry’, his cheerful wife was Lea. With both we were to spend
some very pleasant hours. Went into the club that evening for an impressive
dinner on the invitation of Harry and Lea. Fully jarred and into the awful
rubber dinghy back to inviting "Neon Tetra".
Tuesday, 21st June: Lunch ashore with lots of mezeso In the evening Harry
and Lea came on board for dinner. (Tasty Irish smoked salmon, stuffed
peppers, a melange with Limerick ham and afterwards melon). The good
food swam in lots of Kayak and Power’s Irish Whiskey. An abominable singsong and great fraternization was the end of this dinner.
Wednesday, 22nd June: A little hangover and stomach wobbles. Dr. Christo
doing a wonderful job on feeding me with awful medicine. Mid-day - lunch at
Harry’s lovely summer resort, looking down from the terrace on freshly
painted "Neon Tetra" (this job was done in Moda). At 14.20 hrs. off to Istanbul to meet the latest Irish Export: Mr. & Mrs. L. McGonagle. These "IrishMade" friends were met at the Cynar Hotel, near Yesilkoy airport. For the
great event, captain and crew got a proper shower bath at the Cynar. Delightful dinner there and then off with Errol, the hotel manager, to ’Hut 12’, a
rather scatty night club in the centre of Konstantinopel. Everybody in good
form, especially Jo, who in her fluorescent evening dress danced a proper
Jamaican scar - with a Turk from the next table. Back to the boat, being cheerfully greeted by the first morning birds.
Thursday, 23rd June: Jo had back trouble (dancing the scar?) so Christo went
to find a doctor - rendezvous with him at 12.30 at the Cynar. X-ray was
necessary, so Jo went to hospital with Christo, and Terry and No. 7 (self)
motored across to Yelken Kubutu to meet the McGonagles. Dinner that evening with the bad-English-speaking Y.C. President.
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Friday, 24th June: 09.00 hrs. sailed back over to the Cynar Hotel to pick
up Jo who had stayed the night there and was in great form after various injections. Said goodbye to Christo who departed for Italy by air, and left for
Burgaz, Prince’s Island about 17 hrso Dinner in the little restaurant and
coffee with Harry.
Saturday 25th June: Leave for Golcuk, up the Gulf of Ismid to join one of the
popular annual regattas of Yelken Kulubu. Arrive 17.30, having anchored on
the way for lunch and a swim. At Golcuk, a naval base, Attaturk’s former
steam-yacht was there - now a naval training ship. We were invited for
drinks on board Lilly 11. owned by the Vice-Commodore. Then at 20.30
hrs. cocl~tails and a dinner dance at the officer’s summer camp. Very formal - Terry ordered No. ls - Admirals & so but very pleasant for Neon
Wetra’s crew.
Sunday, 26th June: First gun 08.00 hrso for a 40 mile race with about 12
dragons, 7 cruising boats also "Neon Tetra" on the line. We had a good start,
a beat with a westerly wind force 4, Jib and main were set. Alas, after an
hour or so, the wind dropped and so on with the engine, down with the racing
flag and up with the burgee - that was the end of that - but never mind.
Arrived back at our moorings in Fener Bahce 18.15 hrs. Drinks with the
Vice Commodore on board "Neon Tetra", followed by an invitation to dinner
next day. We dined that night at our little scruffy restaurant where the fat
proprietor and Terry’s Bulgarian friend were waiting for us. Lots of Kanyak.
The evening ending up by Evelyn dancing folk dances with a Turkish woman
(training for Lesbos?).
Monday, 27th June: Rendezvous with engineers to fix engine - had lost a considerable amount of oil in the last few days. The clever engineer had trained
with Thornycroft and so knew all the answers in Turkisl~ meanwhile Evelyn,
Liam and Erika went shopping - friendly Vanuk Gesen accompanied them
through the wonders of the old and new Bazar, and a special Turkish lunch was
given to us in the middle of the busy Bazaar. For Evelyn, after the firstdish,
the table and chair moved up and down, but she got the meal down (good Irish
stock’.). Raki at the fashionable Tennis Club and so back to the boat with loads
of fruta and EKMEK. Dinner that evening with the Vice-Commodore, lots of
lobster, filled mussels and fish soup in that order - Midnight drinks at Trekravul’s (the V-C) lovely house with the gardens flood-lit and the gardeners
still up to show us around - presents of huge magnolias for the ladies.
Tuesday 28th June. Lt. N. wind, smooth sea. 10.40 hrs. mooring dropped at
Fener Bab.c,e and set sail we,~tward once more - course 260 was given to the
tired and still half-jarred crew - however, got on well under the watchful eye
of Terry, helm changing everF hour. Everybody happy to be at sea again, and
no more polite yak-yak with Turkish Presidents. A beautiful romantic moon on
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a warm June night, changing helm every hour - which worked perfectly - arrival
at Galipoli 08.15 hrs. the next morning. A hearty breakfast and then a rest.
Bathing, beer and drinks and lunch at 12.30 hrs. Mahlzeit’. Leave again at
14.15 hrs. alas, wind ahead, so motoring only. 18.25 hrs. arrival at Chenakkale. Customs officer on board who left again content after having made sure there
were no guns or pistols on board. Off to dinner as Liam’s guests (hope we will
be healthily hungry’.) Poor Liam lost his last Turkish life on behalf of his hungry
guests. Lovely dinner (everything more or less swam in Yoghurt) and various
bottles af local chenakkale wine (serefi:). Back to "Neon Tetra" at midnight,
everyone in good form. As soon as friend Liam found his Observer life seemed
worth while living again (ach so Englisch’. ). Jo helped poor Erika packing (trying
to trace her things all over the boat...)
Here Evelyn takes up the story, and we go on a light diet - almost:Thursday, 30th June: 07. l0 hrs. Left Chenakkle after Erika was seen safely on
bus for Istanbul. Ran into heavy, steep swells outside the pier and most of the
way down the Dardanelles; ~hoals of propoises gambolling around and cormorants
fishing. 08.35 hrs. Passed through mouth of Dardanelles, steered by Evelyn’s
experienced hand’. Beautiful run down Turkish coast through sapphire waters of
Aegean to Lesbos. 20.00 hrs. Approaching Lesbos in wonderful panoramic sunset - with the moon already on the water. Liam and Terry had a quick plunge off
the boat before entering the harbour (for hygenic reasons).
20.45: Tied up in Mytilene, another name for Lesbos. Moored stern to quayside.
Grand symphony from the waterfront of 4 or 5 Juke boxes in disharmonious rivalry.
Went uptown - Jo explored and found police station and although no official help was
forthcoming, she got the name of the town’s best restaurant. Explored the kitchens
and chose our own food and wine. Early to bed.
Friday, July ist: Our weekly wash having been done on deck, and the boat looking
dressed overall (spotty bras, stripey shirts and other items of gay apparel’.) Jo
and Evelyn ventured off to do a little shopping. First to the Bank to buy money the heat and humidity proved too much and they just had the strength to sit in the
shade and lower a couple of ouzos before Liam and Terry, having been cleared by
Customs and police, joined them at the cafe where they once more invaded the
kitchen, and had an excellent ]unch, on Ter_-m/. Too hot to do anything but rest,
and we all melted into pools on board while trying to do so. In the cool of the
evening we went shopping for stores etc., and Jo filled "wheel~e" and several bags
of goodies. Back to OUR cafe for the third time - it’s becoming home from home and had another good meal. Spaghetti was one of their specialities, and the first
Back to "Neon Tetra" for
night we had some delicious small sweet lobster tails.
coffee and Kanyak.
P.S. Saw no girlies I fancied on Lesbos’.
Saturday, 2nd July. QS.00 hrs. Reveille. 05.30 Up anchor - set sail for Chios.
Met Meltemi shortly after start and he blew us through big seas with force 7
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(gusting 87). Terry and Liam thought it was wonderful, Jo produced a tasty
lunch in mugs, Evelyn’s condition rapidly deteriorated - she went ’dead
square’ couldn’t keep up with the Rock and Roll’. and was relieved to arrive
at our planned anchorage on the south end of Chios at about 16.30 hrs., than
estimated, thanks to the Meltemi. Met by the local boatman - name of
’Christo"’. and was advised to put line ashore from stern, with anchor out
ahead. Drinks with fisher folk ashore. Left Chios with "Christo’s" assistance at 05.30 hrs. for Mykonos 45 miles away. We flew down the Aegean on
the wings of the Meltemi (force 7), and having decided from information
received that Mykonos harbour would be too exposed, we sailed around the
south end of the island in big seas, and anchored in a lovely sheltered bay
to the south of the town on this the most popular of the Cyclades. After
dragging our main anchor which was let go in only 2 fathoms, we re-anchored
putting out a kedge and finally came to rest. A large white British-registered
cutter, flying a Canadian guest flag, had arrived just before us also taking
shelter and was anchored near-by. We decided to wait until the following day
to see the town of Mykonos so the gin bottle was spliced and Jo took to the
galley~ as we settled in for the evening. Liam and Terry went to investigate
ashore and found a bar (’.) and~a post office of sorts where we were told that
we could ’phone for a taxi next morning, the town being about 2 miles away,
just over the hill. After a good dinner and a few nightcaps of Kanak, we had a
pleasant, peaceful evening and so to our bunks.
l: Next day seas still rough - Meltemi still blowing strong offshore. Before
breakfast went ashore in rubber-dinghy and swam in clear turquoise water
from a hot, white and beautiful beach. Returned aboard and got dressed for
town. The Canadians also went ashore to swim and sunbath and nearly lost
their dinghy which was blown off the beach and swiftly swept past us out to sea.
In spite of all efforts by their paid-hand in a second dinghy with outboard, it
was Terry, in the inestimable rubber dinghy, to the rescue and the grateful
Canadians invited the skipper and crew of the "Neon Tetra" to aperitifs aboard
their boat that evening. The wind dropped only a little bit but as the Canadians
were anxious to go to town the other boat weighed anchor and bashed around to
Mikonos harboar in the teeth of it, much to the disgust of the crew. We went
ashore to join them overland but found ’phone out of order so Liam was dispatched on back of obliging Greek’s motor-cycle to obtain and return with
taxi. Liam and taxi arrive, the taxi driver is a tall lean fellow in tight blue
jeans, tartan shirt, fiat cap and heavy black moustache who speaks good
English. We find he had married an American holiday-maker a year ago, to
whom he introduced us when we arrived in the town. We booked him for the
return journey back to "Neon Tetra".
Mykonos - that white, white town, with a church to every 2 houses’, here
we are with drachma dying to be spent so off to buy the usual presents for
family and friends and a souvenir or two. After shopping we sit sipping ouzos.
on the waterfront and Jo makes friends with the island’s famous pelican, a
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huge bird who comes and stands beside her and revels in having his poll
scratched. The sponge sellers line the water-front and we bargain with a
jolly fellow, for an enormous one. In the end Jo and he decide to toss a
coin for the difference and Jo wins, to our great glee. Terry and Liam
return to take us to an excellent restaurant for lunch, and afterwards we go
shopping once more, buying slippers of white and gold, beaten copper
jewellery, brass ornaments and sweaters. Hours passed as we try on everything in the shop and Jo finds some very beautiful cards, which she decided
will be just the thing for Christmas. The shop’s stock of cards is promptly
sold out and by this time we are so friendly with ’our little man’ behind the
counter (the proprietor) that he almost closes down and comes with us. He
recommends a restaurant called "Rosa’s" for dinner. Leaving our parcels
with our taxi-man, we meet the Canadian friends and adjourn to their boat
for lovely cool gins on plenty of ’rocks’, cubes of octopus and other delicacies together with lots of gossip. The wife, Terry discovers to his excitement, is from the Azores and is a friend of the famous Odile who stowed away
with Alcaird. We later invite them to join us for dinner and having duly
inspected and admired their enormous (chartered) boat, we make for ’Rosa’s’,
ignoring on the way the blandishments of all the other restauranteurs along
the harbour to eat ’fresh lobster’, ’shish kebabs’ in their establishments.
The cuisine in "Rosa’s" is excellent and the waiter is amazed at the rate of
wine consumption, Terry drinking retsina out of a large copper tankard. We
got to singing eventually much to the delight of "Rosa’s" patrons. Behind us,
a table surrounded by luscious Greek girls ’got the message’ and they sang in
harmony just like a Welsh choir. "Our little man" from the shop arrives with
his wife, and before we know it we are having a right "rave-up" and so a note
is sent to our taxi-driver to delay the hour of return, and another message
comes back from policeman to stop singing, as we’ve no licence. Eventually,
bidding farewell to "Rosa’s" and our Canadian friends, we drive off on the
homeward journey. Just over the brow of the hill that divides Mykonos from
"Neon Tetra" the taxi-man stops at a cafe to collect his wife, so we step
inside for one more Metaxia for the road. A Greektr$o are playing for the
assembled revellers and our taxi-man invites two fellows at the next table to
dance and gives a fabulous display of the (men-only) Sirtaki (as Zorba danced
it). We applaud heartily and he repeats performance, marvellous’. Tired and
happy we climb aboard "Neon Tetra" well pleased with our lovely day ashore.
Early start for long haul to Kithnos. Wind still fresh, but it was on the
beam so our passage was more comfortable. Passed Siros and Tinos - fabulous scenery. Saw our first passenger ferry en route from Athens to Mykonos.
Made excellent progress and at sundown came under the high sheer cliffs of
Kithnos - later sighted the very pallid flashing light on the north side and
entered the creek through what was a dicey entrance in the dark. The port for
Kithnos is a small fishing village with its fringe of lighted houses around the
harbour but a big American-chartered boat was moored alongside in the only
berth. Unfortunately its loud music spread over the quiet waters and nearly
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spoilt the evening. We remained on board and Jo took to the galley once more
and we dined under a full moon and soft stars and watched the night fishermen
sail out with their ’dazzling’ lights, like fireflies on the water.
The next day we set sail for Cap Sounion on the last leg of our journey to
Athens. Seas calmer now and much more traffic. Passed a fleet of large
racing yachts flying colourful spinnakers. By the look of the warships standing by, King Constantine must be competing.
Anchoring in 8 fathoms of clear blue Aegean, (could see the bottom), we
had a refreshing swim and lunch and were under way once more. Sailed into
Piraeus that evening, Evelyn at the helm, and found a berth in the yacht hatDour, where Liam and Evelyn packed their bags and bid farewell to "Neon
Tetra". See you again next year in "Hell" (N.B. "Hell" is the after-cabin).
Here Owen Delany joined us, after sailing for T.C.D. in Munich, and he
takes up the story:Saturday, July 9th: Cast off at Passaliamani at 06.00 on our voyage to
Malta. Set main and jib, bound for Hydra and Spetsai. 12.45 anchored west
of Ak. Metokhi, opposite Hydra for swim and lunch. 14.35 up anchor, wind
fresh N.E. main 4 rolls and jib. 17.15 anchored Spetsai, a summer resort
island for Athenians, a crazy crowd ashore, beats etc., (the 2 legged, longhaired kind).
Sunday, July 10th: Up anchor 06.30 - winds fresh to strong N.W. ll.0O Pt leraka abeam, on the Peloponnesse mainland. Tried spinnaker but
wind too strong, Rounded Cap Malea with relief and later anchored in shelter behind Poriki Islands for the night.
Monday, July llth: 06.10 up anchor, light N.E. winds so motor-sailed,
passing ½ mile off C. Metapan at 09.55 and crossed Kalamata Bay. 17.50
passed Venetico I. to starboard and were glad to get into the lee of Sapienza
Is., as a strong west wind had been building up all afternoon - 19.00 anchored
Port Longo in the Sapienza Is. The term ’port’ on the chart can be misleading as at times it may mean only a place of refuge and there may not be an
inhabitant for 20 miles as it seemed in this case, although a wandering goatherd appeared in the morning.
Tuesday, 12th July: Left Port Longo after a comfortable night in this
landlocked inlet. Another morning with clear skies and this time a gentle
N.W. wind - Methoni abeam at 09.30. 11.15 we arrived at Pylos in Navarin
Bay, a most attractive place and there we moored to the end of the mole which
was very efficient, having water and diesel oil laid-on.
This day, which was supposed to be a rest day, was one of our most hardworking, The winch gipsy gave trouble just as we were anchoring and many
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hours were spent fixing it, with several visits to a blacksmith and with only a
short siesta, we had an enjoyable evening meal however, at the hotel Xenia,
which was marred only by a white bat which Jo thought would get into her
hair (this myth is complete fiction). 13.30 hrs. a happy crew retired to bed.
Wednesday 13th July: Jo and Terry went for an early swim at a nearby
plage. 07.05 leave Pylos. Weather fine, visability good, wind N.E. 09.20
Marathoupolis on the Peloponnesse mainland abeam, engine hard at work.
We hove-to in the middle of the Gulf of Arcadia for lunch. 14.50 returned to
course and restarted engine.
17.45 entered the harbour at Katakolon, a dull looking place. We were
greeted by the Harbour Master and Customs men, also ]~ocal pilot and son,
who all marched aboard. The pilot returned later with his son, who brought
a lovely bunch of flowers but in return helped himself to biscuits, matches
etc. to bring home to mother, he said. Father organised the local taberna,
where we had a wonderful meal. The pilot drank with us but he ate with some
French people at the next table (a very sensible fellow, saying the Irish people
can drink but the French people can eat). After dinner he was joined by his
wife, and all returned to "Neon Tetra" for Irish Coffee.
Thursday, 14th July: 07.00 hrs.~iepart from Katakolon. Weather very
fine as always. Wind light N.N.W. sea calm. Set course to pass the island
of Xante to Port, mainsail set. We hove-to for lunch off Zante where we had
fish pie in the shade of the mainsail. Resumed our original course and
hoisted the jib. Arrived at Argostrolon in the Ionian island of Cephalonia at
20.00. Terry was so overcome having seen the mainland of Greece for the
last time that he decided to dine quietly on board. Quite surprisingly, nobody
objected.
Friday 15th July: We all stayed in our bunks until about 07.30. frightfully late for a crew on "Neon Tetra". Various odds and ends were tied up
during the morning. All the crew went on a shopping expedition at 11.00.
Terry succeeded in filling our wine flask with 3½ litres of wine. We officially
customed out of Greece at 12.30, and after a suitable number of drinks, had
lunch at a very good little taberna just off the main square. After which Terry
bought Jo a new hat. 20.00 hrs. had dinner at different taberna, this time in
the main square. P.S. I do not think Jo ever wore the hat, it was too good to
use.
Saturday, 16th July. 06.40 leave Cephalonia bound for Sicily, 258 miles
away. Clear windless morning, set course for Catania in Sicily at 07.45
log set at zero, light westerly, engine and no sail. 28 miles out from Cephlonia Terry and Owen had a swim in a spot marked 2275 fathoms - everything
continued smoothly throughout the day with light head winds.
Sunday, 17th July: Terry and Owen on hour watches during the night.
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02.00 hrs. wind changed to south, main hoisted, averaging 6 knots in smooth
sea. Jib hoisted at 06.00 hrs. Jo steered for 2 hours to allow rest of crew
to sleep. At 09.00 wind returned to west. Sky looks rather stormy, however nothing materialised. ’Roland’ our engine worked hard all day without
ever complaining, his nursemaid (Terry) looks after him with loving care.
At 17,00 a liner flying the New Zealand flag and on a course from Cape Metapan to Messina, altered helm and passed very close astern, with much waving. This gave us a position line, Terry said. 18.00 hrs. wind beginning to
freshen. We had evening meal at 20.00 hrs. wind N.W. good fresh breeze,
seas beginning to build up. Log reading 131½ miles.
Monday 18th July: Clear night with strong beam wind, "Neon Tetra" battling on at a great rate, some of the crew beginning to feel weary. We did not
see light on Spartivento as expected. Everything being tossed inside out, but
a grand sailing breeze. No lights or looms were sighted during the night. At
04.00 the top of Mt. Etna was just sighted many miles away belching smoke as
the dawn was breaking, but after dawn all sight of land was lost again. Wind
gradually falling. 06.15 Catania in sight ahead, exactly on course. Terry’s
navigation was spot on.
17.45 enter harbour at Catania. Drop anchor beside Custom House and
tie stern to shore. In the evening, all the crew dined ashore. Terry almost
fell asleep, but somehow Jo and Owen were able to get him back to the boat.
Tuesday 19th July: The morning was spent cleaning the boat. At 07.45 we
connected our hose to the shore and washed the whole boat from stem to stern,
and ourselves from top to bottom. After breakfast, Jo and Terry went shopping.
They thought they had had a most successful morning, until a certain Sicilian
grocer, who shall be nameless, came down to the harbour and demanded a
further 8000 life. A wonderful argument followed, which ended satisfactorily
with Kanyak all round. After lunch, we went up to Mount Etna by taxi, and
travelled the last few thousand feet by cable car. Jo said that she found this
much easier on a certain part of the anatomy than the camel she had ridden
up a volcano on Lanzarote but unfortunately we did not get sufficiently close
to the main crater to boil eggs as she and Terry had done on that occasion.
When we returned to "Neon Tetra" there was a telegram from Gerald Fitzgerald, who was to have joined us at Catania - "Will arrive ferry Syracuse
Friday" - we dined on board, as everybody was broke due to the Bank strike.
Terry was very philosophical about funds and said we could always live on
his ’Diners Club’ card.
Wednesday 20th July: Arose at 08.45 to be greeted by same Sicilian grocer.
He was trying to sell two miserable chickens for 35/- each. No Kanyak on
this occasion. A telegram was sent to Gerald in Malta to rendezvous at
Syracuse instead of Catania, so at 10.00 hrs. we took up anchor and headed
down the coast. Slightly cloudy morning, wind light S.E., sea smooth, so
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engine and no sail. At 12.00 we sighted a wrecked tramp ship and discovered
her name was ’Providence’ - A significant name when thinking of the insurance
money (Skipper’s note). A short time before we reached the wreck, we hoisted the jenny and main as the wind had come fair. At 13.30 the wind came ahead
again so started the motor and reached Syracuse at 17o30. Tied alongside a
pier in Porto Picolo which was swarminF with urchins, not sea but the two-leggad
variety. Terry made investigations in the rubber dinghy and at 18.15 we moved
around to the Porto Orande, where we dropped anchor and tied stern to shore.
Moored beside us was a boat from the Royal Malta Yacht Club, a Nicholson 32,
owned by an Irishman named Ted Bayneo It was he in fact who took our lines and
said that he had been told to look out for us.
Thursday 21st July: Terry and self started the day at 07.45 by cleaning the topsides. We had late breakfast at 10.00 and after this we took up anchor and relaid it dropping more chain as the anchorage is very exposed. Jo hearing all the
work going on decided she had to do something too so she made magnificent spaghetti. Had dinner in one of the ’Jolly’ hotels, Italian version of the Paradors in
Spain (on ’Dinners’ Club card)° The head-waiter invited himself and his English
wife to afternoon tea the following day.
Friday., 22/nd July:- Terry got up at 05.00 hrso to meet Gerald at the Malta Ferry.
After a leisurely breakfast we went shopping in the market, Gerald having money
reinforcements, and seemed to buy up the whole place, although we failed to get
draught wine. Returned to "Neon Tetra" for drinks, and then set off to lunch in
a trattoria. It was an eventful lunch as we got nothing we ordered but after much
misunderstanding had quite a good meal in the end. The head-waiter from the
’Jolly" and family duly arrived on board for tea. Terry and Jo had a bath at the
’Jolly’ that evening (Diners’ Club card again), it was the first they had for several
weeks disgusting° Had dinner there again.
Saturday 23rd July. 07.45 left mooring at Syracuse. Weather fine, light westerly wind. 09.20 jib and main set, wind then freshened considerably. Course laid
for Cape Passar6o At 12.00 jib handed and main reefed. 12o30 it was blowing
force 6-7 and still increasing. We decided to change course and take shelter in
Marzanemi, a dead noser with a steep sea and a bit of a struggle as we think
there was a strong windward-going tide around Cape Passaroo Here several
land birds were blown past unable to fly againsl: the wind. At 14.15, reached the
sheltered bay and after a siesta, moved to a small harbour through a narrow
entrance, and at 19o30 dropped anchor as there was not enough water alongside
anywhere° The wind eased a little in the evening and we spent a quiet night.
Sunday, 24th July: After a top level conference at 04.00 hrso it was decided
not to cross the 50 odd miles to Malta due to the continuing wind we discovered
was called the ’Gregalia~oo(West wind of up to gale force which, according to the
book, lasts anything from 3 hours to 5 days)° At 09 hrs. after a peaceful breakfast, we took up anchor and set out on a short hop for Porto Paolo on the very
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corner of Sicily, about 2 miles on the other side of Cape Passaro, ready for our
dart across. We saw a fishing boat coming around the Cape and tried to follow
his course, however we were confronted by a long line of large tunney-net floats
and had to go about a mile out to sea into the open before finding the end. We
then turned westwards towards Porto Paola, where there were many fishing boats
sheltering° This proved a very rough anchorage so we decided to return to Cazzo
Spadovo, about a mile to the eastward°
Cazzo Spadavo we found to be very sheltered from west and north winds so
let go just under the village. About an hour after we arrived, several fishing
boats from Porto Paolo copied us and came around to where we were anchored.
Went ashore to look at the village which alas did not even have an eating house.
The toe of Sicily is a bleak spot indeed.
At 21.30 that evening the wind dropped, so we decided on a night passage
across to Malta. Monday 25th July. We arrived at Valetta 06.00 hrs. Malta
time, after covering 53.5 miles from Porto Paolo. It was a very lumpy passage,
with quite a sizeable swell and we had to alter course on several occasions to
avoid shipping, mostly huge tankers. At Valetta we found our berth waiting in
the Marina and later arranged winter quarters for "Neon Tetra".
PoS. by skipper: 1966 was a most successful year, with all objectives reached,
except Burgas in Bulgaria which had to be abandoned due to the week’s delay at
outset also bad weather and bad forecast for the Bulgarian coast. However,
we did reach the Black Sea and spent an hour or two sailing there, so honour
was satisfied.
SUMMARY OF NEON TETRA’S CRUISE
Arrival Date
June 6
" 7
,, 8
"
"
"
"

10
I1
12
13

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

19
20
22
23
24
24
25
26
29

Port
Miles
Piraeus: 24
Cap Sunion
93
P. Linaria (Skyros)
P. Kastro (Limnos)
71
93
Gallipoli
38
Katali (Marmara)
59
Buy Uk Chek-mejeh
Fenerbahce
24
- Black Sea Therapia via Bosphorus 27
Burgaz (Princes Ils.)
16
11
Yesilkoy
Fenerbahce
9
9
Yesitkoy
Burgaz (Princes Ils.)
11
36
Golcuk (G. of Ismet)
41
Fenerbahce
135
Chennakkle
697
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axxmamma Port
July
"

2
3

697
Mytileni (Lesbos) 79
68
Chios
62
Mykonos

"

5

Kithnos

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

6
9
l0
11
12
13
14
18
20
23
24
25

June 30

53

Passaliamani
49
Spetsai
54
Poriki Ils.
68
P. Longo
67
Pylos (NavarinB.) 12
Katakolon
49
Argostolon
56
Catania
260
Syracuse
30
Marzameni
22
6
Cazzo Spadavo
57
Valletta (Malta)

Ports 32 .... Miles 1, 689

TO AMERICA BY CATAMARAN

Here is some news of a very fine cruise by a non-member, Bradford
Butler, Jr., Colonel, U.S.A. (Retired), who has been based at Dunlaoghaire for the last couple of years. His craft is a 27 ft. Ranger
by Proutt. On October 9th he sent the following long letter from
Lisbon to J. L. Crabbe, Commodore R.I.Y.C., who kindly passed
it on to the IoC.C. as it was felt that many members would be interested.
My dear Commodore,
First I want to express my gratitude to you an d Jack Kelly-Rogers, and ~
to your membership, for the very real pleasure I find in flying the Irish burgee
and in knowing that I still have this happy link with Ireland.
You may be interested in something of a report on my trip so far. It sums
up briefly to a happy one totally without untoward incidents. The trip around
the Irish coast from Dublin to Crosshaven with O’Brien Kennedy and his wife
was a most pleasant one. They were the same delightful companions I have
always known them to be. At Crosshaven Mrs. Kennedy left us, and a young
Scot by the name of Ean McCarron-Millar elected to accompany me not only to
Spain where Kennedy was to leave me - but all the way across the Atlantic. He
in turn has proved an ideal crew, and brings to the venture skills he acquired as
a boy cadet in the Royal Navy, and later as a pilot in the Fleet Air Arm.
We left Crosshaven with a west wind freshening, and the ominous fact that
all the fishing craft were returning to port. But a careful three day forecast by
the Cork airport indicated only an outside chance of any bad weather. So we
took that chance , and lost. But it still proved the best choice. The wind continued to freshen as the day wore on, and by dark was a good Force 6. It increased
thru the night and I realized that my associates, new to the boat, its stowage,
and routines aboard, would be unduly exhausted by morning. So 1 elected around
midnight and some fifty miles south of Crosshaven with plenty of sea room, to
drop the sails, lie ahull and get a good night’s rest. This we did° In the morning it was still a good Force 6 and remained that thru the day, giving us a
chance to test out my new stormtrysail and spitfire jib. As I had hoped, this
proved I can slug along under this rig and even make some headway to windward°
By that night the wind had moderated to Force 4-5 and we were able to proceed
under our normal working sails. And that was the last bad weather we had.
My tactics for the trip included a primary intention to avoid being embayed
in Biscay at all costs. Fortunately for the rest of the trip our winds were
entirely fair including one whole day of north winds that 1 used in a safety play
of sailing due west which put me eventually some fifty miles west of CapeVillano
and something over 100 miles north of that point. I then sailed straight down the
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coast and on the sixth day after leaving Crosshaven put into Corrubedo, a tiny
fishing port - primarily for the reason that Ean was out of cigarettes. We
rested overnight aboard where no one showed any interest in our Q flag, and
went into the little basin of the Real Club Nautico in Vigo the next day. We
were shown every courtesy by that club and stayed in Vigo four days, departing on the 23rd. We spent all day tacking back and forth down the River
Vigo, and decided to spend that night in the delightful port of Bayonna at the
mouth of that river. If I had it to do over I would have made that my port of
entry into Spain as it is clean and unusually attractive.
The Spanish proved most informal in checking our papers and passports
and were helpful in every way. The Portuguese, I must hasten to add, are
equally helpful but have somehwat more formal procedures that include an
eminently sensible form that is filled out at the first port of call, and which
is carried throughout the rest of one’s stay in Portugal, and merely stamped
in subsequent ports.
Most language problems have been solved by the use of French in both
countries. English has proved futile. German equally so. I would advise
future visitors to Vigo to make note of the name of Artilleros Lagos, a
Spanish naval architect and yard owner there. He is the only person who spoke
English and could give technical advice, that we met there. His phone numbers
are Vigo 232626 & 231475.
After Bayonna we found ourselves plagued continuously with south and
south-westerly winds. So we were forced to make short hops, and chose to
spend’several nights in little ports on the way down. The first was La Guardia,
a small fishing port suitable only for shallow draft craft, full of fishing boats,
but with a good sandy bottom. We then put into Viano, an unusually attractive
16th Century town where we stayed two days. In point of fact we had actually
s~iled some twenty miles south of Viano during the night previous to our arrival
there, but were hit during the night by a Force 7 that left us so tired that we
chose to run back north and get some rest rather than continue tacking against
the heavy southerly winds and seas. That was the only other heavy weather we
have had on tl~ trip to Lisbon. We had reached Leixoes and were in the harbor
there when the very heavy gales hit all the north Atlantic during the period
30 Sept. to 5 Oct.
We left Leixoes on 5 Oct and had fair winds, occasionally no wind at all,
on the 160 mile hop to Lisbon. With fair winds we naturally made no stops at
all. In Lisbon we are in the foreign yacht harbor at Belem which proved to be
the only sensible place for a stop in this area. We shall remain in Lisbon until
around the 15th when we expect to take off either for northwest Africa, or directly
for the Canaries. We shall investigate that here next week.
The boat has lived up to all expectations and has never been the subject of
a minute’s concern. Its easy motion at sea and its handling on all points of sail
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and under all conditions, leaves nothing to be desired. The self-steering system
is an aid only, and cannot be left unattended. But we think that with supplementary
devices to include some of the conventional ones involving elastic shock cord and
the proper use of sheets to the rudders, that we shall be able to take care of this
by the time we hit the Trades so that at least we can make the long run before the
wind, and get more rest than watch and watch sailing provides.
The weather has been generally beautiful, if often showery. The "prevailing
northerlies" that one should have at this season, showed themselves only on the
last day of our trip this far.
And in closing I again want to thank you for all the consideration and courtesies you have shown me. And this most emphatically includes my thanks to
Jimmy Miller who has always been so extraordinarily helpful and thoughtful that
I will always think of him as personifying the most friendly aspect of Ireland.

..... 000 ....

Later Commodore Crabbe received a post-card from Colonel Butler dated 6th
November, Las Palmas, Grand Canary.
Arrived here on jury rudder after 13 days from Lisbon of which 5 spent hove-to
either from head winds, near gales, or to protect the fragile jury rig. But all’s
well and repairable in this wonderful place. The club here has been particularly
helpful thanks to Amb Pradera’s nice letter. Expect to be able to take off for
Barbados around 15 Nov. There is a fine yard here and the best supply facilities
for yachts we have yet seen. With best wishes to members of the Royal Irish.
Finally it was learnt at the London Boat Show that Proutts had received a cable from
Colonel Butler from Barbados dated December 28th reporting arrival after a slow
35 day passage due to adverse winds and that the self-steering and the craft herself
had behaved magnificently.
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THE HOLY GR~)UND

Adieu my fair young maidens
Ten thousand times adieu
We must bid good-bye to the Holy Ground
The place that we love true
And we’ll sail the salt seas over
And return again for sure
To seek the girls that wait for us
In the Holy Ground once more
Chorus
Fine girl you are, you’re the girl I do adore
And still I live in hopes to see
The Holy Ground once more. Fine girl you are.
II
Oh the night was dark and stormy
You could scarcely see the moon
And our good old ship she was tossing about
And her rigging was all torn
With her seams all open and leaky
With her timbers dozed and old
And still I live in hopes to see
The Holy Ground once more
Repeat Chorus
Ill
And now the storm is over
And we are safe on shore
Let us drink a health to the Holy Ground
And the girls that we adore
We’ll drink strong ale and porter
Till we make the tap room roar
And when our money is all spent
We will go to sea for more
Repeat Chorus.
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SiNLOO .of ARKLOW 1966
See plan p° 81
A cruise to Galway and the Aran Islands
by
John and gathleen Kinmonth
Crew: John Kinmonth
Ralph Kinmonth
Fred Kinmonth
Michael Meredith Brown
Denys Sambrook
Kathleen Kinmonth
Fergus Kinmonth

(all the way)

( ...... )
(Union Hall to Valentia)
(Union Hall to Galway)
(Galway to Valentia)
(Valentia to Union Hall)
(Valentia to Berehaven)

(and at times other members of the I<inmonth family,
and Richard Warren)
Ports of Calls, Landings, etc.
Smerwick Harbour
Union Hall
Valentia (Knightstown)
Rabbit Island Sound
Sherkin Island
Sneem Harbour (Garnish)
I<ilmakilloge 0Dereen &
C rookhaven
Collorus)
Berehaven (Castletownbere)
Berehaven (Castletown & Dunlmy)
Port Magee
N. Harbour, Cape Clear Island
Valentia (Knightstown)
Skellig Michael
Baltimore
Valentia (Glar/eam & Knightstown) Rabbit Island Sound
Aran Islands (Ktlronan, Kilmurvy) Castlehaven
Union Hall
Galway Dock
I<ilronan
C rosshaven
’Sinloo’ (the curlew) was designed and built by John Tyrell at Arklow in
1954. Rigged as a Bermudan sloop she is 8 tons T.M., 24 ft. waterline,
31’6" long and 5 ft. draught° Shehas what her owners think a very shapely
hull ending in a canoe stern°
Sinloo has been cruised with previous owners as far north as Norway
and around the coasts of the British Isles as far south as Brittany and the
Channel Islands. Now she is based in Crosshaveno
The chief objects of this cruise in 1966 was to visit the Aran Islands and
Galway Bay but also to meet our friend Richard Warren in his yawl
’PhaIarope’ from America, so that we might have a short cruise in company
in the south west of !reland after his transatlantic crossing. A rendezvous
has been planned, after much correspondence, for Berehaven for the 16th
August 1966.
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The ship’s company consisted of the Skipper (John Kinmonth), Ralph
Kinmonth (foredeckhand and other duties), who were aboard for the duration
of the cruise, and a number of other ardent sailors who came for varying
periods of time, meeting or leaving the yacht at different ports. (Their
names are listed at the beginning). The changes of crew were complex
matters which involved much planning ahead, a great deal of luck in getting
to the right places for meetings at the right times and a tenuous and complicated communications system, chiefly by telephone calls relayed through
helpful friends and agents ashore° The mastermind in charge of the shorebased network was Kathleen Kinmontho
July 30th: Started our cruise from Union Hall in Glandore harbour after
loading supplies and working aboard for some hours. Weighed at 16.00
and sailed a few miles to Rabbit Island Sound near Squince harbour where
our land base and centre of communications was placed. Here we anchored
for the night, bought two very large crayfish from a fishing boat, dined on
these washed down with Spanish Rioja wine.

8

July 31st: The shipping forecast prophesied showers, which we got in plenty,
and wind N.W. 4 which was late in coming, It was flat calm and light airs for
most of the day. We weighed and motored out of Squince harbour after breakfast, set our sails to light head winds, passed outside the Stags and were close
to Kedge Island near Baltimore by 11o45o The island was covered with gulls,
chiefly great black backs and surrounded by northern guillemots, gannets and
Manx shearwaters. The wind dropped completely and the rain fell in torrents
so we started the motor, went into Baltimore harbour and anchored off Sherkin
Abbey. After lunch the downpour stopped - we explored the ruins of the abbey,
then motored on in flat calm through the north entrance of Baltimore harbour
where at last at 16,45 the forecast N.Wo wind appeared. By 1800 we were 1½
miles N.Wo of the Fastnet Rock surrounded again by a mass of birds including
many of the sooty shearwaters which fly from their nesting places in the Falkland Islands to summer feeding grounds in the North Atlantic, From here, with
a better breeze and at last a beautiful evening, we tacked up to Crookhaven and
anchored off the village at 20°40 and enjoyed a good chicken dinner°
August Ist: The N.W. breeze persisting, we sailed from Crookhaven and
tacked up to Mizen Head to catch the north going stream° By 10,30 we were in
the race about 3 miles off Mizen Head and getting plenty of motion from it, By
11.30 we were out of it and by 12o30 had passed Sheep Head and were steering
for Ardnakinna point on Bere Island in beautiful weather with Bantry Bay looking
its wonderful best in the sunshine, At 14,00 we anchored in Castletownbere
harbour about 200 yards S.W. of the pier where there is now far more water
than marked on the chart due to extensive dredging in recent years o It was
August Bank Holiday and Regatta Day so we enjoyed a fine view of the rowing
boat races, greasy pole and other activities accompanied by a pipe band° Also
anchored there were Charles and Mary Dwyer in their ketch ’Hopeful’° They
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were returning from a cruise up the west coast. Like us they aimed at
visiting Galway Bay and the Aran Islands but had so many strong northerly
winds that they had got no farther than the Shannon. They gave us a magnificent dinner aboard ’Hopeful’, while the more junior members of the
crews cooked themselves a meal aboard ’Sinloo’. Culinary standards with
the help of occasional hospitality like this remained high on this cruise.
August 2nd: The day opened with a forecast of E to N.E. 5 to 7. We
weighed anchor at 09.00 and left in force 6 east wind with 5 rolls in the
main and a small jib. This was not accomplished easily as a nameless
brown yacht had anchored the evening before, despite our polite hints,
uncomfortably close. During the night she had come to lie almost alongside. With pushing and some vocal efforts we got clear and followed the
Irish Lights Vessel ’Isolda’ out of harbour. In showers of rain and mist
we ran before the easterly wind by the compass past Blackball Head to
Dursey Sound which we passed through at 11.25 with a favourable tide.
Outside it we again set a compass course, now in almost horizontal rain,
for Puffin Island which we reached at 14.00 to find the sea around it swarming with puffins. These were the last we were to see. On our return
south again later the island and its vicinity was bereft of puffins nor did
we see any elsewhere on the coast. Presumably they had migrated to
wherever puffins do migrate to in August. After beating into Port Mcgee
we went alongside the pier and ashore where we bought (rather limited)
supplies. At 17.30 the rain had stopped but Port Magee still looked depressed. The wind had also dropped away so we tacked and motored to
Knightstown, Valentia, and anchored off the pier.
August 3rd: The day opened calm and with a good forecast. We at once
decided to make for the Skelligs and attempt a landing. As the wind had
been easterly we hoped there would not be too much swell. Although we
had often sailed past the Skelligs on previous cruises, none of us had ever
been there in good enough weather to attempt a landing. This looked a
promising chance although it meant retracing our way. We weighed at
08.45 and motor sailed in calms and light airs back through Port Mcgee
Sound. We were off the Great SkeUig at 12.40. There was a long southwesterly swell, despite the absence of any wind from that quarter for
several days, but not too bad for landing. The day was now beautiful with
high cirrus cloud. Two of us (Michael and Ralph) went off in the Avon
rubber dinghy wearing life jackets while the remaining two cruised around
in ’Sinloo’. They landing successfully in Blindman’s Cove on the N.E.
corner of the island and disappeared from view up the path. Just over
an hour later we picked them up again bubbling with enthusiasm about the
wonders and beauties of Skellig Michael. It was now the turn of John and
Fred to land in the same way. We climbed in hot sunshine up the steep
path and ancient stone steps through cushions of thrift, stonecrop and
bladder campion to the old dwelling of the monks. The warm air was
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full of the rich perfume of camomile. We had often before sailed past the
Skelligs in grey weather or driving rain and wondered what grim spirit of
asceticism had driven men to actually live on Skellig Michael. Now we
realized that it had its other aspects. We reached the ancient stone huts
and oratory at the north-eastern summit. Six hundred feet and almost
below us we saw ’Sinloo’ as a white speck circling around awaiting us.
To the east in the blue waters lay the 400 foot Little Skellig ringed by foam,
and beyond it in the misty distance the coast a~ St. Finan’s and Baliinskelligs Bays with great flecks and streaks of cirrus cloud in the sky above.
The north going stream was strengthening and the wind freshening.
After taking many photographs we reluctantly descended, stopping again
at the saddle to look down almost vertically to the water below and admire
the circling and perching kittiwakes in the cliff amphitheatre below us.
At the landing place we met one of the lighthouse keepers stripped to the
waist and basking in the sun which had turned him the colour of teak. He
told us that the spell of duty was 28 days then 14 days on the mainland°
Often relief was delayed for several days but that landing was often possible on the creek near the derrick when conditions were too bad to land at
Blindman’s Cove.
We rowed out to ’Sinloo’ and lunched on deck in the hot sun while
making our way over to the Little Skellig to inspect the crowded ranks
of gannets which occupied every possible inch of sitting space upon it.
Apart from that on St. Kilda, this is the largest gannet colony in the
northern hemisphere.
At 14.30 under genoa and main we set our course on the port tack
with a light N.W. wind to pass outside Valentia Island. At 1700 we passed
Cromwell point at the entrance to Valentia harbour and anchored in Glanlearn Bay. Here we landed and met Colonel H.J. Uniacke who lives at
Glanleam, once the seat of the Knight of Kerry. He and Mrs. Uniacke keep
and tend one of the most remarkable gardens in the British Isles. Fine
myrtles and also Clethra arborea, the ;lily of the valley tree grow particularly well. The latter indeed is now said to grow better here than in
Madeira whence it was introduced and can be seen to have seeded itself
and grow on the tree ferns. After this short but pleasant horticultural
interlude, and hoping to accept an invitation to return for a more leisurely
visit, we went aboard and motored to Knightstown where we made fast
alongside a trawler at the pier. Undoubtedly one of the best days of this
or indeed of any cruise.
August 4th: In the morning Fred left ’Sinloo’ by ferry for the mainland.
An~anco-operative engine (first symptons of its impending final recalcitrance) delayed our departure. We left Knlghtstown pier, Valentia
Island under sail at ll.10 and with a light N.W. wind passed Doulus Head
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at midday and tacked towards Blasket Sound. Our lunch of soup and hard
tack was prepared with slight difficulty in a heavy northwesterly swell.
The B.B.C. forecast of N.W.4 backing W. was acceptable (although it never
quite happened) and we decided to go on through Blasket Sount with favourable tide.
A large unidentified blue cutter flying the red ensign lay at anchor and
rolling somewhat off the east beach of Great Blasket. This was the last
yacht we saw for many days. It was tempting to anchor there too but we
would have missed the tide, the wind was dropping and it did not look too
comfortable a place to roll at anchor during the night. Soon the 2 to 3 knot
tide took us north into the race at the exit from the Sound and we were
plunging our bows under. The wind had disappeared almost completely and
the tide seemed to be setting us onto the land. At 16.45 we managed to coax:
the engine alive somewhere near Clogher Rock. At 17. l0 Sybil Head was
abeam but the race was still bumping us. The wind was light and northerly
so we altered course for Smerwick i/arbour, stopped the engine at 17.55
and sailed in and anchored at 18,20 past the place called "Boat Harbour" on
the chart. Smerwick iharbour proved a better overnight stop than might be
expected. Little of the N.W. swell penetrated to our anchoring place which
was as far as we could get near what appeared to be the remains of the Fort
del Oro, occupied by an ill-fated Spanish garrison in the 16th century. Two
of us went ashore, climbed the small cliffs and after a slightly rough cross
country walk found a guest house about half a mile from the beach. The kind
Irish-speaking inhabitants allowed us to use their telephone by which we
despatched messages along our communication network to keep our crew
exchange arrangements going.
Au~st 5th: Weighed by moonlight and away under all plain sail at 04.45.
Dawn was just breaking with a sky of cumulus and some high patches of
mackerel cloud. There was a very light westerly air. At 05.15 we
streamed the log leaving Smerwick harbour with the Third Sister looming
dark about two cables to port. We set our course for Gregory Sound in the
Aran Islands. Soon we picked up a steady N. N.W. wind and rain: 06.15
log .reading 5½ miles. 06.45 B.B.C. forecast "Shannon area W. N.W. wind
4 to 5, showers, during showers wind stronger". Rolled down 3½ rolls in
main. Saw a skua (type unidentified). 09.15 log 22 miles. 09.30 Loop
Head visibte2 to starboard. No one was energetic enough to work
the "Heron" so we did a rough four point bearing on Loop Head making our
position 6 miles off. Mount Brandon with its head in clouds could be occasionally seen astern. There was fitful sunshine on the land but poor visibility to seaward. Fulmars circled us constantly, sometimes alighting on the
surface. 12.15; log 40 m. Wind persisting about 6 knots but sailing full and
bye. Quite rough. Skipper prepared lunch with asparagus soup, wedging
himself on cabin sole. Masses of kittiwakes, gannets, fulmars and storm
petrels, black-backed and black-headed gulls, but no ships. 12.55 -suddenly
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sunshine, blue sea and good visibility ahead. The Aran Islands fiat and grey
sighted with the Cormemara mountains beyond. The mountains of Kerry lost
behind us in mist. 13.15 - log 45 miles. 14.15 - log 51 miles. We are
now some 9 miles from the Aran Islands. What looked like a yacht with a
tall spinnaker was seen running downwind towards us on the port bow. This
turned out to be the black and white banded tower of the lighthouse on Eeragh
Island at the western end of the Aran Islands. Some discussion now ensued
as to how many Aran Islands could be seen and which of the three sounds we
could see was Gregory Sound. It was finally settled that the most westerly
was the "False Sound", actually the low neck of land at Port Murvy on Irtishmore. We steered for Gregory Sound and entered it at 16.00 after a little
sail along the south coast of Inishmore to admire the grey limestone ledges
and cliffs. Shipped the log at 16.12 reading 62 miles and tacked around Straw
Island to cross the bar of Aran into Killeany harbour on Inishmore. 17.00
anchored one and a half cables S.E. of the old pier at Kilronan in l½ fathoms
and a sandy bottom.
We made the passage of 60 miles from the Dingle peninsula to theAran
Islands at just under six knots on the port tack with the wind forward of the
beam and a bumpy sea all the way. Quite pleasing for our 24 ft. waterline
and of course even more pleasing to make our landfall and anchorage in daylight, and good visibility. The approach to the Aran Islands and Killeany
harbour from the south would not be good at night without local knowledge and
previous experience which none of us had.
The harbour was empty apart from the anchored lobster cages which
made anchoring quite an interesting exercise. The fishing boats were still
OUt. It ali looked much as it must have done when Synge wrote about it
sixty years ago.
All hands were soon ashore and discovered a telephone (not mentioned
in the I.C.C.Sailing Directions) at the post office. Using this is quite a fascinating exercise. Perhaps the cable to the mainland is not all it should be.
A lot of the noise of Galway Bay seems to get in. Messages go best from the
island to the mainland. We ultimately sent one which enabled us successfully
to meet a new crew member in Galway two days later.
August 6th: The day opened glassy calm bright and cloudy. After getting
provisions at Kilronan, including chops which we were asked to chop off ourselves from a large anatomical specimen in a shop, we returned aboard.
At 12.40 it was still glassy calm with hot sun and the Connemara mountains,
surmounted by a small line of white cumulus, looking a fantastic blue. Started the engine and motored out intending to visit Port Murvy and Dun Aengus
about six miles west of Kilronan. About half way the engine raced. As the
prop did not turn, we thought it might have weed around it. Michael nobly
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went over the side with the bread knife and cleared a mass of weed, but still it
misbehaved. We sat and lunched and basked in the sun drinking in the beauties
of Galway Bay. A N.W. air sprang up and we saw creeping out from Connemara two of the famous turf hookers, making for Inishmore. We set all sail
and ran back towards them. These are the remnants of one of the last working fleets of sail in north Europe, We rounded up and sailed along with one of
the hookers manned by two old men wearing Aran Island light tweed waistcoats. They were carrying a big load Of turf from the mainland to the islands.
Out of their chimney came blue smoke and a fine smell of cooking mackerel.
They answered our hail in Irish but finding us uneducated changed to Galway
English which sounded just as rich and musical and almost the same. Their
craft, they told us, was over a hundred years old. After a pleasant conversation we rounded up and made for Port Murvy where we anchored at 15.40 off
the pier amongst some moored curraghs. All ashore and walked up to Dun
Aengus. This fort with its huge walls stands on the edge of the 270 ft. cliff
looking southward. The peak of Mount Brandon some seventy miles to the
south on Dingle peninsula could just be seen hanging above the clouds. The
I. C.C. Sailing Directions describe this as one of the most wonderful places
in the world. We thought this an understatement and some of us have been
around the world and more. The date of Dun Aengus is debatable but our
archaeologist friends now put it at about 500 B.C. We wandered along the
cliffs and down to the great limestone ledges on the south where we wondered
at the huge rectangular pool of the monster where the sea surged slowly up
and down through the submarine undermined cliff. Then back to Port Murvy
and ’Sinloo’. The curragh men were flitting around in their light craft. We
weighed and sailed in the evening back to Kilronan to anchor at 21.50 and dine
on the chops and canned Beaujolais, What a day’.
August 7th: This is our day to go to Galway dock for crew change. Will we
meet anyone there? Did our messages get through? Can we even get in (the
I.C.C. Directions are highly pessimistic)? Will the engine work? (it did not).
With these stimulating questions we weighed at 10.45 and left Kilronan with
3 rolls in the main and a B.B.C. forecast of S. W. 6 with stronger gusts. We
headed up Galway Bay through sunshine and showers with the skipper doing
unsuccessful operations on the engine. It seemed that we were sailing into a
limitless sea stretching with a horizon on it far into Ireland, the land at the
head of the bay being very low. At last we picked up Margaretta Shoal buoy,
the red perch on Black Rock and the white lighthouse on Mutton Island. The
books say that tides in Galway Bay are "negligible" but quite a lot of water from
somewhere was moving out against us. The buoys on the dredged channel into
Galway dock were missing. We rounded up and sailed in on the leading marks.
The engine was not working. We were sailing rat_her faster than we liked,
particularly after reading the Sailing Directions again. We came as close to
the end of the new pier as we could, watched by a small but interested crowd,
luffed up and anchored to the west of it with a heavy chain and anchor to stop
us quickly (16.20 hours). We then handed sail and sent a warp ashore in the
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rubber dinghy to the end of the pier and warped ’Sinloo’ around to the "layby"
on the lee side of it and lay snugly alongside ’Star of Faith’, one of several
trawlers lying there. It was just as well we did it this way as the Sailing
Directions point out that there is no room to round up in the "layby". This
is particularly true if it is full of trawlers. We were highly pleased with
our manoeuvre, particularly as it was carried out under the discerning eyes
of our new crew, Denys, and surprisingly Kathleen. They, by a miracle of
organization had arrived there from Cork by car at the right moment.
We spent the evening visiting the skipper and his family crew on the
trawler ’Star of Faith’, who also visited us. We have not encountered a
yacht since we saw the unidentified blue cutter at Great Blasket. We got up
twice during the night to let trawlers out. Otherwise the "layby" is a good
berth for a short stay.
August 8th: Galway Dock to Aran Islands. Michael left for Cork by car
with KatMeen but in his enthusiasm for the beauties of the western world, he
forgot to change into his shoregoing clothes, left them in ’Sinloo’s’ hanging
cupboard and journeyed back to London dressed in a pale blue oilskin suit
and plastic sandals.
A helpful mechanic with a red setter worked for some hours on the
engine with sufficient success for it to take us out of Galway dock and pick
up a wind and also a bumpy sea off Mutton Island at 12.15. Facetious remarks
about this being known as "Mutton Chop" were ignored by Denys who lost his
breakfast over the side. A west wind with gusts of 6 or 7 gave us a dead beat
of 26 miles to Aran. At 16.00 we put six rolls in the main, set the spitfire
jib and made drier and more rapid progress until the wind died away in the
evening. Our final progress was slow, the engine would not work and in fact
never helped us again throughout the cruise. We anchored at 22.15 near the
lifeboat at Kilronan and made a good meal which had been quietly cooking in
the oven for two hours before entering harbour. What a good invention ovens
are’. Many times it cooked our food like a faithful slave while we busied ourselves with other things.
August 9th: Ktlronan, Aran Islands. The day opened with an E. wind, rain
and a forecast of a S.W. gale veering W. in Shannon area. The glass was
falling. By 08.00 it was blowing force 8 from the east. By Ii.00 there was
an uncomfortable sea running in over the bar of Aran. Fortunately, our
C. Q.R. anchor and heavy chain showed no sigh of dragging. We wondered
how the crew of the lifeboat which was pitching and rolling at her moorings
near us could ever reach her should they have a call. We soon discovered.
The doors of the old lifeboat house ashore opened and the old lifeboat with
its long oars was launched and rowed out to the moored craft at the moorings.
Soon she was away on a distress call. Later the wind veered south and by
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13.30 was lightening. Thus ended the shortlived and only gale in a month’s
cruising in S.W. and W. Ireland. A record low number for any of us.
August 10th: Kilronan, Aran Islands. We had had a letter at Galway posted
by Richard Warren, Skipper of ’Phalarope’ on August 1st at St. John’s, Newfoundland where he had called on his way to meet us in Bantry Bay on the 16th
August. With the first fair wind we should sail south. To-day the forecast
is southerly 4 to 5 with another depression moving in from the S.E. No
good.
We went ashore and spent the day exploring Dun Eoehla, the old lighthouse and other antiquities, and also botanizing and enjoying the wonderful
views of Galway Bay.
August llth: Kilronan to Smerwick. The day opened cloudy with a light
E.S.E. wind. We decided this would do to start south. The anchor was dug
in hard after the gale but came up with the aid of the winch. We made our
way slowly out of Kilronan at 06.35 under genoa and main. The engine had
retired from work for the rest of the cruise. At 07.38 we streamed the log
in the south end of Gregory Sound. The waves could be heard booming like
cannons in the undermined cliffs and caves of Inishmaan. We set our compass
course for Sybil Head on Dingle peninsula. At 08.00 it was raining hard. At
09.25 some ten miles from Aran we picked up Loop Head on the "Heron".
The signals were too weak to get a good bearing. By midday we got a good
fix which agreed with our dead reckoning placing us about 10 miles W.N.W.
of Loop Head. Now the wind dropped and came ahead and the tide was foul.
At 16.15 the weather lifted and Loop Head was seen about 6 miles to port.
The wind veered and we lay Kerry Head on the starboard tack. Soon the tide
helped us but set up a bumpy sea across the mouth of the Shannon. A small
coaster, the first seen formany days, came out of the Shannon~" passed us and
went on through Blasket Sound. Another veer of wind and we could just lay
Smerwick. At 18.38 Magharee Islands were abeam but the wind falling still
lighter. We moved slowly along past the magnificent cliffs near Brandon.
A number of triangular fins, possibly of small sharks, passed 30 yards to
port. Although the visibility was now good there was an uncomfortable sea,
almost no wind and that ahead and no engine working. No point in going on
in the dark. We just crawled in pitch blackness into Smerwick and anchored
as close as we dared to our previous place at 23.30 in 5 fathoms. We had a
belated supper of over-baked sausages. Not such a good passage south as
we had had north to Aran.
August 12-13th: - Smerwick and south. After a reasonably comfortable
night and certainly far more so than we would have had tumbling around in
the swell and calm off the peninsula or islands if we had gone on during the
night, the day opened clear and calm. Smerwick harbour is a good overnight stop, when passing the Blasket Sound. We think it better than the books
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suggest. It was a wonderful morning with Brandon Peak just in cloud and
the curragh men fishing in the harbour near us. We went ashore to a sandy
beach and had excellent and much needed natural fresh water showers under
a stream cascading from the cliff. One of the party surreptitiously took
movie films (later censored) of what he called the "nudist campaign". At
11.35 we weighed and tacked out of Smerwick with force 0 to 1 northerly
airs.
At 16.00 hours Sybil point was abeam after drifting along sunbathing
and admiring the fine scenery of Brandon, Three Sisters and the Dingle
peninsula. We fed a flock of fulmars, with a overripe chicken and bread
and ourselves with fresher food. We set our red spinnaker which occasionally filled and edged onwards into Blasket Sound. At 17.30 a blue trawler
came and hailed us; "Tis very calm for ye, where are ye bound for?"
"Cork" we replied. We then received a magnificent bombardment of fresh
mackerel onto our decks and off they went. By 21.00 we were between
Blasket Sound and Valentia with no wind but a spectacular sunset behind the
Blasket Islands and a fine supper of baked mackerel accompanied by Irish
whiskey. Perfection but for the lack of wind and engine. We spent a black,
moonless night becalmed watching shoals of phosphorescent fish arid sometimes single large ones like bright torpedo tracks passing us. At dawn a
light air carried us to the mouth of Valentia harbour where ultimately, after
trouble with a foul tide, we got a few puffs to carry us in to anchor at 06.40
off Knightstown. At 14.00 after a watch below we sailed and warped alongside the pier and took on water and provisions. In the evening we enjoyed
a visit to the garden at Glanleam once more and a really civilized dinner
with, and the kind hospitality of Colonel and Mrs. Uniacke.
August 14th: Valentia to Sneem. Although it was Sunday morning the lifeboat engineers were kind enough to examine and give an expert opinion on
the engine. Diagnosis: "Gearbox needs to come out, probably faulty clutch
cones". That settled our anxiety to try to put it right. We now knew where
we stood with that and could relax and just plan to sail for the rest of the
cruise.
Later we sailed over to the new pier at Reenard point for a change of
crew. D.K.S. left us. We now had the Skipper, Kathleen, Ralph and Fergus
aboard. Another small miracle of organization and communication’. 14,48 A wonderful day with wonderful scenery. Weighed and away for Port Magee
Sound under all plain sail. One newly arrived member of the crew (I<athleen),
overcome by the beauty of the scene, banged her head on the boom and other
objects four times in ten minutes. 15.45 - In Port Magee Sound. A great
black-backed gull was seen standing on and pecking a floating dead pig. Wind
falling light: W.N.W. 16.20 - Puffin Island abeam but all the puffins have
gone; not one anywhere. 17.15 - Wind a little better and free. Tea in hot
sunshine in the cockpit. Left Scariff and Lamb Islands to port and altered
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course up Kenmare River towards Sherkin Island. Another fine dinner,
with sunset, in the cockpit. Now we have the Reeks and the mountains of
Kenmare River around us but the wind fell light. After rowing and towing
and drifting we ultimately anchored off Garnish Island at 22,45. A calm
starry night.
August 15th: Kenmare River. Garinish and Kilmakilloge. 06.10 - A
beautiful red clear sky over Rossdohan Island. We had anchored in the
dark almost exactly where we wished, Inshore of us were two yachts, the
first we had seen in some two hundred miles. One which we first mistook
for Bob Berridge’s ’Shindilla’, turned out to be ’Sea Pie’, R.C.C., belonging to an old acquaintance Gordon Gill. The other was ’Maica’, the club
boat of the Island Cruising Club. After greeting them we went ashore to
visit the famous garden once Lord Dunraven’s and now the property of the
Browne family who were most kind in showing it to us, We saw ravens and
choughs as well as interesting and beautiful flora. Having decided on a
horticultural day we weighed at 14. l0 and sailed in company with ’Sea Pie’
across Kenmare River to visit Lord Mersey’s garden at Dereen in Kilmakilloge harbour. We anchored two cables S.E. of yellow rock in wonderful
scenery, debating which was better, this or Glengarriff. Kflmakilloge is
certainly less frequented. After visiting the garden with its beautiful views
and magnificent cryptomeria and other trees, we sailed to Collorus harbour
and anchored for the night. Still beautiful weather but a falling glass.
Cocktails aboard ’Sea Pie’ and then a roast chicken dinner. Tomorrow is
the date for our rendezvous with ’Phalarope’ in Berehaven,
Au~ust 16th: KilmakiUoge to Berehaven. The day opens with a red angry
dawn and black streaks of cloud astern of us over Knocknati (the Hill of the
House) and the other mountains to the east of Kilmakilloge harbour. The
forecast is S.W. 4 to 6 with drizzle. That means a beat out of Kenmare
River. A pity the visibility is bad.
A ratherpoor morning’s sail down the Kenmare River to Dursey
Sound beating against a variable S.W. wind and a bumpy sea in poor visibility and rain. ’Sea Pie’ left before us and steadily drew ahead. Her longer
water-line and automatic steering seem to get her along well. Entered
Dursey Sound at 15.15 and made short tacks through it, the wind being
dead ahead. We kept to the west side to avoid the rock. The tide as calculated was favourable. A few lobster men were fishing in the sound and
a large black rowing boat called the ’Irish Rover’. As soon as we passed
the sound the wind dropped to almost nothing and ahead and we ran into the
usual choppy tide race almost losing steerage way. It took one and a half
hours for the tide to take us the two miles to weather Crow Head. At last
we picked up enough wind to ease sheets and pass between Crow Head and
Cat Rock which we could see occasionally looking very black amongst its
green and white breakers. Despite severe "morbus maris" amongst some
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of the crew, everyone strained his eyes through the mist for a possible
sight of ’Phalarope’. Sailed chiefly by the compass through the poor visibility and the usual race to Blackball head. Ardnakinna point at Bereo
haven entrance was abeam at 20.15. Ghosted in through Piper Sound and
past the Colt Rock. Then what do we see? A white yawl motoring out to
meet us. It is ’Philarope". Arrived a day early; 23 days from Newport,
Rhode Island and 14 days from St. John’s, Newfoundland. They gave us a
tow in amidst cheers and celebrations and we lay to one anchor in Castletownbere harbour. ’Philarope’ had encountered no gales but had head
winds right the way across to Ireland. They sighted the mountains early
on August 15th, later passing Skellig Michael on course for the Bull Rock
and entered Castletownbere in the evening. A fine voyage. What a
cruise this has been for complicated but successful meetings:
August 17th: Castletown. Dun_boy. 01.45a.m. Revellers from crew
of ’Sinloo’ and ’Phalarope’ returned aboard. After breakfast some of each
crew left for points at varying distances west and east to catch planes and
cars. Now we have on ’Sinloo’ the Skipper, Kathleen and Ralph. Raining
and windless. Ashore everything is dirty and disorganized due chiefly to
the recent reconstruction of the harbour and port. AfterIunch there was just
enough wind to get out perhaps to Dunboy Cove or some more salubrious
place.
15.15 - Just managed to tack out against commencing flood with
’Phalarope’ hard behind us. The spirit of competition urged us on to keep
ahead but we kept so close to the western shore to cheat the tide that we
grounded momentarily (to the high excitement of the crew) while coming
about. The wind improved but the narrow harbour entrance and the flood
tide were just too much for ’Phalarope’ vaho needed a touch of engine to get
out. 17.15 - Anchored in the leafy surroundings of Dunboy Cove and were
soon joined by ’Phalarope’. A wet evening but an enjoyable supper of
mackerel and whiskey aboard ’Phalarope’.
August 18th: Dun_boy to Cape Clear Island. Fog and calm. The ruins of
Dunboy House are shrouded in mist and look suitably ghostly with herons
flying around it. Everyone is eager to get moving again and for ’Sinloo’ and
’Phalarope’ to get on with our planned joint cruise. The forecast is variable
winds and fog patches. The only way to go is to use engines and the compass.
As ’Sinloo’s’ engine has gone into premature hibernation it means a tow. At
10.25 off we go through Piper Sound with Thalarope’ towing ’Sinloo’ on a course
for Mizen Head. At noon there is an oily swell but the sun is coming out and
we can see Sheep Head about 3 mile8 to port.
At 14.30 off the Mizen the sun shines warmly and faint airs of wind come
from the south. Sails are set and a compass course agreed on to take us to
North Harbour Cape Clear :Island. At 17.30 the wind is better. We can see
Dunanore Castle on Cape Clear Island arid the Fastnet Rock about 4 miles off
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to starboard. The sight of this is too much for the crew of ’Phalarope’. They
cannot sail all the way they have and not have a close look at the famous rock,
although it is not unfamiliar to at least one of them from races in the past.
So off they go and we in ’Sinloo’ sail on for Cape Clear while the wind lasts.
At 18.00 we prepared to enter North Harbour. ’Phalarope’ had finished
her inspection of the Fastnet and was heading towards us. With considerable
care and of course no engine we tacked into narrow North Harbour and made
fast to the end of the pier near the steps without bumping anything and rather
pleased with ourselves° The satisfaction did not last long. ’Phalarope’ sailed
past the entrance without seeing us and on towards the Gascanane Sound and
Baltimore. Rushing up the hill to signal was useless. We had lost contact.
We telephoned to Baltimore for someone to tell them, if and when they anchored
there. On foot we inspected the south side of the island but the South harbour
was empty. We fed. We forgot that it was the night of a perigee spring tide,
the second lowest of 1966 and that the water was fast vanishing in the moonless
night from North harbour. A keen bird man from the observatory on the
island came aboard and went through our entire log with obsessioned keenness
for records of sightings of shearwaters, etc. There was a gentle roll and
’Sinloo’ took up the comfortable position that she likes with her bilge on a sandy
bottom where there is not enaugh water. We hauled her back against the pier
with a rope on the mast. It was moonless and black. To our delight two
members of ’Phalarope’s’ crew appeared and told us she was anchored in
South harbour. The bird man continued to ask about gannets. Light relief
appeared in the shape of the occupants of a motor trawler called ’The Happy
Home’ which had earlier moored in the best place at the tip of the pier.
They were returning from revels ashore to rest in their happy home. They
would like to help us tidy up the warps. Splash went one of them into the
remnant of water by the pier. One of our crew helped him out. They started
to adjust our warps. We made fast again. Splash in the darkness, another
happy homer in the water uttering oaths. Out with him again. Then at last
quietness descended for the night in the almost dry North harbour.
August 19th: Cape Clear to Baltimore. In the morning we did an exchange
of crews and some of us sailed in ’Phalarope’. In thick mist with only the
compass and seabirds to indicate the shore we glided round from South
harbour and joined company in North harbour for lunch. The sun emerged
and we sat on deck with delicious glasses of American lager and eventually
decided to sail to Baltimore together. ~Phalarope’ (drawing only four feet
with her centreboard up) went first and we followed in ’Sinloo’. "Cast off"
said the skipper but nothing happened. "Well shove off then". The crew
strained and pushed. We had again taken the bottom. Ralph was sent off
in the rubber dinghy with a kedge anchor. The bottom clearly visible with
large fishes, tin cans and soft sand was poor holding and each time as we
heaved, back came the anchor. Out again in the dinghy with chain on the
kedge. Success this time. We hauled ’Sinloo’ off and slid away towards the
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steep cliffs on the opposite shore where much kelp was showing. In a few
seconds we were aground again. The space to manoeuvre was only just
more than her length. Ralph took a line to the outer pier from where we
managed to pull her to a floating position. We ghosted out of the harbour
to .re-join ’Phalarope’ awaiting us outside.
At 15.00 we were drifting towards Gascanane Sound about half a mile
north of Bird Island. The whole of Baltimore Bay was glassy calm and the
sun was hot. We sunbathed and some of us even swam alongside. At last
a small air gave us way to tack through Gascanane and on to Baltimore.
’Phalarope’ anchored off the pier. ’Sinloo’ warped in and lay alongside the
trawler ’Britannia" at 18,30.
August 20th: Baltimore to Rabbit Island. Anchored in Baltimore Harbour
near the Sherkin Island shore was ’Westward’ (C.C.A.), Drayton Cochran’s
fine i00 ft. Hamburg-built topsail schooner which he has been taking in
stages around the world. This summer he was having a short cruise,
chiefly under power, on the S.W. Irish coast with the able presence of our
Commodore Bob Berridge aboard. Some of us from ’Sinloo’ and ’Phalarope’
were very kindly invited aboard and spent a pleasant hour admizing the
fine vessel.
At 14.30 we warped away from Baltimore S.W. pier extricating ourselves with some difficulty from the mass of fishing craft and dinghies.
Decided we would not go alongside there again without the engine working.
We joined ’Phalarope’ and sailed together in rain out of Baltimore harbour
to make our way east. The wind was southeast so we had some windward
work to weather the Kedges and the Stags. ’Phalarope’ soon showed us what
a modern American centreboard yawl can do to windward and sailed through
our lee slicing up a thin layer of water and spray from her bow. A fine
sight.
¯ At 17.35 we both anchored for the night north of Rabbit Island near
the cottage which is our land base.
August 21st-25th: These days were spent in family sailing and fishing in
Glandore Bay. On the 22nd August we sailed ’Phalarope’ to Crosshaven to
lay up for the winter and on the 25th August left ’Sinloo’ there and said goodbye to her until 1957.
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LIST OF MEMBERS
Name &
Year elected

Address
(phone number)

Yacht

Thames
Tonnage

Lapwing

3½

Ocean Dove

8½

Anderson, A.W.
1961

Balmacara, Deanfield,
Londonderry. (3348)

Andrews, David
O.B.E., M.Sc., J.P.
1959

Belfast Mills, Percy St.,
Belfast 13.
(Office: 22451
Home: Bangor 60631)

Archer, William M.
1965

16, Harberton Park,
Belfast 9 (669943)

Arnold, R.C.
1955

13, Malone Hill Park,
Belfast. (667377)

Balmforth, M.B.
1966

40rmonde Park,
Belfast 10

Unmistakable

Barnes, Dermot
1955

53, Sycamore Road,
Mount Merrion, Dublin.
(882703)

Cu-na-Mara

Beck, H.P.
1963

10, Murdock Court,
Middlebury, Vermont,
U.S.A.

China Bird

13

Berridge, Lt. Col. R.L.
(Commodore)
1946

Ashleam, Monkstown,
Co. Cork.
(Glenbrook 841022)

Killala

19

Dara

4

Berridge, Mrs. Cicely D.
1965

Petrel

5-0-5

do.

Beckett, John D.
1963

52, Sydney Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
,(889826)

Begley, William
1950

87, Tritonville Road,
Sandymount, Dublin.
(684947)

Bourke, John P.
1965

27, Belgrave Square,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.
(805225)

Bourke, J. Roger
1940

Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave.,
Limerick.
(Office: 45444
Home: 45479)

Boyd, J.M.
1963

Craigantlet, Newt ownards,
Co. Down.

Bradley, Desmond
1957

"Mostyn" Grove Lawn,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 53351
Home: 882552)

Braidwood, W.S.
1963

3, Dufferin Villas,
Bangor, Co. Down.
(2382)

Braidwood, Mrs.
1963

Iduna

C ruishkeen

4

14

do.

Bridges, Mrs. M.C.
1936

Seamark, Glandore,
Co. Cork.
(Leap 7)

Brindley, Aidan C.
1954

Pendennis, Gordon Ave.,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 78617
Home: 893444)

Aletta

2

Broderick, K.J.
1943

Kilcoran, Knapton Road,
Dun Laoghaire, Co.
Dublin. (803397)

Darroch

13½

Brown, J. Finlay
1959

151, Seafield Road,
Clontarf, Dublin 3.
(335789)

Hy-Brasail
(P.O.)

Brown, W.P.
1963

212, Shore Road,
Portaferry, Co. Down.
(318)

Black Soo

5

Wender

7

Bunting, Peter J.
1962

Faunmore, 58 Demesne
Rd., Holywood, Co. Down
(Office: Belfast 21892
Home: Holywood 3744)

Butler, J.C.
1959

Belgrove, Cobh,
Cork. (811342)

Butler, Sean, Mr.Justice
1957

Bonnie Doon, C oliemore
Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin.
(806187)

Campbell, R.P.
1934

C otswolds, Foxrock,
Co. Dublin. (893242)

Verve

10

Chadwick, T.
1944

Lissen Hall, Swords,
Co. Dublin.
(Office: 280381
Home: 201220)

Huzure

8

Charles, R.
1948

13 Ham Road, Shoreham-by-Sea,
Sussex. (Home: 3421 -Office:
CHA 1644)

Clapham John F.
1965

3 Clanbrassil Tce.,
Marino, Co. Down.
(Office: Belfast 25475
Home: Holywood 2933)

Daphne

Clark, H.W.S.
1951 D.L.

G orteade C ottage,
Upperlands, Co. Derry
(Maghera 216)

Wild Goose

10

Clarke, Don.
1965

13 Belmont Drive, Derry

Caru

5

Clegg, J.A.
1963

Craigside, Langley Ave.,
Bingley, Yorks. (2125)

C obbe, T.L.
1939

Newbridge House,
Donabate, Co. Dublin.
(350343)

Coe, R.
1957

Craigie, Monasterevan,
Co. Kildare.
(Kildare 25300)

l

Happy Morning 6

(P.o.)

Franzi

5

Dragon

Sinbad of
Abersoch

11

Charm

6

Collins, H.A.B.
1963

Clanallen, Manse Road,
Kilkeel, Co. Down.

Collins, J.B.
1954

Mulberry, Glenamuck Rd.,
Carrickmines, Co. Dublin.

Collins, W.J.
1937

Weir View, Sunday’s Well,
Cork.
(Office: 20636
Home: 2403 8)

Cooke, K.L.
(R. O. R.C. Measurer)
1959

"Salia" Dublin Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 71801
Home: 322348)

C ourtney, Ross
1948

Ross More, Claremont Rd.,
Howth, Co. Dublin.
Office: 44686
Home: 323090

C oyne, T.P.
1959

1, Glenvar Park (Overseas)
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Cresswell, R.S.
1949

Lynton, Dalkey Ave.,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.
(803163)

Fionnuala

13

I

Crosbie, Commdr.George Garrydale, Tivoli,
1930
Co. Cork. (51665)
Crosbie, T.
1930
Crosbie E.
1957

Woodlands, Montenotte,
Cork. (52420)

If

12

do.

Cross, T. Fergus
1940

Montenotte House,
Lr. Montenotte, Cork.
(Office: 20595
Home: 22396)

Cudmore, Fred.
1947

Westcourt, College Rd.,
Cork.
(Office: 24019
Home: 42662)

Setanta

10

Cudmore, Justin R.
1966

Westcourt, College Rd.,
Cork.
do,

Cudmore, Fred (Jun.)
1966
Cudmore, Peter F.
1966
Cudmore, Harold
1956

do.

Cartriff, Douglas,
Co. Cork.
(Office: 24019
Home: 33016)

Cudmore, H. (Jun.)
1959

do.

Cudmore, Ronald
1964

do,

Auretta

Cudmore, Richard B.
1966

Uplands, Shanakiel,
Sundays Well, Cork.

Ann Again

d’Alton, H.M.A.
1956

Kilda Cottage, I<illiney,
Co. Dublin. (office 61481)

Glenshane
P.O.

Dawes, Miss K.P.
1963
Deane, Douglas
1965

The Moorings, Harbour
Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin.
(805770)
"Rosario" Sidney Park,
C ork.

Denvir, Miss Joan
1956

Mount Bernard, Cobh,
Co. Cork. (811504)

Devereux, A.
1930

3 Candles, Aston Place,
Dublin, 2. (71429)

Dillon, A.
1959

I<ilteragh Lodge,
Westminster Road,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin.
(893826)

Dineen, Patrick A.
1965

St. Munchin’s Bakery,
Nicholas Street, Limerick.

Huntress

Doyle, Denis N.
1956

Lauriston, Douglas Road,
Cork. (23706)

Moonduster

8

Glen
O.D.

a&

Emmy

12’
National

20

Doyle Frank
1966

Lauriston, Douglas Road,
Cork. (23706)

Doyle Thomas F.
1930

Ardmannagh, Glenbrook,
Co. Cork.

Doyle D. Conor
1966
Duff, J.C.
1946

Elsa

21

do.

37, West 75~ St.,
New York 23, U.S.A.

Naomi
P.O.

11, Queen’s Park,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.
(804414)

Naomi
P.O.

Dunn, Aidan
(Hon. Secretary)
1963

2, Nutley Road,
Ballsbridge, Dublin, 4.
(Office: 70733
Home: 691158)

Shortwave

Dwyer, Kevin F.
1966

Glenkeen, Glanmire, Co. Cork

Dyke, Stanley W.
1965

2, Knapt0n Tce.,
Dun Laoghaire. (807918)

Elliot, W.M.
1932

Hillsboro,
59 Cromwell Road,
C anterbu z3r, Kent.
(Office: Nonington 319
Home: Canterbury 65679)

Falkiner, Dr. N.
1953

24, Upr. Fitzwilliam St.,
Dublin. (62131)

Fannin, Robt. N.
1959

117, St. Assam’s Ave.,
Raheny, Co. Dublin.
(335388)

Faulkner, J.A.
1930

Doon, Cultra, Holywood,
Co. Down. (2104)

Faulkner, J. Dennis
1960

Olinda, C raigavad,
Co. Down.
(Office: Belfast 744261)
Home: Holywood 2783)

Sheena

Tir na n-Og

Andvari

.5

9

Heron

11

41

Felix, Bernard
1963

La Tour D’Ivoire, Bd.
De Lattre De Tassigny,
Toulon, France.

Fielding, Dr. R.J.
1956

Mizen, Douglas Rd.,
Cork. (31006 & 21842)

Firmegan, John J.
1966

9 Belgrave Road, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin.

FitzGerald, C.J.
1944

24 Patrick Street, Cork.

FitzGerald, David H.B.
1966

Mount Pleasant, Loughrea,
Co. Galway (Home: Loughrea
148; office: Tynagh 214)

Flanagan, R.J.
1930

119, Vernon Ave., Clontarf,
Dublin.

French, Miss D.
1934

Port Oriel Estate,
Clogherhead, Co. Louth.

Fuller T.
1936

Grianan, Skibbereen,
Co. Cork. (6)

Glover, Dr. W.E.
1961

Rosamar, Mile Cross,
Newtownards, Co. Down.
Office: Belfast 30111
Home: Newtownards 2633

Glover, Mrs. L.
1963

C orran

5-0-5

Geraldine

6½

Tyrena

11

do,

Gogarty, Desmond
1960

"Lamlash" Mornington,
Drogheda, Co. Louth.
(8740)

Catalina

Goodbody, H. Perry
1958

The Glen, Cobh,
Co. Cork.
(Office: 21701
Home: 811322)

S onata

Gordon, Hugh
1965

"Mount C armel",
Victoria Road, Dalkey,
Co. Dublin.
(Office: 45551; Home: 805662)

21

Green, Ronald,
1963

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road,
Dundonald, Belfast.
Home: 63175.

Green, Mrs. Margaret
1963

do.

Green, Chris., H.
1964

do.

Helen

Green, Michael
1964

do.

do.

Greer, P.H.
1951

22, Greenfield Road, Sutton,
Dublin.
(Office: 71801; Home: 323195)

Helen of
Howth

ii

29

Greer, Howard
1966

A maz on

Greer, Miss Patricia
1966

Janeen

14 ft.

Sharavoge
Sule Skerry

5
18

Guinness, J. H.
1961

Ceanchor House, Baily,
Co. Dublin. (323123)

Guinness, Mrs. M.J.
1966
Guinness, Peter
1963

15 Queensberry Way,
London, S.W. 7.

Hall, R.C.A.
1952

Lisaniska, Monkstown,
Co. Cork. (841083)

Hall, Mrs. Nancy W.
1965

Heron

8

do.

do.

Rob Roy
McGregor

8

Seadog

11

Music

I.D.R.A. 14’

Hanan, Thomas J.
1937

Asajigo Close,
Queen’s Drive,
Ikoyi, Lagos, Nigeria.

Harman, S.T.S.
1949

Lichfield, Ballintemple,
Co. Cork. (31053)

C arina

Hegarty, Brian
1957

Cairn Gorm,
Baily, Co. Dublin.
(323421)

Puffin

Mermaid

Hegarty, Dermot
1959

2, Kllleen Terrace,
Malahide, C o. Dublin.

Heidorn, Miss A.G.
1963

Seabank, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin.

Hely, Air Commodore,
A.H.O.B.E.
1960

8, Saxholme Dale,
Bassett, Nr. Southampton.
(Soton 69368)

Hennessy, Dr. NoelSt. J.
1957

Roosky, Co. Roscommon

Henry, F.J.
M.B., F.R.C.S.I.
1936

Match Box, Mount Anville
Rd., Dundrum, Dublin, 14.
Home: 984956

Henry, Dr. George R.
1961

6 Farmhill Drive,
Goatstown, Dundrum,
Dublin 14. (983200)

Heron, Barney
1965

Castletown, Celbridge,
Co. Kildare. (288349)

Hicks, Savell O. O.B.E.
1961

Cuan Hills Farm,
Ballydorn, Kfllinchy,
Co. Down.
Office: Belfast 57251
Home: Killinchy 468

Higginbotham, J.W.
1964

Weatherly, Claremont,
Howth, Co. Dublin.
(322086)

Hilliard, C.E.
1961

5 West Bar, Banbury,
Oxfordshire.

Hollwey, G.W.
1948

Dunstaffnage, Stillorgan,
Co. Dublin. (880998)

Hollwey, Lt. Col. J.B.
1939

Eski Shehr, Cabinteely,
Co. Dublin. (893255)

Horsman, Henry F.
1952

Templerainy House, Arklow
Co. Wicklow. (22349)

Hunt, C.K.
1963

c/o Arthur Guinness Ltd.,
Cork.

Silver Moon

17
footer

Cygnet

Aisling

Jacqueline

Artic Sun
Harlekin

10
6

Grey Seal
of Strangford

Mimosa

17
footer

Tora

Anne Marie
P.O.
Cockabony

16

Irving, J.F.
1960

The Moorings, Harbour Rd.,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Sea

Saunterer

(805770)
Jacob, Basil B.
1956

15, Cunningham Drive,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.
Office: 503222
Home: 806614

Johnson, Terence
1960

390 Clonard Road, Dublin, 12.

Jones, A.G.H.
1965

125 Redland Road,
Bristol.

Kavanagh, Commander
1965
Peter

Kerlogue, Railway Ave.,
Sutton, Dublin. (323396)

Kay, A.
1947

49 Offington Park, Sutton,
Co. Dublin, (322469)

Kelly -Rogers,
Capt. J.C.O.B.E.
1953

Spindrift, Shore Road,
Portmarnock, Co. Dublin.
Office: 46851
Home: 350028

Kennedy, Hugh P.
1963

7 Mount Eden Park,
Malone Rd., Belfast 9.
(Office: 226941
Home: 660500)

Kilkelly, Lt. Col. R.P.
1954

Cavalry Club,
127 Piccadilly,
LONDON, W. 1.

Kimber, Gur~
1957

8 Pembridge Place,
London W. 2.
(BAY 4679)

Kinmonth, Prof. J. B.
1966

70 Ladbroke Road,
London W° 11.
(Park 6045)

Kirkham, T.G.
1929

127, Ra~gar Road,
Dublin.

Knott, H.B.
1964

Marlay, Proby Square,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(881063)

Argus

5

t$

Tosca 11

Laputa

Sinloo of Arklow

Pamela

5-0-5

15

Knox-Gore, Col. W.A.C.,
1954
D.S.O.

3 Windsor Terrace,
Dunlaoghaire,
Co. Dublin. (805378)

Lambert, H.
1959

18 Crosthwaite Park East,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Landon, Capt. E.G.
1959

C rannog, Banagher,
Co. Offaly.
Home: Offaly 24

Large, Richard T.
1958

Rosehill House,
Carysfort Ave.,
Blackrock.
(Office: 61236
Home: 880574)

Lawless, Peter D.
1964

Heydene, Westfields,
N.C. Road, Limerick.

Lee, Reginald
1961

Beaumont Cottage, Waltham
Terrace, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin. (880610)

Leonard, Alan G.
1964

24, Maryville Park, Belfast
9. (669883)

I

Leonard, Gerald B.
1964
Livingston, William
1965
David
Livingston, Mrs. Bridget
1965
Love, Clayton
1950

Love Brian,
1963
Luke, Derek
1959

do.

89, High St., Cowes, I.O.W.

Sea Bird
(P.O.)

4½

Motihari III

5

Ianthe

8

Lamita

5

do.

do.

Myth of Malham 14

do.

Seabank, Clifton Terrace,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.
(801314)
do°

Windward, Strand Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 53351
Home: 322507)

Emanuel

7

Luke, Dermot
1955

Fairways, Carrickbrack Rd.,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 71801
Home: 322634)

McAuley, F.D.
1961

44, Firzwilliam Square,
Dublin. (61717)

Macauley, W.P.
1963

Ballyward House,
Manor Kilbride,
Blessington,
Co. Wicklow.

McCleery, H.
1953

Island Bane, Killinchy,
Co. Down. (355)

McC onnell, J.C.
(Rear -Commodore)
1958

Darwin House,
Cunningham Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 73141)

a

Heather Bell

52

Kala

1o½

Diane

4

McConnell, John H.
1965
McC onnell, ~,,,i .c::~k/,.
1959

do.

McCormick, W.H.D.
(Vice Commodore)
1956

Brooklyn, Greencastle,
Lifford, Co. Donegal.
(Office: Derry 4081
Home: Greencastle 5)

McCou11, M. J.
1960

47, Earlswood Road,
Belfast (656980)

Lorelei

McDowell, J.R.
1963

Cherryhill, Ballymullan Rd.,
Crawfordsburn, Co. Down.
(Office: 28221
Home: Helen’s Bay 3165)

Caitlin

McFerran, K.

Dangan, Carrickmines,
Co. Dublin. (893153)

Huzure,

1931

McFerran, Neil
1965

The Peak, Killiney,
Co. Dublin. (803556)

(P.O.)

6½

McGonagle, Liam
1959

Fingal, Strand Road,,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
(322848)

Mcllwaine, A.D.
1960

Barra, C rawfordsburn,
Co. Down.

McIlwaine, Mrs. Y.
1963

Sheenan

17

Marie of
Howth

5

do.

McKee, Michael
1962

2, Sandringham Drive,
Bangor, Co. Down.
(Office: 22734
Home: 2692)

McKenna, David C.
1964

Flat 5, 5 Lancaster Gate,
London, W. 2.

Mackeown, J.A.
1959

57, Leeson Park,
Dublin. (67964)

McKinley, Fergus
1953

Beechfield, Sydney Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(888376)

McLaverty, C.
1961

47, Portswood Road,
Southampton, Hants.

McLaverty, K.
1961

201, York Ave., East Cowes,
Isle of Wight.

McMullen, L.
1940

The Dell, Gordon Ave.,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin.
(893298)

Rainbow

McNally, R.J.
1964

42, Mount Prospect Ave.,
Clantarf, Dublin, 3.
(335814)

Hy-Brasail
(P. 0.)

Macken, J.J.
1949

White House, Dalkey Ave.,
Co. Dublin. (806897)

Aileen
(Dragon)

Mackey, K.
1964

6, The Close,
Mount Merrion, Dublin.
(881352)

Huff of Arldow
Antoinette
Sarcelle

Dauntless

Du rwa rd

14
5
6

2

2

6

3

Madden, Arthur, O.
1961

Hazeldene, Marina,
Blackrock, Co. Cork.
(31348)

Maguire, B.C.
1950

Northfield, 36, Herbert Rd.,
Hornchurch, Essex. (48754)

Maguire, M.J.
1958

Grosvenor House,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.
(804140)

Maher, Patrick J.
1959

Ballinglanna, Douglas Road,
Cork.
(Office: 25252
Home: 33966)

Mahony, J.A.C.
1958

Cloghroe House, Blarney,
Co. Cork. (85121)

Mallagh, T.J.S.
1957

2 Clonskeagh Road,
Dublin, 6o (971013)

Marshall, A.H.
1963

Rockmount, 20 Warren Road,
Donaghadee, Co. Down
(3553).

La Petite
Mamselle

5

Martin, Brian M.
1966

11 Jordanstown Road,
Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim

Solitaire

6

Martin, F.D.
1954

2, Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane,
Shankill, Co. Dublin. (863410)

Adastra
(P.O.)

Masser, A.H. Ll.D.
1959

Edros,. Baily, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 79801
Home: 323162)

Segura

Masser, K.A.
1966

1 Willowbank,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.
(806367)

Cantabile

5-0-5

Mellon, D.E.M.D.
1947

5 Vergemount, Clonskea,
Dublin, 6. (973075)

Janet

12

Micks, R.H.M.D.
1930

2 Merlyn Park,
Dublin, 4. (694157)

Fafner

Mac Lir II

8

22

Calloo

4

Miller, C.G.
1955

Shortalstown, Killinick,
Co. Wexford. (Murrintown 8)

Minchin, John
1960

Knockrea House,
Pride of
Douglas Road, Cork. (332300) Leap

Mitchell, E.D.
1959

Carrowdore Cast/e,
MilliMe, Co. Down
(Millisle 234)

Felma
(P.O.)

11

Mitchell, P.D.
1956

21 6th Avenue,
Atlantic Highlands,
New Jersey, U.S.A.

Brindaban

11

Montgomery, A.M.
1957

Brocca, 5, North Avenue,
Mount Merrion, Dublin.
(Office: 79232
Home: 881045)

Montgomery, E.J.
1955

78, Northumberland Road,
Dublin.
(Office: 61201
Home: 67852)

Moore, Godfrey B.
1946

18, St. Catherines Park,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 801078
Home: 803152)

Morck, Dr. P.B.
1958

Frankfort Lodge, Merrion
Samphire
Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. of Osyth
(880852)

Morck, Mrs. P.C.
1962

Z eewill

Caravelle

2

11

do.

Morehead, R.
1950

Leeward, Marina,
Cork. (33297)

Morris, Arthur
1961

Clonmore Glebe, Piltown,
Co. Kilkenny.
(Fiddown 8)

Morris, R. Wall
1958

Melbeach, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin.
(Home: 804843
Office: 76331)

Windward

Evarne

Vandra

1½
11

Morrison, R. lan
1957

Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd.,
Baily, Co. Dublin. (323106)

Mosse, W.P.
1964

Denedin, Bennetsbridge,
Co. Kilkerny. (5)

Mulhern, James T.
1958

Hillside, Upr. Mounttown,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 77592
Home: 801420)

Murphy, W.J.
1963

15, Cleve Hill, Blackrock Rd.,
Cork.

Murray, Capt. Brendan
1964

17, Mount Prospect Ave.,
Clontarf, Dublin 3.
(Office: 45851 (Ex° 558)
Home: 334422)

Nixon, W.M.
1963

6, Gilnahirk Road,
Belfast 5.
(Office: 669491
Home: 650055)
m

O’Brien, Eric
1948

39, Fitzwilliam Place,
Dublin° (64511)

O’Byrne, T.E.
1951

Thorndale, Beaumont Park,
Ballintemple, Cork.
(32614)

O’Ceallaigh, C.
1959

46, Killiney Road,
Killiney. (806037)

Thumbalina

(Mermaid)

Julia
5
Glenshane P.O. Glen O.D.

O’Ceallaigh, Mrs. M.
1963
O’Connor, Dr. M.
1957

58, Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin. (67136)

Odlum, Peter D.
1942

Priory Lodge, Grove Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

O’Donovan, W.J.
1947

Eldorado, Ballintemple,
Co. Cork.

Innisfallen

Inishmara

6

12

O’Hardon, R.H., M.D.
1940

O’Hanlon, Mrs. B., M.D.
1962

8, St. James’ Terrace,
Clonskeagh, Dublin.
(62080)

Tjaldur

12

do,

O’Keeffe, P.
1932

Ard-na-Greine, Bantry,
Co. Cork. (33).

O’Keefe, Ray, P.
1937

Landscape, Drinagh,
Wexford.
(Office: 72
Home: 280)

Iolar

O’Mara, Stephen
1960

Pembroke House,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 53361
Home: 880996)

Oisin

O’Neill, J. Russell
1964

25 Glandore Avenue,
Belfast, 15.

O’Reilly, John
1965

9, Eden Quay,
Dublin 1. (47040)

Osterberg, Paul
1949

The Old Manse,
Hillsborough, Co. Down.
(226)

O’Sullivan, Jeremiah
1964

9, Rock St.,
Tralee, Co. Kerry (91)

Geraldine

Park, Mungo
1955

Corrig Breac, Bafly,
Howth, Co. Dublin.
(322210)

Kitugani

Payne, J. Somers
1961

4, Camden Terrace,
Crosshaven, Co. Cork.
(831128)

Melody

Perrot, Thomas R.
1965

c/o Cement Ltd.,
Boyne Road, Drogheda,
Co. Louth.

Pearson, J.D.
1950

Craig View, Howth,
Co. Dublin. (322276)

Orana

(Mermaid)

11

4

11

Nat. 18’

12

Pierce, Dermot
1961

45 Coombe Road, Croydon,
Surrey.

Pope, A.E.
1948

Roancarrig, Waterfall Rd.,
Cork.
(Office: 41851
Home: 41143)

Pritchard, John P.
1966

The Coach House,
Helen’s Bay, Co. Down.

Pritchard, Mrs. Mary G.
1966

Harbar

do.

Purcell, D.J.
1937

3, Marlborough Road,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.
(801849)

Reid, N.C.
1963

1, Fifth Ave., Baylands,
Bangor, Co. Down. (60050)

Riordan, Cashel
1947

The Paddock, Templelawn,
Blackrock Rd., Cork. (33554)

Te rn

Robinson, Dr. G.
1960

15, Belgrave Square,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 805581
Home: 807207)

Whimbrel

Roche, T.H.
1935

Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(881093)

Ne on
Tetra

Ronan, J.G.
1956

Cuskinny, Cobh, Co. Cork.
(811370)

Rothwell, R.M.
1960

Rosbarnagh, Newport,
Co. Mayo. (17)

Russell, John F.
1965

Edendorn, Craigarusky,
Killinchy, Co. Down (201)

Ryan, Senator Eoin
1957

4, Winton Road, Dublin 6
(65249)

Ryan, J.
1957

c/o The National Yacht Club
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Macfin

Southern
Cross

5

20

(Enterprise)

6

Scanlan, Edward P.
1966
Scanlan, Mrs. D.B.
1966

"Old Oast", Ellen’s Green
Rudgwick, Sussex.

Flarepath

do.

Selig, Ivan
1965

20 Callender St.,
Belfast. (33878, office)

Sheppard, T. Lt, Comm.
1957

Derrybawn, Military Road,
Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.

Sheppard, Gerald J.
1958

2, Aigburth Drive,
Liverpool, 17.

Smiles, Alan
1958

28, Fifth Ave., Port Washington, New York, U.S.A.

Smith, L.G.
1960

Islington, 47 Terenure Rd.,
East, Dublin, 6. (908962)

Smullen, John D.
1961

Sea View, Corrig Ave., DunLaoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Smyth, B.T.
1960

40, Balmoral Ave.,
Belfast 9. (66386)

Wynalda
P.O.

Smyth, F.B.
1964

646, Howth Road,
Dublin, 5.

Rebel

Smyth, Karl
1964

20, Hamilton Rd.,
Bangor, Co. Down.

Smyth, W.A.
1960

11, Balmoral Ave.,
Belfast, 9. (665265)

Wynalda
P.O.

10

Somerville-Large P.T.
1946

Vallombrosa, Bray,
Co. Wicklow. (862216)

Gannet

10

Starkey, R.V.
1939

11, Sandford Ave.,
Marlboro’ Rd., Donnybrook
Dublin. (971107)

Bonita

Stevenson, John A.
1964

The Old Vicarage, Cranford
Way, Highfield, Southampton

Sullivan, C. St. J.
1955

Bellevue, Lr. Mounttown Rd.,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.
(Home: 805877; Office 79345)

Jaynor

Greylag of
Arklow

12

Carregwen

11

St. Michael
of Cape Clear

10

4

16

Taggart, Thos. N.
1966

Cuan Cottage, Skettrick
Island, Killinchy, Co. Down

Tayler, Warren J.
1962

53, West Point, Edgbaston,
Birmingham 16.

Thompson, S.F.
1956

Windyridge, Rochestown
Rd., Douglas, Cork (31137)

Tierney, John
1960

Amalfi, Eglinton Road,
Donnybrook, Dublin.
(692836)

Tomlinson, Michael
1962

Elmleigh, Neston,
Wirral, Cheshire.

Tomlinson, Mrs. Molly
1965

Wye

11

Pellegrina

12

15

doo

Tyrrell, John
1940

56, Ferrybank, Arklow.
(Home: 2452, Yard: 2403)

Aisling of
Arklow

Tweedy, Dr. E.S.
1962

Everton, Sutton
Co. Dublin. (323084)

Twayblade

Villiers-Stuart J.H.I.
1961

Ballynaparka, Villierstown,
nr. Cappoquin, Co. Waterford.
(Villierstown 4)

Villiers-Stuart, M.F.
1957

Longside, Greenisland,
C o. Antrim.
(Whiteabbey 2245)

Walsh, R.T.
1950

65, Merrion Road,
Dublin, 4. (691385)

Watson, Nell
(Hon. Treasurer)
1962

Shandon, Crosthwaite Park,
South, Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin. (804620)

Watson, Richard
1962

Newtonmore, , Grove Road,
Malahide, Co. Dublin. (350257)

Wilkinson, J.N.
1956

Glenhedr, Howth, Co. Dublin.
(323063)

Winifred

Vivi

Leila

13

30 Sqo m.

17 footer

Wilby, K.A.
1964

Monte Alverno,
Sorrento Road, Dalkey,
Co. Dublin. (808235)

Shelmalier
of Anglesey

Wilson, P.
1964

Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd.,
Bearsden, Dunbartonshire,
Scotland.

Nan of Cylnder 12

Wolfe, J.M.
1959

Robs Walls, Malahide,
Co. Dublin. (350505)

Wood Wolfe, C.F.W.
1958

Bridge House, Skibbereen,
Co. Cork.

Workman, J.R.
1954

36

Kyrenia

5

53, Malone Park, Belfast
(665815)

Ceara

8

Wylde, Commdr. A.L.
1961

South Shore, Sheridan Drive,
Helen’s Bay, Co. Down.
(2208)

Sula’s Wing 5

Stewart, Alan C.
1959

Ardnacrusha, 16 Penrodyn
Valley, Anglesea, N. Wales.
(Office: Holyhead 2231)

HONORARY

MEMBERS

Barton, Humphrey
1934 (1954)

4, Quay Hill, Lymington, Hants.

Cree, Donal, C.L.
1934

Pinehurst,
Aviary Road,
Pyreford, Woking.

Gray, A.P.
(ex-officio - Hon.
Sec., R.C.C.)

Rose Rambler 11

Gulnare

9

Hurricane House, Fleet, Hants.
(Home 1019; office GRO 3761)

Rococo

5

Heard, R.D.
1939 (1963)

Stone Cottage,
Killiney Hill Road,
Killiney,
Co. Dublin. (803709)

Vanja IV.
Ha rkl ow

Mooney, A.W.
1929 (1966)

Ardfern, Breffni Road,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.
(804366)

Osterberg, Harald
1938 (1966)

1 Wilton Place, Dublin, 2.
(66705)

Paul, Alan H.
1958

Royal Ocean Racing Club,
20 St. James Street,
London, S.W. 1.
(HYD 5252)

Years in brackets are those in which honorary membership was
conferred on previously elected members.
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12

